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FOREWORD 

* 

A major goal of this Symposium has been to assemble in one place a 
comprehensive volume on the state-of-the-art of fluidics. As reading 
of these papers will show, we have been highly Successful in meeting this 
goal and I wish to express my deep appreciation to the authors many of 
whom spent a great many hours and put a tremendous amount of effort into 
preparing their papers. 

> would also like to take this opportunity to thank the HDL staff 
of reviewers who helped me to read the papers: R. Deadwyler, T. Drzewiecki, 
N. Eisenberg, J. Iseman, S. Katz, and R. Woods. 

In particular I would like to thank Mrs. E. Jenifer and Hs D. Perry 
for their typing and other secretarial help often way beyond the call of 
duty and T. Drzewiecki for help in taking care of many of the details 
involved in preparing for and organizing this Symposium. 

Finally in behalf of the Harry Diamond Laboratories I would like to 
express my deep appreciation to the Naval Ordnance Laboratory for the use 
of the NOL auditorium and specifically to Mrs. R. S. Kahne for her helpful 
cooperation. 
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JOSEPH M. KIRSHNER 
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On 2 March  I960,  the Harry Diamond Laboratories disclosed the 
concepts of  fluid amplification and a wave of   interest began that 
within a very few years involved  individuals and organizations 
around the world in efforts to use the devices and  in trying to 
solve the difficult but  intriguing problems associated with  them. 
This  initial  period was unfortunately marked  by exaggerated predictions 
for the growth of fluidics  inspired by overenthusiasm and failure to 
grasp the enormous technical difficulties  involved. 

Inevitably this  initial enthusiasm died as the technical problems 
made themselves obvious.    A  large factor  in  this disillusionment was 
the attempted application of fluidics for uses that  the then available 
components could not possibly accomplish. 

Fortunately,  there were those who carefully sought out applications 
which matched  the available components, and  there were those who con- 
tinued to battle the frontiers of knowledge  in an effort to  improve 
the devices and to develop analyses of devices and systems. 

Analysis techniques began io gel about  1969-1970, and  in quick 
succession complete first order theories for  the more   important fluidic 
active components began to appear thereby making it possible  to 
analytically consider the trade-offs in geometry necessary to obtain 
desired characteristics.    This was an important milestone in fluidics 
and has set the stage for a more rapid growth of the technology. 

This decade has also seen advances  in development.    The devices have 
continually been  improved and the  range of possible applications has been 
appreciably  increased.    Of great significance   is the fact that many 
systems have now been operating trouble free for several years thereby 
verifying early predictions on  the reliability of fluidics. 

This symposium provides a means of gathering together many of  the 
individuals who are responsible for the generation and growth of the 
technology.     It and the proceedings will  provide a means for gathering 
together information on the current  technical   status of fluidics. 

We hope that by providing this opportunity for all of us to get 
together and to learn where the technology now stands, we will have 
added an additional  stimulus to the growth of fluidics. 

ii> 
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A REVIEW OF VORTEX DIODE AND TRIODE 

STATIC AND DYNAMIC DESIGN TECHNIQUES 

D. N. Wornley* 

* 

Abstract 

Vortex diode and trlode amplifiers and their operating 
characteristics are described. Experimental and analytical studies 
of the essential characteristics of vortex chamber flow fields are 
briefly reviewed. Data and design techniques developed for the 
static design of diodes and triodes are sunmariziid, and methods to 
estimate the small signal and global dynamic response of diodes 
and triodes are reviewed.  Finally, studies describing the appli- 
cation of vortex diodes and trlode amplifiers in engineering systems 
are cited. 

£ 

t ♦Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, Cambridge,  Massachusetts. 
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IIITKODÜCTIOII 

Pur« fluid devlcea which «aploy confined vortex flows 
have boon of onflnecrlns interest for wore than fifty yssrs. 
Studies have described effort to develop cyclone separators (!]*, 
confined vortex gaseous reactors (2,3], Ranque-Hllsch tubes [4,5J, 
thrust vector controllers (6], teapersture [7] and flow rate 
[8,9] aeasurlng Instruaents, oscillators (10]. angular rate 
sensors [11,12], vortex dloues [13,14], and vortex trlode aapll- 
flers [15,16]. A suaaary of publications concerning vortex 
devices hae been coaplled by Mayer [17]. In this paper dlacusslon 
Is focused on the vortex diode and the trlode aapllfler. 

The vortex diode I« of particular Interest, since In 
studies [18, 19] of the coaparatlve perforaance of coaeton types 
of pure fluid diodes, vortex diodes have been shown to have the 
highest ratio of forward to reverse flow resistance. 

The vortex trlode aapllfler la of Interest because of 
the pure fluid devices considered to date. Including beaa deflec- 
tion aapllfiers, turbulrace aapllflere and lapact nodulators 
[20,21], it Is the only dcvlre which has the ability to aodulste 
the totsl output power froa a source. It la useful In power- 
level types of applications siailar to classical open-center 
valves and haa been eaployed in a nuaber of hydraulic and gaseous 
flow aodulatlon appllcstlons (20—24]. 

u 

( 

»ASIC 0ESCRIPT1ON OF THE VORTEX TRIODE AMD DIODE 

Triode Geonetry and Functional Characteristica 

A sketch of s conceptual vortex trlode aapllfler la 
shown In Fig. 1. The aapllfler conaiats of a short cylindrical 
chaaber (i.e., the chaaber height h to chaaber radius r ratio h/r 
la usually lens than 1.0) with three types of ports: an outlet 
port In the chaaber end platea, a supply inlet port through which 
radially directed flow entere the chaaber and a control Inlet port 
through which tangentlally directed flow entera the chaaber. While 
Fig. I illustrates only single inlet and outlet ports. In practice 
a nuaber of both supply and control Inlet ports or annular port 
conflguratlona aay be used to obtsln a acre unlfora flow distribu- 
tion In the chaaber, and outlet ports asy be used either In one 
or in both chaaber end walla. The principal types of trlode 
configurations Including single, multiple end annular, button-type 

*Nuaber8 in (] refer to references listed in the Bibliography. 

o 

o 

/ 
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• 
supply port, and both single and multiple control and exit port 
geoaetrle« arc described in [20—32]. 

9 

* 

In a trlode whan the tangential control flow is zero, 
Che primary or supply flow proceeds radially from the supply to the 
axit port with negligible prassura drop across the chamber. In 
this condition the triodc delivers its nominal maximum flow which 
is determined principally by the supply and exit port characteristics 
and the supply and exit pressures. When control flow is injected 
into the chamber, a tangential velocity component is imparted to 
the fluid at the outer radius of the chamber. As the fluid flows 
toward the center of the chamber, a vortex is formed between the 
inlet and outlet ports in the chamber. The vortex flow field 
creates s rsdial pressure gradient in the chamber which in effect 
increaaaa the resistance to flow and thus decreases tne supply 
flow rate. Since a relatively small tangential control flow ia 
required to modulate the relatively large supply flow, the trioda 
is essentially a flow amplifier in which total flow (supply plus 
control flow) is reduced as the control flow is increaaed. A 
minlaia in total flow for fixed supply and exit pressures, 
called the cutoff flow, is obtained when the supply flow is reduced 
to zero and the total flow equals the control flow. 

Typically, the ststic characteristics of a triode are 
presented as totsl exit flow versus control flow or control 
prsssure, for constant supply and exhaust pressures. In Fig. 2 
sketches of triode characteristics sre plotted nondimensionally, 
where the normalizing flow is the maxima flow W obtained with 
W ■ 0 and the normalizing pressure is the fixed supply-exhaust 
pressure difference across the triode P - P . Depending upon 
triode geometry and operating fluid profertiis either a proportional 
characteristic la which total flow is a single valued function of 
control flow and pressure or a bistable characteristic in which 
multiple values of total flow exist for certain ranges of control 
pressure or flow may be obtained. 

s 

Several figurea of merit defined for triodes are 
illustrated in Pig. 2, including: 

(1) The turndown ratio—a measure of the total flow 
modulation capability defined as: 

TR W /W  - 1/W 
m cc     cc 

where W  is the control flow required to cutoff 
the supply flow. 

-  —      11  ■ i^al I - - ■ ■ 
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(2)    The cutoff control pressure ratio—a measure of 
the maximum control pressure to the supply 
pressure defined as: 

o 
(P cc V 

I 

cc (P s V 
where P  Is the control pressure corresponding 
to W .CC 

cc 

(3) The quiescent power drain ratio a measure of the 
quiescent to the maximum power consumption of 
trlode for operation on an Incompressible fluid 
which Is defined as:* 

QP P  /TR 
cc 

P  W 
cc cc 

In a number of studies these performance Indices have 
been discussed for a variety of trlode geometries operating with 
compressible [24, 25] and Incompressible [26—31] fluids. Turndown 
ratio values of TR - 22 for P  - 4.0 [27], of TR - 20 for P  - 3.0 
[26] and of TR - 8 with P 

cc 

o 
'§.0 [25] have been reported. 

cc 

The studies cited have Indicated for all the trlode 
geometries described that operation of a trlode over Its full 
range requires P  > 1.0. The requirement that the control 
pressure exceed cRe supply pressure Is one of the principal 
disadvantages of classical vortex trlodes.  Studies described In 
[32] and [33] have described trlode geometries In which It Is 
possible to operate the trlode over a portion of Its characteristic 
using a control pressure less than the supply pressure, P  < 1.0. 
In [32] an assymetrlc single supply and control jet triod$C 

developed for application in large scale water distribution control 
systems is described for which the total flow can be reduced to 
32% of the maximum flow with the control pressure head less than 
or equal to the fixed supply pressure head. The trlode utilizes 
supply, control and exit areas which are nearly comparable and 
takes advantage of the effects of the mixed control-supply Jet 
attachment to the chamber wall. 

o 

An axial trlode matched to a coanda unit is described 
in [33] in which the flow may be reduced to 80Z of its maximum value 

*In [25] a power index is defined in tens of enthalpy for compressible 
flow through triodes. o 

i,    inn   rJ ■■■ - 



• 
with P  < 1.0. 

cc 

For systems In which large values of P  > 1.0 are 
available, the use of a trlode coupled to an ejectS^ which uses 
primary flow from the control source to eject flow from the trlode 
exhaust to form the total Inlet control flow to the trlode can 
Improve trlode turndown ratio.  In [34] a trlode with an Initial 
turndown ratio of 8 was shown to have an effective turndown ratio 
of 35 when combined with an ejector since the ejector recycled 
the trlode outlet flow through the control inlet and reduced the 
total flow delivered to load at the trlode outlet. 

• 

• 

* 

For classical trlode designs which employ no external 
devices to augment the turndown ratio and are not designed to 
exploit Jet attachment effects associated with assymetry, carpet 
maps of TR and P  are presented in [27], [28] and [29] as a 
function of trioSfe geometry so that a maximum quiescent power 
drain ratio QP • P /TR may be determined as a function of 
geometry.       cc 

While the figures of merit cited describe the gross 
characteristics of vortex triodes, for a specific application 
detailed characteristics are required so that in proportional 
applications, the gain and region of linearity and in bistable 
devices the switching points may be determined. To completely 
describe a trlode in addition to the transfer characteristics of 
Fig. 2, additional characteristics are required. Including the 
supply and control port input and output port exit impedance 
relationships. 

Diode Geometry and Characteristics 

The vortex diode is similar to the vortex trlode and 
consists of a short cylindrical chamber with a tangential inlet 
port or ports and an exit port or ports in the chamber end walls. 
When flow passes through the diode from the tangential port to 
the end wall exit port, a vortex is formed in the chamber and a 
high flow resistance is obtained while when the flow is reversed 
and enters through the port in the chamber end wall and passes through 
the chamber to exit through the tangential port no vortex is formed 
and a relatively low flow resistance path is formed. A typical 
diode configuration is sketched in Fig. 3 with forward and reverse 
flow characterlsti's presented from the data In [18]. 

A figure of merit for the diode is defined in terms 
of the ratio of the flow resistance coefficients in the low k- 
and high k. resistance flow directions. The diodlcity D is: 

Di" "A 

„ ,.-   -Mill IW~ 
 - _^— 



where k Is flow resIscam , loss coefficient defined as: 

k - 2AP/PU2 

with AP ehe pressure drop across the diode, u the average flow 
velocity and P the fluid density. 

Values of D. have been reported for the vortex diodes 
tested by Paul [18] ranging from 5 to 43. Heia [13] and Zobel [14] 
have also described geometries which yield values of 0. in excess of 
40.  In comparative studies of vortex, scroll, nozzle and diffuser 
diodes Paul [18] and Baker [19] have reported achieving higher 
values of diodicity with vortex diodes than with the other diodes 
tested. 

VORTEX CHAMBER FLOW FIELD 

The Chamber Regions 

To provide a basis for understanding the performance 
characteristics of bot', vortex triodes and diodes, some knowledge 
of the physical phenomena occurring in the vortex chamber is 
required. A number of experimental and analytical studies 
[35—46] of confined vortex flow fields have been conducted. 
These studies have considered the following three flow regions in 
a vortex chamber: 

(1) an inlet flow mixing region 

(2) a main chamber region 

(3) an exit region 

First, inviscid models of the  three regions are discussed, 
and then the influence of viscous effects in the three regions are 
described. 

An Inviscid Model 

A model for a vortex triode or for the high resistance 
flow path in a diode can be formulated in a simple form for each 
region if incompressible, inviscid flow is considered. 

o 

o 

o 

o 



o Inlet Region 

In the Inlet mixing region the supply V   and control   W 
flows «re asaumed to be described by quadratic orifice   relatlonsfilps 

W - c A / 2 p (P - P ) 
s   s sj  ^ x s   o 

W - c A ' 2 P(P - P ) 
c  e ev   e  o' 

(1) 

(2) 

where: 

O 

G 

A - supply port area 

A m  tangential control port area 

c (c ) - supply (control) area discharge coefficient 
s c 

P - pressure at radius r , the edge of the Inlet 
0  mixing region     0 

If the supply and control flows mix completely In an Inlet 
mixing region which Is concentrsted In a thin annulus at the outer 
radius of the chamber, then at radius r , the radial velocity u 
may be computed from mass conservation Ss: 0 

2irr hp 
o 

(3) 

where the total flow U Is: 
o 

W + W 
c   s (4) 

By conservation of angular momentum, the tangential 
>si 

2 

velocity v+' under lossless mixing conditions st radius r Is: 
o o 

pc A W 
ceo 

(5) 

Hsln chamber region 

In the main chamber region, If the fluid Is assumed to be 
uniformly distributed axlally, Invlsdd. Incompressible and steady, the 

mutmm 



flow field consists of the super-position of a radial sink flow and a 
potential vortex.* By continuity the radial velocity at the exit 
radius r is then 

o 
o r (6) 

and the tangential velocity at r noting that for a potential vortex 
the circulation F - vr at any radius r Is equal to v r nay be 
derived aa: 

+ ro 
V  ■ V    
e   or 

e 
(7) 

The pressure drop across the chamber may be computed from 
the radial momentum equation as [43, 44J: u 

p - p -     r   dp -   p r >L_ dr. r u ^i o   e    JP        Jr 
r     4 

where when (6) and (7) are used: 

12    2      2    2 
o   e  '    e    e     o    o 

Exit Region 

(9) 

If the flow through the exit orifice Is assumed to be 
related to the pressure at r and the ambient pressure P by a quadratic 
relationship, then W the total flow Is: a 

o 

W - c A /2P(P - P ) 
o   e e    e   a 

(10) 

*Thls analysis assumes that the flow is uniform at any angular position 
in the chamber and assymetric effects due to inlet Jet attachment 
are neglected. o 

10 
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where: 

A - total exit eree 
e 

c    ■ exit eree discharge coefficient 

_       The trlode reletlonehlpjbetween nondlmenelonal totel 
flow W   - W /H    end control flow W   - W /W   mey be derived by 
coabln?ng (!) ?o  (10)  to yield:      c        C   " 

2 2    2      — *    2  2 
c A    r        H.    c^ A ' 

W2 
o 1 - Y 

e Jl   (S-    _ i\ _£- _  * ~1 (TU  U - W ) 
2A  2    ^.2      y 2   . 2A 2 ^Äo c (ID 

c A Lc c C.A. 

• 

where the maximum flow W le: 
■ 

W - Yc A /2p (P - P ) ■    e e    e   e 
(12) 

• 

with: 

Y - 
2 . 2 

c  A 
1 + 

2» 2 
CeAe 

c 2 A 2 ' 4 A V (1 " %? 

The dlmenelonleee trlode characterletlc of (11) le e 
function of Inlet end outlet eree discharge coefficients end four 
geometric retloe: 

(e)  A /A : supply to exit eree retio 

(b)  h/r :  chamber height to exit redlue retlo 

(13) 

(c) A /A :    control tu exit eree retlo 
c    e 

(d) r /r  :     the radius retlo 
e o 

To echleve e uexlmum flow rate through the trlode for e 
given su£ply preesure at W - ö end, in turn, e meximum TR end 
minimum P , both A /A enS h/r ahould be mede lerge es shown In 
(12) end tf3).  If H /X > 4.0 fnd h/r > 2.0 N where N la the 
number of outlets, tffe texlmum flow la'wlthln 94Z of Ire theoretlcel 

11 
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maximum value, and the exit orifice becomes the primary restriction 
to flow through the trlode for W - 0.  If the conditions on A /A 
and h/r are met, the characterlStlc Is simply: 

o 

where 

•0.707.   1 ±.1 - 

/, 
V 

c 

c      r      A 
C  ( e)    C 

2c  (r ' A e    o      e 

(U) 

(15) 

i v 
i - 

The Invlscld trlode characteristic Is illustrated In 
Fig. 4 for two values of G. As G or A /A and r /r Increase, the 
amount of control flow required at eacfi pSlnt onethS characteristic 
Is Increased. Thus, the Invlscld characteristic Indicates that 
A /A and r /r should be minimized to reduce control flow require- 
mSntfi.  Fig? 40also shows the  Invlscld trlode characteristic is 
multivalued for all values of W . A trlode with such a character- 
istic would tend to oscillate between the two values of total '/low 
which exist for a given value of control flow.  In real trlodes the 
effects of viscous losses In the Inlet mixing region and main 
chamber modify the characteristics. As these losses Increase, a 
trlode characteristic passes from a multivalued characteristic to 
a more proportional characteristic, and generally both the cutoff 
control flow ratio and pressure ratio Increase. 

o I 

o 
The Ideal analysis may be used to estimate the high resis- 

tance flow direction loss coefficient of a diode.  By combining (1)— 
(10) for the condition A - 0 and h/r > 2, the following relationship 
may be derived.       s e 

r 2 c A 

W 2/(2P(C A )2) 
c     e e 

e       c c 
(16) 

o 
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€ If the discharge coefficients for flow back through the 
diode are represented ss c . and c . for the exit and control areas, 
then the low resistance difection toss coefficient may be written as: 

P - P 
a c 

Wc
2/(2P(cedAe)

2) 
• 1 ♦ < I*4!*") C .A 

cd c 
(17) 

n 

if the exit and control restrictions are the only significant resistances 
to flow.    Thus, the ideal analysis indicates the diodicity is for 
c    ■ c  .: e       ed 

r * c A     ' 

r cd c 
(18) 

Equation (18) indicates that by increasing r /r the diodicity 
may be increased. While (18) provides an indication of thf effects of 
geometry on I»., it is noted in [18] that values of D predicted by sn 
inviscid analysis may be greeter than four times the experimental value 
obtained because of viscous losses in the diode flow chamber for flow 
in the high resistance direction. 

Viscous Hodel 

To describe more accurately the characteristics of the 
vortex flow in triodes and diodes, viscous effects must be considered 
for each chamber region. 

r> 

Inlet region 

In the inlet region. If the flow is considered incompressible, 
then the supply W and control W flows entering the region may be 
computed as given8in (1) and (2)? and if the flow is considered to be 
completely mixed and uniform, the radial velocity at the outer chamber 
radius r msy be determined directly from continuity as given by (3) 
and the total flow W by (4).  Conservation of angular momentum 
requires that the anSular momentum leaving the mixing region, U v r , 
equal that entering the region W (W /pA c )r minus the angular0 0 

moment due to shear at the outerSrafl 2tirchT0, where T is the outer 
wall shear. By balancing the angular nomSntSm and sheSr, the angular 
velocity at the outer wall may be written as: 

13 
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v ■ e  . „ - e v 
o   pc A W     c 

ceo 
(19) 

) 

where r. is the Jet recovery factor [43, 44] which Incorporates the 
shear losses at the outer wall and v  is the Ideal tangential 
velocity In (5); thus, if e ■ 1.0, n8 losses occur, and the Ideal 
angular velocity is achieved, while as increasing shear losses 
occur the value of c decreases. 

Measurements [45] have indicated that even for chambers 
with only tangential Jets, such as occur in diodes, the loss of 
momentum at the outer wall can be substantial with c approaching 
0.5 for large values of the swirl parameter A - v /u . Theoretical 
values of c have been derived [44], assuming the Prandtl shear law 
used for turbulent flow over a flat plate in which the shear is 
a function of tangential velocity squared, a friction factor f., 
and a tangential Reynolds number to the 1/4 power. Theoretical 
data from [44] is presented in Fig. 5 for a given friction factor 
f., which indicates c is a strong function of ideal swirl 

, A -«v /u and a weak function of Reynolds number R * u 

o 
r p/u. For 

A ■ 0, the recovery factor e =1.0 and the ideal case is achieved. 
As A increases.and approaches 250, c approaches 0.8 and for 
larger swirl A ■ 700, the recovery factor e decreases to less than 
0.7. As the strength of the vortex increases, the angular momentum 
loss increases. 

Main chamber region 

In the main chamber region the pressure drop generated by 
the vortex flow may be computed using (8). To determine the 
pressure drop P - P , the tangential and radial velocity distribu- 
tions in the chambereare required. For the inviscid flow case, 
these distributions were shown to be the super-position of a sink 
and potential vortex. When viscous effects are considered, it has 
been shown both experimentally [26, 38] and analytically [35, 36, 
37, 39, 40, 43 and 44] that the velocity distributions in a short 
vortex chamber are strongly influenced by the end wall shear. 
Fig. 6 illustrates conceptually the angular and radial velocity 
profiles occurring in a chamber for several values of swirl A. 
These profiles have been drawn using the experimentally measured 
profiles in [26, 38] as a guide. At very low values of A, flow 
proceeds from the outer periphery of the chamber to the inlet with 
radial flow existing at all axial points in the chamber.  In this 
condition, the flow conditions are similar to the super-position 
of a sink and a potential vortex. At higher values of A, as the 

o 

o 
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flow proceed« fron the outer periphery, en Increasing fraction of 
the flow !• drawn into the end wall boundary layer«. While near 
the chamber aldplane, the inward pressure gradient force due to 
fluid tangential velocity is nearly balanced by the centrifugel 
force due to fluid velocity, in the end wall boundary layers 
the fluid tangential velocity is reduced by the shear stress 
and approaches aero; thus in the boundary layer the centrifugal 
force is reduced by the shear, while the pressure force persists 
resulting in an acceleration of the radial flow in the boundary 
layer. As shown in Fig. 6 at high values of X ell the radial 
flow through the chamber may occur in the end wall boundary 
layers, and the midplane radial velocity may be reduced to 
tern or even become negative [38]. When all the radial flow is 
drawn into the chamber end wall boundary layers, a potential 
vortex can no longer be supported in the chamber, and at the 
midplane, the circulation distribution decreases due to the 
strong end wall shear. Studies in [35, 36, 37, 43 and 45] have 
analyzed the circulation decay in a chamber due to end wall 
shear.  In [43] the circulation distribution in a short chamber 
with incompressible flow is derived using a Prandtl shear law 
for the end walls and tangential and radial velocity profiles 
similar to those illustrated in Fig. 6. The ciruclation distri- 
bution derived in [43] is sunnarized in Fig. 7.  The distribution 
is a function of only two parameters—the swirl X and the 
modified boundary layer coefficient BLC* - BLCX where the 
boundary layer coefficient BLC is: 

BLC (20) 

where 

pu h 1/4 
f " V(-2^ 

For small values of BLC* < 0.25, the circulation distribu- 
tion is constant and a potenf:ial vortex Is formed. As BLC* increases, 
due to increased swirl X, r /h, or friction factor f., the circulation 
distribution decays and a potential vortex is obtained only over a 
portion of the chamber.  For BLC* > 2.5 essentially the entire chamber 
is influenced strongly by the shear and only over a small region near 
the outer edge is the circulation conrtant.  Since the pressure drop 
across a chamber is a function of v /i, a decrease in tangential 
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velocity at small radii from that given by the potential vortex 
P - v r • f  decreases the pressure drop across the chamber 
significantly from that predicted by an Invlscld analysis. 

The data In Fig. 7 Indicates that the circulation 
distribution T  Is principally a function of BLC* and only- 
weakly depends Independently upon A. Thus the circulation and, 
in turn, the pressure distributions are principally a function 
of BLC* which may be written in terms of triode quantities as: 

2 

o 

BLC* 
. vn        «Trf, cr 2 W 

2f -h- -2 -  ? S £_ 
r u        2    1 ' 4 o o 1/4 

(21) 

c A W w 
c c o o 

10.5 V 

In terms of triode parameters BLC* depends strongly 
upon nondlmensional total W and control W flows, chamber 
radius r , control port area A , Inlet Jetrrecovery factor c 
and the £nd wall friction coefficient f.; it depends weakly 
upon the maximum flow Reynolds number and is independent of 
chamber height._ At a point on a vortex triode near the maximum 
flow condition W ^ 0, W ■ 1.0, BLC* is small, i.e.. BLC* < 0.25, 
and the flow is nearly Invlscld; thus, near the maximum flow 
conditions vortex triode cahracteristics are similar to the 
ideal characteristics as Illustrated in Fig. 4.  At a point near 
cutoff in a triode, H    ~ U    -  0.05 - 0.3, or in the high flow 
resistance condition 8f a diode BLC* tends to be largo, i.e., 
BLC* approaches 1.0, and the Influence of viscous effects are of 
major Importance. As the chamber radius ratio r increases or 
the contiol area A decreases, viscous effects become more 
important at corresponding larger values of total flow. Thus 
near cutoff viscous effects require more control flow to reduce 
the total flow to given value, and triode characteristirs are 
modified significantly as shown in Fig. 4. 

o 

o 

Using an analysis similar to that in [39, 43) or the 
analyst,  in  [A4],  the radial  and  tangpntial velocity distribution 
resulting from the effects of end wall  shear in the chamber may 
be determined, and,  in turn,  the pressure distribution computed 
directly from (8). 

The exit region 

Studies of the exit region in vortex chambers have been 
conducted in  [39,  44].     Because the  flow in the outlet may have 
substantial angular velocity,  the axial velocity and pressure may o 
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o 
vary aa a function of radlua. As shown schaaaelcally In Fig. 8, 
at low tangential velocities the axial velocity w is nearly 
unlfon, while at high tangential velocities, w nay ranch negative 
values at the crater line, and the flow nay be drawn into the 
chaaber through :he outlet along the centerlina. 

The total exit flow may be determined from the axial 
velocity w distribution in the exit region ss: 

2Trp i- w r dr (22) 

C 
In [39, 44, and 46] methods for computing the axial 

velocity distribution in the exit sre presented which include 
the effects of the tangential and radial velocities existing 
at the exit radlua r on r.he axial velocity distribution, 

e 

0 

Complete viscous models 

Theoretical models which include the effects of tha 
cylindrical wall sheer in the inlet mixing region, the end wall 
shear on the tangential and radial velocities in tha main chamber 
region and the influence of the axial velocity dlatribution in the 
exit region on the total flow described above have been formulated 
by Bichara and Orner [44], Lewellen, Burns and Strickland [39] and 
Bauer [36]. While these analyses require estimates of the side 
and end wall friction coefficlenta and are restricted to symmetricsl 
inlet geometries with parallel top and bottom plates, they have 
provided a good basis for understanding the primary effects of 
geometry end fluid properties on triode characteristics. 

INFLUENCE OF GEOMETRY ON VORTEX TRIODE STATIC CHARACTERISTICS 

n 

The results of analytical [39, 44 and 46] and experimental 
[17, 25—31. 47—49] studies which describe the influence of 
geometry on triode and diode characteristics sre summarized 
below for incompressible flow through amplifiers with parallel 
top and bottom platea.  Data illustrating the Influence of Reynolds 
number, supply to exit area ratio A /A , control to exit area ratio 
A /A chamber radlua ratio r /r an8 cfiamber height to radius ratio 
h?r  eare presented. These gSometric quantities are the principal 
geometric factors influencing triode performance identified in 
both the ideal and viscous analytical studies. 
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Analytical studies (39, 43 and 44] have indicated that 
trioda characteristics are relatively Insensitive to Reynolds 
nuaber for sufficiently large values of R , since both the 
side and end vail shear laws are fmctionS of Reynolds nuabers 
to the one fourth power. Data in [28] has shown trioda 
characteristics to be relatively insensitive to Reynolds nuaber 
R » W /2nr p for R > 750 cor t».sts aade up to R < 3300. 
iKe inlenalSivity oY triode characteristics over X wide range of 
R greater than 750, indicates that once a characteristic for 
«"specific geoaetry is obtained for a given supply pressure, 
it aay be scaled to yield characteristics at other supply 
pressures. The ah Uty to scale characteristics greatly 
facilitates the design of systeas utilizing vortex triodes [30]. 
However, for lower values of Reynolds nuaber data in [28, 31 and 
50] show thit triode characteristics aay be quite sensitive to 
Reynolds nuaber. As pointed out in [31, 50] for triodes operated 
on hydraulic oil, the Reynolds nuaber sensitivity aay be of 
particular significance in hydraulic circuit applications. 

o 

I 
Supply to Exit Area Ratio: A /A 

s e 

The supply area A has a negligible effect on amplifier 
characteristics if A /A > 9.0 [30]. The supply port is effectively 
a series resistance BetSeen the supply pressure source and the 
chaaber as described in [17]. At the cutoff point it has no 
effect on the flow and the pressure at rM must reach P.. At 
aaxiaua flow, 
TR decreaaes and 
turndown ratios, virtues of A /A > 3.0 are desired. 

flow and the pressure at r. aust reach P . At 
as A is decreased to .values less than A /A ~ 3.0, 
tnd P  increases; thus for triodes with iaxfaua Ü 

Control Area to Exit Ratio; A Li 
c' e 

References [17, 27—30, 44 and 47—49] indicate that as 
the control port area is decreased, the control flow required 
to reduce the total flow to given level decreaaes while the control 
pressure increases. Thus, as A /A is decreased, both TR and P 
increase. As A is decreased fSr S given control flow, the tangential 
control jet velScity is increased as shown in (19), and thus a 
stronger vortex is created for a given control flow.* 

*As discussed below and shown in Pig. 6 for A /A < 0.1, values of TR 
aay becoae relatively insensitive to A or dScrSase slightly as A 
decreaaes due to Inlet aixing region losses. c o 
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s 
Exit Area Ratio; r It 

• o 

As shown analytically [44] and experimentally [29], the 
vortex chaaber radius ratio r IT    is the psraaeter which most strongly 
Influences the shspe of the tfioSe characteristic and determines 
strongly whether a proportional or bistable characteristic is ob- 
tained. Data from [29] is presented in Fig. 9.  As r /r is in- 
creased, the value of the nondimensional control flow tt 8ny 
nondimensioaal total flow is increased, and the turndown ratio 
increases. The chsrscteristic for r /r • 0.089 is proportional 
while the characteristics for r Ir    %  0?12 sre bistable. As 
r It    increases, viscous dlsslpSclon is reduced, end the chsrac- 
tlrlStics become more nesrly bistable. 

* 

% 

Chsmber Aspect Ratio; h/r 

The analysis in [43, 44] has shown for aapect ratios 
h/r varying from 0.2 to 0.8 that triode characteristics sre 
relatively insensitive to aspect rstio. Dsts in [30] shows for 
0.14 < h/r < 0.64 that experimental characteristics are relatively 
independent of chamber height. The range over which a triode 
characteristic is chamber height independent is limited by h/r 
or equivalently r It .  _I' h is so small that the curtain area* 
2irhr is less than N^r ~, where N is the number of exits, the triode 
charicteristic will defend more strongly on h since the chamber 
height will set the exit area. Data [31] for smaller values of 
h/r in which the curtsin srea la the controlling exit area Indi- 
cates thst TR Increases as h/r increases until TR becomes relatively 
insensitive to h/r over a rente of values of h/r . 

Turndown Ratio and Cutoff Control Pressure Design Charts 

The dsta described above has demonstrated that for 

z 

A /A > 3 
s e 

h/re > 2 

0.14 < h/r < 0.64 
o 

750 < R < 3300 
w 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

triode characteristics are relatively insensitive to A , h, and R 
and thus become a function of only 

\ 
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A IK    and r /r c    e e    o 
Ü 

Lawley and Price  [29] have conducted experiments which 
extend the data in  [27, 28]  sunmarizing the influence of A /A 
and t IT    on triode turndown ratio and cutoff control pressure 
ratiu'fo? single exit amplifiera  satisfying (23) —  (26).    The 
data presented in [29]  is for an unsynmetrical single supply and 
control Inlet geometry, while the data in [27,  28] are for 
multi-input port symetric geometries.    A summary of data from 
[29] is presented in Fig.  10.    Lawley and Price indicate that 
for unsymnetrical configurations,   the values of TR and P 
may yield errors on the order of  201 when compared with symmetric 
geometries; however,  the estimates obtained may yield a good 
first approximation for triode design. 

The Figure shows that as r Ix    is decreased for a 
given A Ik    both W      and P      increase.     It also shows  that as 
A Ik   is dlcreasedcfor fixeS r /r   , P      increases and TR first 
iftcrSases and then decreases.  eAt small enough values of 
A /A , as A   decreases, TR decreases somewhat since the decrease 
iS jit recovery factor essentially counteracts any gain in 
tangential velocity. 

The plot also indicates  that as A Ik    and r  It    are 
decreased,  the characteristic tends to be propSrtional, while 
as A Ik    and r It    increase, a more nearly bistable characteristic 
is oStafned.    Ss Shown by (19) and  (21) as A   and r    are decreased 
both the viscous losses on the side and end walls increase and the 
characteristics tend to be proportional, while as A Ik    and 
r It    increase, a more nearly bistable characteristic f* obtained. 
iS  [28] a systematic method for triode design if developed based 
on Fig.   10.    This method has been  implemented In a coo.puter 
assisted design program described  in [SO]. 

o 

o 

Studies of Profiled Chambers and Alternate Exit Configurations 

A number of variations in triode geometry have been 
employed in addition to the geometries described above.    Syred and 
Royal [26] and Bell  [51] have employed taper of the internal 
chamber end walls in triodes.    They found  that tapering the 
chamber with an increasing depth as flow moves to the exit 
increases  the linearity of the triode characteristics and the 
turndown ratio.    Syred and Royal   [26] also show that outlet 
diffuser angles may significantly  Influence amplifier character- 
istics. 
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» 
Mayer [17] and Taplln  [52] have also conducted extensive 

studies of vortex trlodes and have shown the effectiveness of using 
s vented outlet geometry employing a receiver tube to decouple the 
load from the chamber.    Because a very low pressure may be 
established In a vortex core,  It Is possible to aspirate flow 
from the outlet tube Into the vortex chamber;   thus,   the outlet tube 
may provide both positive and negative flows and pressures 
(relatively to atmospheric pressure).    Additional work on the 
Influence of receiver tube geometry on triode performance Is 
discussed by McCloy and Stevenson  [31]. 

Otsap [49] has also employed a vented amplifier configura- 
tion which is suitable for driving a ram-type load. 

* 

Work cited in [31, 39,   44 aid 48] has shown that using 
two exit ports, one in each end wall,  increases the triode turn- 
down ratio and increases the tendency for a bistable characteristic 
in comparison to an otherwise similar single exit triode. 

INFLUENCE OF GEOMETRY  ON DIODE CHARACTERISTICS 

The lnfleunr.es of geometry on diode characteristics has 
been discussed in [13, 14, 18,  19 and 53].    Paul [18]  has found 
for a fixed chamber radius diode  that the riiodiclty Increases as 
A /A    Increases for 0.23 < A /A    < 2, while Koerper  [48] found 
tnatea two exit hold geometr^ if superior to a single exit geometry. 
The observation of Helm [13] that projecting the exit port pipe 
into the chamber so that the edge is at  the chamber midplane 
Increases diodicity has been confirmed bv Baker [19].     It is 
also noted that triode turndown ratio results presented in Fig.  10 
provide an initial method of estimating  the Influence of geometry 
on the resistance of diodes in the high flow resistance direction, 
thus as A /A    and r /r   are reduced the flow resistance in the 
high flowcreSlstancS direction increases. 

TRIODE AND DIODE DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 

s 

In [24, 54] Taplln hap developed dynamic lumped parameter 
models to represent vortex triode dynamic behavior.  In [24] a 
functional representation of the response, supported by experimental 
data, is described which indicates the small signal linear response 
of a triode may be characterized by a time delay Tn and a first 

T, order lag time constant T    with the delay time equal to T    - 0.25 
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and ehe lag tine equal to T ■ 0.25 Tf where T is ehe vortex 
chamber fill time. 

irh{r 2 irh{r 2 - r 2) 
T,: S? — (27) 

where Q Is the average volume flow rate through the trlode. 

Anderson [55]  has developed a dynamic lumped parameter 
model similar to Taplin for small signal response of a trlode, but 
in which model parameters are related directly to the flow fiald 
in the trlode.     This lumped parameter representation is summarized 
in Fig.   11 and includes the following parameters. 

(1) The linearized control,  supply and exit port 
resistances,  R , R ,  R 

c      s      e 
(2) An inlet mixing region described by linearization 

of the continuity (3) and angular moment equatiors  (19): 

(28) 

(29) 
u c        c oo 

with 

Au    - K    AW 
0         u      o 

Av    - K   AW    - 
0         c      c 

• K 
o 

W 
o 

K    - 
u 

1 
2irr   hp 

o 

K    - 
c 

2eW 
CO 

c A pW 
C   C      OO 

K    - 
o 

eW2 

CO 

c A W2    P c c    oo^ 

where W      and W      represent operating point  flows. 

(3)      A main chamber region in which two effects are 
represented: 

(a) the time delay associated with the 
fluid transport 

(b) the viscous action between the end wall 
boundary layers and  the main core. 
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These effect« are represented as: 

-T s 

A<Po " Pe) ■    ITTT   A vo + K2 ÄUo 
ll 

(30) 

where: 

'l    3v 

:' 

r> 

o 

o 

the quantities K   and K    are steady-state gains calculated froa 
the distributed parameter response,   s is the LaPlace operator and 
e is exponential.    The vime constants T   and T   are detenalned by 
fitting  (30)  to the distributed parameter response developed in 
[55].    T    and T    have been shown to be s function of the boundary 
layer coifficient BLC,  the swirl    A and the chamber height ratio 
h/r    as shown in Fig.  12.    The Figure Indicates that as X 
Increases for fixed geometry and fixed BLC,  T /T  ,   the delay time 
to fill tine ratio decreases from about 0.3 to 0.1.    The ratio is 
relatively insensitive to h/r    indicating the dimensional delay time 
T    is almost proportional to Chamber volume.    The decrease in 
TI/T    as X increases indicates that as the vortex strength in the 
cnamber Increases and more fluid is  in the boundary layer, the 
deley time decreases in proportion to the fill tine. 

The lag time to fill time ratio T./T, is influenced by 
h/r .    As h/r    Increases T./T, increases inaicatlng the lag time 
inc?eases faster than the chamber height.    As the swirl Increases 
and a stronger vortex is formed, T /T, increases since the boundary 
layers plsy an increasingly important role.    The range of T /T. 
lies between 0.2 and 0.6 in the Figure. 

Experimental data presented in [55] Indicates  that for 
low swirl conditions,  i.e.   for a triode operating near maximum 
flow, using* 

n 
T  /T    = T  /T V £     V f 0.25 (31) 

♦These are the values recommended by Taplin   [24]. 
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provide* an approximate estimate for the trlode response.    As a trlode 
operating point  Is changed and operation near cutoff Is considered, 
the time constant values approach: 

TD/TF - 0.1 (32) 

TL/Tf * 0-5""0-6 

Using the approximations of   (31)--(32) , a rough estimate 
of the  iange of  response times occurring In a trlode for small 
signal  response may be obtained. 

Experimental data for vortex trlode response is presented 
in  [24,   54] vlth direct comparisons of analysis and data presented 
In [55].     This data essentially verifies the delay-lag character 
of the response described. 

The dynamic analysis presented in [24,  55] have been for 
small signal disturbances.    Some data for estimating the response 
from full on to off has been described by Neve   [56].     Data In [56] 
indicates for trlodes with 0.1 < h/r    < 2 that  the on-to-off 
and off-to-on response times are similar and that the large scale 
switching response time may be represented approximately for 
0.1 < h/r    < 2 as: 

T 
 r 
Tf 

-2r I 1' 32 

(34) 

where T    is the response time. 

For trlodes, analytical and experimental response data 
indicate that as the chamber volume is Increased and as the average 
flow through the trlode decreases,  the response time for both 
small perturbation and large signals Increases.     Thus,   to minimize 
the trlode response time, the chamber height should be reduced to 
the minimum height permitted by static considerations. 

Dynamic response data for vortex diodes is presented in 
[53].    Neve [56]  has shown that the results In  [53] correlate well 
with equation  (34). 

VORTEX DIODE AND TRIODE APPLICATIONS 

Because among various types of pure fluid diodes, the vortex 
diode has been shown to have the highest ratio of forward to reverse 

u 

u 

Ü 
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flow resistance. It has a strong potential for application in systeaa 
requiring nu aoving part diodes. Application of the diode in 
classical rectification circuits is discussed in [.S7] while further 
discussion of diode applications is contained in [13, 14, 18, 19 
and 20]. The use of a vortex triode which is configured to act 
as a high gain active diode is discussed in [58?. 

t 

n 

The ability of the vortex triode to modulate the total 
flow fro* a load makes it attractive for applications requiring no 
moving part open center valves. The triode may be used in 
applications similar to classical open centered valves as described 
in [20, 30 and 57] and may directly replace classical two- and four-way 
valves in some applications. Hydraulic and pneumatic servovalves 
have been constructed using vortex triodes as described in [20, 23] 
while additional hydraulic system applications are described in 
[31, 50]. 

Studies describing the application of triodes to specific 
flow modulation and signal processing systeaa Include [H]  for 
aircraft flight control systems, [6, 24] for thrust vector control 
systems, [59] for aircraft fuel control and air conditioning systems 
and [52] for dynamic signal processing circuits. The use of triodes 
in constructing a digital to analog convector is described in [60] 
and as an adjustable pressure regulator in [61]. 

Discussion of the application of triodes to the control 
and metering of flows in large scale water distribution systems 
and river basins is suonarized in [32, 62]. 

The construction of a direct electric to fluid transducer 
using a triode operating upon liquid and an electromagnetic field 
is described in [63]. 
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1 
VORTEX DIODES u 

Abstract 

The two elements of the vortex diode rectification ratio, 
the pressure drop in the "backward" or vortex path, and 
the "forward" path are separately studied. The effective- 
ness of the vortex as a means of generating pressure drop, 
is expressed as the ratio of vortex pressure drop to the 
inlet nozzle velocity head.  This, in turn, is a function 
of the nondimensional vortex radius and "n", the vortex 

n 

Maximum vortex exponent in the expression 

n (where n ■ 1.0 only for a "free,f vörtex) was obtained 
by increasing the axial length-to-vortex diameter ratio 
to 0.35 or above. These results are consistent with other 
observations.  The forward-flow pressure drop was minimized 
and the diode effectiveness or "diodicity" thereby improved, 
by means of avoiding both cavitation at the tangential noz- 
zle and by minimizing drastic changes in fluid velocity. 
Design and development procedures are presented. 
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SYMBOLS 

A - Area 

a - Area 

C - A constant 

C    - Pressure drop coefficient 
v      for a vortex 

E - Diode effectiveness, 
Rectification effec- 
tiveness, Kj/Kp 

D - Vortex diameter 

D    - Orifice diameter 

f - Friction factor 

F - Force 

G - Flow rate 

G    - Flow gain 

K - Pressure drop coefficient 

L - Axial length 

M - Mass 

N - Nozzle width 

n - General vortex 
exponent 

p - Pressure 

p - pressure 

Q _ Dynamic pressure 

R - Ratio of inlet to 
outlet radii 

r - radius 

S - Distance 

v - Velocity 

V - Velocity 

W - Flow rate 

p - Density 

w - Rotational velocity 

Subscripts 

F - Forward flow 

I - Inverse flow 

i - Inlet 

! 

N - Nozzle 

o - Central orifice 

0 - Central orifice 

V - Vortex 
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VORTEX DIODES 

S. S. Plneblum 

Bell Laboratories 
Whlppany, New Jersey 07981 

INTRODUCTION 

Fluid diodes were among the first fluidic devices. Various 
fluid diode inventions'by Tesla [1], Kantrowitz [2], 
Wislicenus [3] (a vortex diode) and Putnam [^], as well as 
others, have been described previously. 

P. J. Baker [5] presented a survey of early fluidic diodes 
and reported his own experimental work on the vortex and y    ) 
other diodes. 

Basically, the fluidic diode is useful in lieu of the 
ordinary check-valve when special conditions exist. First, 
absolute shut-off in the Inverse direction must not be a 
requirement because such diodes a"e Inherently very leaky 
as check-valves.  Secondly, elimination of the mechanical 
parts of the conventional check-valve may be required in a 
violent environment.  In general, the fluid diode fills the 
need for a highly reliable, low-cost valve. 

( ) 
The fluid diodes has been limited,  as Scudder [6] has noted, 
to applications where low values of the ratio of backward to 
forward resistance, or  "diodiclty"   (approximately 5 achieved 
at  Harry Diamond Laboratories by 1965)  is satisfactory.     A 
very simple two-way restrlctor vortex diode for a heat  pump 
(Figure  1),  requiring a resistance ratio of only 1.90, was 
demonstrated in 196^  [7]. 

The purpose  of the present work is to report  a rational 
approach to  inviscid primarily  incompressible) vortex diode 
design. 

INDEX  OF  EFFECTIVENESS 

The vortex diode is effective because a pressure drop is 
developed by the centrifugal  force of rotating fluid  (note 
left-hand sectional view in Figure 1).     This pressure drop 
is much greater than that generated by the  flow through the 
central orifice,  radially toward,  and out  through the 
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o 
tangential nozzle. Therefore, the tangential Inlet acts as 
the cathode, and the central orifice acts as the anode In 
obvious analogy to electronic diodes. 

Diode effectiveness (dlodlcity) in a fluid diode, E, is the 
ratio of the Inverse-flow to forward-flow pressure drop at 
equal flows. 

TAP (INVERSE)' 
[ {»(FORWARB) CONSTANT PLOW 

(1) 

G 
This resistance ratio or rectification ratio  (or dlodlcity), 
is a criterion of effectiveness of fluidic diodes Just as 
for diodes  in general. 

In many systems,  the ratio of forward-flow to inverse-flow 
at equal pressure may be a more useful index.    Since these 
vortex diodes operate in the turbulent region,  the flow 
ratio  is approximately the  square-root of the resistance 
ratio  at the same conditions. 

0 
The fundamental similarity between a vortex amplifier and a 
vortex diode Is worth exploring.  The overall flow gain of 
a vortex amplifier can be expressed as the ratio of the 
difference between unimpeded radial flow with zero signal 
and the minimum flow with maximum signal.  When the main 
flow is completely shut off, the flow gain is 

w  — w 
max  mln 
W 
signal 

W max-0 
W signal 

(2) 

c: 

Since the unrotated radial 
through the vortex chamber, 
be approximately equal to t 
through a vortex diode; and 
radial shut-off equals the 
direction.  Thus, the fluid 
is comparable to a vortex d 
This similarity permits us 
one device to the other. 

flow in either direction is 
the maximum radial flow would 

he unrotated forward flow 
the signal flow at complete 

tangential flow in the reverse 
amplifier Index, the flow gain, 

lode index - the flow ratio. 
to apply results obtained for 
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In constant pressure systems, obviously, the flow ratio will 
be preferred; while in constant flow systems, the resistance 
or rectification ratio will be more useful. 

In general, the Inverse path of a vortex diode includes an 
entrance, a nozzle, a vortex chamber, a central exit orifice 
(or one in each end) and finally an outlet tube at each exit. 
The forward flow path is identical, but in reversed direc- 
tion. These series components all contribute to the total 
pressure drop, so that the resistance ratio and diode 
effectiveness. 

E = 
APe+&VAPVC+AP0+APt 

APt+AP0+APvc+APN+APel 
JI (3) 

where I and F refer to inverse and forw 
diode entrance in the Inverse path; N, 
vortex chamber; 0, the outlet orifice; 
tube. The greatest pressure drop is ex 
chamber with vortex flow in the inverse 
the main purpose of diode design is to 
possible resistance, or rectification, 
primary target of design improvement Is 
sure drop due to the vortex flow in the 
with minimum forward-flow pressure drop 
device. 

THE VORTEX 

ard flow; e, the 
the nozzle; VC, the 
and t, the outlet 
pected in the vortex 
-flow direction.  If 
obtain the greatest 
ratio; then the 
the Maximum pres- 
inverse direction 
through the entire 

(  ; 

Early practical interest in vortex devices was directed 
toward separators, atomizers, Ranque tubes and heat trans- 
fer enhancement devices. The literature on the vortex and 
Its application is ample.  Earlier bibliographies have been 
compiled by Mayer and Maker, and Erfurth [8,9].  Goto, 
Mayer and many others [8,10-15] present practical summaries 
of the vortex fluid dynamics. 

In general, the tangential velocity in a vortex varies with 
the radius 

V - v^)' (4) 
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Q 
where V. and r. are the velocity and radius at the Inlet of 

the vortex, and n Is the general vortex exponent, 
vortex, angular momentum Is preserved. 

In a free 

Vi V2r2 - C (5) 

while angular velocity,  u ■ V/r  increases toward the center. 
Thus: 

o 

o 

'>-<4-<4 (6) 

where the vortex exporunt, n, is unity for a free vortex. 

The shear between circular layers of fluid and between the 
walls of the chamber and the fluid inhibits the increase 
in velocity with decreasing radius until the velocity is 
constant with radius.  This portion of the vortex is said to 
enclose the "core" of the vortex.  Here, where velocity is 
constant, the vortex exponent, n, is zero. 

The radius at which the transition from a free vortex to a 
forced vortex occurs, the core radius, has been shown by 
Soo [16] to be proportional to the one fifth power of the 
kinematic viscosity.  Thus, in viscous fluids, the forced 
vortex core would dominate the vortex chamber with little 
room for the free vortex to develop. 

In the inner portion of the vortex, wherein the rotational 
velocity u is constant, the tangential velocity varies 
directly with the radius, and Equation (4) becomes 

r: 
(7) 

The forced vortex is realistic for viscous liquids [11] and 
also for the core of all vortices in general. 
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Actual flow within a vortex valve combines tangential flow 
and radial,  centripetal flow.    The radial flow toward the 
central  orifice,   has been shown by several researchers 
[11,17,18] to travel primarily within the boundary  layer at 
the ends  of the vortex chamber.    This  boundary layer in- 
creases   in proportion  to viscosity and   surface roughness 
[19,20].     Kamel and Farap; have shown In this  regard, that 
the leakage through the boundary  layer  in the vortex chamber 
Increases  with viscosity [11] and  surface roughness  [21]. 

PRESSURE  DROP  GENERATED  BY  A VORTEX 

The centrifugal  pressure reaction to  the rotary flow is 
simply  the  centrifugal   force  per  unit  area,   (a). 

dF = dMV    =  PaV  4r (8) 

dF =  pV2 ^ . (9) 

This equation was used by Mayer and Maker [8], as   well  as 
others,   as  the  basis  of a preliminary  analysis of  a vortex 
valve.     Using the value of V from Equation   (M),  the pres- 
sure change  can  be expressed  as. 

*) 

2n 

r dP -   pVfJ-M    ^ (10) 

where V,,  and r.   are  the Inlet velocity  and radius. 

Integration Letween radii produces the  total   pressure 
differential  across vortex 

AP  = 

0 
„2  2n -2n  -1, ,,-,,. pV,.r.   r      r     dr (11) 
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AP ■ pV N 

-r. 
.2n nO 

r2n(2n) Jl 

(12) 

AP 
PVN 
2n 

^n' 

1- (13) 

c The coefficient of vortex pressure drop, Ky Is defined sim- 

ply as the ratio of vortex pressure drop to nozzle dynamic 
pressure, Qj,. 

«       2 p N 

(l**) 

G i (1-R2n) n (15) 

where R here Is the ratio of the outer to Inner radius. 

For the three special cases, free, constant velocity, and 
forced or solid-body vortex, the vortex pressure drop co- 
efficient becomes 

-(R -1) n ■ 1, (Free) (16) 

G 
Kv - -(2 log R)   n » 0, (V C) (17) 
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and 

-(-?) -1, (Forced) (18) 

EXPERIMENTS 

Vortex diodes were construe 
cut-outs of various dimensl 
with various outlets and wi 
nozzles. The pressure aero 
flows and pressure drops ac 
assembly were measured with 

ted as assemblies of cylindrical 
ons, end plates (one transparent) 
th variations of tangential inlet 
ss the valves was varied, and 
ross the vortex and the entire 
flow directed in both directions 
" or "backward" hlch-resistance - tangentially for "reverse, 

flow, and centrally for radial "forward" flow 

The vortex chambers used in our experiments (Figure 2) var- 
ied in diameter from I.58 to 3.52 inches (4 to 8.95 cm) and 
in length from .188 to 1.0 inches (0.477 to 2.54 cm). Thej. 
maximum available pressure and flow were 100 psi {6.895*10^ 

li/m2)  and 6 gpm (3 . 78xio"5m3/sec ). 

TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Most of the experimental results and some of the analyses 
were reported earlier [12]. 

Vortex Pressure Drop Coefficient 

The variation of the pressure drop coefficient K with the 
ratio of the outer-to-inner radius R in various vortex 
valves is shown in Figure 3.  Lines of computed K versus R 
with constant values of n are plotted for comparison. The 
test results show that for most vortex chambers the effec- 
tive vortex exponent Is approximately constant.  The vortex 
exponent n should be considered an effective n to express 
the fact that many modes of flow in the vortex chamber re- 
sult in a specific pressure drop and that the resulting 
pressure drop coefficient is a function of R, the ratio of 
the outer and inner radii. 

Kv = i (1-R
2n) (15) 
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Therefore, n Is an average correlation quantity rather than 
a true vortex exponent Indicating the exact mode of vortex 
flow. 

C; 

r. 

:: 

Consequpnces of Axial Length-to-Dlameter-Ratlo 

In general, very thin vortex chambers develop very weak 
vortex flow.  The consequences of varying the axial length, 
L, to the vortex diameter, D, are somewhat as expected. 
For very thin diodes the boundary layer will completely 
fill the chamber. As the axial length between the circular 
endplates, L, increases, the available distance free of the 
boundary layers increases.  Once this free distance Is much 
greater than the boundary layer, further Increase in L/D is 
not profitable. 

The average vortex exponent, n, increases with L/D as seen 
in Figure U, but becomes relatively insensitive to any 
increase above L/D ■ .35.  All the points shown are results 
of our experiments except the one point shown at L/D ■ 0.8, 
which was reported by Holman and Moore.  Kwok and Farag's 
work with a large vortex chamber [22] showed that the 
discharge coefficient decreased with Increasing L/D.  Ex- - 
pressed In the form of pressure drop coefficient K (K« I/O, 
this agreed with our tests and Indicated an Increase In 
pressure drop coefficient at constant radius ratio, R, with 
L/D at very low L/D and relative insensltivity to L/D at 
higher values.  In addition, Tsai [I1*] found no significant 
improvement when he varied L/D from .5 to 1.6. 

Vortex Chamber Outlet 

The flow field in a vortex chamber is primarily "a strong 
two-dimensional vortex superimposed on a weak sink" [I'*]. 
Thus, it can be expected that the exact shape of the vortex 
chamber outlet Is not Important.  This was verified by re- 
sults of experiments with rounded and chamfered outlets, 
as shown in Figure 5 and by Kamel [11]. 

Vortex Generated Pressure Drop in Outlet Tube 

In most cases, the pressure drop measured across the outlet 
tube was relatively insignificant and the vortex alone 
almost equaled the pressure drop across the entire diode 
assembly.  However, at very high values of vortex radius 
ratio and vortex pressure drop coefficient, the pressure 
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For the three best vortex diodes, the ratio of the measured 
pressure drop across the total cortex assembly including the 
outlet tube to that of the vortex alone followed this 
equation: 

(.0143)R2,5. 

The addition of vortex generated pressure drop in the outlet 
tube to Increase the reverse flow resistance is, however, of 
very limited use for diode design, as will be seen later. 

Forward Flow 

The temptation to concentrate on the vortex chamber of a 
vortex diode to the exclusion of other portions leads to 
disappointing results. 
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drop through the outlet tube downstream of the vortex 
chamber is a major portion of the total.  (For instance, the 
pressure drop across an entire valve (labeled ZG  In  Figure 
3), was much greater than that across the vortex chamber 
alone (shown as G).  Thus, it became important to study the 
pressure drop of swirling flow through the outlet tube. 

Pressure taj-sln the central outlet tube showed a value of 
pressure drop per inch that was about 12 times that of 
straight unswirled flow. T. J. Lawley and his associates 
[23] similarly showed that the pressure drop In a vortex 
chamber outlet tube Increased with the strength of the 
vortex. 

However, they, along with M. K. King and F. Krelth and i ' 
their associates [25,25] also reported that both vortex V_ ' 
strenrth and the tube pressure decayed moat rapidly in the 
upstream portions of the tube. For instance. King reported 
that the vortex iiad lost 60%  of Its strength in the first 
20 diameters of a tube which was 100 diameters long.  Simi- 
larly, one tube with swirling flow lost about 75% of static 
pressure in the first 10 diameters of its length and the 
remaining 25%  in the downstream 17 diameters.  Thus, it is 
clsar that the pressure drop in the tube immediately down- 
scream of the vortex chamber contributes significantly to 
the vortex generated pressure drop. U 
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It Is clear from Equation (6)  that effective vortex diodes 
cannot be achieved unless excessive pressure drop Is care- 
fully avoided throughout the entire forward-flow path.    The 
most serious head  losses In forward-flow occur In the Inlet 
tube and at  the tanrentlal nozzle. 

c 

Inlet Tube Losses 

The usual Darey-Welsbach Equation for pressure drop In a 
tube 

&P 4ov2) (19) 

when expressed as a function of volumetric flow rate, G and 
tube diameter, D0 becomes 

i; 

AP -   f 

Lp8G' 
n'D; 

(20) 

(21) 

:: 

Thus, the pressure  drop Increases with the reciprocal of the 
fifth power of the central orifice diameter.     For any one 
vortex chamber,  R was increased by decreasing the central 
outlet In the end plate.     In Figure 6, we show the measured 
variation of total   forward flow pressure drop coefficient 
as well as the computed change  in the orifice related pres- 
sure drop coefficient.    The starting point  for the calcu- 
lations was the measured  total resistance to forward flow 
at R ■ 6.39-    The assumed K factors were 1.5 and 0.9 for 
the inlet tube orifice and the nozzle,  respectively,  as 
estimated from handbook values  for the tube, an expansion, 
and a 90°  bend for the former and a 75°  bend and a contrac- 
tion for the latter.    These estimates were,  frankly,   selec- 
ted to be consistent with accepted values and to total a 
K of 2.k which was determined experimentally.     As the 
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radius ratio R is increased from 6.39 to 13.33 by decreasing 
the outlet radius by a factor of 2.086, the fifth power of 
that factor of radius change is 39.50. This factor times 
the inlet K factor 1.5, equals 57.9. This plus the K factor 
through the unchanged nozzle results in an estimated total 
found flow K factor of 58.8 at R ■ 13.3 as shown in Figure 6. 
The actual measured total K factor was approximately 61. 

In an earlier section, it was shown that the vortex pressure 
drop coefficient increased with the radius ratio.  However, 
if the increased radius ratio R is obtained with a small 
outlet orifice, the forward pressure loss through the inlet 
tube and orifice will be excessive as shown in Figure 6 and 
diode effectiveness will decrease rather than increase. 

Going in the opposite direction, the inlet tube pressure 
drop will decrease with the radius ratio.  At smaller radius 
ratios, the orifices are relatively larger.  The pressure 
drop contribution from the tube itself decreases with the 
reciprocal of the fifth power of the inlet diameter. 

O 

The orifice losses, however. 

&P i\ »v2) (22) 

O 

will decrease with fourth power of the inlet diameter. 

This is a practical Insight for the extrapolation of losses 
with very short inlet tubes. 

Pressure Drop Through the Tangential Nozzle 

The pressure drop from the vortex chamber out through the 
tangential nozzle for typical nozzles is shown in Figure 7» 

In one diode, the nozzle lip was given an .012 inch (.03 cm) 
radius which was about 25%  of the nozzle width, N.  The 
forward-flow K factor across the nozzle dropped from approx- 
imately 1.9 with a sharp nozzle lip to 1.0 with the rounded 
lip as shown in Figure 8.  Note that the reverse flow vortex 
was not measurably Influenced so the resistance ratio rose 
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from '».S for the sharp lip to 6.0 for the rounded one. 
Improvement Is clearly shown In Figure 9« 

The 

It was observed that a cavltation bubble formed just down- 
stream of the sharp lip In the nozzle as shown In Figure 10. 
Superficially, at least, it was reminiscent of the cavities 
reported by Eisenberg [26] in his early reports of the cavl- 
tation method of designing torpedoes.  The generalization 
that the cavity boundary approximates the surfaces of con- 
stant pressure and minimum restriction was appropriate.  By 
means of a magnifying glass, the contour of the cavity was 
carefully measured and used as a pattern for the nozzle. 
As a result, the forward-flow K factor across the nozzle 
dropped from 1.86 to .78 In one case and from 1.0 to 0.45 
in another. 

In the forward flow direction, the fluid contracts and turns 
as it enters the tangential nozzle.  The dynamical equation 
for forward-flow. 

c 

:: 

3(v2) -  vx(CURL v) - - 3P 73 (23) 

reminds us that pressure gradient along the flow path is 
proportional to the sum of the convectlve linear accelera- 
tion and the rotary acceleration.  If the nozzle is ex- 
panded, the contraction and the acceleration along the path 
from the chamber into the nozzle would be diminished.  In 
addition, such an expanded nozzle would permit a lower 
velocity which would lower the value of the rotary term in 
Equation (23) above.  Thus, increasing the area of the 
tangential nozzle can be expected to reduce both the con- 
vectlve acceleration and velocity and thereby to reduce the 
nozzle entrance pressure drop.  The curl term can be reduced 
by adding a radius or a contour to the nozzle lip.  As noted 
above, these expected improvements were realized. 

Other Restrictions 

Whenever restrictions or irregularities in the flow path 
were removed or ameliorated, the forward-flow pressure drop 
invariably decreased and, as a result, the rectification 
ratio proportionally improved. 
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OPTIMIZATION 

Diode performance, summarized In Table 1, Is dependent 
primarily upon the strength of the vortex generated In the 
chamber and the lack of resistance In the forward flow path. 

The geometric ratios that significantly Influence diode 
performance are: 

Radius, —=■ 

Diameter, sr- 
u0 

Length, L/D 

Nozzle-Outlet Area, AN/A0 

Nozzle, N/D 

Lip Radius, rN/N 

Axlal-Length-Dlameter-Ratio 

As noted earlier, the effective vortex exponent, n, 
increased until L/D equaled 0.35.  Above that point, no 
significant improvement occurred. 

Nozzle-Outlet Ratio 

The nozzle and outlet area must be so balanced as to mini- 
mize total pressure drop across these restrictions.  The 
optimum seems to be approximately 3.0. 

Nozzle 

The nozzle width divided ty vortex chamber diameter N/D is 
a measure of the ease of entry into the nozzle from the 
vortex chamber during forv/ard-flow. This Is, of course, 
limited by the requirement for a difference in radial dimen- 
sion of the nozzle and the orifice required to generate a 
strong vortex. The optimum nozzle width seems to be about 
0.2 times the vortex diameter. 

O 

o 

I 
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r. 
In general, these ratios were selected somewhat arbitrarily 
In the area of very flat variations of performance. 

These values can be used to compute an optimum radius ratio 
R 

r0  u0 
(2,4) 

r. 

c 

The approximate optimums are 

L . • 35 

A0 

LN 

r 

S- .2 

3.0 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

The central diameter, DQ, IS the chamber diameter, D, 
divided by the radius ratio, R, 

D 
R 

(28) 

In addition 

L « .35D (29) 

and 

N - .2D . (30) 

I 
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Substitution of these values. In the expression for the 
nozzle-outlet area ratio. Equation (26) yields; 

U 

N . (.35D)(.2D) 

^0    }D:VBr~ 
3.0 (31) 

Prom this, the optimum radius ratio R Is approximately 5.8. 
The estimated errors In the me-nj measurements that were used 
were such, and the perfcrmance variation was so slight in 
the vicinity of the selected optimum, that this value can be 
considered only as a rough approximation. Baker [5] refers 
to Zobel's conclusion that the optimum radius ratio is 
closer to 8. 

The Interpolated diode effectiveness was computed from the 
results of the best diode and plotted in Figure 11. The 
measured optimum radius ratio is apparently between 5.6 
and 6.2 

The diode effectiveness can be expressed as; 

\2n-l/ (32) o 

^/& ■ ■)/•"' • 
(33) 

where KM is the  nozzle  pressure  coefficient  and C, is a con- 

stant that, multiplied by R , equals the central orifice and 
tube coefficient K, '0* 

It  can be  shown that  the optimum rectification ratio occurs 
when the upstream and downstream forward flow resistances 

5 
are  approximately equal,   l.e,  when KN/CnR    =  1. 

(      i 
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Compressible Versus Incompressible Flow 

Holman and Moore [13] and Tsal [l*»] report results with 
gasses which were consistent with the results obtained with 
water.  However, at rather high gas velocities, Kendall [27] 
witnessed greatly different effects of the L/D ratio.  At 
the very low velocities required for effective diode per- 
formance, findings with liquids apply to gasses and vapors 
as well. 

DESIGN PROCEDURE 

A.  If the required rectification ratio Is 15 or less: 

1. Select the radius ratio corresponding to 
desired rectification ratio from Figure 11. 

2. Set L/D the axial length-to-dlameter ratio 
between .35 and .45. 

3. Select nozzle width N to be approximately .20 
times chamber diameter and large enough to 
assure Inverse flow velocity of 4 ft/sec 
(1.22 meters/sec) or less. 

4. Design the nozzle with a radius of approxi- 
mately 1.5 times the nozzle width, N. 

5. Limit the central tube to a length of 10 
diameters or less. 

6. Avoid any restrictions, or discontinuities In 
the entire branch of the fluid circuit con- 
taining the diode. 

Modifications In performance can be easily achieved.  If the 
resultant rectification Is too high, simply add resistance 
In series with tangential inlet in direct proportion to de- 
sired decrease. The total pressure drop in the Inverse 
direction can be Increased by a small percentage without 
greatly influencing the rectification ratio by increasing 
L/D0 of central tube in proportion to required resistance. 
If the rectification is too low, continue to decrease the 
length-to-diameter ratio of the branch containing the diode 
and other hydraulic resistance both upstream and downstream. 
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B.  If, however, a rectification much higher than 15 
is required: 

1. Design tangential inlet line and nozzle 
(cathode) with the least possible resistance 
at design forward flow (use radius or contour 
as necessary). 

2. Select vortex chamber diameter which is four 
or five times optimized nozzle width. 

3. Select central orifice size and shortest 
possible central tube to match K factor of 
optimized nozzle.  Use fifth power relation 
for extrapolation of pressure drop factor 
with R. 

u 
^.  Divide design forward flow K factor which is 

sum of minimized nozzle KM and matched central N 
orifice and tube K0 into inverse flow K factor 

for "G" diode from Figure 3 at R obtained from 
chamber and orifice selection steps 2 and 3 to 
predict diode effectiveness, E. 

Example;  If a clean low pressure-drop aozzle (cathode) 
branch has a forward-flow K of 0 '! and if the short central 
tube matches it at R = 6, the conservatively predicted vor- 
tex pressure drop coefficient from Figure 3 is 19, and the 
predicted rectification ratio is then 19/(0.^+0.4) = 23.75. 

Further Improvement is possible only if the branch of the 
fluid circuit containing the diode can be improved for 
lower head losses. 

One approach to such improvement is to have an enlarged 
central tube with a convergent nozzle to direct fluid in 
forward-flow into the central orifice.  Similarly, a well 
designed diffuser would reduce the losses in a large low- 
loss forward-flow outlet. 

From the above, it is clear that fluid diodes are very sen- 
sitive to installation.  Identical diodes will perform 
differently in different fluid circuits. 

( / 
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r. 
Empirical pressure drop coefficients as listed In handbooks 
are sufficiently accurate to permit a practical design with 
minimum development effort. 

The results achieved. If extrapolated for low-loss nozzles 
and Improved associated tubing, suggest the routine attain- 
ment of rectification ratios of approximately ^0. Baker 
[5], on the other hand, lists Zobel's attainment of a 
rectification ratio of 50 as well as still higher rectifi- 
cation ratios with other type of diodes. 

r. 
Suggested Development 

For further improvement 
opment. As noted earll 
the vortex strength and 
tllng Increases as the 
super-smooth end plates 
polymer can be expected 
of vortex strength and 
vortex and forward-flow 
effectiveness. 

one approach seems worthy of devel- 
er, Kamel and Parag [21] showed that 
resulLant vortex generated throt- 
end plates become smoother. Thus, 
as polished or as coated with a 
to decrease the parasitic loss 

consequent Improvement to both the 
, and, as a result, the diode 

4> 
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THE TURBULENCE AMPLIFIER 

INTRODUCTION TO THE TURBULENCE AMPLIFIER 

In 1962, early In Che brief history of fluldlcs, Raymond Auger Intro- 
duced the Turbulence Amplifier or T/A [1,2]. The T/A is unique among 
fluldlc devices In that Its operation hinges on the transition from laminar 
to turbulent flow In a Jet. Its operation depends on two related factors: 
the ease with which a control jet can switch a laminar Jet to turbulence; 
and the very large difference In pressure recovery for the same supply 
conditions that a receiver In a laminar or turbulent Jet will experience. 

Laminar Jets at Reynold's numbers greater than 11 [3] are quasi-stable. 
A submerged laminar Jet In the absence of any external disturbance contains 
the seeds of its own destruction; although it may remain laminar for from 
15 to 100 nozzle diameters (depending on Re), it will eventually become 
spontaneously turbulent in as little as one diameter. This is Illustrated 
in Figure 1. Because of this quasi-stability, disturbances to the Jet are 
rapidly amplified and the transition then moves rapidly upstream in the Jet 
to a point near the disturbance. Thus a control Jet near the Jet emitter 
can control the position of the Jet transition.  If a receiver aligned with 
the emitter, as shown in Figure 2, is placed so that the undisturbed laminar 
Jet will reach it, then control action will determine whether the receiver 
sees a laminar Jet or one that has been turbulent from a point Just past 
the control. 

Laminar Jets at source Reynolds numbers of much greater than 60 [4,5] 
spread much more slowly than turbulent Jets of the same source conditions. 
Laminar Jets exchange momentum with their surroundings in shear only and 
loose kinetic energy and central stagnation pressure gradually. Turbulent 
Jets, on the other hand, redistribute their momentum rapidly and dissipate 
energy quickly through turbulent mixing processes. A central receiver in 
a laminar Jet can capture a large fraction of the Jet's initial momentum 
with excellent pressure recovery, while a receiver placed in an Induced 
turbulent Jet that has dissipated and exhausted its stagnation pressure will 
exhibit low pressure recovery. 

The most graphic demonstration of these principles is provided by a 
stationary cigarette in still air. A long laminar tendril of smoke arises 
from it that could easily be captured by a drinking straw. The slightest 
puff of air, or even a loud snap of the figures, however, will jreak the 
Jet up into turbulence near its source and very little smoke wo ild then be 
captured by the straw. 

If we call the laminar or high recovery state ON and the control gener- 
ated turbulent or low recovery state OFF, we have a logical NOT. Clearly, 
since multiple inputs are possible, and as many as eight are practical with 
equal effectiveness, the turbulence amplifier is a logical NOR element. If 
any (or several) of its inputs are ON the output if OFF. A logical NOR is 
primative:  that is, it forms a basis for a complete logic system. All of 
the Owher required logic functions can be synthesized by combining NOR's. 
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These combinations can obviously be  assembled of Individual elements or 
can be incorporated into a single element. 

As one of the earliest NOR elements to be commercially available, the 
T/A has enjoyed considerably success,  stemming very largely from the ease 
with which individual gates can be interconnected into a large switching 
circuit without  the loading and crosstalk difficulties so common to fluidics. 
Indeed,  it is the absence of interaction between individual controls, between 
the output and the controls and between controls and supply that accounts 
for the widespread use of T/A's in this country,   throughout the Common 
Market, and in Eastern Europe. 

Consider Figure 2 again.    This is a typical T/A geometry with the 
shroud omitted, and with only one control shown.     In a 3-dimensional 
(cylindrical) geometry, other controls would be arranged radially around 
the same spot on the main Jet for equal effectiveness.     In a planar geometry 
(not really 2-dlmenslonal) other controls would be arranged in two fan-like 
arrays In the plane of  the element on each side of the main Jet.    The fans 
would be centered on the same spot on the Jet and control Jet angles fiom 
45* to 135* from the main Jet are effective.    One of the outstanding features 
of the T/A is  that  the    ontrols are not additive;  control action (Jet switch- 
ing)  is obtained only if  one of the controls exceeds the switching threshold 
without regard to the state of  the others; whether they are at zero flow or 
near the threshold flow.    Jet deflection devices sum momenta usually;  the 
T/A does not. 

The emitter or supply tube Is shown long and of uniform bore in Figure 
2.    It is now universally recognized that the most satisfactory laminar Jets 
are produced from initially parabolic emitter profiles.    At the Reynolds 
numbers typical of T/A operation, between 500 and 2,000,  full panbolic 
development requires approximately 60 diameters of emitter length, more is 
a waste of supply pressure; less produces shorter,  nervous Jets,     fhe re- 
ceiver or collector is accurately aligned with the emitter and in normal 
practice has the same section dimensions as  the emitter.     The emitter-re- 
ceiver gap is a design trade-off.    A large gap requires smaller control 
signals for switching but reduced ON recovery.    A short gap improves ON 
recovery, but reduces the difference between ON and OFF which may result in 
cascading problems.    Normally the receiver is made as short as  is possible to 
reduce the element output Impedance. 

Although not shown in Figure 2,  a turbulence amplifier   must have a 
shroud whose function,   in addition to providing the structure that aligns 
the nozzles,  is to protect the very sensitive laminar Jet from ambient 
noise  (sound) and  from air currents.    This shroud must be symmetrically 
placed around the Jet for equal control effectiveness,  and of sufficiently 
large internal dimensions  that a turbulent Jet cannot become self-exciting. 
In cylindrical geometries,   the shroud diameter Is usually greater than 10 
Jet diameters.     In planar geometries,   the shroud interior is usually of 
rectangular section with  the short dimension more than 6 Jet widths.    The 
shroud must also be very generously vented so that its interior will remain 
at ambient pressure for any Jet state and load return through the receiver. 
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The large shroud vents required are responsible for  Che lack or Inter- 
action and Interconnection difficulties that characterize the T/A.    With 
the exception of  thf  receiver, all of  the tubes   (of ducts  In a planar version) 
that form the T/A supply and controls remain at atmospheric pressure at  their 
Internal ends  irrespective of the state of the amplifier.    Under normal 
operating situations, backflow in the receiver  is not sensed at  either 
the emitter or the controls, and for small backflows or any outflow up  to 
the zero load flow,   the receiver appears to be connected  to a plenum 
maintained at the jet centerllne stagnation pressure, either ON pressure or 
OFF pressure.    Unless the batkilow Is large or the shroud vents are too 
small,   a backflow  (from a diaphragm Interface device for  example)  will not 
switch  the Jet,  although  it might switch others whose controls were attached 
to the same T/A.    Unfortunately,   there is a trade-off In vent sizing.    The 
larger  they are,   the more  sound sensitive the element will be.     Shrouding, 
as might be expected, has no effect on the mechanical vibration sensitivity 
of turbulence amplifiers although  this  is  rarely  reported   to be  a problem. 

Auger summarized these characteristics very nicely  in the following 
lists of advantages and disadvantages paraphrased  from Reference   [6]. 

Advantages 

1. Performance as a NOR gate,  enabling  it to be   the only  element needed  to 
build  circuits which perform all  conventional  logic operations. 

2. Ease of  Interconnection without any need  for biasing,   bleeding or impedance 
matching. 

3. Relatively high  fan-out   (ability of  one output   to drive multiple inputs). 
Eight  easily attained. 

A.    Multiple  inputs   (up  to  eight commercially available)   fully isolated  from 
each other,   the supply  line and  the output load. 

5. High  resistance   to contamination by oil or water vapor  in the supply  line. 

6. Insensltivity   to  input   signals below its  threshold.      (See Figure 3). 
This means both   low  level  noise  immunity and nonadditive  controls.    Switching 
occurs  only if  one  or more  Inputs  exceed  the  threshold. 

Disadvantages 

1. Sensitivity   to both ambient  sound and vibration at  frequencies not un- 
common  in industrial  environments. 

2. Supply pressure  regulation Is  required because  the perml.-sable Reynolds 
number  range  for good operation is  relatively narrow. 

3. Maximum output  pressure attainable  is  less   than 0.5 psi.    More  typl-.al 
outputs  are in  the  1.0 to  10.0 in.  H20 range. 

U.    Extremely noisy operation between the ON and OFF states virtually 
precludes T/A operation as  a proportional amplifier. 
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ü 5. Undisturbed laminar length of a submerged laulnar Jet Is as yet un- 
predictable.    A weakness In design as only guidelines exist. 

6. Relatively slow dynamic  response. 

STATIC PERFORMANCE OF THE T/A 

The Essential Characteristics 

I. 

c 

Historically,  the static characteristics of turbulence amplifiers 
have been only partially presented,  usually as output pressure versus 
control pressure for constant or fixed values of supply pressure and zero 
output flow, and output pressure versus supply pressure, with no control or 
output flow fl,2,5-ll].    While such presentations proved suitable and useful 
In circuit applications, they obscure internal relationships In the amplifier 
because  the characteristics of the  tubes or duct flows and the Jets mechanics 
are not separated. Verfielst   [12], however,  has devised a complete and com- 
prehensive presentation of T/A characteristics now almost universally used 
In the literature on T/A's.     The Verhelst Diagram Is more useful to the de- 
signer than others,  because It separates tube characteristics from Jet 
effects and readily displays  the figures of merit of the element.    It dis- 
plays on one plot the five essential characteristics of the turbulence 
amplifier: 

1. P    - Q  ; supply pressure-supply flow 

2. P    - Q  ; control pressure-ccntrol flow c c r 

P    - o 

p   - o 

Q   ; output pressure-output flow 

Q  ; output pressure-supply flow 

5.    P    - Q  ; output pressure-control flow 

The first three of these are  tube or duct self-Impedance curves and the 
last two are the transfer characteristics from the controls and supply to 
the output.    Obviously,   the old presentations can be easily obtained by 
combining the fifth with the second and the fourth with the first.    The 
third relationship,  If given at all In early papers, was usually Incorpor- 
ated as a parameter In a series of P P    curves with multiples of one 

control as a load.    Such a family can be obtained easily by combining 
characteristics 2 through 5 appropriately.     It should be clear that revers- 
ing these procedures Is nearly  Impossible.     Figure 3 shows a typical 
Verhelst Diagram.    The arrows summarize the effects of geometry to Illustrate 
the ease with which geometries can be compared on this presentation. 

c The figures of merit for the turbulence amplifier, all easily obtained 
from a Verhelst Diagram, are as follows: 

1. Fanout:  a digital specification for gain, fanout is the interger 
number of similar amplifiers that may be turned OFF by the output of ono 
that is ON. 
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2. Cascadablllty:    a determination that the OFF output of an 
amplifier la not sufficient  to trigger       a single cascaded amplifier vhlch 
should remain ON.    The output Impedance of the driving amplifier Is usually 
neglected In this determination to make It conservative. 

3. Power Consumption:     computed from the operating point P , Q 
values.    Usually expressed In watts.    Frequently around 1. 

A.    Flow Ratio:     the maximum available output flow compared to supply 
flow. 

5.    Pressure Ratio: 
pressure. 

the maximum output pressure compared to supply 

The Parameters of Design 

Since the Verhelst Presentation Is not readily generalized, alternative 
presentations of the parameter groups are required and a rational procedure 
for developing a dimensioned set of characteristics  from them must be develop- 
ed.    The geometry of  the turbulence amplifier is most readily characterized 
with respect to the emitter diameter.    Of the remaining eight dimensions 
necessary to specify the geometry,  four are of major Importance to the 
amplifier performance.     From Figure 2 these are given in ncn-dlmensional 
form: 

L - i/d the emitter length, which exerts an 
important influence on the initial Jet 
velocity profile, emitter pressure-flow 
relationships, and Jet stability. 

G - g/d the emitter-receiver gap,  which determines 
Jet attenuation and maximum supply 
conditions. 

L   - t /d 0        o    o the receiver length, determines output 
Impedance. 

L   - Ä /d c       c    c control length;  determines  the control 
pressure-flow relationships. 

Somewhat less flexible are: 

d Id o receiver to emitter diameter ratio. 
Almost always one,  for the simple reason 
that one works well. 

b/d 

a/d 

control set back; a weak optimum In 
control effectiveness exists for b/d = 2, 

control offset; again a weak optimum for 
a/d - 2. 
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d /d control size;  Influences the control 
pressure-flow relationships very 
strongly.    It can be chosen by 
impedance matching. 

The   fluid properties also influence performance.    The  fundamental 
parameter characterizing the flow is Reynolds Number based on the emitter 
diameter and mean velocity.    Unfortunately,  turbulence amplifier interactions 
are too complex to be described entirely by this simple paranetet and two 
modified forms are required:     for tube flows, which are basically developing 
flows,  Re/L is used as it incorporates tube length into the parameter.    For 
Jet pressure recovery, another modified Reynolds number coalesces  the data: 
Re/KG, which Incorporates both gap, G, and a dimensionless constant associ- 
ated with the Jet origin as a function of emitter conditions, K. 

Pressures are most conveniently non-dimensionalized vith respect to a 
dynamic pressure, which is flow related.    Rather than the  traditional 
l/2pU2 based on average velocity commonly used in pressure drop calculations, 
the dynamic pressure based on the emergent Jet centerline velocity effective- 
ly accounts for differences  in emitter mouth velocity profiles which can 
occur at  the same average flow with different emitter lengths.    This choice 
also plays in lmporta.it role in the receiver pressure recovery model employed, 
in which only centerline velocity attenuation in the Jet is  considered. 

Finally,  the Jet model suggested for design requires  two integral 
properties of the emitter exit velocity  profile; a momentum factor, 6, re- 
lating nozzle exit Jet momentum to the momentum based on average velocity, 
and a centerline velocity factor, X   ,  relating true centerline velocity to 
average velocity.    With this basic set of parameters, a set of design 
charts can br developed to completely specify open amplifier static perfor- 
mance. 

For planar geometries,   the same basic set of parameters hold after 
appropriate modification for duct geometry.    As most planar designs have 
low aspect ratios,   often one  (square ducts),  they are not really two- 
dimensional.    A hydraulic diameter is then more appropriate  than slot width 
for a linear dimension.    As  these differ only by a multiplied constant, de- 
sign charts can obviously be derived for either or be easily converted from 
one to the other. 

Analysis  for Jet and Tube Flows 

In the analytical development that follows,   the major emphasis is 
placed on a calculation of the characteristics of round Jets and tubes in an 
open (unshrouded)  amplifier because these results are based on the author's 
own work  [4,14,15].    These results are not directly applicable to planar 
geometries which are probably more useful commercially, but with only minor 
modifications,  these analyses  could all be converted to low aspect ratio 
planar types with generous shrouds.    The salient feature of  this presentation 
is the approach;   the pursuit  ^f  the five basic characteristics Just outlined. 
We will see that some feature i of T/A performance cannot be approached 
analytically but must be empirically determined.     No studies comparable to 
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1 
those reported In References [4,14,15] have been reported for plsnar T/A's. 
Such studies sre required before s conprehensive design procedure for plsnar 
T/A's can be drawn up. 

The free Jet profiles of laminar Jets were originally chsrscterized by 
Schlichting [16] snd Blckley [17] for Jets issuing from point snd line 
sources. Andrsde snd Tsien [18] then showed, in sn elegsnt series of 
experiments, that the Schlichting Jet profile matched those in resl round 
Jets fr ' Mnite sources with initially uniform velocity profiles, if the 
Schlichting Jet wss assumed to issue fron s virtusl origin at x /d - Re/25 

inside the emitting orifice. They extended their work to initially psrsbolic 
exit plsne profiles by suggesting thst the locstion of the virtusl origin 
might be obtsined by equating the kinetic energies calculated for the 
initial psrsbolic profile snd the similarity profile. This results in a 
virtusl origin ut x /d - Re/20, but they did not confirm this. The suthor 

[4,14] suggested an alternative calculation based on matching centerline 
velocities in the psrsbolic profile and Schlichting profile for which 
x /d - Re/16. This was not directly confirmed by centerline velocity 

measurements, but it led to accurste predictions of recovered pressure in 
the Jet, and hss the additional advantage of not requiring integration of 
the Jet profile. Beatty and Markland [19] and later, Mcllhagger and 
Markland [11] developed useful Jet matching schemes based on streamline 
matching, i.e., by Insisting that the Schlichting Jet radial velocity be 
zero at the edge of the tube exit. For a parabolic tube profile this lesds 
to s virtual origin given by: x /d ■ Re/16. It should be clesr that none of 

these methods will predict the velocity profile in the developing region of 
the Jet. Du Plessis, Wsng and Tssng [6], however, made accurste predictions 
of the developing profile in a round laminar Jet with an initially parabolic 
profile by solving the appropriate boundary layer equations numerically. 
They confirmed their results experimentally and found that x /d - Re/18 was 

the best virtual origin location. Their boundary layer solutions are not 
tabulated or expressed in closed form, however. The author and H. U. Chang 
[20] have also confirmed that for parabolic emitter profiles, x /d « Re/18 
gives a best match. These experiments were conducted in a large tank with 
a one inch diameter emitter. Velocity profiles were accurately measured by 
hot film anemometry in a working fluid of 99X  distilled water and IX Union 
Carbide Polyox WSF N-3000 resin which had a viscosity of 21.2 centipoipe at 
71.S*F. Figure 4 shows a typical array of developing profiles in an un- 
disturbed Jet for which Re/L - 5.75. The salient features to note, typical 
of all of the profiles measured in this research, are the small "humps" in 
the profllf at the radius of the nozzle. These humps are thought to be due 
to the velocity profile discontinuity between the parabolic profiles Inside 
the Jet emitting nozzle and the entrained flow boundary layer on the outside 
of the nozzle st Its edge. This ring discontinuity persisted to the Jet 
transition. Previous Investigators of axisymmetric Jet profiles have not 
shown this detail, probably because they took discrete point measurements 
snd missed it, or becsuse their probe size, compared to the Jet diameter, 
limited their resolution. Close examination of Andrade and Tsien's [3] or 
du Plessis' [6] dsta reveal some suggestive points in their profiles, 
however.  The size of these humps also varies with nozzle geometry, being 
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very large for a blunt thlck-walled nozzle. The humps in the data given 
in this paper are for the nozzle shown in Figure S. 

Before proceeding to Jets from undeveloped emitter profiles, it is 
appropriate to discuss the fully developed Jet profile and the transition 
region in vhlch the Jet profile changes fron the emitter induced initial 
profile to a Schlichting developed Jet profile. In the developed region, 
laminar jets are affinely similar. Schlichting's well known sclution for 
the velocity profile can be expressed in dimensionless form as: 

(1) 

is centerllne velocity and ( is a dimensionless 

ucl a*K )2 

where u is 
coordinate 

velocity, 
given by: 

u 
c 

. is a 

c-i y/%- v(x + x S 
0 

(2) 

1 

( . 

in which J is the Jet momentum, p is the fluid density, v is the fluid 
kinematic viscosity, y is the radial coordinate, x the axial coordinate 
measured from the emitter mouth, and x is the distance within the emitter 

o 
at which the virtual point source origin of the Jet appears to be. 

For values of x/d < 10, the Jet profile is not fully developed and will 
not scale on u/u .. vs £ coordinates. Figure 6 and 7 show this. As the Jet 

is symmetric, only half of the profiles are plotted with the underdeveloped 
profiles on the right and the fully developed profiles on the left. The 
slight scatter of data in the region 1 < £ < 2 is due to the hump in the 
profile, which does not occur at a fixed value of £. The underdeveloped 
profiles do not scale because they are in transition from a parabolic start 
at the emitter mouth, i.e.: 

cl 
(3) 

which is not similar to equation 1* It is useful, however, to recast equa- 
tion 3 in terms of C Equation 3 can be rewritten, with x * 0 at the emitter 
mouth and with the momentum of the parabolic profile expressed in terms of 
Reynolds number: 

Re y 
Ax (4) 
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1 
Hut x - Re d/18 so that C - 9y/2d for a parabolic profile. Then Che term 

?y/d In equation 3 can be expressed as AC/9, and equation 3 can be expressed 
approximately as: 

> ) 

ucl     A 
(5) 

This can be re-expr> f <ed In the form of equation 1 as follows: 

^.{(i-ic2)(i + ic
2)2} 

cl (1+K)2 

or 

cl 
{1 +| C2[l i^2 

16  ^  J; 

a * i ^2)2 (6) 

In which «.he term In braces can be viewed as a profile correction factor 
for  the similarity profile, F(0.    However,  equation 6 becomes  infinite 
as £ -•' •, and because of this and because an approximation was  Included In 
equation 5 for convenience,  a aenomlnator term Is required In the correction 
factor and adjustable constants are required.    Starting with equation 6,  the 
following approximation was developed. 

1      64 ^ 

(7) 

where,  by trial and error,   the constants are determined as; 

a - 1 - x/lOd 

b - 1.1026 

c - 1.2150 

(8) 

Equation 7 Is similar to a correction factor developed by Sato  [21]   for 
Blckley's plane Jet   [2], except that Sato's expression contains a constant 
which Is a function of Re.    Equation 7 Is applied to Schllchtlng's profile 
in Figure 8,  for four values of x/d.     Superposition of these curves on 
either Figure 6 or 7 will show the excellent agreement obtained in predicting 
the developing profiles. 

i     I 
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To determine the magnitude of the velocity profile at any station In 
the Jet the centerllne velocity is required as a function of x, measured 
from the emitter mouth outward.    This can be calculated (following 
Schllchtlng [16]) In terms of Reynolds number,  gap and virtual origin 
location as: 

3ß Re 
^1 32(x + x ) o 

(9) 

where the factor ß is the momentum ratio,   expressing the ratio of emitter 
mouth jet momentum to the momentum based on average velocity.    Thus: 

2        2 Jet Momentum - 4pQ    ß/nd  . 

For a uniform emitter profile 3 

(10) 

1; for a parabolic profile ß ■   4/3.    x , 

the position of the virtual origin is given for a parabolic profile as x /d 
Re/18 and thus: 0 

u i cl 
Re2d v 

8(t+ !!> 
(Parabolic emitter profile) (11) 

The Laminar Turbulent Jet Transition 

The location of  the free transition in the Jet determines the maximum 
Reynolds number for a given gap at which  the laminar portion of  the Jet will 
reach the receiver, and therefore determines the maximum recovered pressure 
for that gap.     Even though a portion of the Jet may remain laminar for an 
increase in Reynolds number,   the output pressure will fall as the transition 
moves inward in the gap, and a turbulent Jet reaches the receiver.    The 
position of the transition Is also very sensitive to the ambient conditions 
and emitter geometry.    Figure 9 Illustrates typical output pressure-supply 
flow behavior with the maximum on the curve corresponding to the Jet flow 
at which  the laminar-turbulent interface has Just reached the receiver 
mouth [4].    The location of this transition as a function of main Jet 
Reynolds number is the weakest link in the design of T/A's.    No analytical 
prediction of free laminar length is presently possible.    Figure 10 is a 
composite plot  summarizing  the literature on laminar to turbulent transi- 
tion, and illustrates  the very broad range of possibilities.     (Data from an 
additional reference,  McKenzie and Wall [27], are net showi; because both 
the very  low Reynold's numbers and  transition lengths place this data in the 
lower left of the figure 10 below all other data.)    The effect of tube length 
on free transition length is not clear.    The author [4,15] contends that in- 
creasing emitter length increases   Jet transition length weakly, while Marsters 
[26], for example, maintains that for fully developed emitter profiles at 
least, emitter length has no effect.    It is clear that  shrouding effects 
transition length in a substantial way, but no systematic studies have been 
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done to date.    Figure 11 Is a suggested design limit for free transition 
length of round laminar Jets from emitter profiles at  or near full 
development.    It Is  taken from Marsters,  Reference [26] and represents 
a reasonable summary of pertinent data.    Reference [38]  presents some 
planar data. 

Ambient sound has a very strong effect on unshrouded laminar Jet 
length.    When the frequency of Incident sound falls within the range of 
frequencies  that the Jet can amplify,  the Jet  transition length Is  signifi- 
cantly shortened.     Efforts at predicting the stability of laminar flows were 
for many years entirely unsuccessful.    It has been only In more recent times 
that Prandtl, Tollmeln and others have had success with predictions of 
conditions of neutral stability In parallel flows near surfaces, using the 
method of small disturbances.    This method, stated briefly,  Is to postulate 
the form of  the disturbance as a function of space and  time,  substitute this 
Into the Navler-Stokes equations and obtain a fourth-order differential 
equation:     the stability equation or Orr-Sommerfeld equation.    The four 
particular solutions of this equation are exceedingly difficult to obtain. 
Two can be found from the frlctionless case and  the remaiiing  two arc 
usually not found at all, or are found from a subsidiary equation obtained 
with the first two by considering only  the most  Important viscous term. 
From these solutions a curve of neutral stability is obtained,    C-shiped In 
the wave number - Reynolds  number plot.     (Wave number gives radians of wave 
per unit length.)    This is  the locus of disturbances that will neither grow 
nor decay,   and the minimum Reynolds number corresponds   to the point at which 
no wavelength will grow.    It must be understood  that the point of Instability 
Is not the point of  transition.    Amplification of disturbances begins at 
the point of instability and continues downstream inducing transition, and 
the distance downstream obviously depends on both the  Initial disturbance 
amplitude and on the degree of amplification. 

This approach has been proven satisfactory for bounded parallel flows, 
where good agreement is obtained for critical Reynolds  number and neutral 
stability but the transition cannot be predicted.    The step from bounded 
parallel flows to free flows  (Jets)  has been made with great difficulty. 
Curie    [28]     and Tatsume and Kakutani    [A4]    applied the Orr-Sommerfeld 
Equation to a Pseudo-laminar or non-spreading parallel   two-dimensional Jet 
with moderate success.    At high Reynolds number, where  laminar Jet  flow is 
nearly parallel, Sato [21]   found that the region of transition from slit 
profile to similarity profile corresponded to the region of interest.    His 
modifications were an improvement,  however.    Chanaud and Powell [29] measured 
curves of neutral stability for a sound excited Jet and  found  them to be 
amplitude sensitive;   the larger the disturbance,   the lower the critical 
Reynolds number and  the larger the span of frequencies   to which the Jet was 
sensitive. 

In 1962  Batchelor and Gill  [30] were able  to solve  the inviscid sta- 
bility equations for an axlsymmetrlc parallel Jet.    They were able to show 
that a point of inflection In the velocity profile was a necessary condition 
for growth of disturbances.     Such a point always exists  for a square profile 
at the nozzle where  there Is a very sharp inflection, and in typical bell 
shaped velocity profiles found in the developed Jet.    It is particularly 
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pronounced In velocity profiles with a ring "hump."   They found that the 
wave speed of disturbances Is   either the velocity at the inflection or the 
centerllne velocity depending on the disturbance.    Near the Jet orifice, 
axlsymnetric disturbances  (vortex rings)   are possible and travel with the 
centerllne velocity of the Jet,  otherwise.  In the fully developed Jet, only 
sinuous disturbances will grow and travel at the  inflection velocity.    This 
is discussed later. 

From this brief review of some of the pertinent literature we may form 
the following expectations: 

a) The C-shaped neutral stability curve,  typical of analyses In which 
viscosity  Is Included,  suggests that there will exist a minimum Reynolds 
number for an absolutely stable Jet above which the laminar Jet exists In 
a state of  transition.    Villu  [3] has confirmed this.    In a series of care- 
ful experiments he   found the critical Reynolds number for the axlsymmetrlc 
case to be 11.2 ± 0.7.    Above this Reynolds number, the C curve Is double 
valued,  unstable on the inside,  suggesting that  there will always be a 
range of frequencies to which the Jet will be sensitive. 

We might expect that outside this frequency range,  noise would have 
little or no effect. 

b) We would expect the frequency range of sensitivity to be a weak 
function of Intensity of the sound. 

c) We would expect that the Jet stability would be sensitive to the 
exit profile for two reasons:    First,  that square profiles have high shear 
rates at they leave the nozzle and are prone to vortex formation, and second, 
underdeveloped profiles have higher turbulence levels that have not damped 
out In the emitting tube. 

d) We would expect that disturbances Introduced near the Jet origin 
would have more Influence that those Introduced downstream both because the 
Jet Is more sensitive there and because they will have more time to grow. 

Sound sensitivity measurements for open, round laminar Jets were made 
by the author  [4]  by radiating a Jet with sound from an 8 inch speaker one 
foot from the Jet and perpendicular to it.    Reflections were prevented by 
absorbtlon and the sound amplitude was held constant at approximately 70 db. 
The Jet sensitivity was recorded only at P    max,  at incipient  transition, 

and this Is the worst case condition.    Figure 12  shows a typical frequency 
sweep versus output pressure plot.    As expected,   there is a lower and upper 
bound on sensitive frequencies at least  In the range of 0 to 20 KCPS.    For 
Figure 12 no frequency below 2150 or above 10,000 cps Influenced the Jet. 
This method of measuring Jet response to sound is quite sensitive and is 
pertinent to turbulence amplifier technology, but limits  the range of 
Reynold's numbers  tested to those for incipient transition in Jets at gaps 
between 15 and 50;  1200 < Re < 2700 in this particular study.     Figure 13 is 
a compilation of all this data for various emitters.    The solid bars between 
points indicate that the points and all frequencies in between were sensitive, 
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the broken lines over several points Indicate sensitivity (complete 
transition) at the points with partial or no sensitivity In between. Al- 
though scattered, the data seem to Indicate a very definite upper and lower 
limit of sensitivity . Sato, Reference [21] did a series of experiments 
with a high Reynold's number two-dimensional Jet, measuring the frequencies 
amplified In the Jet when It was excited by sound and found the Strouhal 
number to be Independent of Reynold's number. His Strouhal number was de- 
fined as the frequency occurring In the Jet, non-dlmenslonallzed with Jet 
width and centerllne velocity. For an axlsymmetrlc Jet the Jet width, 
b^x and the centerllne velocity, U 1

/v'1/x so b/U . Is constant and may 

be computed at the nozzle.  In the literature on stability It Is usually 
only the upper limit that Is detected. Figure 13 also shows a definite 
lower limit but It Increases with Reynold's number; that Is, the frequency 
range decreases with Re, contrary to expectation. This Is an artifact of 
the experimental procedure, because as Reynold's number Increases, the free 
transition moves In towards the emitter and the gap at which the measurement 
Is must be decreased. I.e., the geometry Is not constant. At the high end 
of the scale of Figure 13 the gap Is 10 diameters while at the low end, the 
gap Is 50 diameters.  Since 

1 m velocity    m  wavelength 
SIR  frequency • diameter   diameter * 

the wavelength In Jen diameters can be computed along the lower boundary and 
varied from 18 diameters at Re" 1500 to 2.5 diameters at Re- 2700. The 

gaps at these Reynold's numbers are varying from 50 to 13 for this data In 
such a way that along the lower boundary of Figure 13, the gap Is only 3-4 
times the disturbance wavelength which Increases with Re. The behavior of 
the lower limit may therefore be due only to Insufficient time for growth 
of disturbances whose wavelengths are longer than 1/3 to 1/4 of the gap. 
The broken line through the lower limit Is the curve of transition gap times 
Strouhal Number ■ 3.5; the line on which transition occurs in 3-1/2 wave- 
lengths of the disturbance. 

It should be mentioned that enclosing the Jet in a shroud will intro- 
duce new strong frequencies to the spectrum; the resonances of the shroud 
chamber Itself. For typical geometries, however, tube resonances are not a 
factor as simple calculations show that these frequencies are generally too 
high. 

Recall Batchelor and Gill's [30] prediction of Jet instability by vortex 
ring growth and the Importance the assigned to the inflection point of the 
velocity profile. Re-examine Figure 4 and notice the "humps" in the velocity 
profile. Figure 14 is a turbulence intensity profile in the same Jet as 
measured by Chang [20] . The two curves shown are normalized differently; 
with respect to centerllne and local velocity.  In either case, notice the 
peaks that occur Just Inside the humps in the velocity profile In the region 
of "super-inflection" where the velocity gradient actually reverses. This 
"hump" appears to play a role in the control-induced transition as well. 
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Figures IS, 16 and 17 are a aeries of velocity profiles of the same main 
Jet with Increasing control flow. The figures are x-y recordings of 
velocity versus position taken In slow constant velocity traverses. 
Incipient turbulence shows up as chart painting so that the figures speak 
quite eloquently for themselves and for the Importance of the vortex 
generated hump at the velocity profile Inflection point. Figure 18 shorn 
corresponding turbulence Intensities. 

Recovered Pressure In the Jet 

Until recently, blocked load pressure recovery has usually been cal- 
culated, with very little experimental justification, by Integrating free 
Jet total pressure over the receiver mouth area, (e.g., [31-34]), at an 
axial location In the free Jet corresponding to the receiver position. 
Experiments have shown this value to be too low, often by a factor of two or 
more, presumably because of secondary flows In the receiver mouth. Because 
stagnation pressures are higher near the center of the receiver than near 
the edge, some spill flow is to be expected and the centerllne total 
pressure should predominate. Reld [35] first proposed utilizing centerllne 
stagnation pressure in pressure recovery calculations and verified that this 
was accurate within 6% for turbulent Jets with emitter-receiver gaps of less 
than 10 diameters. Blocked load pressure recovery for an aligned receiver 
is then given by the expression: 

? u{or (12) 

at the axial location of the receiver,  rather than by a complex integral. 

The author   [4,14,15] confirmed this approach for laminar Jets at gaps 
of up to 30 diameters,  and the same approach has been suggested and used 
successfully by Jansen and Winnikow [36] and by Mcllhagger and Markland [11] 
for long laminar Jets in turbulence amplifier geometries.    Generally speak- 
ing,  the centerllne velocity pressure is very slightly higher than the actual 
recovered pressure as evidenced by a slight decrease in recovered pressure 
with Increasing receiver diameter.    Careful studies of laminar Jet-receiver 
interactions similar to those of Reld   [35]  for a turbulent Jet have not been 
done. 

With the centerllne stagnation point of view, the matching of tube and 
jet properties necessary to establish the location of the virtual origin, 
x    when the emitter flow is not fully parabolic, can also be based on center- o 
line velocity so that centerllne stagnation pressure at the tube exit is 
matched to centerllne stagnation pressure in the Schlichting jet.    Recovered 
pressure in the receiver is then given simply in terms of the attenuation of 
centerllne stagnation pressure in the Jet over the emitter-receiver gap, G. 
Returning to equation (9) with x - 0,   (13)  is obtained: 

u(0) 3g v Re 
32 x (13) 
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and the corresponding tube exit centerllne velocity Is given by (14) 

v Re X 
u(0) Jx 

A    o nd2       0 
(14) 

a 
where X Is the centerllne velocity factor relating the true centerllne 

velocity at the emitter exit plane to the average velocity. Equating 
these yields 

«     „     x   „      32 X 
_o    Re    _£  M  v   2. 
d " 32 X /3e*  d " K'  *" "  3ß (15) 

(Similar calculations are made for flow, energy and spread angle and are 
compared in Reference  [4].     The values of K obtained are different for 

each.    For streamline matching,  K - 32/»/36~.)    No current matching technique 
gives  the experimental value of K - 18 for a fully developed parabolic emitter 
profile. 

The centerllne stagnation pressure at the emitter mouth, P    ,   is 

given by 1/2 p U(0)    there, or from (14) 

. v R    X     2 

From equations   (9) and  (12), with x - g, P    becomes: 

(16) 

P    . i „ f3g v Re732, 
Po " 2 P lg/d +\/d ] 

ml .3P v Re2/321 

2 p l     G + Re/K J (17) 

J 

O 

Forming the ratio of 16 and 17 yields an expression for the recovered 
receiver pressure in terms of the centerllne stagnation pressure at the 
emitter mouth. 

P 2 
_o_. (33 Re/ 
P„T 32 X ' CL o 

/  <«*^ (18) 

The numerator term is immediately recognized as Re/K  (K as given by equa- 
tion (15)), so the pressure ratio may be simplified to read: 
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A similar expression may be derived for the turbulent jet arising from 
control action. For the Induced turbulent jet, the region of Interest lies 
well outside the region of the development of the velocity and turbulence 
Intensity profile. Deflections of the main Jet by control jet momentum may 
be shown to be negligible and asymmetries In the velocity profile are 
diffused quickly. Boyd and Barbln [37] reported uniform turbulence In- 
tensity profiles at 12.8 diameters and full velocity profile development by 
16 diameters In jets disturbed by a control at two diameters. Urge scale 
studies, conducted by Chang [20], confirm these measurements. Normal 
emitter-receiver gaps exceed 15 diameters. For these reasons, the simple 
Goertler [16] Jet model, modified for a finite source, was used to describe 
the "off" jet. This model Is Identical to the Schllchtlng laminar jet model 
with a simple substitution of the eddy viscosity eo for the laminar kinematic 

viscosity, v. As a consequence of Prsndtl's mixing length hypothesis, the 
eddy viscosity is constant throughout a given jet and is a function only of 
the jet momentum and fluid density. Reichardt [16] deduced the relationship 

0.0161 ^1/p (20) 

C 
The spread angle in jets,  defined by the locua of points where the radial 
velocity is xero in a Schllchtlng model is given by arcot (Y/2) where y is 
given by the following: 

Y -  [3M/16npv ] (21) 

In a turbulent Goertler jet v Is replaced by eo, and with equation 20 be- 

comes Y « 15.2.    Thus the spread angle is constant in a turbulent jet while 
laminar jets get narrwer with Increasing Re.    Laminar and turbulent jets 
have the same spread angle at Re - 60.7. 

Applying the center line velocity matching scheme used for Isminar jets 
the virtual origin is found: 

o 

( 

lo      7.664 /jT 
d " X. 

(22) 

which has a numerical value of 4.42 for a fully parabolic «Bitter profile, 
and of 7.66 for a square profile. Since the control is actually two diameter« 
downstream of the emitter mouth and the location of the transition to tur- 
bulence after the control is uncertain, it may be reasonably assumed that 
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the virtual origin of  the turbulent Jet la at the emitter mouth. 

In the Induced turbulent Jet,  the emitter outlet profile la not 
affected so that the turbulent pressure recovery can be normalized vlth 
respect to equation (16) as before by normalizing the turbulent centerllne 
velocity at the receiver location with respect to the laminar emitter 
outlet centerllne velocity. 

( ) 

u(0) \' 
TURB 

(23) 

and 

u(0) 
UCL 

2Eo^ 
TURB 

G      Re v 
o 

(24) 

but 

-J - 0.0139 ST   Re (25) 

) 

and after some manipulation: 

CL 

Al.Q B 
2      2 G* A 

o 

(26) 

This Is not a simple function of Reynolds number.     Emitter performance, how- 
ever, will be shown to be a function of Re/L only so that  6 and X    are both 
functiona of that parameter as well.    Rearranging: 

G2P 

41.0 P ■Ar   - f(Re/L) (27) 
CL 

u 
« 

One difficulty, however, is that 0/X  approaches a more useful form 

(4/3)(4) - 1/3 as Re/L approaches zsro, so that P /? does not go to 
o- CL 

zero but approaches 41/3G . This is of no consequence in design, however, 
because amplifier operation at low Reynolds numbers is unsatisfactory. 

The approach Just outlined is not the only s< tlsfactory approach. 
Bendor [5] suggests using laminar theory with Re ■ 60.7 to predict turbu- 
lent Jet profiles in his momentum based development. Returning to equation 
17 In which x /d - 0 and Re • 60.8, we can follow the same development to 

arrive at equation 28 below: 

t ; 
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or In the form of equation 27: 

G2P 

(28) 

.792 g* 
41 P        "        ,2 

CL K 
(29) 

This differs from equation 27 by a factor of  .792 0, a maximum difference of 
only SZ decreasing to 3Z at Re/L ■30.    In view of the extreme noise of the 
OFF Jet,  the simplest calculation still reasonable Is that 

CL 2 (30) 

A completely different but apparently accurate approach to predicting 
laminar pressure recovery was taken by Jensen and Wlnnlkow [36], who de- 
veloped an empirical expression for output pressure In terms of Jet exit 
average stagnation pressure. 

2 P Ü 

- 3.68 (1 e-0.002Re) _ 0<0425G (31) 

This expression successfully predicts pressure recovery In their experiments 
(using very long emitters)   In the ranges 12 < G < 40 and 1000 < Re < 2300. 
No attempt has been made to compare equation 31 to other laminar Jet recovery 
data. 

As a final comment In this section, It should be mentioned that Mcllhagger 
end Markland [11]  present a method for computing    P /?    as a function of Re 

very similar to the one outlined In this paper, but unfortunately restrict 
their results to P /?   which combines emitter and Jet performance.    Their 

model, however,  is directed at planar amplifiers end represents a good first 
step in the analysis of those geometries. 

The Tube Characteristics 

Three of the five basic characteristics specifying the static performance 
of a given turbulence amplifier are Just tube or duct characteristics.    Both 
the emitter and controls are typically fed from a  large   passage or plenum at 
essentially constant pressure and exhaust to ambient.    The receiver sees an 
ON or OFF Jet as its source, and a load impedance determines its output con- 
ditions.    The flow in all of these is a developing flow in which an ini- 
tially uniform velocity profile at the tube or duct inlet progressively 
approaches a parabolic profile as it moves downstream.    The literature on 
such flows  is abundant and is extensively reviewed for flow in round tubes 
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ln Reference [4].    No closed form eolutlona ere evelleble for either round 
Cubes or rectangular ducts.    Convenient numerical solutions arc available, 
however, due co Hornbeck [39]  for round passages, and due to Han [40] for 
rectangular ducts.    The development that follows Is for round tubes following 
References   [4,14,15].    It should be clear that similar developments can be 
generated for rectangular ducts as well, but this is not done here. 

Table 1 shows Hornbeck's results in modified form [14].    By inter- 
polating In the table,  the centerline velocity, momentum factor and pressure 
drop are easily obtained for any Re/L.    The tabulated pressure drop is the 
drop in static pressure from tube mouth to exit.    Added to this must be the 
Bernoulli drop from plenum to tube mouth, pu2/2, plus any entrance losses 
that will occur if the tube entrance la not a smooth bell-mouth.    For the 
tests reported in  [14],  the tubes were interfaced with a plenum at a 60* 
semi-apex angle conical borda inlet made by chamfering the inside edge of 
the tube mouth with e drill end inserting it lOd into the plenum.    For these 
entrance conditions the total entrance pressure drop waa found to be 

2 
1.3 (^y), corresponding to a discharge coefficient for an equivalent 

beveled orifice plate of C- - 0.88, well within the range of values usually 

assumed. Chang [20] found the factor 1.3 too large and used 1.0 with good 
results. 

• 

L 

The centerline stagnation pressure is calculated from Table 1 by adding 
1.3 or another factor appropriate to the geometry to the value in the pressure 
drop column and dividing this by the square of the X    ■ >(R - 0)  entry 

corresponding to it.    Since the tube exit pressure is ambient,  the resulting 

a- ?cl 
velocity profile.    Figure 19 is a plot of X 

number is P_/F_,.    6 is calculated by numerically Integrating the tabulated 

0, K and ß/X 2 as 
o 

Re/L.    Note that for Re/L < IS the fully developed values 
error and Chang's profile correction is valid. 

functions of 

y be ueed without 

In the case of the receiver,  the input is not a plenum but the jet, and 
the receiver output pressure-flow relationship will depend on how the Jet 
approximates a plenum.    Generally,  the approximation would be a poor one 
because under some circumstances receiver flow can exceed Jet flow (as It 
doee In a Jet puap) .    In a turbulence or flow mode amplifier, however,  the 
gap la typically 20 to 30 diameters and the receiver is very nearly the 
same alze as   the emitter.    Under  these conditions the Jet profile is quite 
flat and aany diameters wider than the receiver, so that Jet piasplag is not 
possible.   A reasonable working assumption under these circumstances is, 
therefore, that the Jet will not contribute to the output impedance of the 
amplifier.    The jet stagnation pressure is assumed to remain constant inde- 
pendent of receiver flow.    In other words, s blocked receiver sees Jet stag- 
nation pressure as static pressure, but as flow increases in the receiver, 
the static component falls and the dynamic components of pressure rises. 
As full Jet fie« is accepted at the receiver,  the Jet velocity profile la 
disturbed only by the thin walls of the receiver.    Assuming an entrance loas 
of the same value as experienced by the emitter end controls, the pressure-flow 
relationship Is found from Table 1 by adding 1.3 to the _,!_   „2 entries In 
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the last coluan, taking P a« P i - P. *nd iterating to find a racaivar 

flow that generate« corresponding values of Re/L and P/? pU2 in tha 

table. Tha procedure la outlined «ore dearly in tha design section of 
this paper to follow. 

o 
Confiraation of Tube and Jet Analysis 

Aa experiaental investigation waa conducted [4] to confirm the analyses 
presented so far.    The working fluid for all of the taats conducted waa air, 
and tha Halts of basic paraaatar variation consistent with turbulence 
aaplifiar operation were set aa shown in Table 2. 

Table 2;    Experiaental Llaits 

Reynolds       Perforaance poor, < 500 < Re ^   3000 < 
Ntabar racowared pressures 

excessively low 

Eaitter Alignaant probleaa 
Disaeter critical for dis- 

crete tubes. Photo 
etching techniques 
required 

Eaitter Saall diaaatars 
Length, L difficult to 

aount and handle, 
Jet stability 
degraded 

Eaitter- Insufficient space 
Receiver for turbulent Jet 
Gaps, C development 

< 0.0262 < d < 0.1093 < 

< 25 < L < 100 < 

< 10 < G < 60 < 

Premature laminar 
to turbulent 
transition in the 
emitter or Jet. 

Velocities and 
recovered pressure 
excessively low at 
reasonable Reynolds 
number. 

No Improvement in 
aaplifiar perfor- 
aance but increas- 
ing aupply pressure. 

Alignment probl 
critical. Jet 
velocities very 
low to reach 
receiver. 

Within these Halts, a very large number of meaaureaents were made across the 
range of geometries and fluid conditions.    In all cases,  the amplifiers were 
constructed of commercial hypodermic needle tubing aligned in a special three- 
axis traversing fixture.    Dataila of the apparatus and experimental procedures 
are available in Reference [4].    While not «11 of the geometries considered 
can be classified as "useful," the Intent of tha investigation waa to 
encompass as    road a variation aa was practicable. 

Expariaental Raaults 

Figure 20 is a comparison of the eaitter perforaance, P ./P   va. Re/L, 
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as predicted from Table 1 and as measured for five tube diameters and four 
tube lengths,  L.    Although data Is given over the range 5 < Re/L < 80, most 
amplifiers operate in the range 10 < Re/L < 40.    The agreement shown is 
quite good. 

Figure 21 presents Jet performance data in the form of centerline 
stagnation pressure ratio, P /P ., as a function of modified Reynolds 

number,  Re/KC.    The solid line is a plot of equation 18.    The chain-dotted 
line is fitted to data for L - SO and is  in reasonable agreement with the 
theory.    The dashed line, however,  is for L ■ 25 and diverges significantly 
from the theory,  presumably because K does not completely compensate for 
the profile obtained from so short a tube.    Notice also that the data 
appear too low near Re/KG - 0.    In this region Reynolds number is low and 
the gap is large so that alignment becomes critical because of the very low 
velocities in the jet.    Any misalignment,   in any direction, will always 
produce low results since the centerline is a maximum value. 

The ratio of output pressure to supply pressure Is a frequently 
quoted figure of merit for fluldic devices, P /P    is the product o    s 
(Pcl/P8)(Po/Pcl). It would be expected that: 

f- - f(Re, L, G) 

but the relation for P ,/P    is tabulated,  rather than in closed form which 
cl    s 

hinders  the analytical selection of an appropriate parameter.    Despite this 
fact, a reasonable correlation can be obtained by plotting P /p    vs. 

Re/KGL within the range of Re, L and G normally encountered in turbulence 
amplifier operation.    Figure 22 presents   this plot.    The two solid  lines 
shown are the calculated values of P /P    assuming that G is the largest 

O       8 

possible valve at the given Reynolds number for L - 50 and 100. The 
largest possible G is that for which the natural or free transition occuis 
Just past the receiver. 

r 

Figure 23 presents the data for the "OFF" or turbulent Jet recovery 
compared to the prediction of equation 27. The choice of the turbulent 
recovered pressure is somewhat arbitrary because of the long tail on the 
P - Q characteristic at Increasing control flows. The data in Figure 23 

is taken at Q = 30 ., a fixed location in the characteristic.  (Refer to 
^c  ^cl 

Figure 26 for the location of 3Q .) . Because the turbulent Jet at large 

gaps is very unsteady and noisy, and the recovered pressure is low as well, 
the data scatter quite badly but at least Justify the analytical approach. 

Figure 24 compares observed blocked receiver pressure with a value 
calculated from the observed output flow when output pressure is held at 
zero (ambient). When the receiver is the same diameter as the emitter, 
agreement is excellent, and departs less than 10%  for larger and smaller 
receivers. The receiver performance is self sli liar for a given receiver 
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length«  L , when normaUred with respect to P  (MAX) and Q (MAX) as shown 

In Figure 25.    That data Is shown for L   "25, and the points shown cover 

the entire range of Reynolds numbers for the main Jet.    For Increasing 
values of L ,  the curve shown approaches a straight line; lor smaller 

values the curvature Increases toward an Inverted parabola centered on 
P /P * - 1. o    o 

Control Effectiveness 

Of all the phenomena associated vlth the turbulence or flow-mode 
amplifier,  the Induction of turbulence by a transverse Impinging Jet Is 
the most difficult and mysterious to understand and measure.    Figure 26 
explains the nomenclature used In discussing the output pressure-control 
flow (P    - Q ) characteristic associated with this behavior.    Although o        c 
shown as a smooth curve in the figure,   the plunge from P      to P ,. In the 

characteristic Is very noisy and the region between Q . and Q . Is not 

particularly repeatable.    For these reasons,  the data presented here must 
be considered typical rather than absolute.    A complete discussion of the 
experimental procedure Is given In Reference  [4].    Only general observa- 
tions are given here covering the location of the controls with respect 
to the main Jet, and variations In performance as a function of amplifier 
geometry and main Jet conditions. 

Some Insight Into the physics of this com.   il Induced transition Is 
found In Figures 15, 16 and 17 with the discuss? >n on laminar turbulent 
transition. 

The position of the control Jets with respect to the main Jet center- 
line and emitter mouth Is the only geometric absolute In turbulence ampli- 
fier design, because an easily found optimum exists from which there Is no 
point In variation.    This position is perpendicular to the main Jet with 
the control nozzle centerllne approximately two diameters downstream of the 
emitter mouth (offset), and the control mouth set back from the main Jet 
centerllne approximately two diameters.    These are shown in Figure 2 as "a" 
and "b" respectively.    They are explained as follows:    with a setback (b) 
of less than two main Jet diameters,  the control   Interferes with the entraln- 
ment of the main Jet which then becomes less stable and prone to turbulent 
bursts.    As setback Is increased the control effectiveness decreases 
slightly, with Q .  and Q _ shifting slowly to the right.    Two diameters 
represents a good compromise in the tradeoff between control effectiveness 
and interference.    With an offset  (a) of less than two diameters the emitter 
interferes with the control Jet and control is erratic.    The output pressure 
frequently increases before reaching the upper knee because control flow is 
entrained Instead of disturbing the main Jet (see Figure 16).    At, offset Is 
increased, control effectiveness Increases to a maximum at a - 1.5 to 2d, 
depending slightly on control dlamet  r, and decreases thereafter as the 
?0 - Q    characteristic flattens.    This loss of control may be due to the 

decreasing portion of the gap in which the turbulent Jet is spreading. 

i ) 

i  ' 

o 
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Additional experiments Indicated that  the angle between the control 
axis and the main jet axis could lie between 45° and 135° with very little 
change In control effectiveness as long as the centerllne Intersection re- 
mained approximately two diameters downstream and the edge of the control 
tube did not Interfere with the main Jet. 

The remaining degree of freedom In control location Is position out 
of plane:     I.e.,   the perpendicular distance between the control centerllne 
and the emitter-receiver centerllne.    Figure 27 shows a typical traverse of 
the main Jet with a control Jet In which the control flow was held constant 
at the Q _ determined when the centerllnes Intersected.    The surprising 

conclusion to be drawn from this and other results like it Is that the ver- 
tical position of  the control Is very flexible:     the centerllne of the control 
Jet may Intersect the main Jet anywhere,  even tangentlally. 

Supply Conditions 

The empirical results presented In this section and those following 
and the conclusions drawn for variations In anplifier geometry and supply 
conditions are all with the control at the optimum position, with center- 
lines perpendicular and intersecting.     The data shown are for a particular 
geometry but they are typical of many such tests. 

Recall  that the free transition position is a strong function of 
emitter Reynolds number and possibly a weak function of emitter length. 
Figures 28 and 29 indicate that this Is not so for induced transition.    The 
upper knee control flow, Q .,  is constant.  Figure 28 and for three emitter 

lengths,  traces of the P Q    characteristic cannot be distinguished. 

Figure 29.    It can be concluded that control performance is independent of 
the main Jet Re/L. 

1 

Control Diameter and Emitter-Receiver Gap 

As might be expected, control gain decreases with decreasing gap, 
probably because of decreasing space available for the development of 
turbulence (analogous to sound tests Figure 13). Tests run at constant 
output pressure (decreasing Re/L with gap) and with constant main Jet Re/L 
(increasing P with decreasing gap) both Indicate an Increase of Q .. and 

Q 2 with decrease of gap. At gaps less than 15, performance is entirely 

unsatisfactory because the "OFF" pressure is high and very noisy. As gap 
exceeds 20 diameters the P - Q characteristics tend to converge somewhat; 

i.e., further Increase in gaps does not bring a commensurate increase in 
control effectiveness. Control effectlvness varies more uniformly with 
changes In control diameter. Figure 30 illustrates the form of variation. 
A very large number of these curves was run to obtain sufficient data for 
determining the P - Q characteristic. 

As Illustrated by Figure 31, where two control Jets acting simultane- 
ously are compared to individual controls acting singly, although the 
individual controls taken one at a time act very nearly equally, the 
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parallel (same side) controls acting simultaneously require very nearly 
twice the total flow to reach Q . and the opposed controls require slightly 

more than twice the single tube flow at Q . . Although not shown here, 

controls at some angle between 0* and 180* apart around a plane perpendic- 
ular to the main Jet at a - b - 2 require Intermediate values of total 
flow at Q cl* The conclusion to be drawn Is that two controls In concert are 

not twice as effective as one, but each require very nearly the same flow 
as they would one at a tine to Induce turbulence. This explains the inde- 
pendence and lack of interaction of T/A controls outlined in the introduction. 

Data for Construction of P. Q Characteristic 
^c 

We have already developed methods for computing the "ON" received 
pressure and the "OFF" recovered pressure and know that P  occurs with Q 

near zero and P ,, is defined at Q - 3Q , (refer to Figure 26). It re- 

mains to find Q , and Q ,, the control flow at the knees of the P - 0 
^cl    ^c2 o  ^c 

characteristic. Unfortunately, scaling laws are not available for these 
conditions. Q , can be defined as the intersection of the "ON" pressure 

cl r 

and the line through the rise of the characteristic and, for optimal 
control location, is a function of control diameter and gap only. Figure 
32 is a plot of these data. Although very scattered, the data suggest a 
straight line relationship between Q . and control dlmneter with approxi- 

mately uniform spacing between lines of differing gap. The line shown for 
G ■ 50 is estimated. Close examination of the data reveals no systematic 
dependence between emitter diameter and Q .. Q ., therefore, appears to 

be independent of Re/L, and of its factors (p, U, d, v, L) taken individually, 
although viscosity was not varied. 

To determine Q « as outlined in Reference [15] (see Table 2, that 
reference), where Q . is taken as the Intercept of the extended character- 

istic plunge with the abscissa of the P - Q plot, the simple relationship 

Q , - 4/3 Q . holds well. The P - Q characteristic for air in small dia- 
CC Cl o   c 

meter tubes can thus be predicted by calculating P  and P ff and Joining 

them by a line from (P , Q .) to((P »0, A/3 Q ,). The corners should 
on  ci     o ci 

than be rounded as shown in Figure 26. 

Static Design Procedure 

The analytical and empirical results presented so far are sufficient to 
completely specify turbulence amplifier static performance, at least within 
the experimental bounds considered earlier, for control diameters in the 
range: 0.027 < d < 0.063 inches. Within those bounds the designer can 

construct all or part of a set of characteristics depending on his require- 
ments. (Because of the large number of parameters involved, procedures for 
design depend on the initial choice of known and on how many of the remain- 

(   ) 
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o Ing dependent variables are required.) The following procedures Illustrate 
what can be done. No matter what Is specified, however, the designer will 
almost always have to determine a flow given a pressure drop. The turbulence 
or flow-mode amplifier Is primarily flow dependent, and Iteration is required 
to determine a Q given P. The following procedure may be thought of as a 
subroutine: 

o 

A) Flow Determination given Pressure Drop for a Tube 
1. Start with P, d and I  for the tube 
2. Estimate Q from Q - itdk?/128vl 
3. Calculate Re/L - AQ/irAv 
4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Enter figure (20), find PCL/P (Entrance loss 1.3) 

Enter figure (19), find X    or use 2 for Re/L < 15 

Calculate P CL 0.5p (4AoQ/
2d)2 

Calculate P. - Step 6/Step 4 

Compare P. to the Initial P, step 1. 

Iterate as necessary by guessing a new value of Q and 
returning to step 3. This converges very quickly because 
step 2 is a good estimate. 

Suppose the designer specifies P and d but is flexible about I  and G. 

He will have to choote one or the other to get started and will have to 
guess at valves of i.    and d as well. If the designer specifies I,  then 

the procedure is as follows: 

o A) 1  Using procedure A, determine Re 
2.    Enter figure (11), with Re, find G 

4. 
5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

max 
3.  Choose G < G max 

Enter figure (19), find K, or use 18 
l.nter figure (21), with Re/KG, find P /P.. 

Using Step 6 in A, calculate P from Step 5 here 

Enter figure (19), find 6/X 2, or use eqn. (30) 

Enter figure (23), find Poff, skip if using (30) 

Enter figure (32), with d , find Q . 

Calculate Qc2 - 1.33 Qcl, (^(TURB) - 3Qcl 

Following figure (26), construct P - Q 

Guess Q (max) ^o ird '♦? /128Mä , with f.    decided o o     o'      o 
Enter A to determine P , checking against true value 

Sketch P - Q 
o   c 

Using A from Step 2, find P . and P . using Q . and 3Q , as 
entries: 
Check that P , > P ,r, otherwise two amplifiers cannot be , .   ci   ott 
cascaded 
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17. Enter Po - Qc «ketch with Pc3, find Q03, truncate Q03/3Qcl. 

to nearest Integer, the fanout. 
1  ' 

If P is specified Instead of P , then with G, t, d and d : r s* '  ' c    » 

I. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Enter figure (22), with a guess for P /P 

Find Re/KGL, compute Re/KL 

Enter figure (19), and guessing K iterate within the figure 
to find Re/L and K satisfying step 2. 
Enter figure (21) with Re/KG,  find P /Pr CL 
Compute PCL 

Enter fl<ture (20), find ?„/?,, then P 

Calculate Q    from Re 
^s 

Check on figure (11) that G < G max 
Continue to determine other parameters as before 

If, In any of these procedures, the original design objectives are not 
met, experience Is the best Indicator of what variables to alter. The most 
convenient variable to change Is P because although It changes output 

pressure level. It does not alter Q . or Q ». P ff Increases slightly 

with increasing supply pressure but this does not necessarily decrease fan- 
out because the P. Q curve is also shifted. Frequently, but not for all 

geometries, there is a best supply pressure for maximising fanout. Drasan 
[10] presents a method of choosing control geometry to maximise fanout by 
impedance matching, but it is predicated on the assumption, not proven, that 
maximum control power will give best switching. 

(   i 

u 
GIVEN: 

A Design Example 

d - 0.0476 in 

do - 0.0476 in 

dc - 0.0205 in 

G - 30 

L - 75 

Lo - 25 

FIND THE CHARACTERISTICS. L would normally be Included, but the P 
c ' c 

curve is omitted from this example because the experimental apparatus used 
[4] d nded L > 100 and this is not representative. 

With incr 

curves are plotted in Figure 33. 

nts of Q , I.\ble 4 is easily calculated, and the Po - Qs 
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Table 4 

Re Re/L K Pcl 

PCL 
P 
8 

P 
s 

Re 
KG 

P 
o 

Pcl 
P 
o 

15.95 0.325 0.32 1.01 0.88 0.21 0.07 

15.90 0.731 ; .44 1.66 1.32 0.31 0.23 

15.85 1.287 0.53 2.43 1.76 0.40 0.52 

15.80 2.011 0.61 3.30 2.21 0.47 0.95 

15.79 2.838 C.66 '.30 2.66 0.53 1.49 

15.70 3.824 0.72 5.31 3.12 0.57 2.18 

15.60 4.894 0.76 6.44 3.59 0.62 3.01 

15.50 6.066 0.79 7.68 4.00 0.64 3.88 

15.40 7.334 0.81 9.05 4.50 0.67 MMMM 

400 490 6.5 2.00 

600 735 9.8 2.00 

800 980 13.0 1.99 

1000 1225 16.3 1.99 

1200 1470 19.6 1.97 

1400 1715 22.9 1.96 

1600 1960 26.1 1.94 

1800 2200 29 3 1.92 

2000 2450 32.6 1,90 

For G - 30: Re(max) - 2250, Q (max) - 1835 cc/mln 
s 

The solid points shown are data taken for this geometry. If a supply 
pressure, P is chosen, P and Q are immediately established. In Figure 

33, P - 5 ins. H.0, so that Q - 1350 cc/mln and P - 2 ins. H.O. Q (Max) 
S X S O X    o 

is not calculated by trial and error: 

Try 1 Try 2 Try 3 

Guess Q (max) 
o 

- 1100 cc/min 1000 cc/min 1050 

Then Re - 1350 1225 

Re/L 
o 

- 54, Xn  • 1.77 
o 

49, Ao - 1.80 

PCL - 1.92 1.63 

P./PCL 
- 0.88 0.875 

P 
s 

- 2.18 ins. H20 1.86 ins. H20 2.0 

Result too high too low OK 

Q . is determined from Figure 32: Qcl - 35 cc/min 

Q . - 46.7 and Q , ■ 105 cc/min 
ci CJ 
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Q - 1350 cc/mln; Re/L - 22, X  (Pig. 19) - 1.96 

P.. - 3.56 «nd since G2 - 900; 
CL 

P (TURB) - P ., - .0552. 
o Oil 

The P - Q curve Is constructed from this data using Figure 26 as a guide. 

Dynamics of the Turbulence Amplifier 

The relative uncertainty of turbulence amplifier dynamics has long 
been Its principal weakness. "The unequal, erratic and relatively slow 
dynamic switching response characteristic of particular turbulence amplifier 
geometries frequently offsets their advantages of low power constnptlon. In- 
put feedback Isolation load Impedance matching capabilities and high power 
gain In digital control system Implementation" [41]. Their relative slow- 
ness arises because of the low Jet velocities required for laminar operation 
(by Reynolds number limitations), so that the only cure Is In decreasing 
size.    It has long been known that turbulence amplifier "switch on" times 
are much longer than "switch off" times, and It Is the relatively erratic 
"switch on" time that creates major problems in parallel coupled switching 
circuits. 

Although almost every researcher of T/A characteristics has measured 
response time and noted the discrepancy between ON and OFF times, only two 
caretul experimental studies of T/A dynamics have been found in current 
literature. These two are Independent of each other [41,42] and form the 
basis for the following discussion. 

) 

Abramovich and Solan  [42] conducted a careful study in both liquids 
and air of the dynamics of the center line velocity of laminar Jets whose 
sources were suddenly switched on or off.    They IJentified two characteris- 
tic times for each case; a pure delay followed by a rise or decay time of 
velocity in the Jet.    Their entire presentation is in the form of empirical 
equations based on three non-dimensional variables as follows: 

I   I 

A non-dimensional velocity. 

U* Ud 
2v Re 

(32) 

A non-dimensional distance, 

X* - 
D»1le 

(33) 

These were were empirically related for steady unshrouded round Jets, 
200 < Re < 500, for the centerllne velocity in the Jet as: 

U*  (x) ■  =  CLW      ax* + b (34) 
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o a ■ 1.13, b - 0.89. From this relationship, a non-dimensional time is 
oltained. 

5^ 2v/Re Ktta*l 
or 

^      2v^Re ( ax*2   .  .   ^l t*-—52        t-^-y-+bx*J (35) 

o 

which is the time required for a fluid particle to traverse the Jet. 

It is instructive to consider the relationship between the theory 
presented earlier in this paper and equation 34.    For a parabolic emitter 
profile Uc (0)  - 2VAvl! so that Re ■ UrI  d/2v.    Thus, UrT*(x)  from equation 

32 is 
AVE XL CL 

UCLU;  "    2x   Re      "    UCL(0) (36) 

' 

and, from 32,  33,   34 and 36 

2v Re d/Re üCL(x) 
ax + bd/Re 

Recall equation 11.     For both 11 and 37 to be true. 

(37) 

Re2 v 2v Re2 

8(x + Xo)  .x^te + b Re d 

from which, substituting for x ■ Re d/18. 

16x + .89 Re d - 1.13«^Re~ x + .89 Re d 
(THEORY)      (ABRAMOVICH & SOLAN) 

(38) 

(,:) 

This is true only at Re - 200,  the lower limit of  these experiments. 

The dynamic results presented in refererce  [42]  can be summarized as 
follows.    The switch ON time for a step change in the source of a jet was 
so erratic that the rise times of the Jet velocity could not be accurately 
determined.    The two times for which good correlations were found were the 
delay time,  t    and the  time to 70Z of the full ON pressure t»..    Three 

values of each are given:    minimum, mean and maximum all of the same form: 
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tj - ex*2 + dx* 

t70X* - ex*
2 + fx* 

c     d    e    f 

minimum 1.17 1.13 1.4 1.3 

mean   1.58 1.48 1.85 1.6 

maximum 1.67 2 2.4 1.95 

(39) 
|   ) 

The switch OFF time can be characterized as the sum of a delay and a 
first order lag. 

tD* - .764x* + .6x*
2 

T* - 1.2x* + .6x*2 
(40) 

For t* < t *,  the Jet velocity is given by equation 34.    After t * has 

pajsed. 
( ; 

U
CL*

(X)
 " T^TT- .89 •xp      1.2x* +t*6x-S7 (41) 

Switching Time Calculations 

To calculate the time to switch a T/A OFF,   the times for two Jet 
events must be considered.     First the control Jet must come ON and propogate 
to the main Jet.    Unless the control setback, b, is very small,  this is 
given by equation 39.    Second,   the main Jet must turn OFF and decay at the j 
receiver, as determined by equation 40.    The rate of change of output pressure, 
P /Pp.   can be computed from equatiru 41 squared for a blocked load and with 

only a knowledge of the load and output impedance of the amplifier otherwise. 
To calculate switch ON time,  the time for control Jet fadeout must be added 
to the time for re-establishJient of main Jet flow.    Again,   the control 
dynamics are likely to be -.•egllglble and equation 39 will probably determine 
the range of turn ON times to sufficient accuracy. 

These results for ON time are for unshruuded amplifier,  it should be 
recalled.    Clearly, a shroud will Interact with the dynamics of the Jet by 
helping to hold it off.    Hayes  [Al] has shown in a series of experiments In 
air,  that shroud diameter has little effect on switch OFF times but has very 
significant effects on switch ON dynamics.    The delay time increases with 
decreasing shroud flze except for uselessly short gaps, but the velocity 
buildup dynamics decreases witti shroud size.    The erratic behavior of T/A's 
during turn ON can be reduced only by shortening the gap,  although its 
spread decreases with decreasing cavity dimensions.    There are still in- 
sufficient data, however,  to draw firm conclusions on shrouded amplifier 
performance, and the rather large number of variables makes It doubtful 
that empirical designs can be entirely replaced by theory. 
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o SuMMteri Avenue« of Future Research 

First and foremost among the requirements for pencil and paper design 
of T/A's Is an analytical understanding or at least a normalised empirical 
characterization of the effects of shrouding and vent geometry on T/A 
performance. The rather large number of variables makes this task seem 
forbidding at present. 

Next, the planar geometries must be characterized more completely 
along the lines presented In this paper so that planar design procedures 
can evolve. 

ü 

o 

Finally, work on Integrated design must progress. The problem a 
designer of T/A's faces Is to optimize the figures of merit of an amplifier 
within a specified performance range of supply presst re, size, required 
output pressure for Interface device operation and sp«',d of response. 
Clearly, not all of the figures of merit may be simultaneously required by 
a given element and there is a natural tendency on the part of T/A logic 
circuit designers to standardize, to design one element that suits all of 
the requirements of a given circuit. From one point of view, this is like 
designing a computer from standard logic gates, but from another viewpoint 
worth considering, it is like designing a complex circuit using only one 
transistor type. There is a sensible compromise: to design logic modules 
analogous to integrated circuits to be used as building blocks, but within 
these to design the individual T/A's to best meet the circuit requirements 
of their modules. This will inevitably require some standardization of 
supply pressures, and selection of output ON and OFF levels guaranteed to 
Interface any block to any other. This is not a new concept, certainly, 
and in fact Siwoff et al. [43] in the fifth Cranfleld Conference presented 
designs of turbulence amplifier logic blocks intended for more general 
purpose use than as individual elements. Not all Inputs or outputs are 
externally available to the user but are internally connected. The large 
electronic logic companies now manufacture an incredible variety of large 
scale integrated circuits; how did they decide what packages to offer? The 
answer is in standardization of supply and logic levels and in grouping by 
common functions like counters, memory, shift reglstors, gate arrays (two, 
four and eight in a package) and external drivers. Turbulence amplifiers, 
and particularly planar T/A's are very well suited to integration because 
they are building blocks from which all other logic functions can be 
synthesized and because they are easily and reliably interconnected. This 
must be the direction of the future. 

o 
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0 ABSTRACT 

o 

( 

This paper discusses  the analytic design of laminar proportional 
amplifiers.    Starting with a historical   review of analog  fluidic devices, 
the text shows the advantages of and rationale for using laminar devices. 
Among some of the more desirable features of  laminar devices are the 
improvements obtained  in gain, dynamic range and signal-to-noise ratio, 
not  to mention  the ease of scaling.    A general  geometric configuration for 
laminar proportional   (analog) amplifiers  is presented that considers 
control and output-port width, splitter-to-nozzle distance,  splitter 
thickness, aspect  ratio, and spacing between downstream edges of the 
control  ports normalized to the supply nozzle width as  the parameters of 
concern  in design.     The approach geometry,  such as   the supply, control, 
output and vent  lines  are  treated  in  terms of known  viscous   impecnce 
variables.    Expressions are derived for each  in  turn,  but are treated 
separately since  their values attenuate  the  response  derived from the 
general  parameters and may be chosen  independently.     Staging techniques 
are presented also.    Experimental  data reported previously  for typical 
element designs  indicate that single-stage blocked pressure gain of over 
25 and dynamic range of AOOOrl   is obtainable,  verifying the  theoretical 
calculations.     Other experimental   data for air, oil, water,   large and 
small scale devices  for  input, output and supply characteristics,  dynamic 
response and  internal   flow parameters are similarly  close,  within a few 
percent,  of the expected analytical  predictions.     Design examples of 
multiple-stage amplifiers are presented,  along with measured character- 
istics  that compare favorably to  the design specifications. 

In addition,   laminar proportional  amplifiers   (LPA's)   are shown  to 
form the basis  for many   important sensors and devices  used  in control 
circuits such as   rate sensors,   linear accelerometers,  digital  switches 
and gas-liquid  interface amplifiers.    A working knowledge of the design 
and operating principles of  the LPA suffices  to design devices for both 
static, and dynamic specifications. 

( 
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NOMENCLATURE 

a 
al 
A 
b 
B 

C 
f 
F 

I' 
J 
kj 
K 
L 
N. 

NR' 

'Rh 
P 
Q 
r 
R 
s 
S 
T 
u 
U 
V 
x 
X 

Y 
z 
Z 

speed of sound, m/s 
net entrainment coefficient, dimensionless 

channel  cross-sectional  area, m2 

width dimension, m 
width dimension normalized by b ,  dimensionless 

discharge coefficient - Q./QtJ, , dimensionless 

momentum flux discharge coefficient,  J /J, .      ,   dimensionless 

fluid capacitance, kg/mS2 

frequency, Hz 
normalized frequency 
blocked pressure gain 
height, m 
momentum flux,  kg m/s2 

jet deflection coefficient, dimensionless 

constant 
fluid Inertance,  kg/m*4 

Nach number,  u      /a,  dimensionless max       ^^^^^^^^^^ 
Reynolds number, b    /2(P    - P )/p /v,  dimensionless 

S S V 

modified Reynolds number, NR/(X ,,  (1 ♦ I/o)2),  dimensionless 

Reynolds number based on height - aN-,  dimensionless 

pressure.  Pa 
flow, m3/s 
radius of curvature, m 
fluid resistance, 'cg/m's 
distance, m 
normalized distance by b 
temperature, 0C 
downstream direction velocity, m/s 
free stream velocity, m/s 
v"I tine, m3 

iength, m 
length normalized by b 
lateral  distance, m 
admittance,   1/Z, m^s/kg 
height  coordinate dimension,  m 
complex  Impedance, kg/mus 

o 

o 

6 - Jet deflection angle,   red 
6 - jet deflection, m 
6* - displacement thickness, m 
6 - momentum thickness, m 
6 - separation angle,   rad 

■:; 
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(J 

u - fluid, dynamic viscosity, kg/(ms) 
v - fluid, kinematic viscosity, m2/s 
r - damping coefficient, dimensionless 
p - fluid density, kg/m3 

a - aspect ratio, h/b , dimensionless 

T - wall skin friction, kg/{ms2) 
ui - frequency, rad/s 

Subscripts 

a - actual 
b - supply nozzle width 

b - bandwidth w 
B - b i as 
c - control 
d - deflection 
dyn - dynamic 
D - downstream 
e - entrained 
eff - effective 
h - he i gh t 
i - integer index, or input 
id - i deaI 
j - jet or jet edge 
t - linear 
max - maximun 
min - minimim 
n - natural 
o - output 
oc - output channel 
Q - flow 
s - supply 
SB - spill back 
sp - splitter 
t - amplifier throat 
th - supply nozzle throat 
tr - transition 
v - vent 
vo - virtual origin 
w - wa11 

i - refers to lateral nozzle walls, or first 
2 refers to plane nozzle walls, or second 
♦ - total 

Superscripts 

1   - "prime" indicates a perturbation quantity 

"bar" indicates average quantity 
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1.     INTRODUCTION 
( 

Fluerlc proportional amplification was a major goal of the  Inventors 
of fluldlcs, Norton,  Bowles and Warren.    Early work centered on high-energy 
turbulent streams deflected by  the momentun of a turbulent control stream. 
The work of Peperone,  Katz and Goto1* In 1962 provided a basis for most of 
the analytical work in momentum  Interaction devices.     In essence,  the 
deflection of the turbulent Jet was made proportional   to the ratio of 
control-to-supply momentum flux and the pressure recovered at ports down- 
stream was proportional  to the  integrated total  pressure Impinging on the 
receivers, which  is a function of the Jet lateral position.    Hence, gain 
could be related to the ratio of recovered pressure-to-deflection,  times 
the ratio of deflection-to-control pressure.     Devices of this nature had 
pressure gains  rarely exceeding  ten and more commonly about four or five1'14. 
Even now,  comnercial)y available momentum-exchange turbulent amplifiers 
have pressure gain of  the order of cnly six to ten5. 

Soon after the news  release  in 19^0 on fluid amplification, work 
started on devices called impact modulators.    These devices provide 
amplification by essentially modulating the back pressure or spill-back 
pressure of two axially  impinging axisymmetric Jets.    These devices operate 
in the turbulent flow regime,  but since they do not fall   into the class 
of beam deflection amplifiers,   they are not considered here in any detail. 
The pressure gain of such devices  is generally higher than for momentum- 
exchange turbulent amplifiers;  however,  they generally suffer from poor 
signai-to-noise ratios  due to the  Inherent  instability of axially stag- 
nating turbulent flows,  and hence are generally used as  logic devices* 
where their outputs are driven  from saturation  to saturation. 

The  increase of beam-deflection amplifier pressure gain was sought 
after from the beginning.    In 1962, Manien7 reported the augmentation of 
Jet deflection by a pressure field in addition  to momentum when a special 
interaction region geometry is considered.    By providing a setback wall 
with a control nozzle some distance downstream, whose axis  is perpendicu- 
lar to the supply Jet,  a pocket of fluid is formed when both supply and 
control  Jets are on.    When the control   flow enters  into this  region  in 
excess of the demanded entrainment flow of the supply Jet,  this  region 
is pressurized and the opposite side pressure  is reduced so the pressure 
field forces,  in addition to the momentin forces, help to deflect the 
Jet.    The pressure field in effect acts over the entire jet  length from 
exit to the control port.    Analytic studies of this effect are included 
in  references 7 and 8.     Pressure  fields also may have an adverse effect 
on gain  if they act in a manner opposing the control  signals.    Manion9 

has shown  that a pressure field  in a vented region, caused by the spill- 
back flow from receivers,   is detrimental  to gain.    Here the pressure acts 
on  the whole Jet field to oppose the jet deflection.    The possibility of 
using pressure fields  to deflect Jets has several promising advantages. 
One of these advantages   is that   if the pressure can be applied over a 
sufficiently large area of the supply Jet, the pressure difference required 
to cause a unit Jet deflection can be quite a bit less  than that  required 

* 

♦Superscripts   indicate  reference  numbers  in section 7- 
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to deflect a jet by momentum, hence the pressure gain is Increased. 
Initial design work and analysis10"13 was crude but did Indicate that 
the reasoning was correct, and that some gain Improvement was  likely 
when using pressure field devices.    The first practical useage of a 
pressure field amplifier was reported by F. T. Brown et al10.    Others 
worked on the problem later11^^ culminating with the work of Griffin 
and Gebben11*.    Brown et al used a turbulent    jet and built such an 
amp'Ifler with relatively good gain.    Griffin and Gebben11* used a pressure 
fled and geometry to obtain a flat saturation characteristic by limiting 
the excursion of the jet deflection to the downstrem position of the 
control channels.    This device,  however, did not exhibit the  improved 
pressure gain one would have expected, but did Indeed have a flat satu- 
ration. 

As time progressed and system requirements were of more concern 
to the fluidic designer, emphasis was placed on Increased dynamic range 
(signal-to-nolse ratios), bandwidth and stability,  In addition to high 
gain.    The major sources of noise in fluid ampl'fiers are flow turbulence 
and internal  resonances.    Turbulence can be reduced and virtually elimi- 
nated by operating  In the laminar flow regime.    Several  researchers5.15.16 

have shown that proportional amplifiers can operate with gain in the 
laminar flow regime.    Hellbaun of NASA Langley. as reported by Nanlon 
and Mon.is utilized the Griffin11 amplifier in the laminar regime and got 
good gain.    Hon16 Indicates that with the pressure controlled device he 
used, blocked pressure gains of 26 were readily attainable, and gains 
of over 20 were attained with a dynamic range of 2000 at a bandwidth of 
20 Hz.    Manien and Mon15 Indicate that they were able to obtain experi- 
mental  bandwidths of over 600 Hz for moderately large elonents  (b   - 0.5 ran). 

Diminishing their size would result in an increase in bandwidth commensurate 
to the Inverse ratio of size.    The work of Manien and Mon15 also indicates 
that pressure-field jet deflection is more suited to laminar  lets than 
turbulent jets, as opposed to momentum deflection.    Since a laminar Jet Is 
sensitive to disturbances,  it tends to break up more readily when a high- 
velocity stream is  Impinged on  It, while a large,  low-velocity pressure 
field does not disturb the flow.    On the other hand, a turbulent device 
with a pressure field has a very high entrainment rate that  is tied closely 
to large turbulent eddies on the sides.    These eddies may Interact with 
a large control and Induce spurious pressure fluctuations,  resulting  In 
random deflections of the jet--producing an additionally noisy output on 
an amplifier.    A turbulent jet  is not as greatly disturbed as a laninar 
jet by control momentun, since it  is already turbulent. 

Additional advantages of laminar jet devices are:    increased 
pressure recovery due to low entrainment—hence higher possible gain,  and 
the ability to scale In any Newtonian fluid, since the devices follow 
the well-behaved laws of Reynolds number scaling17.    Other advantages 
will become apparent when  It is shown that laminar-proportional mpllflers 
form the basis for many other devices, such as:    angular rate sensors, 
linear accelerometers. digital   logic gates and gas-to-1iquld Interface 
ampllf.'^rs. 
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This paper provides the reader with a general analysis for laminar 
Jet proportional  amplifiers  to include expression'   for the supply,   input, 
output, transfer and dynamic response characteristics  In terms of six 
basic geometric parameters.    A basic model  for staging the amplifiers 
will  be expanded upon, and a practical  design example suitable for use 
with an amplifier gain block   will  be presented,     in addition, a simple 
two-dimensional  laminar Jet flow-field analysis will be presented to 
familiarize the reader with flows  In the  interaction, vent and splitter 
reg i ons. 

With an understanding of the nature of the flows  in a typical 
amplifier,   fabrication process problems can also be understood.     Design 
compromises due to poor fabrication  techniques,  process deficiencies 
such as etching or stamping, and lamination techniques will be discussed. 

With a background on  the nature of the flow field,  some typical 
problems rising from element contamination by dry and wet contaminates 
and typical  solutions will  be discussed. 

Experimental  verification  in all  phases will  be presented and the 
analysis will be shown to be within engineering accuracy  (HOI)   for most 
cases. 

General "trouble-shooting" guides will also be presented to help 
the designer decide what problem he may have, what might be causing them, 
and possible solutions  regarding a single-stage amplifier design. 

The paper concludes with a general statement of the laminar 
proportional  amplifier analysis as   it  relates to other laminar Jet devices 
to  include angular rate sensors,   linear accelerometers,  digital   logic 
gates and gas-to-IIquid     nerface amplifiers. 

Ü 

o 

o 
MODELING OF A LAMINAR PROPORTIONAL AMPLIFIER 

This section  is devoted solely  to the mathematical  and physical 
modeling of a laminar proportional  amplifier.    The first part presents a 
general geometric configuration  that will  cover most cases.    The second 
part covers  the assunptions and the type of modeling employed.    The 
latter part presents models and general expressions  for the important 
characteristies of  laminar proportional  amplifiers. 

For the sake of simplicity,   the  laminar proportional  amplifier will 
be referred to as an LPA. 

2.1    A General  LPA Geometry 

in any type of beam-deflection amplifier there are at  least  three 
normalized geometric parameters that are basir (fig.  I)   control  port width, 

» 

o 
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B ;    output port width, B ; and supply nozzle-to-splItter distance, X    . 

LPA's  that normally operate by pressure field deflection have  in addit- 
ion  three other basic parameters:15    aspect  ratio,   (nozzle height-to- 
width  ratio o);   lateral spacing between the downstream edges of the 
controls, 8  ;  and splitter thickness,  B There are other parameters 

that may affect an LPA's performance--these are called approach geometry 
parameters.    Such parameters are supply,  control,  and outlet  lengths 
or shapes.    Since these parameters tend to attenuate the performance 
derived from the basic parameters and can be chosen at will   (for example, 
passages may be chosen to fit a particular packaging configuration)  they 
are  treated separately.     Figure 1  shows a schematic of an LPA.     The 
dashed outline denotes the region of the basic parameters, while every- 
thing outside the outline  is a part of the approach geometry.     Figure 1 
shows,   in addition, a vent vane dividing the vented region  into two vents 
on each side of the LPA.    This vane eliminates twirling vent flows   in 
the control   region caused by spillover from  the outlets.     It provides a 
virtually true ground at the downstream edge of the controls, and acts 
to help decouple the outputs  from the  inputs.     Such a device has been 
shown  to be virtually  load insensitive.15    Photographs of the flow, 
visualized by Spyropoulos,17 indicate  that  the flow field upstream of 
the vanes   is  virtually unaffected by downstream conditions. 

Figure 2   is a photograph of a  typical   LPA flow field.    Shown   in 
detail  are the jet-edge and the splitter flow patterns when the output 
port   is blocked. 

2.2    General Assumptions 

Several  basic assumptions to simplify the analysis are listed 
below: 

J 

u 
(1).    The flow  is   incompressible,   i.e.   Ap/p " i Njj-   <   0.1 

less  than  10 percent density  variation  in field.     (This 
need not be a limiting assumption   if a suitable relation 
between static pressure and density can be found.    The 
addition of compressibility adds   to the complexity of the 
problem,  but not  to the basic principle of operation). 

(2).    The  laminar jet, emanating  from the supply nozzle, has   its 
momentum-flux and entrainment  characteristics calculable 
from two-dimensional   laminar jet  theory.     (The velocity 
distribution  is not so described due  to a mixing or potential 
core region). 

(3).    The  flow field can be  treated as  the summation of various 
two-dimensional   flow fields.     For example,   the  top- and- 
bottom-plate boundary  layers can be calculated from simple 
two-dimensional momentum-Integra I   relations   independent of 
the rest of the geometry. 

I  i 

Distances  are normalized by dividing by  the power jet nozzle width,  b 
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Figure 2.     Photograph of an  LPA flow field 
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C»).     The dynamic response of the approach geometry channels  (e.g. 
control channel)  can be approximated by simple  lumped-para- 
meter relations. 

(5).     The  impedance  to flow offered by  the jet edge-control  edge 
spacing  is purely resistive, with no  frequency dependency. 

2.3    Supply Characteristic 

The supply characteristic of an LPA is the relation between the 
supply volumetric flow rate and the supply stagnation pressure.    This 
relation  is  important because it is used to define the supply operating 
point  resistance R ,  to which all other  impedances are referenced.    The 

supply dc  Impedance  is defined as the ratio of the pressure difference 
across  the supply nozzle to the supply volumetric flow, Q ; where the 

exit static pressure  is  taken as the vent  pressure P    for reference. r v 
The suuply operating point resistance  Is therefore referenced to a zero- 
bias  condition. 

R    ;  (P    - P )/Q s s        v      s 
(1) 

The volumetric flow exhausting  from a nozzle  is  related to the 
square root of the pressure difference,   the nozzle area b h and a dis- 

charge coefficient c. by Bernoulli's  equation, which can be written  for 

a nozzle as:18»19 

QS - cd bsh /nrt - PV)/P 
(2) 

where p is the fluid density, b is the supply nozzle width, and h is 

the supply nozzle height. The discharge coefficient has been found to 

(3) 

be uniquely  related to a modified Reynolds  ninber,19 M'    such that 

cd - f (NR) 

for 

where 

v 

X 

(*) 
NR  =   (Vv)   ►'2(PS -  Pv)/P  /  [Xeff  (1  +   I/o)2] 

eff 

fluid kinematic viscosity. 
effective  length of ? straight  duct  having  the same 
resistance as  the supply nozzle and can be approximated 
for most smooth nozzles*0 as  X eff Xth+r 

vth - normalized  length of nozzle-throat straight section. 

- nozzle aspect  ratio, h/b 

'■   > 
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The relationship indicated in equation 3 is presented graphically 
in reference 19, and is reproduced here as figure 3, since it is essential 
for the LPA design.  In equation h  the numerator Is simply the Reynolds 
number, based on nozzle width and Bernoulli velocity, M, (bs/v) m\'*jh. 

Substituting equation 2  into equation  1,  the final  expression 
for supply dc  impedance becomes simply 

% -  /P   (Ps  - Pv)/2 /  (cd bs h) 
(5) 

l.k    Input Characteristic 

The  input  characteristic is defined as  the relationship between 
control  volumetric flow,  Q ,  and control stagnation pressure,  P .    For 

w C 

dc conditions,  Manien  and Mon15 describe the   input   impedance as being 
an equivalent series circuit to ground composed of the viscous resistance 
of the control   channel,   R  ,  and the resistance of the space between the 

jet and the downstream control edge (fig. 2),   R   with entrained flow 

removed at  the P.  node.     This   is shown schematically   in  figure A and 

physically  in  figure 5- 

U 

Q. 
U 

Figure 4.    Static equivalent circuit of LPA control 

The evaluation of P.  and R    is based on  some simple  fluid 

relations;   for  that  reason,   the equivalent  circuit of figure k can be 
shown  in terms of a control  volume  in figure 5»    Q    is  the flow entrain- 

ed by the Jet,   the vent  resistance R    is  (P. - P )/Q ,  and the control 

channel  resistance R    is    (P    - P,)/ Q . 
c c       J        c 

(      J 
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2. A. 1     Cont roI   ChanneI   Res i s tance 

(   ) 

The resistance of the control  channel   is attributed simply to the 
viscous losses associated with flow in a rectangular channel — the entrance- 
length  losses plus  the fully developed losses.     Drzewiecki19 has shown 
that the losses   in a rectangular channel of moderate aspect  ratio can be 
represented by  the following expression 

12 y X 

S: "    (b    h )2  tac  (1  +    1/oc2) + Kl + 0•',75 pV(bchc)2 (6) 

where 

M - fluid dynamic viscosity 
X - control   channel   length 

o - control  channel  aspect  ratio 

K - empirical   fitting constant19 (  ) 

\   <a   j2, 0.35  <K < .S; c   ^2, K»0.5 

Normalized to supply dc impedance, equation 6 becomes 

B 2 2/j X c. „      B,. 2       0.95 c.2  Q 

c Bc     ys 
Bc2 0 NR 

(7) 

As an acceptable engineering approximation  for the dc  impedance 
of long channels with a non  uniform cross-sectional  area  (as,  for example, 
in  the device of  fig.   1)   the average width  is  used  in  the  linear  (first) 
term and the minimin width  is  used  in the non-linear  (second)   term.    Thus 
equation  7 "lay be written as 

) 

R /R 
c s 

2A Xc cd o      B
c 

2      0-S5 c 2 Q  — [~ (1 ♦ -f  ♦ K] ♦   ±.     c 
c    "  c cm in' (8) 

where capitalized dimensions have been normalized by the supply nozzle 
width, b , and now: 

' s 
1 IZ-i 2, 0.35 1 K < 0.5; — > 2, K - 0.5. 

B. B c c 

2.4.2    Jet edge to Downstream Control-Edge Resistance  (Resistance to Vent) 

The dc  impedance of  the space between the jet  and the downstream 

) 
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u 
edge of the control  channel,  shown In figures 2 and 5,   is determined 
from a  relatively simple  fluid mechanics  relation.    As  stated  in  the 
assumptions,   the two-dimensional   laminar jst equations do not describe 
the velocity profiles near a nozzle exit.    This   is due to the presence 
of a development section and because the slit  is not  infinitesimal and 
the exit velocity   is not  therefore  infinite.     Instead  it has been found 
that the midplane velocity distribution can be reasonably well  described 
by fitting a bell-shaped hyperbolic-secant-squared distribution, whose 
integrated flow per unit depth  is equal   to the per-unit-depth  flow plus 
entrained flow of  the rridplane.     In explanation,  consider that the 
entrained flow is known,   the supply flow is known, and the nozzle exit- 
velocity distribution  is  known.    The exit-velocity distribution at  the 
midplane will   then develop   into a jet shape.     Hence,   the per-unit-depth 
flow at  the midplane   is  greater than  the average  flow over  the depth. 
If one considers that the nozzle discharge coefficient c.  is a product 

of  two terms,  one of which   is  the effect of  the side walls  and the other 
the bounding  planes,18!1-   then 

Cd •  [1   -  26:j/bs][l   -  26*/(bs o)] -  cd (9) 

where 4? are  the exit displacement  thickness,  and c.    and c.    are  the 
db dh 

s 
coefficients  for  the width and height  respectively.     Under most circum- 
stances  the displacement   thicknesses  are very close  in value.     Hence, 
for 5* - 6*: 

Cdb    '   (1  " o)/2 + ^ +  '^ - o   ^   "  cd) 

(10) 

A Jet velocity  distribution,   u ■ u        sech2  K.y/b has  a flow associated 
with It of 

b      ' u d(y/b  )  - JnS5__L tanh Kv/bf - ^A 
5 o S Ki 1        o Kl 

This  flow nust  be equal   to the midplane  flow which   is  the entrained flow, 
0    plus half  the midplane per unit height supply flow. 

c .      b    /2(P    - P  )/p - c .        b    u 
d.       s s        v d. s    max 

s s 

u        b 
max    s 

Qa + c .      be  u      /2 e        dk      s    max (11) 
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or 

0s 

(12) 

U 

Hence,  the velocity distribution at some distance downstream from the 
nozzle exit is 

y/b 
u/u        • sech2     i    *   ■■ —- 

des        dbs 

(13) 

flow Q    is shown to be 
Using the-assumption of a  laminar two-dimensional jet,  the entrained 

1/3 

^S.« LÜL fO 091   r    .    * IL_£J       -1 (U) ^.^,o.02, CdCe,-sr^   -r 

o 
To determine the impedance such a profile has to flow, imagine 

that this flow flows past the downstream edge of the control channel as 
in figure 6. 

MAX o 

Figure 6.     Jet flow past downstream edge of control 

If a pressure P.   is   imposed upstream of the edge relative  to a vent 

pressure P  ,  then  the velocity profile will   change ai  shown by  the  dashed 

outline in figure 6.    The additional  flow can be determined by noting that 
adding the static pressure P.  to the local dynamic head of the profile 

i pu2  results  in the n :w  local  velocity that will  be the square root of 
the sum or 

o 
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u/u       1 ■    /(u/u       I 
max|p max I 

j v 

 P * P./P 
P.  - P J     s 

J v 

(15) 

or simply 

u/u max 
P.   ? P 

J v 

sech1'  K^y/b  )  + P./P   ]J 

(16) 

The additional   flow  is  just  the difference of  the  integrals  of  the pro- 
file  from the point where  the  total  head was equal  to the applied pressure 
P.  wi th  and wi thout   P. 

I J 

y /b    - [sech"1   [ (P./P)'A] |/K 
(17) 

and 
Bt/2 

Qv = Cdh  umax  bs  -^ f^ax 

Vbs 

J     « 

-  u/u 
p    . p max 

j        v p. - P 
J v 

Jd(y/b ) 
(18) 

where c .    is used  to decrease  the  flow due to the presence of  the bounding 

surfaces.     Normalizing with  the  supply  flow 0    »  c^ bs   /2(Ps   -  P^)/^ 
c. b     u results   in 

d    s    max 

c   V2 

VQ« "-Tt;    {[sech" K. (y/b ) + P./P I1 - sech2K y/b }d(y/b )/10) vsc,   /.        i    s    is is     s   \isi d y /b 
'o s 

Note that c./c. - c.    The impedance then is the ratio of the applied 
d    dh        db 

s 
static pressure  (P.   -  P )   to Q    or nonnalized 

cd.     P./P 
R/R    -    dbs    J    5  

v    s      TTTJ! 

/        {[sech1*  K.(y/b  )  + P./P.]* - sech2  K. (y/b  ) }d(y/be) 
v /b i s j    s is s (20) 
'o    s 
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For aspect ratios from 0.5 to 2.0 and B    - 2.0, for N    from 250  to 2000 

and for P.  >  .02 f , K    varies from 2.0 to 2.I75 and the tem 

R /R v ̂—^ ; const - M ^D 

This explains why several   investigators15'17 have ^ound the Jet-oen^'ftd 
impedance to be quite linear,  since the viscous contribution R /R    is 

mostly  linear and the clearance  impedance R /R    is  linear. 

This model  can be justified by seeing what haPP^ns physically as 
a pressure  is applied simultaneously to both sides of a jet.    Flow starts 
to enter the vent and increases with  increasing pressure.     If one t^^ght 
of the jet as a semi-rigid or compliant body, one would expect  It  to *>« 
squeezed down as the pressure  increases,  thus "0pen}ng" up the spac« 
between the jet and the control edge,  allowing „^r« flow to pass.     I* the 
space were considered an orifice,   the  resistance would increase with 
increasing P    and decrease with  increasing spacing-    ^e net effect woUld 

be a cancellation of sorts      Experience  indicates that the  Impedanc«  's 
quite constant so that cancellation  is complete.    As suggested abov«'   the 
Impedance  is a constant at a given Reynolds nynfcer and decreases sM^tly 
with decreasing Reynolds number.    This   is expected» since the jet fl0** 
is "softer" at the lower Reynolds numbers so it |s easier to "push" ^'ow 
through to the vent. 

o 
va 
o 

In a somewhat simple approach to defining a jet edge,  the  locat'01 
if the jet entrainment streamline can be determined fairly  readily.    Th, 
alue of this becomes apparent when later determinin9 the lower limits 
if the amplifier operation. 

The distance from the control edge to the jet edge is hard to 
define since the flow is  three-dimensional and one does not expect to 
have the same width near the bounding surfaces as at  the midplan«.    How« 
ever, based on the assunption that the jet spreads  ""early,  the folding 
argunents can be made:    Consider that  the virtual or'gin of a lamina'' 
jet  can be defined by equating  the flow  in  the  two'dimensional  jet 
(Schlichtina.21  eq. 9.62, p.   168)  to the efflux from the nozzle from 
equation 2.22.23    The virtual  origin  is  the apex 0f the diverging 
boundary of the jet as shown   in figure 7;  hence, from geometric relat'0ns 
the distance from this jet edge and the downstream control edge B    c*" 
be calculated. v 

i      ' 

u 
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Figure 7-     Definition of  two-dimensional  jet virtual  origin 

The expression  for virtual  orgin  distance,  S       is 

Svo - 0-0278 r-   NR (22) 

where c is the nomentum-fIux discharge coefficient. Therefore, the 

expression for the spacing between the Jet entrainment streamline and 

(23) 

the downstream control  edge B     is 

Bv - i  [Bt  -   1  - Bc/(0.0278 cd
3 NR/ce)] 

The  relationship  for c„   is  found to be such that c„ /»«c.2.     Since 
o o   a 

c. is a function only of N.' then c. must also be only a function of N '; 

hence, a determination of c, vs c , at one value of aspect ratio can be o a 
related to all  aspect  ratios through N  '     the modified leynolds number. 

For  large N  ,   the expression for c.  can be obtained from boundary   layer 
K Ö 

considerations.    Assuming as before  that  the boundary  layers  are  roughly 
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equal  on all  sides and that 6*/e - 2.55'« then 

e •» (1 - 2.783 5*/bc)(l - 2.783 6*/b 0) (2'.) 

where 

(1  - cj d; 7 (2i..) 

If  the flow  Is  completely fully  developed through  the nozzle  (e.g.   t      is 

low)   then,  by assuming parabolic vertical  and horizontal  velocity profiles, 
the momentum  flux discharge coefficient  is 

1.15 c/ (25) 

As  a  rule of  thumb even for the most efficient nozzles,   laminar amplifiers 
rarely operate with c. > 0.75. hence a comparison of equations 2'» and 25 

at o - 1   reveals only a small  discrepancy over the  range 0 _< c . _<0.75. 

Since equation 2^  is probably valid   »t  the high end and equation 25 at the  low 
end,  an average value curve can be struck.    Hence 

C9'   ,-32cd2 
(26) 

Equation 26 satisfies the condition  that c   -* 0 as c. - 0 *s expected. 

Equation 23 for the Jet-control edge space thus becomes 

Bv - i [Bt -   1  -  Bc/(0.021  cd NR)] (27) 

The validity of equation 27 is demonstrated by agreement with the experi- 
mental data of Spyropoulos17.  In figure 8 data is shown for the space 
between the jet edge dye stream shown in reference 17 *3 a function of 
flow Reynolds number, N 

R0. 
cd V The  theory agrees very well  over th» 

■ 

(   I 

entire range, even at low NR if that data is corrected to a linear spread value. 

In the same way the discharge coefficient is defined, momentum-flux 
discharge coefficient, c. is defined by reducing the nozzle dimension« 

8 
the sun of the displacement £* and momentum thickness  6,18 so that 

ce - (1 - 2(6* + e1)/b)(i - 2(6* ♦ e2)/h) 

where subscripts 1  and 2 refer to boundary  layers on  the side and plane walls, 
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2.5    Analysis of Amplifier Jet  Deflection Gai.i an Dynamics 

The analysis  presented  in  this  section   is based on a control  volume 
model   of  the amplifier  input  flow field shown   In  figure 2  and  is  limited 
to a small-signal  analysis  that uses  small  perturbations   in order  to 
linearize  the  flow equation.. 

The control   volume model   is actually a one-dimensional  model  of 
the  flow field and can be shown schematically  as an equivalent electrical 
circuit  (fig.  9).     Since  this   is a one-dimensional   Iinear!zed model  of a 
complex  flow  field,   it can only be used for small-signal   analysis.     In 
this  model   the electrical   current analog  is  volume  flow  rate and  the 
voltage analog   is  pressure. 

In  the analysis,   input  flows, entrainment  flows  and  the  flows 
through  the downstream vent passage are  included,  along with the apparent 
j'.t  capacitance due  to the  volume swept out  as  the  jet  is   laterally 
deflected.    This jet capacitance  is  shown  in  figure 9  in parallel  with 
a  leaking  resistance due  to flow  through the jet surface boundary   layers. 
This   leaking  resistance can be neglected since  it   is  usually much  larger 
than   the  resistance  to the downstream control   vent. 

In  calculation of  the dynamic  frequency  response, Manion and 
Mon15  have shown  that  the  inertia of  the fluid  in  the downstream control 
vent  passage  can be neglected  if the bandwidth calculation extends only 
to  the   initial  break frequency.     Experiments  have confirmed that  the 
input  control   inertia coupled with the jet displacement capacitance  does 
predict  the break  frequency quite accurately   (section 3).     The actual 
break  frequency depends on  the bias  pressure  and this will  be shown  in 
the  calculation of  the amplifier frequency  response. 

The analysis  first  calculates  the jet's  pressure gain by calculating 
the deflection of the jet with control  pressure signal;   then the bias 
sensitivity   is determined from this model.     The underdamped or overdamped 
response depends on bias   level  and an  example  calculation of this effect 
is given.    The analysis   is  then used  to determine  the  input characteristic 
impedance for  the centered jet and for  the deflecting jet  stream, with 
some  sample calculations  and  test data.     From  these analyses,  the amplifier's 
gain  sensitivity  to bias   level,   its   frequency   response  (bandwidth and 
damping)  and  its  deflection   input  impedance  can be estimated. 

2.5.1     Jet  Deflection Gain 

Manion and Mon show that  the jet  deflection gain depends on  the 
quotient 6/AP    —   the deflection of  the jet  at  the downstream edge of  the 

control  nozzle divided by difference  between  the pressures of each  input 
control  port.    The  pressure gain  is  given15  as 

AP 
 c 
AP 

AP      Ay 
 o   _|_c 
Ay       AP 
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Figure 9.     Dynamic equivalent  circuit  for LPA input 
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where 

AP      -    difference  in amplifier output pressure 

AP      -    difference  in amplifier  input  control  port pressure 

Ay      -    jet deflection at  receiver entrance 

The jet's  deflection Ay    is also given as 

Ay    -   (2 X    /B    -   1)6 
'o sp    c 

where 

sp 
total   length separating supply nozzle and  receiver entrance 

total   length of control  nozzle measured along  the supply 
jet's  axis 
deflection of  the jet at  downstream edge of control  nozzle. 

The analysis  that  follows will  be a  refined analysis  to determine 
the amplifier  response.     In   this  section,   all  quantities are normalized. 

Using  figure 9,   the summation  of flow equation   is written  to 
determine  the  ratio of the jet deflection  to  input signal  pressure.    This 
summation   is given   in  flows  that are normalized by  the actual  supply 
flow  in equation 28: 

P.,- P. 
^i L1- Q    - rVfir  - P  I   sgn     (P.   -  R  )   - Ji 

2 e       c    '   ji      v1     s       yrji    V R 

P.   - P 
y,(pM-p, ) 

J      J1     J2/ 
(28) 

where P     is  the control  pressure,  P.   is  the jet edge pressure and P    are c J J ^    r v 

the vent  pressure normalized by P    supply  pressure. 

Pcl' Pil 
—= ■■ - is the input flow, and Z  is the input channel impedance 

c     nomal i zed by R . 
' s 

Q -  net entrainment   flow due   to  fluid  shear end spillback. 

6/1?.  -  P   I     sgn   (P.  -  P  )  -   flow  through  the downstream control 
I   jj       vi        

J ji       v 3 

volume vent  due  to displaced supply-jet stream and 
the pressure difference 

(P.  -  P ) 
flow  through  the downstream control   volume vent  due 
to pressure difference 
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YJ "jl • "j,' 

flow du« to jet capacitative admittance, where 
Y. - C.   (ju)  and C, - B 3/(l2 Ca), or the volume 

J        J j        c e 
swept by Jet   lateral displacement due to the 
pressure difference that deflects  the Jet stream. 

Zr "    ^ + M,..  L    ■ 2 CJ2 ^ /B    (normalized by R ) 

For the jet centered,  this equation applies  to each control 
volume—one on each side of the jet stream--and 6   is zero. 

Perturbing equation 28 with  respect to £', we obtain equation 29, 
where  primed quantities are small  perturbations;   (note,  P.    ■ P,    + P', 
P.    - P.     - P'.)  and terms with fi'2 are neglected. 

J2 J2        J * 
jl        Jl 

: ( z^-Wf ^-^j-o^ V'X 
6 

2 c . /IP.   - P  I d     '   j v1 

sign  (P.  - P )  - 2 Y,  P'./6' 
- J        v J    J 

(29) 

The jet  deflection,  6' is  proportional   to the difference  in 
control  volume pressure  therefore 

! 

2 k.   P'. 
J     J 

whe re  k. 
J 

Bc2/S 
C-  -   is  the momentum flux discharge coefficient. 

(30) 

This  deflection equation assumes  that  the change  in P. with  time 

is  small when compared to the jet stream's  transport  time between  the 
control  volumes. 
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AP 

-< 
[1  + a,   k.  Z    + Y.  Z    + Z /R    + ^ 

im    (P.  - P ) 

2 c./IP.  - P 
V     d '   J        v 

1 J c   j c   c v  -d^^T^1 

6 Zc    «gn (Pj ■ Pv) 
(31) 

for P.  -  P    »< 0. 
J v 

For zero  frequency and small  deflections  Z    • R    +jL^u)^R    and Y,  ■ 0 c c c C J 

«I u ■ o 
1  + a,   k,   R    +  R /R    ♦ —J— * 

k.  P  ' 
J    c  
2k.  R    (P.  -  P )«Rson     (P.  -  P ) 

I#»XI i/ r * i vy 

1        j        C C       V 
J. 

c./TT. - ^ 1 d  '   j        v' 2  c./|P.  - P  | 
d   '   j        v1 

(       ,' 

(32) 

As equation  32  indicates,   the amplifier's jet  deflection gain  is jet bias- 
pressure  (P.   - P )   sensitive,  and  this  sensitivity depends on one term 

for a centered jet,   6 ■ o.    This  term  is  the product of  the deflection 
scale factor,  k.  and Rc  {P.  - Pv)//|Pj  -  PJ. 

For negative bias pressure (P.  - P )this  term tends  to cause 

instability,  whereas   the vent clearance  term  R /Rv stabilizes  the jet's 

lateral  position.     As  this  clearance term  is   increased by  increasing B  , 
the bias  sensitivity  is  reduced and the jet's  position  is more stable 
for negative jet edge pressures.    However,   larger vent width  results   in 
larger non-deflecting  power drain. 

Bias can be adjusted by choice of either P.  or P   . 

The coefficient a.  definei  the rate of change of  the difference 

in  net entrained flow on either side of  the jet  as   it   is being deflected. 
The net entrained flow  is simply  the flow  that   is   required by  the jet  to 
satisfy entrainment over that which  is  spilled back by  the control edges. 
Therefore 
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aAQenet      *^e ' ^     3A(le      3A(1SB 
1 36 96 96 36 (33) 

The change  in entrained flow with deflection   is  negligible as  can be 
determined from  the  two-dimensional  Jet equations.   (Reference 24 gives 
a complete analysis  to show that entrainment differences are negligible) 

3liSB 
a    is  therefore -aAQ.  /36 -      -rr— 

+6 96 36 

The velocity  profile  in  the midplane has  been  found,  as   in 
equation  13 to be 

u/umax ' 
sech2  Vv/bs) 

and as  in  the previous section  the  flow  in  the  profile between any  two 
points  for P.  - P     is: 

y2/bs 

O/Q, - r-^-/ sech2 K,(y/b )d(y/b/  - - 1  B     (tanh K.y./b   -tanhK.y./b ) 
A v/    /k ^ J       ^i **i AAS 
K yi/b dbf-l 

hence 
The  flow spilled back  is  the  flow  in  the profile  from B /2 to <*>, 

Qjp/Q, - ^     [«  -  tanh  (Kj Bt/2)] 
'dh   K, bs   > 

(3A) 

and as  a  function  of a Jet deflected  through t6, 

QSB   {6)/Qc   .-J-t,   .   t 
S C anh Kj   (Bt/ 2 ± 6)] 

(35) 

lie derivative of  this   relationship  is  simply 

36  — sech2  K,   (B /2  ± 6) 

dbs 

(36) 

Evaluated for  the  centered Jet condition  6 ■ o equation    36    becomes 
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and 

96 
I«  -0 

sech2   (Kj Bt/2) 
(37) 

'  ; 

ai - 36 2 [sech?   (K,  Bt/2)]/ce 
(38) 

for 

and 

Ki  "  '/^d Qe^s + cdk 
/2) 

"   (1   _ 0)/2  + ^(a +  1)^A  -  0   (,   .   c 

A typical  value  for a,   for Kj - 2.175,   cd      = 0.89  (NR - 2000,  o - 0.5, 
bs 

cd - 0.7),  and Bt/2 -  1.0   results   in •    - 0.1135. 

To  relate  the jet  deflection-gain bias  sensitivity  to  the 
input-control  port pressure,   flow equation 28  is  used.     Solving equation 
28 for P    in  terms  of P.,   equation  39 can be obtained for  zero frequency. 

P,  - P 
P    -  P.   +  R     [0    + -I L_l 

c J c  L^e R -J (39) 

I 

orsimplyP    «P.+R    Q 

where R
c " "-^ + K

cl^cl'   a   ,ir>ea'' and a nonlinear part 
andQc - Qe+   (P.   -  Pv)/Rv 

The jet edge pressure  P.  can be  readily expressed  in  terms  of 
Pc' 

or 

p-  - P     is J        c  VR 

R    R 
v    c 

^ " (C~rX) ^ + r-fr 

P:   - P     ( 

v c V c 

R    R 
v    c 

v c 

j " pc (RV + H - (rTir)Qe for Pv " 0   (Ga9e) 

(40) 

ü 
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Equation kQ can be used with equation  32  for R    -   1,   R    ■  R » +  K  |Q I 

p 
(from measurement R    - 0.1312 ^-)  and the entrainment  flow, Q   - O.O'i Q . 

c vi c s 

Using  the above equations,   the total  amplifier pressure-gain   • 
(6 ■ o)   is 

AP iy ^   B U 

c        'o c 

kj/Cl + Zjajkj ♦ 2i. ■»•  1/Rv + (2kj(Pj-Pv) + 6sgn(PJ-Pv))/(cd/|Pj-Pv|)]} 

AP 
Assuming  that -—■  1  equation  (Al)   is  shown plotted  in fig.   10 for 

G R    ■ ö~ ,  k. - 6.18 a    - 0.0668 and P    - 0,  as a function o f P. 

* * 

* 

2.5.2    Frequency Response Estimate 

To estimate  the  frequency  response of the jet  deflection 
amplifier  it  is assumed that the primary  low frequency terms  result 
from the  Input  impedance and the dynamics of the Jet pressure field. 
This  is  certainly  true for  low pressure amplifiers  such as   the first 
stage of a multistage gain block.     If the flows are all divided by 
the actual  supply  flow,   the pressures by supply jet  pressure, and  time 
by the quotient of  the supply nozzle width  to the average supply jet 
velocity,   then  the governing equations  are normalized and become more 
manageable  from a nunerical   standpoint.     Z    is  taken  as  R    + juL    and 

c c c 
Y.  ■      jwC. where  L     is  the control   ine  inertance and C.  ■ B 3/12Ca. 
j j c j c e 

As noted earlier,   the impedance between the control   volume and vent  |s 

assumed to be resistive  in  the frequency range of this amplifier 
configuration. 

Equation 31   Is  used to estimate the frequency  response by 
evaluating the denominator of this jet deflection equation.     From 
equation k]   for 6  ■ o 
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Figure  10.    Jet deflect! on gain versus  control  bias  pressure 
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&P        AP 2 X 

-F- AT *   (-Bf ■   1)(A2jJ+ A,   Ju, ♦ äJ   ' (1.2) 

where 

A    -  1  ■»■ a    k.   R    ♦  R /R    + 2 k.  R     (P.  -  P  )/(/|P.   -PI) 0 ijc cv jcj v        '  J v1 

A,  - a.  k,  L    + L /R    + 2 k.  L    (P.  - P )/(^\P.   " P  |) 1 lie        cv jcj        v 'j v' 

A, - 2L   C. 2 c  j 

The  response characteristic  is normalized  in  the same way as   in 
reference 15 so that 
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fbw " 27   -H-   where F * f/(cd Vs/bs 
5 

where 

k     R        'P     ■   P   ) 

1        21^7 1     J     c c    v cd np    .  p   ■ 

U      -    supply velocity,   /TfP    - P )/p 

c,    -    discharge coefficient 
d 

f.     -    corner frequency   in Hz. 

A few sample calculations show  that  for negative and even 
some positive bias  the jet  deflection  response  is  underdamped.     As   the 
bias  is made positive the response becomes more damped, and the resonant 
frequency  increases.    However,   in an overdamped 2nd-order system the 
phase lag  is actually  increased at   low frequency over the undamped system. 

Calculating  the estimated  response for the amplifier at  101 
control  bias and at zero control  bias  using equation 1(2 with c. - 0.64, 

aj  «- 0.0668,  R    -  1  and Q    - 0.0k for P    - 0.10 and P,  - * 0.0773  the 

denominator of equation k2 can be factored to (s +  .032)   (s ♦  .265).    The 
lowest normalized frequency   Is w.     -  .032 or F.     • "^w -  .0050.     For P    - 

0.0 and P. ■ -0.006  the denominator  Is   (s2 + 2£a)    s + u2) where u    ■ 0.0738, j n n n 
F ■ 0.0117 and the damping  ratio,  ^ ■ 0.185.    These two responses -ire 
shown plotted In figure 11.     At a value of jet edge pressure P. ■ -   .007^6, 

(P    ■ -   .00175)   the jet will oscillate since Aj - 0.     In des:     s where 

R    is  larger, P.  can be more negative before zero damping  Is encountered. 
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The  important point of this section is to show the dependence of 
frequency  response characteristic on bias  level for this amplifier. 

2.5-3    Input Impedance 

The input impedance of the amplifier is very important  in 
design and staging of amplifier cascades.    This jet deflection amplifier 
has two impedances that are  important,  the centered Jet  impedance end 
the deflection impedance.    The centered Jet  impedance can be easily 
calculated by computing the pressure flow characteristic for a non 
deflecting centered Jet as  in section 2.4.    Using a given bias  level 
on this centered Jet input characteristic the deflection  impedance for 
smell signals  (AP.  small  compared to P.   level) or smell deflections can 

be computed.    This deflection  impedance depends on the bias pressure 
and varies as the operating point  Is changed. 

2.5.'»   Centered Jet  Impedance 

The pressure flow relationship for the centered Jst can be 
determined by first calculating the flow as a fund ion cf the control 
volume, Jet edge pressure and then computing the input control pressure 
using the Jet edge pressure,   the flow and input resistance. 

The relationship is given in equation 39 as 

where 

and 

P    - P. + R    Q 
c        J        c \ 

c        ct        c '*c 

P. - P 
Q   - Q   ♦ J- 1 

c      *e R 

Expanding equation 39,  the centered Jet resistance can be evaluated 
from the pressure flow equation as 

Pc " Pj + RU  %  + \^  + Kc W. + V^) ' ^e + V^ 

(39) 

P /Q - [1 + R /R ] [Q /P + 1/R ] 
c c      c vJ "-^e c    vJ 

(43) 

(43«) 
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For non-iero frequencies,  substitute Z    for R    since P. " P. + R   Q_ ♦ 
AAV«« c C C J c     c 

Lc Qc - PJ + Zc Qc- 

2.5.5    Defiected Jet  Impedance 

Equation 32 relates 6,   the control volune jet deflection,  to 
the difference  in  input port pressure (for small signals).    To determine 
an impedance,   the relationship between the difference  in  input  flows and 

AP        AP f 

6  is  required.    The  impedance  is -rjp - -j-n * j-  «"d can be calculated 

5' &P 
if -r— can be determined since —TT is given  in equation 32 or equation 

Ailc 0 

30 . 

The relationship between jet deflection and flow signal   is 
obtained in the sane way equations 30 and 32 were obtained.     In equation 

P    - P. 
28,    c -    ^   is  the  input  flow;   therefore,  using eqi'»tion 28 but writing 

c 
P    - P. 

Q    instead of — -J- equation 28 b  -omes 

QC - Qe -(Pj -pv)/*v - VHT^T S9n (pj ■ pv)" YJ pji-pj2) w 

Developing this equation  in the same manner as before by 
perturbation,   the following equation kS  is obtained 

1 

c      a, +2Y. + 1/R    + 1        j v 

nr - n 't> k,    sgn 

«d^Pj  * Pvl      cö^i  • Pvl     j 
(P,   *  P ) 

m 
The product of this equation and equation 31 gives  the desired 

impedance relationship. 
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o 

'.[ 1  + a,  k 
i-j Zc + Tr+Yj 

c r 
V 

z   ■lk'1' " ■ 
P   ) 

6 Z 

/[P 
ji 

sgn (P. " P.) 

AP 
C" 

c hkJ c r 
V 

Zc+lf+Y- 
2 k    Z    (P 

Z    +        J    c      J 

cd 2/rp73T; 
pj 

^i 
- z, 

'-^TT^ 
S Zc  ( .gi.   (P,   - Pv)) 

For zero frequency and a centered Jet the deflection  resistance is 

(46) 

o 

AP 

R        2 k    R     (P    - P  ) 

a,  k. R 
l    j    c      R 

2 k,  R.  (P,   - P..) 
J. (47) 

2.5.6    Bias Sensitivity 

The bias sensitivity of the LPA is  the result of the deflection 
impedance of the jet.    Equations 31 and 32 illustrate this effect 

. 2 /P. - P 
In the resistances __———_   and J ,—— . As these resistances 2kj*7 
change, the ratio of P. to P changes and the gain changes since 

J c 

(P Ji V/Pc 4J &.     In the deflection equation these terms are 

multiplied by the inlet  line  impedance so If Z    approaches zero the 

bias sensitivity approaches zero.    This  is a trivial  solution to the 
problem since it  Implies a zero deflection impedance.     In equation 32, 
note that at large values of P.  - P   or at  large deflections  the deflect- 

ion impedance approaches Z    -- somewhat obvious since this   Is the minimum 

Impedance of the  Inlet  to vent. 

For a centered Jet,  the deflection scale factor k.  Is the 

primary parameter that  determines the bias sensitivity.    This  is shown 
in the above equations, especially  if the denominator of equation 46 
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is   rearranged in the form 1 .   2 kJ  Zc^Pi - Pv)/Cd 
+ 1 + a,   k, Z    +2 /R 

u 
The jet deflection 

1    j "c        e    v 
constant k.  depends on B2 and  Inversely on  ca.    As  the discharge coefficient j c e 
is   increased the bias sensitivity  is  decreased.    More significant  is  the 
reduction of bias sensitivity as B     is decreased. 

The tradeoff between bias sensitivity,  deflection gain and 
deflection  impedance  is  that a reduction of deflection gain  is required 
in order to reduce bias sensitivity and to  increase the deflection 
impedance.    This  can be done by a reduction of B 

amplifiers with B    m k  and B    - 1  have been  designed and built 

B 

As an example, 

For 

This  is k, k.   is 6.18 (if ca - 0.64) and for B    - I,  k.   is 0.39- c j 6 c        '    j 
a factor of 16;  but since the scale  factor  is  less, approximately three 
times the control  pressure is needed to fully deflect the jet to satu- 
ration.    Since pressure  level  affects bias as a square root,  the bias 

reduction   is actually     ■■-      ■ 9-    However,  when an element   is built with 
u 

B 1,  R    is somewhat   larger  due to  the convergence of  the control 

structure.    As a result,  a reduction of about 8 in bias  sensitivity was 
expected.     Data confirmed that this   reduction in bias sensitivity is 
about what was measured.    The effect of bias on the reciprocal  of the 
deflection  resistance,   for B    > A and B   > 1   is shown  in figure 12.    The 

c c 
value approaches a constant at  large P „■ 

In staging  it  is   important to note that the driving point 
impedance  is the output   impedance of the driving stage plus the inlet 
line impedance of the driven stage.     If an amplifier is driven from a 
high  impedance source   it will  appear very bias sensitive; whereas,   if 
the amplifier is driven  from a  low  impedance source the bias effect will 
be minimized.     The  latter  is  usually  the case where pressure gain 
devices are cascaded. 

The saturation point of the transfer characteristic can be 
estimated by evaluating equation kf>  at various  values of £  to determine 
where the term that contains 6 becomes significant  in the deflection gain 
equation.     Figure 13 shows a sample calculation for both positive and 
negative Jet displacement, 6.     As can be seen the jet deflection  impedance 
decreases when 6 > o and incredses when £ < o.    This means that the 
deflection characteristics  (Q    vs P ) will   increase  in slope above the 

jet centered case and decrease below.    Data will be shown  in section 3* 

2.6    Operating Reynolds Number Range 

The  information on  the control edge clearance can be used to 
determine  the  lower  limit of amplifier operation.    The amplifiers 

u 

( I 
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mrmally do not operate properly  in the range where downstream effects 
are felt within the  interaction  (control)  region.    The lower limit of 
operating Reynolds number can  thus be defined.    Spyropoulos*17 data and 
other  (unreported)  data can be used to plot the downstream location where 
spread is no longer linear,  X   ,   (i.e.   downstream effects are felt)  as 

a function of flow Reynolds number.    The data are shown in figure  l^t. 
The two curves presented show  that the effects of blocked outputs are 
felt more than of open outputs.     If one models the blocked output 
condition as a inviscid jet  impinging on a flat plate (e.g.  flow can 
only go laterally through the downstream vents)  then the location of 
the point of stream divergence  is 2.2 nozzle widths  from the plate 
(splitter).     If the open output flow can be modeled as an  inviscid 
uniform flow  impinging on a cylinder whose diameter equals  the splitter 
thickness, then the flow will  start to diverge at a distance equal  to 
ten t>mes the cylinder radius,  so for B     » 0.25 the distance from the 

splitter will  be 1.25 b .     If the splitter is  8 b    downstream,  then for 

the blocked case and high Reynolds number one expects that downstream 
effects will  be felt only up  to 5-8 b     from the nozzle and 6.75 b    for 

open outputs.    Notice that  in  figure  1A the measured data  is  indeed 
asymptotic to the  inviscid solutionr.     From the data for the worst case, 
(output blocked)  the effects of blockage are felt within the control 
region  (X. < A)  at a flew Reynolds number, c . N. of about 500.    This 

figure then may be used as ? guido for determining the lower limit for 
other configurations by extrapolation.     For example  If B    - 1.0 then 

the lower limit might be about  c, N. - 200.     From equation  18 the point 

where  there  is no clearance can be used if it  results  in a higher c. N 

than the data of figure 14,  since the device ceases  to function   If there 
is no clearance, because the jet cannot deflect. 

I o 

The upper limit of Reynolds number  is defined by a function of 
the point of transition-to-turbulence.     Drzewleckl20 has   Indicated that 
the Reynolds number for the establishment of fully established turbulence 
can be determined by noting that the modified Reynolds number N   '   • 1000. 

It appears  reasonable to assume that  the laminar flow limit should per- 
haps occur at some constant value of N   '      The data of Spyropoulos17 

on the flow field and that of Manien and Mon15 and Men16 on gain   indicate 
that the flow becomes noisy or the gain becomes constant at N  '  - 100. 

Kelley and Boothe's5 data, which has been plotted against modified 
Reynolds number by Drzewleckl20, shows  that gain becomes constant at 
NR" " '"V^1 + ^0'    " ^00,    For an effect've nozzle straight section of 
roughly 3-0 b  ,  this too reduces to N-'  - 100. 

The location of the point of transition   In a bounded jet, of a ■ 1, 
can be determined from the equation given by Drzewleckl,25 which   is 
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for his bounding-plate size  (length  75 b , width 150 b ).    This  results 

in N   '   ■ 193  for transition  to occur for c. - 0.8 at X     «8. R a sp It  is 

reasonable to assume  that the same kind of dependence on X      exists  for 
sp 

fluid amplifiers especially  the LPA.     Since the data quoted above for 
LPA's   used splitter  locations all  roughly the same (8-10),   it was not 
surprising that N  '  was  relatively constant.     N  '    will  decrease with 

R Rtr 
increasing X     , hence the operating  range will be decreased.    There  is 

in addition some reason to believe that  transition will occur when the 
edge-tone frequency produced by the Jet  impinging on the splitter equals 
the most sensitive  frequency of the jet.    However, since  little or no 
work has been done  in this area for  low-aspect-ratio bounded Jets, no 
solutions are  presently forthcoming. 

The conclusions  that can  therefore be drawn are that the  lower 
limit of operating Reynolds number is determined by the point where 
downstream effects are felt   in the interaction  region and the upper limit 
by transition where N  '  ■> 100.     It can be noteti here that at  least for 

the case of B    - 4.0  the lower limit of Reynolds number also corresponds 

to the point where the amplifier gain  is one-half the maximum. 

2.7   Output Characteristics 

The output characteristic of a proportional amplifier  is  the 
volumetric output flow versus  the output pressure at a given Jet position. 
This characteristic  is a measure of the output  impedance.    Output 
impedance is dependent on the  resistance of the output channel.     In 
most  Instances   the representation for the resistance of the output channel 
R      can be looked upon as a  linear term plus an orifice (nonlinear)   term, oc 

R      -  R  . + K,Q 
oc ot        2'*o 

(W) 

and in general is computed fn the same way as the viscous control 
impedance in equation 8, with B being the channel width and X the o o 
channel   length, except that when Q    vs P    is desired it must be noted 

that the driving pressure difference for the flow is the difference 
between  the average total pressure P    impinging at the receivers and 
that at  the port. 

•   P
+  «U  ■ Pc 

oc (*9) 
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The average total  pressure when Q    * 0 at the receivers P    (Q    - 0) 

Is,   In effect,  the blocked recovered pressure and Is different from the 
supply total  pressure to the supply nozzle due to three dlsslpatlve 
or viscous  loss mechanisms:    1)  the  loss   In the supply nozzle; 2)   the 
loss due to the top and bottom plates;  and 3)   the loss due to boundary 
layer growth on the splitter. 

Working backwards, the blocked pressure recovery at the output Is 
simply the force, divided by the area, required to divert the momentum 
flux entering the receiver J ,  sin.ce the spill   flow leaves at right 

angles  to the Jet stream,   (fig.  2)    With the Jet centered, each receiver 
"sees" half the Jet momentum flux J    at that point so that the pressure 

recovered P+ Is 

J 
o 

o (50) 

The momentun flux at the receiver can be written as the  ideal momentum 
flux supplied, J    . . • 2P   b h - pV 2b h multiplied by three coefficients, 

S | I 0 5      S S       S 

each  less than one 

0      Js,id 

J. - 2cae 

J J sp       o        , 
Js      Jsp       s,id 

u    c„ »      P    b    h 
^sp e'Bsp    s    s 

(51) 

The loss   in the supply nozzle  is given by c„ from equation 25, whlli 

the plate and splitter losses are  In c. anc' c. respectively,   to 
'e'Xsp e'BSp 

be determined here.    There is yet another mechanism that occurs at  1CM 
Reynolds nunbers by which the momentum flux Is decreased when the Jet 
spreads so far that the receiver Is unable to capture  it all.    This 
occurs also at  large Jet deflections, but since most of the analysis   is 
for Jet centered and small signals  this   is not discussed here. 

The  loss   in momenturr flux due to friction on the bounding 
surfaces may be estimated simply by assuming that a velocity distribution 
exists   in the vertical  direction that  is  Invariant with downstream 
distance.    Further,   if one assumes—for the sake of argument—that this 
distribution  Is parabolic, then the  loss  in momentum In the downstream 
direction can be estimated by equating the shear forces to change In 
momentum flux.    Thus the velocity distribution  Is 

Mil 
max ^ 

(52) 
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u 

where 

u -     downstream component of velocity 
z -     vertical   (norma,-to-plane bounding surfaces)  coordinate 
U    -    maximum velocity of the profile. max 

For moderate aspect ratios £.3 < o £ 3»  and fully developed flow 
U       = 2 ^1,  (ref. 25), and "u,  the average velocity is just c. U    ■ 

cd /2(Ps - Pv)/p.    For cd > 0.5 U^ - Us/cd - /2(Ps - Pv)/p.     From 

equation 52 the local wall  shear stress t    is simply 

T    - y iü - y  u        I' Hi " a-'      M    max  *    fiT7 
3u 

'w " " al 

For c. < 0.5,  normalizing by P    ■ i o U 

Tw ^Jd 

h/2 

2 

4 U       u max 
—R  (53) 

(54a) 

o 
For cd ^.0.5 

T 
W 

^7 (54b) 

The net  force exerted by the stream on the plane surfaces per unit width 
is simply 2T    X    , which by Newton's 2nd Law must equal   the difference 

W       5 P 

In momentum flux per unit width (J      - J )/b ,   therefore sp        s      s 

J, - \p m f 32 cd Ps Xsp/a NR ; cd < 

^^ ' I ,6 % V0 NR ;  cd ^ 0- 
0.5 

(55) 

Since J    /J   -   1 - (J      - J )/J.  then sp   s sp       s      s 

¥"< 
sp 

fl  -  l6cdXsp/(a2NRc9);   cd < 0.1 

Li  -8Xsp/(a2NRce);cd>0.5 
(56) 

where X      - x    /b    (note:    capitalized dimensions are normalized by b ) 

The  loss   In momentum due  to boundary  layer on a finite width, 
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circular cylindrical  leading edge of a splitter may be visualized by 
figure 15. 

o 

BOUNDARY LAYER THICKNESS [    ) 

Figure 15.    Flow in the vicinity of the leading edge of a splitter.. 

The flow up to the end of the curvature is merely that due to the 
Impingment of a uniform stream on a circular cylinder whose solution 
is presented in Schlichting (p.   252).2I    The solutions for the momentum 
and displacement thickness, 6 and 6*, at the top of a cylinder are 

(2e/r)  /\im r/v - 0.6 and («*/r)   /U    r/v - 0.8 (57) 

where r/b    - B    /2 and U    is the average velocity of the Jet  impimiing. 

These values are probably not low even though they are ideally for high 
N..    The data of Oimopulos and Hanratty26 and that of others  Indicates 

that the high Reynolds nunber solutions are almost valid to as  low a 
Reynolds nunber, NB(r/b )   as 100,  so for splitter thickness,  B     of 

K $ SP 
0.25 (r/b    - 0.125)   the analytical expressions   for 6 and 6* are valid 

for ND > 800 and for B     - 0.5, N. > kOO.    Since in most cases this cove's 
n Sp K 

the greater part of the operating  range, only equation 57 will be considered. 

The ratio of the momentum flux at the top of the cylinder J 
to that   impinging J       is 

Jo       0 Uo2 h Tb,/? -   («*♦•)] 
(58) 

■ 

|   i 
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Fro« equations 57, and noting that U    - c, /l{f    - P )/p and r/b    - B    /2 
o        0 $        v s        sp 

(59) 
J, 1.1  B o   m .  _ sp 
J«P ^TNTTTTD wd "B '"sp' 

The recovered pressure, equation SO,  therefor« becomes 

ft1   ■ ,P >. ' -8 v(o2 % ce> J    SEE" 
pt ■—fc.       ■  (60) 

For very high Beynolds nunbers this would become 

K 
r" cd2/Bo; % **]00 (61) 

(ce -► 1, MR * - therefore, since ce a cj  for "^ * - c   ♦ c.2) 

The average total pressure when the output pressure is tero, 
or full output flow,  is simply the average dynamic pressure of the Jet. 
The average dynamic head is simply one-half the velocity squared, 
multiplied by density and the ratio of the jet half-width to the receiver 
width: 

v T »"o2 ill) 
o 

and normalized by P$ - 1/2 p Uf
2 this becomes 

U 2 

Pdyn/P, " iH'   IT 

0 

The ratio U0
2/Us

2  •» simply the net momentun discharge coefficient 
Ce cex      CeB n* *ov• •«>»••• !•"  then  is simply one-half the 

sp       sp 
blocked pressure P  I .    Assuming that  the driving pressure varies 

quadratically with flow so that 
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where AP    is  the difference in recovery at zero flow between two 

receivers when the jet   is deflected some Ay  . 

where P      and P      are the total   pressure  impinging on receivers   1 and 2. 

r   — 

1 

w 
S 

0      ^J... 
0    s 

(Q0/Q$)
: 

P    - 0 o 

then the expression for the output characteristic  is simply 

?(R    /R 

'lpo " 0 p /p 
o   s (%/ps) 

(62) 

o 

The complete expression for the output characteristic can be obtained 
from the above equations where P+ is obtained from equation 60,  P.      from 

equation k3 and R    from equation 5.    The expression for the output 

impedance R    >  3P /3Q    can be obtained from equation 62. o o     o 

2.8   Transfer or Gain Characteristic 

In section 2.5 the jet deflection gain was discussed and,   for 
the sake of simplicity,  the term AP /Ay    was assumed constant.     Recall 

now the expression for blocked pressure gain 

AP        AP /P 
O OS 

AVbs (63) 

Ü 

O 

Recalling now that the expression  for recovered pressure was 
obtained by considering the momer.tum flux to the  receiver, then  for the 
case when the jet  is deflected Ay 

♦p  üo2  Ayoh-P+i  boh 
D 

'•! 
bs h 

i 

P v b 
s h 

2 P Ü 2 Ayah - P. „ b    h O O +?     o o 
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o 

Taking the difference and noting that p U 2 b    h - ce cex      ceB      Js  ^ 
sp       sp      * 

where P   - J    . . /2b.h and P.., - P,., - AP^ then s        s,id        s tl        t2 o 

AVps ■ ' c9 cexsp 
ceBsp (Ay0/bs)/Bo m 

Therefore the first  term  in equation 63 Is 

APo/P AP /P        1» c    c cflR 
0    s - 9xsp    eBsp (65) 
o   s B 

Combining equation 65 with the jet-deflection gain term  (AyVb )/(AP /P ) 
OS C      b 

from equation 41   results  In the complete equation  for pressure gain to 
include Reynolds number effects, bias effects and dynamic effects 

APn     cexcf> 
ceBcn   2XRi o _        sp        sp  /    S| 

p      AP zr-   se   sp^-v 
B  2 

S£ _   .*       C    

fl+a, k. Z+2Y.  Z    + csgnCPj-P, 

where P. Is given by equation AO, k. - B*/kcQ,  and Z is given by 

(66) 

zc-ir + e . ■iuLc 
(67) 

o 

The relationship without dynamic terms  reduces  to a simpler 
formulation as   In equation 6.8. 

[a,   B 2  R R /R B 2   (R /R )(P.  " P )J 

1       'CeRs rvV     2ce cd/[Pp-PTI 
(68) 
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Equations  1  - 68 constitute a set with which the operating 
characteristics of an LPA can be computed. 

Staging of the amplifiers can be achieved analytically by 
using the msthod outlined by Mon.U: 

2.9   Miscellaneous Analytical  Results 

In addition,  there are other considerations that can be made 
regarding the operation of LPA's that result  from geometric irregularities 
or anomalies due to either fabrication problems or contamination.    Section 
2.9.1 deals with a quasi-sensitivlty analysis to provide a trouble 
shooting guide and section 2.9-2 suggests problems that might arise due 
to contamination and what can be done to alleviate the problems. 

2.9.1    Geometric Configuration Sensitivity 

There are five geometric anomalies considered in this section. 
The first three are merely a perturbation of some basic dimension; for 
example, a nominal  dimension  Is ovter or undersized.    The  latter two are 
anomalies  In shape. 

L> 

The first,  though not necessarily most important anomaly  Is the 
error in splitter width, B r.     If B      is  larger than specified, by 

equation 68 one sees  that  the gain goes down and by equation 60 the 
pressure recovery goes down.    Xcn may decrease slightly however, which 
may counteract the decrease. sp 

The second anomaly  is  the error In distance between the downstream 
edges of the controls, B  .     I f' B    is oversized,  the Jet clearance In- 

increases, the net  Input  Impedance decreases, gain decreases, and Mas 
sensitivity decreases because P., which  Is proportional   to R , approaches 

P .     In addition.   If this clearance is not symmetrical   it will  cause a 

null output signal  since the side with the smaller clearance will be 
drawing a vacuum relative to the wider side, due to different values of 
R    for jet centered;   thus a pressure differential will exist across the 

jet. 

The third anomaly   is  splitter misalignment.     This will   cause 
a null signal on  the outputs proportional  to the oftset--as   If It were 
simply a jet deflection.    Using equation 64,  the null signal  can be 
computed or the misalignment can be computed if one is sure that no 
otSer mechanism Is affecting null. 

The next two are shape anomalies.     If the leading edge of 
the splitter is supposed to be circular but Is flattened on one side or 
assymetrlcal,  this  too will  cause a null shift on the output. 

o 

1 
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o 
The last case Is of some  interest because It delves   Into an 

almost completely theoretical  discussion with   little experimental 
evidence to prove the theory, but with some data to Indicate that the 
anomaly  is the problem.    When considering extremely  low threshold 
problems of Jet deflection, as   in a laminar jet angular rate sensor, 
there  is a null  shift  that varies with Reynolds number.     In  light of 
the above discussion  it  is not surprising, but consider another possible 
cause of null  shifting.     If the exit corners of the supply nozzle are 
manufactured so that two different radii exist, will   this not tend to 
steer the Jet?    Consider the following sketch of the exit of a supply 
nozzle,   (fig.   16) 

o 
The deflection angle 6 as a rough first-guess might be Just 

the arc tangent of the rotio of the difference of the  radii   to the 
nozzle width.    This assumes  that the Jet separates at  the beginning of 
the radius.    A second, more satisfying guess would be that  the deflection 
is related to the angle between separation points S on the respective 
radii,   (fig.   16)     It  is   reasonable to consider that  the  location of 
this separation will  vary with Reynolds number.26    Assuming that the 
radii  are not very different so that the separation angle  is roughly 
the same for both sides,   then from geometry the deflection angle Is 

(r2 -  r1)(sin es - l)/bs 

6 ' 1  +  (rj + r2)(1 - cos  es)/bt 
(69) 

O Note that for e 0,  0 ^2- r )/b    as expected. The  relation 

between separation angle and Reynolds number,   for lack of anything 
better,   is assumed to be the same as for separation  from a cylinder as 
given empirically by Dimopulos et al.26    Using their data and equation 
69 will  result  in a relation between Jet deflection angle as a function 
of Reynolds number.     Dimopulos26 data are reproduced here  in figure 17 
with Reynolds nunber based on  radius,  r /2  (P    - P )/p /v. 

o 

In general, based on  the above reasoning,   the results   indicate 
that the spurious deflection angle ß increases with difference in radii, 
and also increases with  Increasing Reynolds number.    The rate of change 
of angle with Reynolds number dß/dN. decreases with NR and may approach 

zero at high enough values.    An  interesting po'nt occurs,   in that for 
constant difference  in radii  but difference average value of radii at high 
Reynolds number dß/dN. may be considerably lower for the higher average 

radii.    This  is   important when one considers the temperature dependence of 
null  shifts.     If dß/dNR - 0,  there will be no shift of the output with 

change  in temperature. 

This  last section  is open to debate and certainly there is 
much room for the study of such an effect. 

> 
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Figure  16.     Sketch of a rounded supply nozzle exit 
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Figure 17-    Separation angle for flow past a cylinder 
versus Reynolds number 

2.9.2    Contamination Sensitivity 

The sensitivity of proportional amplifiers to contamination 
buildups  Is considered from en experimental point of view by Comparin 
et al.27   They Indicate three main problem or buildup areas:     the supply 
plenum,  the control edges,  and the near output region  (splitter and 
receivers). 

The supply plenum buildup stems from flow impingement on  the 
back plane from a fitting, when flow Is brought  In normal  to the plane 
of the amplifier.     Immediate results are an increase In supply  impedance, 
so for constant supply pressure the pressure recovery falls,  the gain 
falls and supply flow falls.    This blockage condition may be alleviated 
to some degree by providing a recess  in the impinging plane for the 
contaminant  to build up  In.    Appropriate design of such a recess can 
indefinitely extend the plenum  life. 

The buildup on the upstream face of the downstream wall of 
the control port causes an  increase in control  impedance, hence a decrease 
in gain.    Uneven accumulations will cause null  shifts.    This buildup 
can be reduced by designing  that part of the approach geometry with a 
low grazing angle so the flow will exert more shear on that section. 

The buildup on the  leading edge of the splitter and in the 
receivers blocks the outputs and makes the splitter effectively thicker. 
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As was noted in the previous  section, 2.9.1, a thicker splitter  results 
In  lowered gain.    Again,  uneven depositions can cause null shifts.    This 
appears to be the main cause of contamination failure of LPA's,  and not 
much appears possible to be done about  it.    This condition  limits  the 
eventual   reliability of the device.     It should be noted that mean-time- 
to-failure  (HTTP),  under normal  conditions,  for these devices   Is  probably 
several years and with nominal  servicing,   indefinite. 

Operation of devices  under constant flow conditions will 
virtually assure that the same jet  issues from the nozzle—even  though 
the supply pressure may change;   thus,   the dynamics should be relatively 
unchanged.    Of course all  quantities   relative to P   will  change. 

u 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

To present as much experimental   data as possible showing the 
validity of the equations  derived in  the preceding sections,   the data 
will  be presented in three general  sections, each dealing with a specific 
characteristic of the amplifiers.    The three sections will  consider the 
input characteristics, output characteristics, and gain (as a function 
of Reynolds nunber, as a function of control bias pressure  (P _ ■ 
[(P      - P ) * (P     - P )]/2 for P    -0), and as a function ofnrrequency). 

ci C2 

'        ) 

Inasmuch as the fl«Id of  laminar amplification  is  relatively 
new,   there  is not much data on  variations of geometry—certainly not 
as much as desired,    'iie geometric variations are basically  limited to 
aspect ratios o,  from 0.25 to about 4,  control widths B    of 1.0 and k.0, 

although careful measurements of some devices has shown that B    *  1.1  and 

4.2,  so that four widths are actually available.    The downstream control 
edge spacing B    has been nominally held to one value, but  it too has 

some small variation.    The approach geometries are two - short controls 
and outputs  from Manien and Mon,15 Hon.16 and Spyropoulos,17 and  long 
controls and outputs  (fig.   18).    The splitter thickness B      has been 

varied from 0.25 b    to 0.5 b  .     Date- will not be presented on  the supply 

characteristic or,  in other words  c.,  sin 
has been well established.18»19 

ce the validity of the expressions 

1      ' 

3-1     Input  Characteriatic Parameters 

The  input characteristic  is  the most   important part of the 
LPA.     It determines the  input  impedance,  ':he bias sensitivity,   the gain 
and the dynamics of the system.    This section will present data,   to be 
compared with theory, on  the  relation  for the viscous  losses  in the 
control  channel,  the actual   relationship of Q   vs P , and qualitative 

dynamic  impedance measurements of the   input.78 
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Figure 18.    Planviews of LPA's with long approach geometry 
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An important part of the input impedance is the viscous loss 
in the approach control channel. Although the theoretically computed 
value was used in computing a satisfactory i-iput characteristic, it is 
of interest to see if this component part is valid alone. To this end, 
a static tap was located at the exit of the control channel in four 
amplifiers and the differential pressure and through flow were monitored 
to obtain AP /Q ■ R . The data was normalized to the supply impedance c    c        c 
R .    Equation 6 was used to compute the theoretical results.    A compari- 

son    of data and theory is shown  in table   I, where the coefficients of 
the equation R /R    - A + B  (Q /Q )  are  listed. 

C       b C       5 

Figure 18 shows the planview of the amplifiers used in collecting 
the data of table I. The set of data for B - 3 was obtained on the 

B 1  amplifier with the static tap  located about 3b    in from the 

exit, hence X    - 16 and B ■ J.    The agreement  is quite satisfactory c Cmin 
for the constant coefficient in all but one case. No immediate answers 
for the discrepancy are presented. The theory's results are low for the 
nonlinear term.for all but the narrow control devices. The explanation 
is simply that the experimental data was obtained by measuring the con- 
trol pressure upstream of a fitting normal to the planview. In such an 
jvent, added impedance, which is a function of flow, will be noticed due 
to flow making the turn.     In the narrow width case (B    * 1.0),  the 

orifice effect of the narrow width  is  considerably more than the turning 
effect. 

The measured input characteristic can be presented in two 
ways.    A base curve of flow entering equally through both control ports 
versus applied pressure will give the characteristic for a centered Jet. 
S.opping at some value of control pressure establishes a level of control 
bias.     If now the pressure  in the controls   is changed differentially (one 
goes up as much as the other goes down),  the Jet will move and a different 
control  flow will ensue.    This will be called the deflection  impedance 
characteristic, and the former,  the centered Jet  impedance characteristic. 
The other Wriy of measuring an  input characteristic is to hold one control 
at a constant  pressure and increase the flow on the other side.    This 
curve then  li  a variable bias curve.     In applications where differential 
signal» are rot encountered this may be the more  important curve.     The 
centered Jet   impedance curve  is obtained from equation 43 and the 
deflection   impedance is given by equation M.    The constant control 
pressure  impedance characteristic can be obtained from equation A4'by 
varying the bias. 

F - 3, B 
For a device with o • 0.5,  B    " A,  X 

c sp 8, B^ - 1.5, 

«mil 
2, X    - 19 at a typical operating Reynolds number. 

NR - 2000 and c. ■ 0.7. R I calculates  to be 0.236 from equation 8. 
'0 ■ o 

The Jet spacing  impedance as shown previously  is R    ;  1, 8    - 2 and the 

o 

Ü 

' 
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Table   I.    Experimental  and Theoretical  Viscous  Input  Impedance 
Correlation  R /R    - A + B   (Q /Q ^   (eq.   8) 

Supply 
Conditions 

P    -  1.0 mm Hg;  ND - 508 

0-1.6      c. -0.68      b -0.508mm 
ds                  s 

Ps - 7.0 nn Hg;  NR - 13^ 

O-0.8     c. -0.7175    b -0.508nm 5                                       1 

Dimensions 

B 'k 
c 

Xc-19 

Bc-3 

B        -2 
Snin 

k-3 
X -16 

fe-3.2 

Bc„-   "3 

Bc-1 

Xc-19 

Bc-2.5 

B        -1.6 
Cmin 

Bc-i. 

Xc-19 

Fc-3 

B        -2 
Cmin 

Bc-3 

x -16 
c 

Bc-3.2 

^in"3 

■e"1            1 
Xc-19 

Bc-2.5 

B        -1.6 
cmin            i 

A 
EXP 

THEOR 

0.13A19 

0.1230 

0.101 

0.09k 

0.157 

0.165 

0.1312 

0.1527 

0.124 

0.192 

O.OSk           I 

0.118 

6 
EXP 

THEOR 

0.1953 

0.1098 

0.159 

0.05 

0.337 

0.30*» 

0.1956 

0.1222 

0.1866 

0.05'» 

0.3162         | 

0.3396         1 

o 
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entrained flaw Q from equation 14 is Q ■ 0.021. The equation 

describing the relationship between input pressure P and input flow Q 
is c c 

■ 

P 
c 

TT (1-236 + .22   Ä 
^s 

0.021 (70) 

The equation  is shown plotted in figure 19 as compared with experimental 
data collected on a large-scale model operated with 50 cs silicone oil 
at 250C, where b    ■ 10 mm, and o - 0.5 much as described by Spyropoulos.17 

The agreement   is excellent, well within experimental or engineering 
accuracy. 

Further experimental data has become available through the efforts 
of Smith and Shearer at Pennsylvania State University.29    Using an 
early design LPA as described by Manien and Mon,15  they made  input 
characteristic measurements with MIL-H-5606 B  red oil and a large nozzle 
width, b    « 2.54 mm.    They took data at various aspect ratios and various 

but quite high Reynolds numbers.    Typical  results are shown in figure 20 
for a -  1.0 and \.k with the theoretical   input characteristics  (both 
jet centered and push-pull jet deflection)  shown as  the solid lines. 
Again, agreement between data and theory  is quite satisfactory.    The Jet 
centered experimental  data appears  to have slightly more curvature 
than the theory, which is,  for all   intents and purposes, a straight 
line.    This probably can be accounted for by variations in the Jet edge 
impedance, which does vary a few percent over the bias range, since as 
bias  increases,  the Reynolds number effectively decreases and so does 
c.    ;  therefore,  Rv./Rc decreases slightly. 

Oi V       5 
bs 

o 

o 
The dynamics of the input of the amplifier have been assumed 

to foe represented by a lumped parameter r.   rcuit that considers the con- 
trol  channel as   inductive and resistive,   the  impedance of the Jet edge - 
control edge R    purely resistive and the motion of the jet provides 

a compl'ance  (capacitance)  to ground when the jet  is deflecting.    Toda 
and Katz-'8 have .Jevelopej a unique system for measuring impedance—both 
real and  imaginary parts—for an arbitrary  load, by using measured values 
of pressure amplitude and phase on a half-bridge circuit  in conjunction 
with a known  impedance.    Using this device they have measured the 
dyi.amic input  impedance of an LPA described in figure 18a.    The data is 
presented  in figure 21.    The upper portion «hows  the resistive  (real) 
part of the  impedance as a function of frequency and the lower portion 
shows  the dynamic (imaginary) part of the  impedance.    Thr theoretical 
curves shown are a constant value of deflection  impedance of 0.4 (for 
R   ■ ID5 kPa/mVs) as determined for 5%      bias  from eqration 47 (see 

also figure  12).    The imaginary part should be calculated from equation 

u 
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Figure 21. Comparison of theoretical and experimental dynamic input 
impedance for an LPA, a - 1.2, b - 0.51 mm, air 
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46, but for simplicity an approximate fit can be obtained by Just 
considering the  inductive   impedance of  the channel. 

inductive impedance - [2 irp V(r« b.n f (71) 

The agreement  is satisfactory and especially good up to 100 Hz.    The 
decrease in the resistance  is accounted for physically by the compliant 
nature of the impedance between the Jet and the control edge R .    This 

"resistor"  is obviously not a fixed value and,  as  the nature of the Jet 
velocity profile changes,  so does the value of R .     It is conceivable 

that as frequency   increases, and the Jet swings back and forth,  the flow 
may have to be integrated to a streamline closer to the center, but as 
the frequency increases even more,  the effective spacing may approach 
the RMS value of the deflection, or less than at DC, hence a higher 
impedance.    Further study   is definitely called for;  however,  for engineer- 
ing purposes up to the bandwidth of the amplifier,  the simple lumped 
parar^ter approximations are certainly valid. 

3.2    Output Characteristics 

Typical output characteristics have been obtained on the device 
shown  in figure  i   for o - 0.75 and 0.5 at oN. -  1250.    The amplifier 

output dimension:   are such  that the average width is F   ■ 3.155 and the 
o 

minimum width  is B 
omin 

1.4. The length of the outputs is X - 20. 

Substituting these values Into equation 62 results in two equations for 
the two output characteristics. 
For a - 0.75 

V 
f-' 2.2855 - 0.348 (^)    -  (0.1187 + 0.186 £■) ^ 

s us us    " 
^ £ (72) 

and for a 0.5 

P 
^- 0.265 

s 

Q   2 0     Q 
0.51 (^)    - (0.167+ 0.186^) ^ (73) 

These two equations are shown plotted and compared to data In figure 22. 
The agreement again  is acceptable.    The higher aspect  ratio gives a 
higher pressure and flow recovery,  as might be expected.    The fact that 
the theory has slightly more curvature Indicates  that the chosen dis- 
tribution for the driving pressure should be more constant as  it approaches 
the pressure for full   flow. 
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3.3   Gain Characteristics 

This section would be of most  Interest to a systems designer. 
Here the relationships between gain and three important parameters, 
Reynolds Number, bias, and frequency, are discussed. 

3.3-1    Gain versus Reynold» number 

Limited data are available for gain as a function of Reynolds 
number.    The data of Hon16  for three aspect ratios,   (o > 0.8,   1.2,  1.6) 
and some data obtained on a  large-scale silicon« oil model are  readily 
aval table. 

For Hon's16 data,  a lower discharge coefficient   is used than 
that shown  in figure 3 since the nozzle on his device was not smooth. 
In general, his values of c. are  roughly between 82% and 901 of those 

given in figure 3,   in the  range of interest.    The critical dimensions 
are shown in figure 23, as   Is the theoretical  curve In comparison with 
the data.    The theoretical  curve shown   is an average  fo* the three 
aspect  ratios, but  it should be noted that there is very little variation 
when G    Is plotted as a function of the Modified Reynolds number NB to p R 
eliminate the dependency on aspect ratio.    The calculations have been 
made assuming that P. - P  .    The theoretical  curve determined by 

equation 68 Is  in good agreement with the data. 

Data collected on a  large-scale silicon« oil model  described 
in section 3-1   is shown  in comparison with theory in  figure 2k.    Here 
bias pressure  is sllihtly above zero,  resulting P.. ■ 0.0028 P..    The 

Lo S 

aspect ratio was 0.5.    The tests were conducted under  three different 
conditions to ^ary the Reynolds number.     Two tests were conducted at 
constant temperature  (T    ■ 250C and T    - 50oC) where the supply pressure 

P   was varied,  and one test was conducted by holding the pressure constant 

(P   ■ 21  kPa)  and varying the temperature (hence the viscosity). The 

supply nozzle of this device was smooth,  so the discharge coefficient 
distribution from figure 3  is valid.    The effective  length of  the nozzle 
was 3-0.    Since the aspect  ratio and nozzle shape are the same for the 
experiments,  the data Is presented against only Reynolds number NR.    Under 

most circumstances, with the three different tests there would be a dis- 
crepancy due only to the fact that the bias pressure might vary.     In 
this case only slight variation might be expected.    The pertinent 
amplifier dimensions are given in  figure 2'».    The agreement between 
data and theory  is good. 

The theoretical   relation for pressure gain may be used to 
determine the pressure gains at some operating point,  by using the 
output characteristic relation.     For pressure gains at a given output 
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flow,  t te gain  is the blocked gain  reduced by the ratio of the driven 
deflection resistance to the sum of the driven deflection resistance 
and the  driving output  resistance   (R    -  3P /3Q ). 

o o     o 

3-3-2    Gain versus  Control  Bias Pressure 

Again the data of Mon16   is used to  illustrate the  validity 
of  the  theoretical expressions obtained for gain.     For his  geometry 
the gain  decreases with control  bias  pressure, [(P  .  - P  )  +  (P      -  P )]/2, ■ r ^        cl V C2 v 
at  P      ■ P „  for P    - 0,  as  shown by  the data  in  f!gure 25.     Equation 68 ci    .    C2 v * » ^ -1 

is  evaluated for 0 ■ 0.8 and aN. -  1000,  by assuming  that P    *  P..     For 
R a c        j 

low values of entrained flow  this   relationship  is almost exact.     The 
theoretical  expression,  as  derived  from equation 68,   is   in good agree- 
ment with  the data  fc  low  values of bias pressure and  is  slightly high 
for  the high bias.    Thio r^ay be accounted for by  the fact  that  the 
experiment was  run at  a constant supply pressure, but as  the bias 
increases  the net differential  pressure across  the supply nozzle decreases, 
effectively decreasing  the  Reynolds  number and the discharge coefficient. 
These  lower values of c, and N. make  themselves manifest on all   terms 

d R 
of  the expression  for gain,  G   ,   in  that  they all  decrease,  hence  the 

theory would be  lower  if  the  decreased N_ were  taken   into account.     It 

is  however sufficiently close  to the data  to assume constant  N  .      If 

very high bias were  to be considered then  the appropriate changes would 
have to be  incorporated. 

3.3.3    Gain versus   Input  frequency  (Bode  Diagram) 

218 

l 

As  discussed  in section  2.5,   the frequency dependence of  the 
gain  is  determined by  the jet  deflection  response.     In  such a manner 
then, equation 66  is  used, where  it   is noted that  the only  frequency 
dependent  term  is  the same  term that  determines bias  sensitivity shown 
in  section  3»3.2,  except  that  now there are complex terms   in  the   input 
impedance  and a complex term  due  to the jet compliance.     The validity 
of  the complex form of the  input  impedance has already been established 
in section 3.1i  so that agreement of theory and data at this point would 
be  a direct verification of  the validity of the concept of  the jet 
compliant  frequency dependent   impedance Z.. 

Work  done at  the Massachusetts   Institute of Technology30 has 
resulted  in some dynamic gain data on amplifiers using MIL H 5606B   red 
oil  as the working medium.     The data was collected on a device where 
Bsp " 0-5'  Bc " ^  Bc " 3-5'  Banin " 3-0'  Xc "  ,9-0'  Xsp " 8-0'  and 0 " 
2     for a S^control bias with a supply nozzle the same as used by Hon.16 

Figure 26 shows  this  data compared with the  results  from equation  66.    The 
agreement   is good over the operating  range.    This  is one point of verifi- 
cation for the dynamic model. 
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o 
The transport time of the flow to the receivers adds phase lag 

to the response.    This hes been added and Is the lower analytical  curve 
In figure 26.    The measurement of phase is at best approximate when 
considering the low frequencies encountered, and the added or parasitic 
dynamics of instrumentation have an effect on phase shift,    in light 
of this uncertainty, the agreement  Is fair-to-good.    The damping coefficient 
for this cese is C ' 1>7,   Indicating the response should be well over- 
damped, as can be seen. 

k.     DESIGN EXAMPLE OF MULTIPLE-ELEMENT STAGING 

O 

In  references  15 and 16 the staging of the single amplifiers  to 
form a multistage cascade without a reduction of the amplifier's dynamic 
range is discussed.    This concept assures that  in all stages the Jets 
are deflected through the same angle.    Further work is ongoing in multi- 
stage cascades that will  formally outline the staging principles with 
regard to impedance match. Jet deflection and bias effects on the  inter- 
stage performance.    The results of this work are not available for this 
report, but some test data on staging cascades  is available and will be 
described.    The fact that simple circuit analogs can be used to predict 
multistage amplifier performance to a reasonable degree of accuracy  is 
significant.    Examples are given to Illustrate the straightforwardness 
of the staging method. 

o 

o 

In the first example, HDL amplifier model  2-2B of figure 1 was 
multistaged in three separate configurations.    These configurations are 
discussed below. 

A. 1st stage 2nd stage 3rd stage 

b    • 0.50 iron b    - 0.5 mm b    - 0.5 mm 

hs - 0.80 mm h    - O.k mm h    - O.k mm 

P$ - 0.13 kPa Ps - 0.93 kPa Ps - 0.93 kPa 

,2 elements » 
(\n  parallel' 

fk elements , 
lin paral'el' 

Ps-7>cr-0.8 

Ps-hcr-1.6 
7,<r-0.8 

^ 

N: 
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modeling «s shown below referencing the supply pressures to the mppfy 
of the first stege. 

I 

If these models are operated at the seme Reynolds number, N 
Rh 

aN    (based on height)  the normalizing resistances 7^ essentially scale 
" S      p P 

as their supply pressures.    This can be shown by noting ■—■ * L    .   Si. ■ 
^      bs h$ Vs  cd 

NRh bs vcd 
This assumes  that NR.   c. is   the same for all stages. 

c . NRh   is, of course,   the Reynolds number based on flow and element depth. 

Making this simplifying assumption,  the gains can he estimated. 

From section 2.5,  the input resistance of this amplifier when 
P P 

the Jet  is being deflected is about 0.3 7— .    The supply  impedance ~ 
$ T 

of the first stage is taken as the norme Iizing resistance for each 
\ 

stage.    The output resistance for each stage is approximately 0.5 5- . 
Therefore we can write Qs 

u 

O  ; 

01 

02 

i3 

03 

0.3 

0.5 

■ j x 0.3 (two stages) 

- y x 0.5 (two Steges) 

" T *  0.3 (four stages) 

■ T-x 0.5 (four stages) o 
The bias effect can be estimated from equation 52. From this 

equation the gain can be written as 
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o 

o 

u 

P. " o 
6 ■     i assune for higher bias P. « P . p   i ♦ K, /r J    c 

3
   i 

2 k    R /c 
where K3 • —J—£—^ jp » 2.20 for this »npllfler, e, - 0.12, 

1 + ., kj Rc + ^ 

k. - 6.18 and R    ■ C.2.        V 

J c 

The mode) 2-2B has a G    = 16, at zero bias. 
P 

To estimate the bias pressure, the output blocked-area pressure 
recovery  in each channel  for a centered set is assumed to be 0.25 P . 

This varies with Reynolds number but for simplicity a constant value is 
assuned. 

Calculating the bias effect of the first stage where 1% P   was 
the bias pressure  level s 

1 ♦ K.    /F- 1 ♦ 2.20 /TST- 1.31  . 
J c 

For the first to second stage, 

1 + K3 *f^- 1 ♦ 2.20-l/(^2i) (0.875) -  1. 39 

where 0.87 is the ratio of centered Jet resistance to the total   resistance 
between stages 

0 25 and    ■ ■   Is  the pressure nonnalized to the second-stage supply. 

For the second to third stage. 

I ♦ K, »f^- 1 + 2.20^/(0.25) (0.5) - 1.78 

(J 
where (0.5)   is the ratio of the centered Jet resistance to the total 
resistance between stages and the supply pressures of the second and third 
stages are the same.    The total gain of the cascade can now be calculated. 
Totai  cascade gain for blocked-area 3rd stage. 

I 
\ 
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c GPI *\2 %m R|3 

'♦«•••n 

'P - i-nnr • (•••* • TTW • '••"> • TTT 

6p -  185     (values cf 175 to 180 have been measured). 

where 6 are the zero bias blocked-output pressure gains of each 
Pl.2t3 

stage. 

B.    A similar example, with only two parallel  third stages being driven. 

The resistance values are the same except that 

R,3-|x0.3 

Ro3-Jx0-3 

and the bias effect of the second to third stages changes 

1 ♦  '3 J^~m ' ♦   2.2"\/o.25 (0.667) - 1.89 

U 

O 

o 

where 0.667  is the ratio of centered Jet resistance to total  resistance 
between stages 

and the total  cascade gain  is 

G
P ■ iVfcrr (0-636) rrhr (0-^) rhr 

G    - 283    (Actual measured value   is 260). 

The elimination of two of the parallel  third stages  improves 
the resistance ratio between the second and third stages, but  it also 
increases the third stage bias pressure. 

o 
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G 

C.    A third example  is a multistage cascade with single   .econd and 
third amplifiers.    This  Is shown schematically at 

bs - 0.5 mm 0.5 mm 0.5 nm 

h ■ 0.6 mm 0.4 mm 0.2 nm 

Ps - 0.13 kPa 0.93 kPa 5.67 kPa 

Ps-l.cr-1.6   ps^<r-o.8 

1—? I 
The first stage bias  is the same as previous examples, though 

the  resistances are significantly different. 
P 

In normalized form,  referenced to g-of first stage the resistors 
are 

Ril " 0-3,  Roi " 0-5, Ri2 " 7 x 0-3 ' 2•1•  Ro2 " 7 x 0-5 " 3-5' 
R.    - 41  x 0.3 - 12.3,  R03 - 41 x 0.5 - 20.5. 

The resistance ratios are ft    ]l R      • 4 ,! A f ' 0.807. ■ -if, 
Ri2 +   "ol       Z-1   + 0" Ro2       R|3 

irHn- 0-778    • 

The second-stage bias effect  is 

1 ♦ K 
3       C2 1 + 2.2 "^/S^i (0.933) - 1.4 

where 0.933  is the ratio of the centered Jet resistance to the total 
resistance between stages 

and the third stage b'as effect  is 

' + K3 ^17" ' + 2-2 V(0'25)   (|f)(0-92) - l-^ 

where 0.92 is the ratio of Jet centered resistance to total resistance 
between stages. 

The total cascade gain  Is 

GP " (T4i3r)(0-807)(T4LTr)(0-778)(T-^T) - 980 
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G    - 900*7 (Actual measured value for such a cascade  is 910) 
P 

This  last assembly    over-predicts the actual measured gain but the 
measurement of this gain may be off by 10 

All of the above estimates assumed K was constant, centered 
jet pressure recovery was constant and that  resistances scaled as the 
supply pressure.    This  last assumption  is clearly in error for the 
shallow third stage; nevertheless,  the cascade gain is estimated within 
10. 

Additional examples are result« obtained by D. N. Wormley30 

at HIT testing multistage amplifier cascades  (of the same design)   in 
hydraulic oil.    Wormley's example  is 

si 
»si 

il 
^0, 

110 kPa 
0.5 nm 
1mm 
0.3 
0.5 

Ps2 
bs2 
h2 
Ri? 

*02 

660 kPa 
1.0 mm 
Ö.5 mm 
0.3(6)(.5)(.5) 
0.5(6)(.5)(.5) 

S3 
JS3 

"la 
o3 

3960 kPa 
1.0 mm 
0.25 mm 
0.3(36/6)(2/8) 
a.SC56/6)(2/8) 

Ü 

<r-2 

<r-0.5 

O 

He reports a pressure gain of 375 whereas,   if the Reynolds 
nunber, discharge coefficients and centered-jet pressure recovery are 
assumed constant for all stages,  the gain is  calculated at  Ao6.    The 
first stage bias effect is  1 +    2.2 ^ -  1 ♦ 0.490 for P^    - 0.05 

and for the second stage I ♦ 

where 0.75 AP /AQ 
C w 

.t^fm (0.75 ) - l ♦ 0.39 

1, 6 
/(AP r/A(l 

0        C       C,2, 
♦ R    ) or 

(MIT reports P      - 0.024 and the calculation estimates P     - 0.03). 
C2 C2 

The third stage basis effect  is 
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1 + 2.2 ih 25 (0.75)   -1+0.39 

where 0.75 Is  the  ratio of Jet centered resistance to total   resistance 
between stages. 
The gain is then 

l!p-(T2w)(-"')<-^j)(.W)(T%).»06 

0 

The inaccuracy   is only  81 even though the assumptions   in 
discharge coefficient,  Reynolds number and pressure  recovery  that were 
assuned cannot be assumed if more accuracy  is desired. 

Another example of an earlier HDL design model16 2-1,  used an 
amplifier wi th a thin splitter anH less Inlet-line  loss   (R    depends on 

c 
the inlet line length)  and gave a measured pressure gain of about 3000, 
whereas  it was calculated to be 2800 assuming G    was 20 per stage.    This 

staging arrangement   is  the same as  the example  in part C above.    The 
deflection characteristics of this example are shown  in  figure 27 as 
differential output pressure vs differential  control  pressure as measured 
between stages.    From this figure it can be seen that the last stage is 
into saturation well  before the output of the first  reaches   its saturation. 
This  indicates  that  these elements have not been properly staged for 
maxlmifn dynamic range and as a result the dynamic  range has been reduced. 

By paralleling   individual amplifier laminates,  the amplifier 
can be designed to operate at a design pressure with a lower output 
impedance.    A multisection amplifier is still one amplifier whose design 
is specified by the pressure range,  the impedance needed and the working 
fluid.    This can be  Illustrated by considering a high pressure stage 
designed to have the same impedance as a low pressure stage.    Since the 
input resistance  is approximately 0.3 P /Q    and  if each section has the 

same flow (same Reynolds number based on depth),  and if P    is  increased 

by a factor of ten,   then ten parallel sections are  required.    Note that 
each amplifier section   is about /TcT the depth of the low pressure stage 
if the operating Reynolds based on unit depth is maintained.    As a 
result the higher pressure stage  is 3 to 4 times as  tall  as  the low 
pressure stage but   it handles 10 times the flow at 10 times the pressure. 

c DISCUSSION 

The information presented here attempts to quantify some particularly 
complicated flo^  problems  in  laminar Jet deflection amplifiers.     It has 
been the intent cf the authors to present the material   in as concise a 
form as possible, without sacrificing any intuitive or physical   reasoning. 
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Figure 27.    Measured  interstage gain characteristics   in a gain block 
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Certainly the fluid mechanics can be  improved upon,  but from an engineering 
standpoint the accuracy obtained from this model  is veil within accepted 
standard engineering practice. 

On the whole,   lami -ar Jet deflection can be utilized  in a number 
of different amplifiers and sensors.    The basic calculations for gain, 
response and resistances presented here can be used to estimate the 
response of these other devices.     For example, a laminar flip-flop has 
been reported31 where  internal   feedback in the form of a regulated vent 
pressure is used to drive the LPA into saturation so that only the 
saturation states are stable.    Another device that operates on the 
pressure field principle  is a gas-liquid interface amplifier as  reported 
by Woods.32    This amplifier may actually often be used in the transition 
or even turbulent  regime for more output power; however,   its basic 
dynamics and response can be estimated if surface tension effects are 
included using the results presented. 

Two sensors also utilize the basic principles of laminar Jet 
deflection.    The Laminar [Jet] Angular Rate Sensor (LARS)33  is basically 
a laminar Jet,   impinging on  receivers,  that is deflected by the Coriolis 
acceleration due to a rotation of the geometry.    The Jet deflection, 
dynamic response and threshold can be estimated using the analysis pre- 
sented here.    Yet another sensor is a Laminar Jet Linear Accelerometer 
that utilizes an LPA with a gaseous medium.    The gas exiting from the 
supply nozzle is at a slightly higher pressure than the surrounding 
fluid, hence  its density  is slightly higher.     If a high acceleration  is 
imposed transverse to the Jet,   then the Jet may be deflected in proportion 
to the acceleration and the density difference.    For a given density 
difference, output  is  linearly proportional  to acceleration.    The threshold 
of such a device  is greater than 20-g.    Again—since this   Is basically 
an LPA--al1  the analysis herein pertains. 

6.    SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This  report presents an analysis  for the flow parameters and 
the operating characteristics of laminar Jet deflection devices.    The 
feasibility of the assumptions and method has been established by good 
agreement between theory and experimental  data.    Basically,  the method 
of solution used has been a combination of lumped-equivalent circuits, 
control volune and superposed  Integral  techniques.    The resistances of 
the channels have been determined based on their analytically determined 
viscous  losses using integral methods.    The Jet deflection has been 
determined from a control  volume approach, and the dynamic response of 
the inputs and the gain have used lumped parameter equivalent circuit 
techniques. 

The analysis has shown that the gain of an LPA is a complex 
function of Reynolds number where for a particular planview the aspect 
ratio can be  Jiminated by dividing NR by the quantity  (1 ♦ I/o)2.    The 
maximum gain of a device  is determined by the geometry and the bias. 

\ 
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The dynamic range of such a device is  limited only by the flow 
noise  in the source and any noise generated inside the amplifier.     If 
the flow field is truly laminar and the source is noiseless,  then the 
dynamic range should be  limited only by thermal  noise within the band- 
width of the deivce.    Edgetones and resonances out of the bandwidth will 
not affect the dynamic range.    Observed values of dynamic range have 
been of the order of 5000,  using air as the working medium.     The limiting 
factor was ambient room noise.    Operating In hydraulic oil  offers more 
isolation from outside perturbations and, consequently,  the promise 
of even higher dynamic range. 

The fact that the flow  is  laminar offers,   in addition,   the great 
advantage of the ability to scale.    Accurate large-scale modeling17 

allows a great deal of  flexibility  in testing and evaluating new 
designs.    An accurate model may be simply machined and the performance 
readily determined.     In addition,  since the analysis scales,   larger 
amplifiers as well as miniature amplifiers are related simply through 
Reynolds  nunber.20 

In conclusion, a design analysis for laminar proportional 
amplifiers  is now available for the engineer, who can now design— 
completely on paper—specialized amplifiers, gain blocks and cascades, 
and  incorporate the results   in control  systems, since the amplifiers can 
be  looked at only in terms of  input and output  impedances and gain. 

The authors  recommend that more basic research  is needed to 
determine with greater precision the vent impedance R    and the pressure 

recovery,  to Include the  losses due to the plates, splitter and deflect- 
ions.    The area of null  shifts due to fabrication anomalies and the 
steering effect of nozzle exit  radii  should be further  investigated. 
The form of the equations presented here should be sufficient to 
suggest other areas of research. 

! 
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EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN OF LAMINAR PORPORTIOHAL AMPLIFIERS 

R. F. Hellbaum 
RASA Langley Research Center 

Hampton, Virginia 

SUMMARY 

An experimental program was initiated at Langley Research Center to study 
the effects of various parameters on the design of laminar proportional beam 
deflection amplifiers. Matching and staging of amplifiers to obtain high- 
pressure gain was also studied. Dynamic effects were not included. Variable 
parameters were aspect ratio, setback, control length, receiver distance, 
receiver width, width of center vent, and bias pressure levels. Usable pres- 
sure gains from k to 19 per stage can now be achieved, and five amplifiers 
have been staged together to yield pressure gains up to 2,000,000. 

INTRODUCTION 

Early models of fluid amplifiers wer'i operated on turbulent flow which 
produced excessive noise levels and low gain. Background information on the 
prior development and design of Jet deflection proportional amplifiers is 
detailed by Kirshner and Manion (Ref. l). This also provides an excellent 
source bibliography. A pressure field proportional amplifier which was devel- 
oped by Griffin and Gebben (Ref. 2) was modified to be useful with laminar 
flow. Because of the success of this program, an experimental effort was        t      > 
Initiated to show how various parameters affect the design of fluid amplifiers    V— 
and to show how to match and stage the amplifiers to obtain high-pressure 
gain. The scope of this work includes design and staging of beam-deflection 
proportional amplifiers operated in the laminar mode. Dynamic effects are not 
included; however, they are treated by Manion and Hon (Ref. 3) which also 
includes important staging concepts. Harry Diamond Laboratories provided the 
use of their facilities for testing the water models. Significant improve- 
ments have been made in Loth hardware and analytical procedures. To date, 
five amplifiers have been staged together to yield pressure gains up to 
2,000,000, and usable pressure gains fron h  to 19 per stage can now be 
achieved. By operation in the laminar flow region, noise level and power 
consumption have both been reduced. 

SYMBOLS 

Bc    Control length (normalized to b8) /  ) 

Bcv    Width of center vent (normalized by b8) 

L-9711» 
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Receiver width (normalized to bB) 

Setback (normalised to bB) 

Maneuvering distance, m 

Supply duct width, m 

Width of throat between control ducts, m 

Distance swept by supply Jet at receiver, m 

Gain, pressure 

Supply duct depth 

Receiver distance (normalized to bg) 

Reynolds number (based on height) 

Bias pressure (t of P8) 

Control pressure, N/m2 

Control differential pressure, N/m2 

Output pressure, N/m2 

Output differential pressure, N/m2 

Supply pressure, N'm2 

Vent chamber pressure, N/m2 

Control flow, mVs 

Output flow, m^/s 

Supply flow, mVs 

Average supply velocity at the exit throat, m/s 

Change in output pressure, N/m2 

Supply Jet deflection angle, radians 

Kinematic viscosity, m2/s 

Aspect ratio 
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TEST AMD APPARATUS 

Two types ol tests vere conducted. Water models provided flow visualiza- 
tion and qualitative information, and pneumatic models provided quantitative 
data. The variable parameters were aspect ratio, setback, control length, 
receiver distance, receiver width, and width of the center vent. The water 
models were eight times larger than the pneumatic models, which had a supply 
throat width of 1 mm. Twenty-five water models were machined in plexiglass 
on a line-tracing milling machine. The line drawings were generated by 
computer. 

For the water model tests, cover and baseplates provided a collection 
manifold for the vents, water connections, dye trace inputs, and air bubble 
bleeds. The amplifier layer was sandwiched between the cover and baseplates 
and secured with large clamps (Fig. l). Water from a large settling (deaera- 
tion) tank was pumped up to a constant head supply tank. The water then 
flowed through the test model to a constant head sink tank. Three rotcneters 
were between the supply tank and test model to monitor supply and control 
flow. Provisions were made to permit dye trace tagging of individual stream- 
lines in the supply flow (Fig. 2) in addition to coloring the entire supply 
duct flow. To obtain neutral buoyancy in the water, alcohol was added to the 
food coloring used as the dyeing agent. The use of the large water models has 
proven to be an excellent method of visualizing many of the complex flow 
phenomena found in amplifiers. However, many of the planned parametric varia- 
tions do not exhibit noticeable changes in flow patterns; for example, small 
changes in gain cannot be easily distinguished. 

Tte pneumatic models were machined on a pantograph using the water models 
as templates. The test instrumentation consisted of capacitance pressure (  ) 
transducers, laminar flow tubes, a signal generator, and an X-Y plotter. 
A test cover block was clamped to the model as shown in Figure 3. Supply, 
input, and output flows were monitored. Supply and input pressures were 
measured relative to vent pressure, and output and vent pressures were meas- 
ured relative to ambient room pressure. Differential input and output pres- 
sures were plotted on the X-Y plotter as a measure of gain. 

In setting up the tests, output flow was adjusted to approximately that 
required by a succeeding stage operating at a reduced aspect ratio and at zero 
bias. The signal generator was used to adjust the input pressures (with vent 
opened to ambient) to simulate a previous stage of greater aspect ratio. The 
vent chamber pressure was then adjusted to set the bias level back to zero. 
Gain was plotted by changing the differential pressure signal from the signal 
generator. The signal generator was then adjusted to a new bias and gain was 
replotted. Data were collected for bias levels of 0, ±3%,  and ±10$ of supply 
pressure. 

I 



o RESULTS 

Reynolds Number 

At used In this text, Reynolds nimber is based on the supply duet depth 
h (7ef. 3) as shown In Equation (1). 

«   V 
(1) 

G 

since supply flow Is expressed as 

*• " *s»>sVs 

which can be rewritten as 

Vs .5. 

(2) 

(3) 

substituting Equation (3) Into Equation (l) gives 

G 
V 

00 

which is a more convenient form to use for calculation. A typical plot of 
gain versus Reynolds number is shown in Figure h.    From this curve it can be 
seen that gain does not Increase substantially for Np greater than 800. 
Since noise increases as Reynolds number increases, the dynamic range will 
decrease for Reynolds numbers larger than 60C. 

c 

Aspect Ratio 

The aspect ratio of the amplifier is the supply duet depth divided by the 
width of the supply duct. If amplifiers, having the ssae silhouette but vary- 
ing in depth are operated at the same Hp, they will exhibit many of the same 
properties, such aa gain, supply flow, and effects due to bias normalised to 
supply pressure. The main differences are operating pressures. For example, 
an amplifier with a 1-am by 1.5-flB-hlgh supply duct (o ■ 1.5) might operate 
at a supply pressure of 133 If/a2, while one with a IHM by 0.3-om-high supply 
duct (0 ■ 0.3) might operate at a supply pressure 50 times higher. 

Blaa Level 

Bias (PB), as used in this paper, is defined as the average pressure level 
of the control ducts relative to the vent pressure. Bias pressure affects the 
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gain, stability, and noise level of an anplifier. The graph of gain versus 
bias (Fig. 3)  shows that a higher bias yields reduced gain. Low bias yields 
reduced stability. Gain usually increases until an unstable condition exists 
but nay reach a maximum and then decrease before going unstable. As stability 
is reduced, the noise level is increased. 

Vent Pressure 

The vent pressure is the pressure in the vent chamber which collects all 
the flow to and from the vents of the amplifier and is connected to the low- 
pressure return line through a restri:tor. The restrictor is used to set the 
vent pressure level. By reducing the flow Mirough the restrictor, the vent 
pressure is increased. If the vent pressure is increased, the bias is 
decreased which increases the gain. It has been found that changing the gain 
in this way is very useful when adjusting the gain of each stage in multiple 
anplifier chains. 

Setback 

240 

L 
Setback (B8^) is the distance between the downstream edge of the control 

duct and an ideal nonexpanded supply stream divided by supply duct width (b8) 
(Fig. 6). It can be calculated using Equation (5). 

K  b_ 

It would be meaningful to use a maneuvering distance which is the real clear- 
ance distance between the downstream edge of the control duct and a real 
supply stream (Fig. 7)* Since maneuvering distance is difficult to calculate 
because the real supply stream width is not always easily obtained, setback is 
usually used for making comparisons. 

Setback affects bias and saturation characteristics, gain, and input 
impedance. As setback is reduced (i.e., from 5/8 to 0), the gain increases 
(this is more noticeable for higher bias levels) (Fig. 8) and input impedance 
for bias flow (Fig. 9) increases. The input impedance for signal flow (i.e., 
bias equals a constant) increases only slightly for PC)j • 0. Since setback 
affects the saturation characteristics, the design choice depends on the par- 
ticular application. If the application allows an amplifier to saturate, it 
is usually desirable for the output to remain at or close to its maximum value 
(Fig. 10(a)). This type of saturation characteristic is obtained at higher 
values of setback, that is, 3/8 to 1. As setback is decreased, the saturation 
characteristic deteriorates (Fig. 10(b)). In the extreme saturation character- 
istics shown in Figure 10(c), the output reverses itself at saturation, which 
might well be catastrophic to many control systems. This deterioration of the 
saturation characteristic usually occurs at low bias levels with a negative 
flow in one of the control ducts. The supply flow is deflected off the down- 
stream edge of the control duct (Fig. 11). Figure 12 shows that greater 
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deflection by reduced setback provides greater reversed output. This process 
of deflecting the Jet off the control duct edge tends to introduce secondary 
flows (Fig. 13), and disperses the Jet which reduces the differential recovery 
pressure. Notice how the left tagged streamline separates to flow above and 
below tiie supply stream much like classical corner flow. A boundary-layer 
leak flow across the supply stream from the high-pressure side to the low- 
pressure control is also shown by the dark, heavily dyed control flow. Both 
the reverse deflection and the dispersion of the supply Jet adversely affect 
the saturation characteristics. 

Control Length 

(  ; 

The width of the control duct at the supply stream is called the control 
length Bc (Fig. 6). Changing the control length from 1.25 to 5.25 results in 
an Increase In the gain as shown in Figure lU. Increasing the control length 
increases the area over which the control pressure acts, producing greater 
deflection force. \ 

It should be noted that increasing the control length decreases the 
maneuvering distance which adversely affects the saturation characteristic. 
More maneuvering distance is required for Jet deflection if larger control 
lengths are desired. Increased maneuvering distance is achieved by increasing 
setback which, in turn, decreases gain and input Impedance. 

Receiver Distance 

Receiver distance Lj. (Fig. 6) Is the distance from the supply duct out- 
let to the receiver. There are two major opposing factors in choosing 
receiver distance. The first consideration involves the deflection of the Jet 
by an angle 6 (Fig. 15). The sweep distance is increased by increasing Lj. 
which also acts to Increase the gain. The opposing factor is the degeneration 
of the velocity profile as the supply Jet proceeds downstream. 

As the Jet proceeds downstream, it loses peak velocity and spreads. The 
lowi*r, wider pressure profile must sweep farther to create the same change in 
output pressure as seen in Figure 16. Optimum gain occurred at a receiver 
distance of approximately nine times the supply width, b8, (Fig. IT). 

Receiver Width 

The choice of receiver width Bj. (Fig. 6) involves several trade offs. 
The pressure at the receiver will be an average of the pressure profile 
imposed upon it by the supply Jet. To achieve optimum results, the steepest 
portion of the pressure profile should be utilized (Fig. 18), which implies 
that the By should be small. This is substantiated by the data shown in 
Figure 19« One restraining factor is the amount of flow required. If more 
flow is required to drive a low Impedance device, wider output will lower the 
output impedance of the amplifier. Another restraining factor is the 
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practical problem of fabricating narrower channels, 
off In cost or contamination reliability. 

This may Involve a trade Ö 
■ 

CratW Vent Width 

The data In Figure 20 show that the narrower center vents Bcv (Fig. 6) 
produced higher gains. Extrapolation of the curve In Figure 20 seems to Imply 
that the highest gain Is achieved with no center vent. This has not been 
shown to be true. Amplifiers with no center vent are discussed In Reference 3- 
The center vent configuration was chosen because lower average recovery pres- 
sure levels can be obtained In the receivers. Since the bias level of an 
amplifier Is affected by the output of the preceding amplifier. It Is advan- 
tageous to reduce the average pressure received. This can be accomplished by 
use of a center vent which removes a portion of the midstream flow. The over- 
riding factor In choosing a Bcv = 0.15    for the working silhouette was the 
minimum channel dimension required for fabrication and reliability. 

Supply Conditioning .J 
A short supply duct is efficient from the standpoint of power and mate- 

rial (fabrication cost). However, the longer and more elaborate supply duct 
used Li these experiments provides a quieting or settling and straightening 
effect which helps reduce downstream velocity profile degradation at the 
expense of a small power loss. 

Tolerances 

Ideally, the gain curve should pass through zero. Even more Important, 
the output should not change even though the bias level is changed and the 
vent chamber pressure is varied. The change in output pressure with change 
in bias pressure is a measure of the common mode rejection. Vent pressure 
affects bias and may affect differential output pressure, so another type of 
common mode rejection is the change in output pressure with change in vent 
pressure. 

These two types of common mode rejection become very important when 
staging amplifiers to achieve high gain, since small diiturbances may feed 
back through the vent lines to the primary stages and be amplified through 
the entire gain block, resulting in catastrophic oscillation. 

The kind of tolerance which should be placed on common code rejection is 
dependent on many things, such as noise from the power source, other noise 
sources, and total gain required from staged amplifiers. The first amplifier 
must have higher specified tolerances them the second, because the noise or 
noise signal deviation generated in the first stage is amplified by all the 
rest of the amplifiers. For example, if two stages each generate one unit of 
noise, and each stage has a gain of 10, the output of the second stage would 
have 11 units of noise, 10 from the first stage and one from the second stage. 
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MULTISTAGE MATCHING OF AMPLIFIERS FOR PRESSURE GAIN 

In designing a multistage amplifier, the type of gain desired, that is, 
pressure, flow, or power is the first consideration. To achieve pressure 
gain, a low supply pressure is used for the first stage. Supply pressure is 
progressively increased at each stage by holding the silhouette and Np 
constant and reducing the aspect ratio of each stage. Using this concept, 
the supply flow remains nearly constant between stages. The reduced heights 
cause each stage to operate into the higher impedance of the next stage. 
Nominal supply pressures for five stages might be 133 N/m2, 500 N/m2, 
1000 N/m2, 2000 N/m2, and 6000 N/m2, respectively, for stages having aspect 
ratios of 1.5, 0.75, 0.5, 0.375, and 0.3, and a supply duct width of 1 mm. 
Figure 21 shows a cast block in which five amplifiers are internally con- 
nected, including supply and vent manifold. This amplifier chain has a pres- 
sure gain of 100,000. The gain is controlled by adjusting the vent chamber 
pressures so that bias pressures are all near zero for higher gain. Other 
amplifier types might require a different bias level for high gain due to 
input channel resistance and onset of instabilities. Higher bias yields 
greater stability and lower gains. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

o 
It was found that there is a Reynolds number which provides maximum gain 

and dynamic reuige in laminar proportional amplifiers. If the Reynolds number 
is kept constant, the aspect ratio can be changed to obtain different supply 
pressure. Gain was found to be a function of bias level and could be adjusted 
by changing the vent pressure level. Increasing setback reduces gain and 
impedance to control bias flow while improving saturation characteristics. 
Added control length increased gain but saturation characteristics were 
adversely affected. The optimum receiver length was found to be approximately 
nine times the throat width. Gain also increased when the center vent width 
decreased. Decreasing the receiver width improved gain for the load imped- 
ances tested. When staging amplifiers for high-pressure gain, common mode 
rejection became an important factor. Also important for obtaining high gain 
from multistage amplifiers is the capability of adjusting vent chamber 
pressure. 
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Figure k.   A plot of gain versus Reynold! number shove that the rapid 
Increase of gain with   Rp   ceases for    HR   greater than 800.    Aspect ratio, 
o - 0.75. 
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' 
Figure 3-    Higher bias levels yield reduced gain. Gain usually increases 

until an unstable condition exists but may reach a maximum and then decrease 
before going unstable. 
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Figure 6. Amplifier silhouette dimensions. 
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(c)    Output reversed Itself after saturation as a result of 
setback being too small. 
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Figure 19.    Maximum gain is obtained from narrower receivers. 
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Figure 21.    Five amplifiers internally connected with supply and vent 
ducts have a pressure gain of 100,000. 
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JET DEFLECTION PROPORTIONAL AMPLIFIER 

by 

A. J. Healey 

Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering 

University of Texas 
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'■ 

Abstract 

Some consideration is given to the underlying pheno- 

mena involved in the operation of the jet deflection propor- 

tional amplifier.  Models for jet flow, jet deflection, out- 

put signal recovery and amplifier response are discussed. 

The paper summarizes previous research which contri- 

butes to our current understanding of device performance. 
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

One of the most significant of fluidic devices, the 
proportional beam deflection fluid amplifier is the corner- 
stone of analog fluidic systems.  It is the fundamental ac- 
tive element in operational amplifier circuits, system com- 
pensation networks, and amplitude and frequency modulation 
sensing systems [1,2,3]. 

After fifteen years of active work, however, we still 
know surprisingly little (of a quantitative nature) about 
the steady state and dynamic performance of these devices. 
It is the aim of this paper to describe some of the flow 
processes involved and to describe models for predicting 
operating performance. 

The basi:: operation is conceptually simple.  A main 
stream in the form of a power jet impinges on output holes 
called receivers.  The energy recovered in the output holes 
is then modulated by lateral control action at the base of 
the power jet.  Figure 1 shews a typical outline of a beam 
dfflection amplifier.  The large open areas between control 
and receiver passages can be either opened to ambient or 
closed.  Open side areas (vented amplifiers) are employed 
when loads are such that high blockage of the receivers 
occur.  The side vents provide a means of escape for the 
power jet fluid.  Non-vented or (enclosed side areas) ampli- 
fiers are useful in application where no spill of the power 
jet fluid can be allowed. These amplifiers can only operate 
with low resistrictive loads so that receiver passages are 
not significantly blocked. 

Performance considerations for amplifiers are linearity 
of the input-output characteristic, high input impedance, 
low output impedance, as well as high gain, range and signsV 
noise ratio. 

(. > 

L 
i 

( ) 

Conflicting requirements are thus imposed in establish- 
ing geometric design.  Increasing control passage width in- 
creases :he angular deflection gain but reduces input impe- 
dance.  Increasing distance between control passages and 
output receivers increases the lateral deflection gain of 
the power jet but beyond a given distance reduces overall 
gain because of shear losses and loss of jet kinetic energy. 
Widening receiver passages and separating their centerline 
respectively reduces output impedance and affects linearity 
of the input-output characteristic.  Widening receiver pas- 
sage width also reduces the amplifier range. 

For very low power jet Reynolds Numbers 200 to 800, 
laminar flow is achieved over most of the internal field and 
signal noise is low, but boundary layers are relatively 
thick and the loss of gain has to be compensated by 

1 
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increased deflection gain. This is accomplished by in- 
creased width of control passages I4J.  At high power jet 
speeds, the turbulence in the flow field gives rise to sig- 
nal noise. 

APPROACHES TO ANALYSIS 

1 L 

There are two approaches to the analysis of fluid am- 
pliier performance. Both have the goal of indicating geo- 
metrical design effects on performance characterisation. 

The first, based on control volume analyses employing 
assumptions as to unknown velocity profiles and pressure 
distributions, has had some reasonable but limited success. 

The second, based on field solutions of continuity and 
momentum equations by finite difference methods has had 
lit:le success to date because of stability and convergence 
problems in the algorithms used for numerical computation. 
Problems are also encountered with uncertainty of boundary 
conditions and high cost of computer simulation. 

( 

Part I - Processes Relevant to Operational Choracteristics 

Earlier approaches to the analysis of amplifiers were 
based on control volume methods and our discussion here will 
begin in a similar way. 

Inherent in the control volume analytical procedure is 
a set of assumptions about profiles and pressure distribu- 
tions within the device acting over the assumed control sur- 
faces.  The operation of proportional amplifiers hinges on 
jet formation, development, deflection by transverse pres- 
sure and momentum forces and energy recovery in output pas- 
sages with impinging jet flows.  These topics are treated 
separately in this section of the paper and separately used 
to indicate effects of internal flow characteristics on 
performance. 

Development of Jet Flows 

We are dealing here generally with three dimensional, 
laminar and turbulent jets issuing from rectangular cross 
section nozzles.  While the development characteristics of 
those jets is not completely understood a good deal of work 
in recent years had led to a partial und^rsLanding. 
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2-Dimensional  Jets 

The development of a  2-dimensional turbulent jet from 
an infin. tely  thin slot was treated by Gortler   fef Schlict- 
ing]   [51   using a similarity solution and showed that jet 
centerline velocity decayed with downstream distance  to the 
negative half power.     Expressions were given for the mean 
velocity profile 

u - m^ - tanh2'1, 

v - "fS-^nd - tanh2n) - tanhp) 

where n=ay/x and o is a free constant called the spread 
parameter. J = 4püs2s/3a  and is the constant momentum 
flux in the jet. To overcome the difficulty introduced by 
the finite width nozzle in using these expressions, down- 
stream distance x is usually assumed to be the distance 
downstream from the finite width power nozzle plus an appro- 
priate constant s^ evaluated by equating momentum flux in 
the jet at the nozzle exit plane with the value of J(si). 

The volume flow in the jet Q(x) increases with Vx"and 
the ^ntrainment flow rate dQ/dx is thus proportional to 
x"'.  Various other results have been obtained for a jet 
Issuing into a region where pressure gradients were essen- 
tially zero (Reichart, Killer and Cummings, Albertson) 
[6,7,8].  These show that the development is divided into a 
core region of flow where a substantial amount of the flow 
is unaffected by the shearing at the edges, and a fully de- 
veloped zone (Fig. 2).  The core region extends some four to 
six jet nozzle widths downstream while in the fully devel- 
oped zone, the streamwise velocity profile reaches similari- 
ty.  Since the centerline velocity decays, similarity im- 
plies that the jet width increases.  While kinetic energy 
flux in the jet is lost, momentum flux is essentially 
preserved. 

Albertson [8] gives Gausian normal distribution expres- 
sions for the forward velocity in the jet in the two regions 
(a)  the zone of flow establishment and (b)  zone of estab- 
lished flow. 
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Effects of Bounding Cover Plates 

The three dimensionality of power jets was studied by 
Foss and Jones [9] and by Holdman and Foss [10] for aspect 
ratios of 6:1 and 4:1 and found to induce a narrower jet at 
the mid-plane than for the 2-dimensional case with higher 
centerlire velocity even though the nondimensioml velocity 
profile agreed well with the Gausian error function as shown 
in Figures 3 and 4. 

The profile development is also affected by upstream 
turbulence.  Gray and Shearer [11] show that although non- 
dimensionalised profiles were not significantly affected, 
centerline velocity decay in a 4:1 aspect ratio jet decays 
more rapidly as upstream turbulence intensity is increased 
(see Figure 5). 

With 1:1 aspect ratio, Healey and Reynolds [12] show 
that more rapid decay of the jet centerline velocity occurs 
than for the 6:1 aspect ratio of Foss and Jones and, 
although turbulence levels may have been different it seems 
that the 1:1 aspect ratio case more nearly approaches the two 
dimensional case of Albertson. 

=  ( 

Effect of Jet Curvature 

The growth rate of curved jets is important as it re- 
lates to deflected power jets. Curved wall jets have been 
studied experimentally by Fekete [13] and Giles et. al. 
[14]. The results of Fekete for circular wall jets and 
Giles for spiral wall jets indicate that curvature signifi- 
cantly influences growth and entrainment and that convex 
curvature provides increased entrainment over the plane wall 
jet while concave curvature produces the opposite effect. 
Entrainment rates may be as high as 4 times that of the 
plane jet case for large convex curvature. 
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Jet Deflection 

The deflection of a jet flow occurs as a result of lat- 
eral pressure and momentum forces.  In earlier days distinc- 
tions were made between pressure controlled and momentum 
controlled amplifiers.  In reality both static pressure and 
momentum effects are always present in varying degrees. 
With wide control passages (large s), the effect of pressure 
forces dominates, for large offsets (larged) compared to the 
control passage width, momentum forces dominate. 

£arly work by Dexter [15] assumed that two uniform 
streams impinged and combined to form a Gausian velocity 
profile and applied continuity and momentum to estimate jet 
deflection angles.  Moynahan and Reilly [16] assumed no mix- 
ing to take place and used that model to predict angular 
deflection. Douglas and Neve [17] obtained good predictions 
by combining the two results in appropriate regions for a 
momentum dominated device. Douglas and Neve assumed that 
the deflection angle of the power jet was related through 
the equation 

M 
tan = ^ • C 

P 

C, an empirical constant, was found to be 1.6.  The assumed 
Gausian velocity profile was found to establish itself with- 
in four nozzle widths downstream. Sarpkaya [18] showed that 
a free streamline potential flow model adequately described 
the deflection characteristics for a device with a setback 
equal to the control passage width (Fig. 7). For a domi- 
nantly pressure controlled amplifier Simson [19] used a 
constant entrainment and an atmospheric flow model together 
with a pressure deflection model to predict jet deflection 
and control port characteristics. No data, however, were 
presented to verify the work.  Foss [20] showed that a sim- 
ple control volume model was adequate to calculate power jet 
deflection. The development of the jet after deflection la 
usually assumed to continue as for a two diirensional jet 
with a Gausian velocity profile. 

Referring to Figure 8 and assuming that an ideal mixing 
occurs between lateral control flow and that the venting 
region is at constant ambient pressure a simple control 
volume model yields the basic influence of the design para- 
meters such as control passage width d and control passage 
knife edge offset s. 

Application of transverse and longitudinal momentum 
neglecting shearing stresses and assuming uniform velocity 
profiles at the control inputs gives. 
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[Pcl2 + 
p<Qci2 -Qc22) 
 5  

(dh)^ 
tane 

[ 
PQ- ,bi  = 

(bh) RDTl +  (I) pc] 

Qcl   =  Kgh(8  ^ihF^  + Qe 

Qc2  =  Xqh(s  -Y1)-J^^Qe 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

and y^ a dsinS is the deflection of the jet at the control 
passage knife edge. 

Assuming Ps is the supply stagnation pressure and em- 
ploying a Bernovilli relationship for Qs in terms of Ps and 

tane = [- 
2 - P 

- ] Pcl2 

(1 
+ -r 

Pc ) 

d (2 - Pc) 

,„*     2   ^*  2 
(Qcl   " Qc2  ) 

(4) 

Pres sure Con- 
trol Term 

Momentum Control Term 

in which starred variables are normalised with respect to P , 
Q , and b for pressures, flows and lengths respectively. 

Equation (4) illustrates that the deflection gain of a 
pressure controlled amplifier is influenced strongly by the 
control passage width ratio (d/b).  Also since the input 
flow conductance (equation 2) increases as setback increases, 
it is apparent that increasing s will increase Qcl' Qc2 for 
given pressures thereby increasing the momentum terms in the 
deflection equation 4. 

A similar approach to the deflection of a momentum con- 
trolled deflection process is by Foss 120] who studied the 
case of a setback with stand off controls.  The analysis was 
based on momentum interaction including the pressure force 
terms and showed as in Figure  9 that an increase in de- 
flection gain was achieved by the pressure terms.  Figure 
9  compares  his analysis with the momentum terms alone 
(tana ■ mfr) and includes experimental data.  The absiscor 
is the ratio of lateral to longitudinal momentum fluxes.  Qe 
is the entrained flow in the power jet obtained by integrat- 
ing the power jet velocity profile across its width at the 
section corresponding to the end of the control port and 
subtracting the jet flow at the power nozzle exit plane. 
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Input Pressure-Flow Characteristics 

Typical input characteristics are illustrated by the 
form of equation (2).  Normalising yields    __ 

_ Kahb-\Ps 
QSi-ßc^yl'^ci+ Qe  '•  e"   QT" (5) 

In equation (5), (s*+yi) refers to the flow area be- 
tween the control passage knife edge and the "edge" of the 
oower jet where s* is the normalised setback of the knife 
edge and yj is the lateral movement of the jet centerline at 
the plane of the control port edge,  ß is a normalised ori- 
fice conductance. 

* 
Since yi is determined by the deflection of the jet, 

and arises from imbalance of control effort, equation (5) 
indicates that control flow in one port is a function, gen- 
erally of pressures in both control ports.  Only in large 
setback amplifier designs (s*>>y*) can the two control 
ports be effectively decoupled. 

To examine the form of the input impedance characteris- 
tic we may take the case of an amplifier which is dominantly 
pressure controlled.  Here the flow terms in equation (4) 
are negligible compared to the pressure terms so that 

tanö -- d*   AP* 
[2-Pj]  c12 

Approximating for the sake of clarity here. 

(6) 

o 

...) 

u 
For constant P  _  the input pressure-flow characteris- 

tics take on an almost  linear relationship. 

Typical  results  for an amplifier with s*=0.125 and 
d*=1.0  are shown in Figure  10. 

Input Impedance 

The local slope of these curves represents the linear- 
ised steady state input admittance. For small signal vari- 
ations, with the amplifier of Shipp [31], from which Figure 
10  is  taken, gives 

cl -   3Q cl 

(     ) 
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ü 
The input admittance of (0.3) is typical of this type 

of device. With Push-Pull operation such that P-, is con- 
stant the apparent slope in Figure 10 is less,  in this case 
Push-Pull operation leads to 

cl 2-2Qcl 

o 

Jet Transport in Vent Regions 

The usual assumptions regarding the development of the 
resultant power jet as it emerges from the control port 
edges are that its  centerline follows a straight line tra- 
jectory and that the profile develops as for a free jet to a 
Gausian normal form.  The straight line trajectory is used 
to project the offset of the jet centerline with respect to 
the centerline of the receiver system as in Simson [19]. 

While this may seem a reasonable approach at first 
sight, this will only be the case if the jet issuer into a 
venting region free of static pressure gradients.  Unfortu- 
nately, the presence of top and bottom cover plates bounding 
the spillover of unwanted flow in the jet causes pressure 
gradients which react laterally on the main power jet. 

While a complete discussion of this phenomenon is not 
appropriate at this point in the paper Figure 11 illustrates 
the physical process involved. 

The flow in the power jet not accepted by the receivers 
is spilled into the venting region.  This flow occurs in jet 
Form and entrains flows Qej and Qe2.  Spillover flow Qsi is 
greater than Qs2 thus Qel > Qe2 and with bounded top bottom 
covers Pyl < pv2.  It is apparent that any bounding of the 
venting region will create additional deflection of the 
power jet through restriction of entrainment. 

This phenomenon has been utilised by Griffin [21] in an 
attempt to increase the deflection gain of an amplifier. 
Short walls are introduced as in Figure 12 to deflect tne 
power jet through restriction of entrainment.  Naturally, 
these walls are not long enough for a complete jet attach- 
ment to occur. 

The total effect of 
the discussion into (a) 
vented amplifiers. Perf 
coupling between loading 
the venting region. The 
later in the paper and, 
jection from the control 
impact of the jet center 

vents is complex and we can divide 
perfectly vented and (b) imperfectly 
ect venting refers to the absence of 
and deflections of the power jet in 
latter case (b) will be discussed 

for now, consider that a linear pro- 
passages will project the point of 
line on the receiver. 
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1 
Output Characteristics 

The calculation of output pressure and flow with a jet 
impinging on a receiver system is usually accomplished by 
the assumption of a known jet velocity profile with center- 
line offset by some distance.  The offset distance is the 
linear projection of the jet centerline found using the de- 
flection angle at the exit from the control passages.  Early 
work by Reid, Zalmonson, Rupert, Olson and others [22,23,24, 
25] was concerned with single receivers with no offset.  In 
modelling the case of a deflected jet, Simson [19] inte- 
grated impinging portions of the power jet total pressure 
profile for computing blocked pressure recovery.  This 
method underpredicts the pressure recovery with deflected 
power jets. The subsequent development here will be devoted 
to some recent work dealing with characteristics of first 
single but later, multiple receiver configurations. 

U 

Characteristics of Single Receivers 

Knopp [26] studied the pressure and flow recovery as 
well as the spillover flow characteristics in a single re- 
ceiver.  The problem is illustrated in Figure 13. 

The static pressure at the end of a parallel wall re- 
ceiver with sharp leading edges and the volume flow recovery 
depends primarily on deflection of the power jet centerline 
from the centerline of the receiver, the blockage at the end 
of the receiver and the velocity profile of the impinging 
jet. 

The profile is usually assumed to be Gausian as for a 
corresponding free power jet.  Thus for given jet deflection, 
varying the receiver blockage will yield the output charac- 
teristic relating recovered static pressure to volume flow. 
A typical output characteristic is shown in Figure 14 taken 
from [27]. 

Knopp [26] showed that none of the previous analyses 
were adequate for predicting the output pressure-flow charac- 
teristics of the receiver.  Discrepancies were particularly 
large when the power jet was offset from the receiver center- 
line.  He proposed a model based on the cowl streamline con- 
cept with continuity and energy equations applied to the 
control volume within the streamlines as in Figure 13.  The 
calculation procedure is to solve the three equations 

J 

Ü 
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Continuity 
y2 

Qr = \  ü dy 

^1 

Ü* - e-***' 

Energy 

r2  '3. ' 

(7) 

Load 
* * 

Pr » fv'Qr) 

c 

L 

These three equations are written in terms of the four 
unknowns P^, Q£, y|, and vj and a fourth equation relating 
yj  to 6^ (the jet deflection)  is needed. 

For jet deflections greater than half  receiver width so 
that the jet centerline is outside the projection of the re- 
ceiver tips,  a high energy streamline model   [27]  was  found 
to predict the recovery reasonable well.    The high energy 
model fixes yj at the projection of the receiver tip toward 
which the  jet is deflected.    The centered streamline model 
referred to in Figure  14  locates y^ and y^  equidistant about 
the centerline of the jet. 

It was shown in   [26]   that averaging of the total pres- 
sure profile impinging on the receiver area—the approach 
used in  [19] grossly underpredicts the recovery at large 
deflection. 

:: 

As part of the study [26], the characteristics of the 
spillover flow from the single receiver were obtained. 
Using hot wire anemometers, experimental profiles were ob- 
tained for flow behavior in the spillover region.  Knopp's 
receiver was sharp-edged and the spillover flow was found 
to occur either as a wall jet or as a separated jet.  Gen- 
erally, with high blockage and an offset condition, the flow 
configuration shown in Figure 15 is obtained. 

The rebound angle ß is dependent on receiver width, 
blockage, and power jet offset.  Angles of 0 greater than 
90° are possible and indeed likely when the receiver width 
is comparable to the jet width.  As receiver loading is 
increased, ß reaches a value at which a jump occurs at in 
Figure 16, [28].  This sudden increase is caused by a de- 
tachment from the outside wall of the receiver.  Figure 16 
shows that only with extremely narrow receivers can this 
jump be avoided. 
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A simple momentum model was insufficient to predict the 
rebound angle with the offset jet case. 

More detailed studies would be needed to further inves- 
tigate these rebound angles.  With high blockage the spill- 
over jet flow may interfere with power jet flow as illus- 
trated in Figure 17—a case to be avoided because of the 
formation of the closed circulation region C and feedback of 
spillover flow into the main power jet flows.  This is one 
cause of low frequency pulsation in fluidic devices. 

Using the measured velocity profiles the values of 
spillover flow into the side regions were found and are 
shown below in Figure 18 [28].  Clearly more flow is spilled 
on the side toward which the receiver is deflected.  The 
degree of spillover is conveniently expressed in terms of 
the linear relation between 

'S " <2) 

and the normalised jet offset.  The constant of proportion- 
ality "sries with receiver configuration from and just over 
1.0 but is largely independent of loading.  For the single 
receiver, of width d* = 1.0, the differential spillover 
constant was 0.8 while with d* = .5, the constant increases 
to approximately 1.2.  The sum of the two spillover flows is 
larger than unity because the normalising flow is the power 
jet nozzle exit flow whereas the total flow in the jet at 
the plane of the receivers is larger because of entrainment. 

Further experiments in [26] showed that velocity decay 
and entrainment rates in the spillover jet flows were both 
larger than those expected with free jets of corresponding 
mass flows. 

Characteristics of Multiple Receiver Systems 

Experimerts by Reynolds [12] with twin receivers and a 
center dump have  shown the effect of some geometric para- 
meters on the receiver characteristics. 

The configuration is shown in Figure 19.  Figure shows 
the typical result for static pressure recovery versus power 
jet deflection from the centerline of the receiver system. 
Although the figure is involved, it does show the general 
effect of increasing receiver blockage.  The blockage area 
ratio has been kept the same for both receivers (symmetrical 
loading) and a detailed study of Figure 20 shows an inter- 
esting phenomenon.  First, the increase in blockage ratio 
results in a general increase in both output pressures. 
This is expected.  Secondly, however, unexpectedly, the 
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differential pressure recovery reaches a maximum at about 
70% blockage.     Higher blockage reduces the  deflection to 
differential pressure gain.     It is apparent from Figure  20 
that blockage greater than 70% causes a relatively larger 
increase  in the  lower of the two output pressures than the 
higher resulting in a net reduction in differential pressure 
gain.     It is due to coupling between receivers in the  flow 
field in  the near vicinity of the receivers.    The same phe- 
nomenon does not show up in the  flow gain characteristic of 
Figure 21  because of the lower pressures found with high 
flow rates. 

Changes in  e were  found to have   little effect on the 
recovery characteristics.     Changes in a from 0°   to 30° were 
also  found to produce  little effect on the  recovery charac- 
teristic   (Fig.   22)  although angles greater  than  30°   lead to 
unstable   flow fields at high blockage.    This is  interesting 
and suggests that angles of 30°  and  less are required  for 
blocked load stability.     This may be physically attributed 
to  the proximity of the upper vent wall which acts as a 
guide to  the spillover jet flow and the attendant interac- 
tion with  the main power jet is  through entrainment only. 

The effect of the center dump is interesting and signi- 
ficant.     Figure   23 shows  for the same  receiver confiauration 
that the center dump improves  the linearity of the differen- 
tial pressure recovery characteristic but this is at the ex- 
pense of differential pressure  gain.     Further, an increase 
in gain is obtained by blocking the center dump.     This in- 
creAse comes entirely  from reductions in recovered pressure 
in  the receiver away from which the power  jet is deflected. 
This  result is unexpected since  first thoughts would treat 
the  center dump as a device to decouple the two receivers. 
Apparently, blocking the center dump produces a lower re- 
covery in  the low pressure receiver which is not easy to 
explain. 

c 

Calculation of Output Pressure  and Flow in Multiple Receiver 
Systems- 

Because of  some unexplained phenomena    observed experi- 
mentally,   a generalised solution to the calculation of re- 
covery characteristics  for a given receiver configuration 
and an impinging power jet profile is  not possible at this 
time.     But,  for a basically representative  geometry with 
e*«0,  d*=l,  e*».75, a*«150,  some insight can be gained using 
control volumes  and dividing streamline concepts.     In Figure 
24,   assuming increased flow within the control volumes,  con- 
tinuity and energy flux equations yield a sat of nine equa- 
tions in ten unknowns.     The final equation is given by an 
empirical  relationship between the location of the  "lead 
streamline" as defined by Craig   [29]   and the power jet 
deflection. 
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Given a velocity profile according to the Reichardt 
solution given by Miller and Commings [7], 

Ü/U 
-In2 

y/b' 

where b'   is one half of the jet momentum thickness,     b'   is 
established according to the well  known  spreading character- 
istics of the free jet.    The profile is  taken to be that 
found in the  free jet at the location of the  receivers.     In 
terms of  the assumed given velocity profile,     ontinuity and 
energy equations yield. 

^i+l h 

Qi » r     5 u<y'2)dzdy 

V «  1  -  3 

(8) 

and 

Ql  = Qo2;     Q2 = Qcd;     Q3 'ol 

for the flows in the receivers and center dump, 

Vl(       3 ( Of \        \   pUJ{y,z)dzdy «  )       (p^i + P. )UdA 
Yi       o A; A2 1 

i «   1 *  3 

(9) 

Qi = W (10) 
i =  1 - 3 

for recovery pressures and load equations respectively. 

Equations   (8)   tnrough   (10)   form a set of  nine basic 
equations  in ten unknowns.   P.,  Q. ,   y.,   i   -•■ 3,   and y.. 

A consistent set of equations  could possibly be formu- 
lated using the momentum equation for each control volume 
in the set, but this procedure introduces unknown pressure 
distributions around the control volumes.    The effect of 
pressure gradients across the control volumes  is to move the 
effective  locations of the streamlines y,   to y   .    The ap- 
proach here is  to seek a tenth empirical  relation for y, as 
a function primarily of the jet offset 6   in order to rehder 
a solution. 

Craig   [29]  found that when the jet was centered,  sym- 
metry introduced the relationship 
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for the tenth equation.  This value of ^2  is found essen- 
tially by solving the equations in the set (8) throigh (10) 
corresponding to the center dump.  P2 at the outlet of the 
center dump is assumed zero and with an inviscid flow model 
y becomes the simple projection of the edges of the center 
dump into the undeflected jet profile.  With a deflected jet, 
5» 

y - K6 (12) 

was found to be an apparent relationship which fitted the 
data of Reynolds [30]. 

K was found to vary with receiver loading from 0 to 0.6 
and represents the effect that with open receivers the 
streamlines project essentially straight into the impinging 
jet, while at higher blockage, they tend to emanate in the 
high velocity portions of the jet following the jet center- 
line as it is deflected. 

r1 c 

Figure 25 shows a comparison of predicted and measured 
jet profiles for various deflections while Figures 26 and 
27 show a comparison for two blockages of measured and pre- 
dicted pressure and flow recovery characteristics as a func- 
tion of jet deflection.  In each case the receivers were 
located ten nozzle widths downstream from the power jet 
nozzle exit.  Figure 28 shows the comparison of the model 
given by equation (8), (9), (10) and (11) for the centered 
jet output characteristic as blockage is varied.  Figure 29 
shows experimental data for center dump flow indicating that 
it is largely independent of receiver loading. 

Experimentally obtained data for jet spillover charac- 
teristics are given in Figures 30 and 31.  As with the case 
of a single receiver the differential spillover flow charac- 
teristic is not a strong function of loading at small deflec- 
tions and is mostly dependent on deflection. 

These flows were obtained by integration of measured 
midplane velocity profiles and are roughly characterised by 

'vl2 K(6/b) K « 0.3. 

f 
This value of K is considerably less than that obtained from 
a single sharp edged receiver (K = 0.85 ♦ 1.0) which is to 
be expected in view of the blunt nature of the receiver 
system. 
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Effects of Side Vent Length 

Earlier, it was pointed out that resistance to flow in 
the side vent areas creates subambient back pressure gradi- 
ents which act to increase the power jet deflection over 
that obtained by a straight line projection control passage. 
This effect should increase with vent length as the restric- 
tion of externally entrained air increases.  The basic cause 
of this effect lies in the fact that entrained flow is pro- 
portional tc spillover jet flow which is proportional to de- 
flection. For any restriction of entrained flow, the pres- 
sure difference on the sides of the power jet la thus pro- 
portional to deflection in a direction acting to ncrease 
deflection beyond the straight line projection. 

Shipp [31] experimentally investigated this effect with 
a 0.1" square nozzle amplifier.  His amplifier is shown in 
Figure 32.  In Figure 33 the effect of vent length on the 
blocked load pressure gain is shown to improve the gain up 
to a point.  With a parallel wall vent, the width of the 
vent jet (it flows along the upper vent wall) becomes com- 
parable to the passage width at Ly = 20 and begins to inter- 
fere with aspirated flow into the vent (Figure 34).  At this 
point increasing vent length has no further influence on 
amplifier gain. 

Vent length has no effact on the i.^'t characteristics 
of the amplifier and a slight effect on the output charac- 
teristics caused by the increased deflection gain of the 
power jet. 

Dynamic Response of Proportional Amplifiers 

The dynamic response of proportional amplifiers varies 
with nominal size, loading and geometric configuration of 
the device, as well as fluid properties and supply pressure. 
Because of the generally non-linear behavior of large sig- 
nal response, dynamic performance is usually specified in 
terms of the small signal linearised frequency response. 
Typical bandwidths of a 0.020" nozzle width amplifier op- 
erating at 1.0 psig supply pressure are 1,000 HZ (based on 
3 db change in gain).  While amplitude may not decay, the 
typical low frequency behavior is governed by an accumula- 
tion of phase shift corresponding to passage lags and jet 
transport delay.  This feature is limiting in the case of 
cascaded amplifier circuits such as those used for opera- 
tional amplifiers and leads to the need for stability compen- 
sation. 
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For a single receiver device used for rectification 

[3], the typical frequency response is shown in Figure 35 
for two reduced nozzle aspect ratios. The resonance occur- 
ring between 1,000 HZ and 1,400 HZ results from an inter- 
action between the inertance of the fluid in the side vents 
and the lateral bending capacitance of the jet [32,33]. 
Higher passage resonances do occur if excited [34].  Com- 
plete linearised transfer functions were determined by 
Humphrey and Brown for a 0.056" nozzle width amplifier re- 
sulting in a control to output admittance (output flow/ 
control pressure) response as shown in Figure 36 in which 
the vent-jet dynamics are separated from the higher passage 
dynamics. 

Since the low frequency behavior of the device is domi- 
nated by side vent effects it is convenient here to divide 
the discussion into two parts, (a) perfectly vented ampli- 
fiers and (b) vent effects. 

:; 

Perfectly Vented Devices 

In this context, a perfectly vented device is one in 
which the side areas are completely open to the ambient. 
This is good for increasing bandwidth but bad for the sensi- 
tivity to external disturbances.  In this case, the control 
and output passages are coupled only in the forward direc- 
tion. 

Control passages, jet transport and output passage 
dynamics are cascaded as illuscrated by the circuit model 
in Figure 37 for a largely pressure controlled amplifier. 

The parameters li and Ci are given by 

Li 

:: 

where subscript i relates to either the control or the out- 
put passage. L and A are lengths and sectional areas, P is 
the nominal absolute fluid pressure in the passage,  n is a 
polytropic index for the fluid. A detailed discussion of 
lumped fluid elements is given in [36].  Re and Ro are the 
local slopes of the input and output pressure-flow charac- 
teristics of the device taken about the linearisation op- 
erating point,  T is the delay corresponding to jet travel 
time at the jet centerline velocity for the distance be- 
tween the control and the receiver passages and G is the 
pressure gain of the amplifier at the operating point. 
Good correlation may be obtained with this model provided 
the power jet is not enclosed by venting regions. 
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Effects of Vents on Awpllfier Response 

A complete analysis of an amplifier with enclosed vents 
implies that the effect of control flows and output flows on 
vent flows, and the subsequent reaction of vent back pres- 
sures on the power jet be considered. Work done in this 
area is described by Healey [32], Manion [37] and Brown and 
Humphrey [33]. 

In [32], an amplifier transfer function of the form 

( 

AP o(s) Ge -TS 
AP, (1 + T1S)(1 + 2Cv(8/a)v) + (s/a)v)

2) 

was derived for blocked load pressure gain where the second 
order term in the denominator resulted from the interaction 
of a lumped inertance-resistance model for the side vent 
and a capacitance for the side vent and a capacitance for 
the lateral bending of the power jet.  In terms of the de- 
vice geometry, it was shown that 

(13) 

o 
and 

^v = § k 
T was the jet transport delay and t^  was the (I/R) time 

constant of the passage (passage capacitance was neglected 
in that work as water was used as the fluid). 

While the analysis provided reasonable agreement with 
experimental data it did not satisfactorily include the ef- 
fects of jet transport delay and the coupling effects be- 
tween output flows and vent flows obtained for non-blocked 
receivers. Brown and Humphrey [33] neglected jet transport 
delay but modelled the side vents in terms of a single 
inertance-resistance lumped model and included the receiver 
output flow. The amplifier was described by a set of six 
state equations giving rise to a sixth order model—two 
orders each for control, vent and output passages.  The 
model required the assumption of a value for the spillover 
constant relating spillover flow to power jet deflection, 
which was found by fitting the model simulation with data. 
For details of the equations of the model, the reader is 
referred to [33]. Good correleation was obtained once a 
value for spillover constant was found (Figure 38). 

o 

o 
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Effects of Vent Length on Jet-Vent Interactions 

Using a 0.1" square nozzle amplifier already shown in 
Figure 32, Shipp [31] experimentally determined the pressure 
gain by measurement of control differential pressure at the 
edges of the power jet and output differential pressure at 
the mouths of the receivers.  This effectively eliminated 
both control and output passage dynamics from the experi- 
ment and the frequency response obtained for blocked re- 
ceivers is shown in Figures 39, 40 and 41 for three lengths 
of side vent.  The trends indicate that the low frequency 
resonance is accompanied by two higher frequency resonances. 
The low frequency behavior is controlled by both the power 
jet velocity and the side vent length while the high fre- 
quency peaks are independent of vent length. Power jet 
velocity effects collapse through the use of the Strouhal 
number ul/U, where u is radian frequency, I  is the distance 
between control passage and receiver tips and U is the power 
jet nozzle exit velocity. 

The experimental data for this device confirm qualita- 
tively the trend expected by the analysis of [32].  The two 
high frequency peaks are associated with higher modes of jet 
dynamic behavior.  In the experiments of Shipp the actual 
frequencies were well below passage resonance frequencies 
and the general existence of higher jet modes can be shown 
with a simple jet bending model [38] and [39].  However, 
while the presence of these higher modes can be shown, pre- 
cise agreement of frequencies with experimental data has not 
been obtained so far. 

While the higher modes of resonance are interesting, 
the bandwidth of the device is still limited by the low fre- 
quency jet-vent coupling and equation (13) still remains the 
simplest way of obtaining a first estimate of bandwidth. 

Part II - Field Solution Approach 

Because of the lack of generality of approaches using 
control volumes or dividing streamline methods, a better 
method is sought to model relevant internal flow behaviors 
and to predict geometric effects.  The field simulation 
model utilises a finite difference scheme to solve the 
Navier-Stokes equations with appropriate boundary conditions. 
At the outset, this approach is restricted to 2 dimensional 
application because of the size of the problem. Addition- 
ally, work to date has suppressed the deflection of the 
power jet in favor of modelling the venting and receiver re- 
tions.  Further, initial studies have begun with non-vented 
devices for simplicity. 

' 
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The model thus assumes a laminar jet flow with an ini- 
tially parabolic velocity distribution issuing into a cavity 
zone and imninging on two receivers.  Figure 42 shows the 
geometry and the Reynolds Number Range is 10 to 1,000.  This 
is consistent with the range of Reynolds number in the work 
underway at Harry Diamond Laboratories in the development of 
low noise laminar amplifiers. 

Development of the Equations of the Model 

The analysis considers the flow to be modelled by two- 
dimensional laminar incompressible flow.  The equations of 
momentum and continuity are combined into the vorticity 
transport equation and stream function equation in which the 
velocities are given by the derivatives of the stream func- 
tion [40,41]. The governing equations are 

v 

i--M-^fe'£*$' 3x* 

where 

dx^  3y^ 

3u  3v 
C ' ?y " TST 

(14) 

(15) 

U  -  v.-|| 

(16) 

(17) 

All quantities are nondimensionalized using the supply port 
width and the average input velocity.  Although the vorti- 
city equation is an unsteady equation, the desired steady 
state solution will be obtained by allowing the unsteady 
problem to develop from some assumed initial state to its 
steady solution. 

The governing equation for vorticity is solved using an 
alternating direction implicit (ADD method. The method is 
based on the work of Peaceman and Rachford [42] and such 
methods are widely used for solution of viscous flow prob- 
lems [41,43,44]. A major reason for the use of ADI methods 
is that the splitting of directions produces systems of 
equations with tridiagonal coefficient matrices, for which 
solutions can be obtained very efficiently. Another reason 
for its use is its excellent stability characteristics. 
Compared to explicit methods ADI methods allow much larger 
computational time steps and thus use less computer time to 
reach a steady state solution. 

U 

u 
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Problems with stability at higher Reynolds numbers led 
to the use of several differencing schemes on the nonlinear 
terms of the vorticity equation.  In particular, second 
ordt r accurate centered differencing was tried and abandoned 
in favor of the more stable, first order accurate, upwind 
differencing.  This proved to have convergence problems at 
regions where velocity reversals occurred and was replaced 
by second upwind differencing [41,45].  After the above 
changes were made, other causes of instability were discov- 
ered and remedied. As will be discussed later it may be 
possible and desirable to try the second order accurate cen- 
tered differencing again. 

It should be noted that second upwind differencing is 
used only on the advection terms of (14).  Centered differ- 
encing is retained nn the diffusion terms. 

Using the AD I method and the above differencing, the 
resulting difference equations are: 

X-sweep: 

n+1/2     rn r     r _     . 
^j       ^ii      [

VRX " VLX
1 n+l/2 

't/a 

[
VRY - VLYJ 
 Sy  

n 

ReAx 
J t^xi   ■«  +  C<_1   4  -  2c44] 

n+1/2 
'i+lrj 'i-l,j 13 

+ ^7 Ui'^ + ^ 2^]' (18a) 

Y-sweep: 

n+l .     n+1/2 n+1/2 

At/5 zr^  

^R'RY   "   VLCLY] 

 Sy  

n+l 
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1     fr .  r _ 2C   In+1/2 

ReAx ( 

*^pKw*^-2Wl (18b) 

where 

V
R " 7(vi,j+l 

+ "ij UR - I(Ui+l,j 
+ Ui,j) 

and 

CRX " Ci,j uR> 0 

^RX " Ci+l,j  
UR < 0 

^RY " Ci,j vR> 0 

^RY " Ci,j*l  VR <   0 o 
^LX - 5 

i-I,j   UL ' 0 

5LX = Ci,j UL < 0 

LY "  i,j-l 

^LY " Ci,j 

vT > 0 

VL < 0 

and 

ci,j " ^(iAx' 3AV' 

n Is the time step index. 

The elliptic equation governing the stream function is 
solved using successive overrelaxation, SOR [41]. Centered 
differencing is used on both second derivatives. After re- 
arrangement and introduction of the overrelaxation factor u, 
(15) can be written as 

k+1 k+1 CJ - *li+ ä ^ +^u 

L 

- 2(l+ß2)(p^j] (19) 
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where 

ß - Ax/Ay  , 

k = iteration Index 

Due to the coupling between the stream function and 
vorticity equations (18a), (18b), and (19) must be solved 
simultaneously.  Basically the solution procedure is the 
following: 

(1)  Assume some initial distribution of c and ^ for 
the mesh. For most cases the results of previous 
calculations at a different Reynolds number are 
available to be used as initial conditions. 

(2) Using AOI, solve for £ 

(3) Using SOR, solve for if» 

n+1 

n+1 

(4)  Update the time step index n and repeat (2)-(4) 
until steady state is reached; i.e., the changes 
in Cij are less than some specified e. 

The error criterion e will be discussed more fully later. 

Boundary conditions for the governing difference equa- 
tions are of primary interest in this analysis.  In order to 
simplify the boundary conditions for this preliminary study, 
the general beam deflection amplifier geometry has been 
modified.  As shown in Figure 42, the amplifier under con- 
sideration is nonvented, has two output receivers with no 
center dump, has no control ports and has one supply or 
inlet port.  The boundary conditions for this geometry can 
be divided into inlet, outlet, and solid wall conditions. 

At the solid walls a no slip condition is assumed. 
Setting u and v to zero in (7), the no slip assumption im- 
plies a constant ^ on each wall.  It is assumed that the 
left wall of the amplifier has ^ » 0, where the reference 
value 0 was arbitrarily chosen.  As noted earlier the flow 
variables are nondimensionalized with respect to the average 
inflow velocity and the supply port width. Due to this 
choice of nondimensionalizing variables, the right wall has 
i^ = -1.0.  It is assumed that both receivers see the same 
output impedance; i.e., the loading on the amplifier is 
symmetric.  Then, since the jet is assumed undeflected, the 
flows through the receivers will be equal in magnitude. 
Therefore, between the receivers the wall value of <p is 
i|» - -.500. 
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The no-slip condition allows the determination of 
boundary values of c using a Taylor series expansion of \\>  at 
a wall node [41].  For vertical, or horizontal, walls 

«wn - n,+ Hf i w ^ + 7 r^2 + 0(An3)     (20) 
on 

where w signifies a wall node and An is the grid spacing 
normal to the wall. The no-slip assumption makes the first 
derivative of ty  equal to zero (see equation (17)).  Since ^ 
is constant on a wall the second derivative is the vorticity 
(see equation (15)). Substituting into (20) and rearrang- 
ing gives 

2
<VAP - V 

An' 
cw =Sjj =_+0(An) (21) 

The values of c on the walls of the receivers can be 
similarly derived except that two series expansions are 
required.  For example, consider the left wall of tne left 
receiver.  About a point i,j on the wall 

2 
+ iAx2 i-th . + 0(Ax3) (22) 

*   3x^ X':i 

and 
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+ 4 (Ay)2 HrL .   + 0(Ay3) (23) 
* 3yz X»J 

Again the first derivatives are zero at the wall. The sec- 
ond derivatives can be rewritten as 

ifi . 4*  .  ifl - lÄ (24) 

Multiplying (23) by ß , adding (23) to (22), and rearranging 
using (24) and (16) gives V^_ ' 
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+ 0(Ax, Ay) 

Similar expressions hold for c at all solid walls In the 
receiver regions. 

At both inflow and outflow a parabolic velocity profile 
is presently being assumed. At outflow this assumption is 
being implemented with boundary conditions of the form 
I41,p.l54] 

and 

||=0  (axial gradient = 0) 

f (n) 

(26) 

(27) 

where n is a transverse distance coordinate and the func- 
tional f is determined from the assumed parabolic profile. 

At inflow the gradient condition on C has produced con- 
vergence problems for higher Reynolds numbers. In its place 
the condition used is; 

C - g(n) 

where g is determined from the assumed parabolic shape. 

(28) 

As mentioned earlier, the boundary conditions on out- 
flow are interpreted to mean that both receivers see the 
same output impedance. With these boundary conditions the 
model has no way to input unsymmetrical loading.  This will 
have to be added in the future. 

Special care is given to the values of vortlcity at the 
sharp corners in the amplifier geometry.  At those six cor- 
ners which are concave ther? is nc problem, since these 
points never enter into the calculations.  However, at the 
convex corners of the receiver inlets the proper value of C 
to use is in question. Following Roach's recommendations 
[41,pp.169-171] the procedure being used is to allow Cw to 
be discontinuous at these point».  If the value of C is 
needed for calculations dealing with mesh points inside the 
receivers, Cw is defined as in equation (25).  If the flow 
outside the receiver in the main amplifier cavity region is 
being considered, Cw is defined as in (21). 

At the receiver outlets one corner point enters the 
calculations.  However, its value is defined by considering 

■ 
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the point to have an extension of the wall beyond it. Thus 
tw at this point is evaluated as in (25). 

At the corners of the amplifier inlet the choice is not 
so clear.  £w could either be defined as in (21) or as in 
(28).  It seems most consistent with the handling of the 
receivers to define Cw by (21).  However, this choice is 
still under consideration. 

Using an implicit method on the vorticity equation can 
produce a problem with the boundary conditions.  The solu- 
tion for the n+1 time step requires boundary values which 
are not available   [41,p.93], since they also need to be at 
the n+1 level.  Further, using lagged boundary conditions, 
i.e., using boundary conditions based on information at the 
n time level, has been shown to be numerically destabilizing 
[41,p.94].  The method chosen to resolve this problem is to 
(1) extraooiate from c^J"1 and ÜJ to cjj"*"1 and (2) then *ter- 
ate on the time sten solution until the wall vorticities at 
the n+1 level change less than some specified amount. This 
nrocedure is suagested by Roache and is similar to that used 
by Briley [43]. 

It is also possible with the above iteration scheme to 
set a variable time step based on the numbers of iterations 
for convergence of the previous time step [43]. This allows 
the solution to use a time step which is in a sense numeri- 
cally optimal. This technique was tried with success on 
some cases. However, its general applicability is still to 
be determined for this problem. 

The overall solution is assumed converged when the nor- 
malized, relative change in vorticity over a time step is 
less than some E for each point in the mesh.  That is, the 
solution is converged when for all points 

«xi    „    i   max max A4. 

Np i-l i=l  1#3     fiti "ref 

where 

NP   *  number of points in the flow field 

At   = time step 

At  - * reference time step 

At present an t of 0.001 is being used. 

Solutions to the governing equations have been obtained 
for Reynolds numbers from 1 to 1,000 with an undeflected 
inlet jet, i.e., 6*0.  These solutions have been generated 
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o using two meah spacing«. Tha coaraar of tha two grida puts 
thraa points «cross the mlat and produce« a 21 by 29 array 
of nodaa on the anplifier geometry. The finer grid puts 
five points across the inlet and producea a 41 by 57 array 
of nodaa. 

c 

Reaulta 

O 

Some typical reaulta are ahown in Figurea 43, 44, and 
45. Initially a grid aize 21x29 waa tried with large tru- 
cation errora and the reaulta ahown are for a 41x57 grid. 
The three figurea denote the influence of Reynolda Number on 
the flow characteriaitca for the caae where the power jet ia 
centered.  Reaulta ao far are encouraging and the method ia 
being further explored. The computer plota in Figurea 43 
through 45 clearly ahow the vorticiea in the vent region. 
The reaulta are obtained by aolution of the time dependent 
equationa. Thia meana that if auitable initial conditiona 
can be choaen, amplifier dynamic reaponae can be computed. 
Simulation coata are not low, however, and are dependent on 
convergence criteria used. For example, a typical run with 
a very atringent error criterion (e ■ .001 aa defined by 
equation (29)) computer time on a CDC 6600 takea about 2,000 
aaconda. At $26.00 per hour thia coata in the neighborhood 
of $15.00 per run. 

SUMMARY AMD CONCLUSIONS 

Thia paper haa aimed at expoaing the reader to aoma of 
the theoretical ideaa and models uaed in the peat and cur- 
rently for predicting performance of jet deflection fluid 
anplifier a.  Much remaina to be done. Control volumea and 
dividing atreamline methoda are simple and eaay to use but 
suffer from lack of general applicability. Field aimulation 
methoda are definitely a practical propoaition and, while 
computationally more expensive, do offer greater detail and 
preciaion in the solutions. 
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1.     Schematic of a Vented Jet Deflection Amplifier. 
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3. Velocity Distribution and Center line Velocity Decay in 
a Bounded Jet [9].  (Aspect Ratio G:l). 
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9.    Comparison of Deflection Angle with Momentum Flux Ratio 
(mfr).     Present Analysis refers to that of Foss   [20] 
including pressure  force terms. 
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15.  Flow Pattern Showing Spillover Jets for a Single Fluid 
Amplifier Receiver [28]. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper represents work performed in trying to 
find small proportional fluidic amplifiers which 
would function on the available pressures in high 
velocity air conditioning ducts.  The normal 
high velocity air conditioning ducts can supply 
pressures of 3/4" H^O to 6" H2O.  The conventional 
fluidic amplifiers began to lose efficiency (gain 
and maximum pressure recovery) at about 3" H2O and 
were considered useless at below 1" I^O-  The aim 
of the work performed was to keep the amplifiers 
useful at supply pressures of 1/2" HjO and less, 
to keep the devices small enough to be economically 
packaged and to have the devices use less than .1 
watt supply power. 

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION L 
The amplifier geometry started with is shown in 
figure 1.  Briefly the amplifier functions by 
emitting a jet from the power supply nozzle which 
is reconverted into pressure at the amplifier 
receivers.  Control jets emitted from the amplifier 
control nozzles deflect the power jet thru momentum 
summing and pressure deflection to cause a difference 
in the recovered pressures at the receivers. 

Experimental data was taken on the basic amplifier 
using the test set-up shown in figure 2.  Pressure 
calibration was based upon a Dwyer incline manometer 
filled with red oil with a specific gravity of .86. 
Flow calibration was based upon a Fischer Porter 
volume displacement flow meter with a Fisher Scien- 
tific barometer and a mercury thermometer used to 
correct all flows to the standard conditions of 
590F and 14.7 psia.  The room temperatures during 
testing were kept at 70 to 750F to keep viscous 
effects constant. 

The experimental data is summarized in figures 3 
through 5.  Figure 3 shows how the maximum recovered 

'■ 
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output pressure   (P0 max.^»   ^n percentage of  supply 
pressure,   falls off  as the  supply pressure   (Ps) 
decreases.     Figure  4  shows how the pressure gain 
( T^i )   falls off as  the supply pressure decreases 
and figure  5 shows  how the  pressure gain decreases 
with  increasing control pressure bias  level   ( iL/J?») 
at a constant  supply  pressure. 

The curves  plotted  on  figures 3  through 5  indicated 
that viscous  losses  might be causing  the  loss  in 
amplifier efficiency at  low supply pressures. 
Additional data was   taken  on amplifiers of various 
supply nozzle sizes with  geometrically scaled 
planforms.     The additional data  allowed the Reynolds 
Number  to be varied while   the supply  pressure was 
held constant so as  to give a stronger  indication 
of viscous  losses being  the problem.     Figure 6  shows 
the maximum recovered output pressure plotted against 
Reynolds Number.     The curve in  figure 6 does  show 
that the maximum recovered output pressure   is depen- 
dent upon Reynolds  Number  and not the supply pressure, 
confirming that the  efficiency   loss  of proportional 
amplifiers at  low  supply  pressures  is due  to viscous 
losses. 

The problem of  identifying where the main  source of 
viscous  losses occurs has  yet  to be   solved.     Two 
main sources of losses need to be considered.     One 
source of  losses would be   in the power nozzle  itself 
and the other source of  losses would be  in  the sub- 
merged jet after   it   leaves the  nozzle.    Allen Werbow 
indicated  in  reference  1   that  at the Reynolds Numbers 
involved and the  jet  length traveled the viscous 
losses  in  the  jet would  not cause a  significant 
slowing of  the  jet  centerline velocity.     Therefore 
the   loss was  thought to be in  the power nozzle 
itself. 

The  source  of viscous losses was further pinpointed 
by taking experimental pressure versus flow data 
on the amplifiers  supply  nozzle and comparing the 
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experimental flow data with inviscous calculated 
flows.  Figure 7 shows the calculated flow and the 
experimental flow plotted against the supply 
pressure.  The invicous flow was calculated using 
the equation: 

•■/ 
2 P. 

r where the area A is the 
nozzle throat area 

The experimental flow through the nozzle is clearly 
less than the calculated flow at low supply pressures 
indicating again that the viscous losses hampering 
fluidic amplifier operation at low supply pressures 
originate in the supply nozzle.  A way of indicating 
where the losses occur and what their magnitude is, 
will be needed to minimize the losses and improve 
amplifier performance at the desired supply pressures. 

U 

III.  APPROXIMATION OF THE VISCOUS LOSSES IN THE POWER NOZZLE 

The power nozzle, as shown in figure 1, can be 
considered in three sections.  The flow in all three 
sections can be considered incompressible. 

ZONE 1  The flow in the straight approach section of 
the nozzle is channel flow and can be solved using the 
pressure flow eguation based upon Rouse's velocity 
profile (Reference 2) as integrated in Appendix A. 
The enterance effects at the channel enterance are 
neglected.  The resulting equation: 

can predict the modified supply pressure (P£) if the 
supply pressure, the flow rate, the fluid, and the 
channel dimensions are known.  The modified supply 
pressure Pg is the pressure available to accelerate 
the flow in the converging section of the nozzle. 

ZONE 3  The flow in the narrow, straight, throat 
section of the nozzle is again channel flow.  The 

■ 
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resulting equation:  All    .,    0 

o.     a} *>* 
can predict the pressure drop in the nozzle throat 
P'g" if the flow rate, the fluid, and the throat 
dimensions are known. The pressure drop in the 
throat modifies the exit pressure of the converging 
section of the nozzle so that the pressure available 
to accelerate the flow and overcome the viscous 
losses in the converging section of the nozzle is: 

u 

n-n-r.* or: n - M' Q a: a; Oj V 

ZONE 2  The flov in the converging section of the 
nozzle is complicated by the curvature of the channel 
walls in the Z plane. A simplified approximation 
of the flow was made on the assumption that the 
boundary layer in the Y direction was dominant 
( VY^ and the boundary layer in the Z direction 
would remain approximately parabolic (Reference 5, 
page 90). The converging section of the nozzle could 
then be approximated by a series of short viscous 
flow channels with inviscous flow converging sections 
between to account for the inertia pressure drops. 
The approximate nozzle is shown in figure 8. 

o 

c 
The total pressure drop across the converging section 
of the nozzle can then be predicted by the sum of 
the viscous pressure drops in the short channels plus 
the sum of the inertia pressure drops (Bernoulli's 
equation) needed to accelerate the flow so as to 
satisfy the conservation of mass.  The sum of the 
viscous pressure drops is: 

Q^-cl 
so the viscous pressure drop can be calculated if the 
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flaw rate, the converging section shape, the number 
of increments the nozzle is to be divided into, 
and the fluid are known. The inertia pressure 
drop is: 

so the inertia pressure drop can be calculated if 
the flow rate, the nozzle area at the enterance 
and the exit of the converging section, and the 
fluid are known. 

o 

I 
Table II and III give the results of applying this 
equation to the standard nozzle.  Figure 9 compares 
the estimated pressure versus flow to the experi- 
mental data. Only a fair comparison was obtained 
with the viscous losses being only half what they 
were measured to be.  Part of the problem was found 
to be in the fabrication of the parts themselves. 
The parts were undersized (19.6 deep instead of 
20 mil deep) and slightly distorted in the wide part 
of the channel (19.0 deep in the center and 19.6 
on the edge). However this could only account for 
10%  of the error at most. The rest of the error 
was attributed to the approximation used in zone 2. 

The theory did point where the losses were occurring 
and pointed the way to what could be done about them. 
The nozzle was redesigned to reduce the viscous losses 
by increasing the contraction ratio of the nozzle, 
increasing the rate of convergence and decreasing 
the throat length.  The rate of convergence of the 
nozzle and the throat length were limited to values 
which were known to give good amplifier performance - 
Reference 3.  The contraction ratio was limited by 
the process used to fabricate the nozzles (only 
two-dimensional shapes could be used and the wider 
the channel the more "sag" - center of channel 
shallower than edges). The new nozzle was called 
#15 for a 15 to 1 contraction ratio. The calculated 
pressure losses are shown in Tables IV and V. 
Figure 10 shows a comparison of calculated invisuous. 

o 

o 

c 
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0 
TABL;; II 

»11  NOZZLH 

- 

. 

a « .020  INCH • f ■ 4.37 X lO-^X IT 

X Y .^x n B r /ZiP 

n .nio n 1/2 .017 .000 0 

.030 .010 .030 1/2 .017 .00077 .00077 

.055 .014 .025 ,7 .0245 .000445 .001215 

.080 .0166 .025 .83 .029 .000387 .00160 

.105 .026 .025 1.3 .068 .000180 .00176 

.130 .0384 .025 1.92 .136 .0000805 .00184 

.155 .0527 .025 2.63 .1667 .0000655 .00191 

.180 .0675 .025 3.375 .2286 .0000478 .00196 

.205 .0823 .025 4.11 .2899 .0000377 .00200 

.230 .0945 .025 4.725 .3412 .000032 .00203 

.255 .1035 .025 5.175 .379 .000029 .00205 

.280 .1088 .025 5.44 .401 .000027 .00208 

.580 .110 .300 5.5 .406 .000323 .00241 

( 
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TlirORY 

TABI.H  III 

P    VS.    Q 

PT -  .00211  Q ♦  .594X10-4 Q2 

#11  NOZZLH 

Q 
SCCI IN HjO 

»'IV 
IN H2O IN H2O 

5 

10 

20 

50 

100 

200 

500 

.012 

.024 

.•»48 

.120 

.241 

.482 

1.203 

.00098 

.00394 

.01575 

.09820 

.394 

1.575 

9.820 

.013 

.028 

.064 

.218 

.635 

2.057 

11.023 

(  . 
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TAI'.LI. _IV 

»is NOZ; :i,r: 

- P . 4.37 x 10"4 

"Q 
X 

"IT 

a » .020 

X 

0 

Y X 

0 

n 

.50 

R 

.017 

P 
Q 

P 
Q 

.010 0 0 

.010 .010 .010 .50 .017 .000257 .000257 

.020 .017 .010 .85 .030 .000146 .000403 

.030 .044 .010 2.2 .131 .0000334 .000436 

.040 .0800 .010 4.0 .281 .0000155 .000452 

.050 .118 .010 5.9 .439 .0000099 .000462 

.060 .143 .010 7.15 .543 .0000080 .000470 

.070 .150 .010 7.5 .573 .0000076 .000477 

.580 .150 .510 7.5 .573 .000388 .000865 

'' 

« 
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TABU; V 

P VS. Q 

PT -  .00OS65 Q ♦   .394  X 10"4 Q2 

.0043S 

.00865 

.01730 

.0433 

.086b 

.1730 

.433 

IV 

.00098 

.00394 

.01575 

,0982 

.394 

1.575 

9.820 

»15 

.0053 

.0126 

.03305 

.1415 

.480 

1.648 

10.253 

G 

• 
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r. experimental and calculated viscous' pressure versus 
flow.    Very good agreement was obtained.     The  good 
agreement was attributed to the small contribution 
of zone 2. 

IV. RESULTS 

The addition of the #15 pow^r nozzle to the super 
amplifier resulted in improved pressure gain (figure 
11) and improved peak recovery (figure 12).  The 
pressure gain versus bias curve (figure 13) also 
shows some improvement.  The modified amplifier 
allowed the fluidic air conditioner circuits to be 
built as described in reference 4. 

o 
V.    CONCLUSIONS 

The work performed in this paper indicates that the 
main cause of poor pressure recovery and poor gain 
in low pressure proportional amplifiers is the 
viscous losses in the power nozzle.  The work also 
indicates that the viscous losses can be approximated 
by using the integrated form of Rouse's viscous flow 
solution for channel flow. 
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APPENDIX A 

CALCULATION OP VISCOUS LAMINAR PUN LOSSES IN A RKTANGULAR CHANNEL 
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DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS OF A NEW LIQUID LAMINAR 

JET FLUIDIC ELEMENT 
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H.R. Martin, M.Sc, Ph.D., P.Eng. 
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I o 

ABSTRACT 

The use of deflected  laminar air Jets has been avoided in 
fluldics because of the difficulty of maintaining laminar condition when 
the jet is deflected and the difficulty of satisfactory reattachment. 
However,  a liquid laminar Jet  is unsubmerged and is found  to have some 
unusual characteristics  indicating excellent potential as a fluidic de- 
vice. 

The most significant observation is that when the mal.' Jet Is 
interacted with a low flow control Jet, It  is deflected towards the con- 
trol Jet.    This is quite the opposite action to current air Jet inter- 
action.    The resultant device exhibits great stability, very high gain, 
and high fan out numbers.    The paper describes the device and how its 
characteristic curves are used  in circuit design. 
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Introduction 

When compared with conventional hydraulic control devices, 
fluldic elements, using liquid as the fluid medium, have significant 
potential advantages In that, 

(a) They have greater reliability and faster response than con- 
ventional control units. 

(b) Both size and weight are small, with no precision machining 
required. 

(c) Integration of fluid computing functions Is feasible so 
eliminating electronics, I.e. In the conventional electro- 
hydraulic system. 

(d) Insensltlvlty to dust, radiation, and vibration. 

The use of liquid as a fluid medium is more expensive than air, 
so it is Important to achieve better economic return. Most, air fluldic 
devices operate under turbulent flow conditions, and the resultant dif- 
fusion of the Jet results in a poor pressure recovery. A laminar Jet 
gives much better pressure recovery since the diffusion of the Jet Is 
much less.  On the other hand both kinds of devices do require contin- 
uous power consumption and tend to be sensitive to temperature. 

An Investigation into the operation of a proportional fluldic 
device operating on oil was carried out by Kelley and Boothe (1). They 
Introduced the concept of Reynolds coefficient 

cR-vi//F (i) 

as a measure of the relationship between supply pressure and Reynolds 
number flows.    It was shown that while water and air were comparable, 
hydraulic oil had a very much higher Reynolds coefficient.    Since this 
was  the result,  it Is most desirable to operate hydraulic fluldic systems 
at low Reynolds numbers.    The gain of such devices was shown to be a 
function of Reynolds number, becoming essentially constant at Reynolds 
numbers in excess of 1000.     It was concluded that oil-operated devices 
were comparable to air-operated devices as far as staging and operating 
In circuits. 

Laminar Mquld Jet Device 

The normal Impingement of two Jets,  and the resultant deflec- 
tion can be readily predicted by means of Jet momentum flux interchange. 
However,  It has been found that momentum Interchange does not adequately 
predict the behaviour of  liquid Jets operating at low Reynolds numbers  (2). 

u 

u 
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^or the arrangements shown In Figures 1 and 2,  It was discovered 
that when an axlSymmetrie emitter Jet operates in the laminar region,  the 
Jet could not only be deflected away from the control Jet,  Fig.  1,  but 
using low control Jet flow rates,  it could be deflected towards the con- 
trol Jet,  Fig.  2. 

The following explanation is offered for this unusual Jet de- 
flection technique.    Consider that for  the condition shown in Fig.  2, an 
additional force system is present to overcome the momentum flux of the 
control flow Jc.    As hypothesized by Lighthill  (3) and Keller  (4),   this 
force system must result from pressure differences across the Jet in the 
interaction region.    Douglas and Neve  (5), and Sarpkaya,  et al.   (6) both 
identified the fact that within  the interaction region,  and for a dis- 
tance of approximately four diameters downstream,  the control and emitter 
Jets maintain their individual  integrities.     Brown and Helen  (7) verified 
this and showed that a low total pressure region of the profile represented 
the control flow within the interaction region.    The photograph shown in 
Fig.   3 seems to support  this view.    It can be seen thet the flow path of 
the main Jet appears to be longer on the control side than on the atmos- 
pheric side, resulting in higher velocity and lower pressure.    This seems 
to substantiate Llghthill's and Keller's hypotheses. 

o 
It has been shown in (2) that the 

(K. 
tane-—5 

Rc> 

ontrol equation is 

(2) 

The value of K.  is found experimentally.    This concept was used to design 
a liquid Jet fluldic NOR gate operating In the Reynolds number range 
1000 to 1800 for the emitter Jet and 50 - 150 for the control Jet.    This 
results in a device with extremely high gain,  efficiency,  and low power 
consumption.    The final design arrangement is shown in Fig.  4. 

It has been stated in  (2) that the switching time of 8  laminar 
Jet device should be function of  the velocity of the main Jet and the 
distance from the interaction region to the receiver mouth. 

: 

t  - K,   M/vR ) z s 
(3) 

Pressure recovery is also an Important factor,  and it has been shown In 
(3),  that the pressure recovery of an undeflected Jet is 

K3 ^PB) (R8/d)2 (4) 

While the pressure in the receiver is an Important consideration in 
Itself, the ratio of the pressure in the receiver to that required to 
assure control flow is at least as Important,   since this gives an Indl- 

I 
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cation of the number of elements that may be driven by one master element. 
Fan out may be based on the pressure In a receiver and the pressure in- 
quired  In the controls of the next elements, pr/APc* Since the flow re- 
quired In the control passages Is extremely low. It Is reasonable to 
assume that It would be fully or very nearly fully developed laminar flow, 
hence 

Apc 1 d      2 

u 32L 

<h2 
c 

R 
(5) 

( 

giving 

rr 
AP, 

- K, 
c 

(^) (6) 

If the flow passages are of common diameter. 

The ideal fluldlc element should have minimum Input power re- 
quirements, minimum size, fastest switching speeds and highest pressure 
recovery; coupled with the highest insensltivity to contamination and 
the broadest possible operating range of Reynolds number. For constant 
diameters of flow passages, the first five of these parameters may be 
expressed 

P a R. 

I  a(R  /R  )' s    c 

t a   R -1 

p  /Ap    a   R    /R rr    rc s      c 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

u 

c    a diameter of particle/d (11) 

Unfortunately, these parameters, when considered together, result In a 
typical engineering paradox. The larger the size of the flow passage, 
the lower the power requirement for an equivalent Reynolds number and 
the lower the susceptibility to contamination of the working fluid. 
However size, speed, and pressure recovery ar* adversely affected. 

It is therefore clear that there does not appear to be a single 
combination that will permit the maximization of all parameters.  It 
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therefore become« necessary Co rsslgn priorities to operating character- 
istics and optimise the design ao  as to produce the best combination. 
These results are presented In subsequent graphs. 

Operational Characteristics 

The angular deflection of the laminar Jet Is defined In 
equation 2, while the experimental results are shown In Fig. 5. The 
experimental set up Is shown schematically In Fig, 6. This results In a 
value for K, of 2.97 x 10* for water. It was felt that for design pur- 
poses, the data could be presented in a much more useful form by plot- 
ting control and main Jet Reynolds numbers for various deflection angles. 
These experimental results are shown In Fig. 7. 

Switching times plotted against main Jet Reynolds number or 
various angular deflections required to switch the device OFF, are shown 
In Fig. 8. The fluid used was  water at 60°? with element passage dia- 
meters of 0,020 In. Repeating this experiment with hydraulic oil 
(MIL-H-S606) Fig. 9, Indicates that the switching speed of the device, 
when operated on oil 100oF Is at least as fast as most conventional air 
fluldlc devices, 
to 0.5 S... 

In relation to equation (3), K. can be approximated 

It Is convenient to express pressure recovery characteristics 
as shown In Fig. 10. Analysis of these results show that In relation to 
equation (4) 

,0.14 
11.22 (L /d)' 

s 
n 0.8 

(12) 

The pressure factor characteristics are shown In Fig.  11. 

Application of Operational Characteristics to Design 

Consider a logic control system.    The specification requires 
that the working fluid be water and  that the switching time be equal or 
less than 8 milliseconds. 

The design procedure would be: 

(a)    Examination of Fig.  8 shows rhat a switching time of 8 ma. 
using a device with passage diameters of 0.02 in. requires a main Jet 
Reynolds number of 1670 for a 6° deflection at the design line.    The 
design line indicates the boundary of.   jsable control flow Reynolds 
number. 

, 
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(b)    From Fig.  7,  a 6    deflection et Reynolds number of 1670 results 
In a control Reynolds number requirement of less than 95.    This Is the 
minimum acceptable for reliable operation. 

(c)    """rom Fig.  11 for 

R    - 90,  d - 0.02,  L/d - 10 and R 
C B 

a pressure factor of around 150 results. 

1670 

(d)  In determining the size of the device reference Is made to 
Fig. 4 

d - 0.02 In., L ■ L - 0.2 In., m - 0.04 In. 
s   c 

n - 0.030/0.035, I'd  cote - 0.191 In. 

The receiver length, L , should be as short as possible and should ex- 
pand quickly and smoothly to minimize pressure losses. 

Conclusions 

This research has resulted in a fluidlc device, with many 
unique features In its performance.  In particular the high gain, high 
fan out and low power consumption in relation to other attempts to build 
liquid fluidic elements. Table 1 shows a comparison of its performance 
with the conventional air turbulence amplifier. 

Table 1 

^J   i 

o 

o 
Turbulence Amplifier Laminar Device 

Function NOR NOR 

Fluid AIR Water 

Supply nozzle area 23 x 10"5 in.2 31 x 10"5 In.2 

Supply pressure (P«) 1-1.6 lbf/in.2 1-4 lbf/in.2 

Supply flow (Q ) 0.01 scfm at P   - 1 
*    s ..25 0.002 cfm at P 

Fan out 1-4 18 

Minimum Input 0.09 x P 0.05 x  (Qs) 

Minimum output 0.15 x P8 0.98 x  (Q8) 

Response'*' 500 for 1*;   150 for 4* 100 H 

Size (in) 1.4 x 0.8 x 0.1 0.88 x 0.5 x .3 

2.0 

Element response varies with fan out 

Liquidlc device gains significantly on circuit response 

c 
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The device« that have been In operation have varied In size 
from 0.14 In3  (comparable with the smallest air fluldlc unit) to 14.6 In3. 
No doubt even larger units are feasible.    When operated using hydraulic 
oil,  the device compares favourably with air fluidics, with respect to 
speed of response.    A water medium results in an order of magnitude slower 
response.    However since the device does not usually operate in isolation, 
but rather with groups of elements,  signal transml islon times must be con- 
sidered.     Therefore, with respect to systems,   llqtid fluidics can have a 
faster operating time  than equivalent air unit? 

While no production models have been de-iigned,  the device lends 
itself to both a low cost stamped fram and tubing construction, as well 
as a planar version which could be moulded using a rigid plastic.    Proto- 
types were machined at labor costs of  less than $0.50 each, with tooling 
amounting to less than $200.00.    While both stamping and forming dies, 
and injection moulds are not cheap,  they are certainly reasonable if 
adequate sized production runs are considered. 
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u 
Symbol« 

C 

CR 
d 

J 

K 

L 

/ 

n 

P 

P 

R 

St 
t 

u 

e 

V 

p 

M 

Contamination factor 

Reynolds coefficient 

Tube diameter (In) 

Momentum flux 

Constant (as required) 

Passage length (In) 

Free Jet length from control to receiver (In) 

Distance from control nozzle to main Jet (In) 

Power 

Pressure lbf/in 

Reynolds number, based on average velocity 

Strouhal number 

Switching time (sec) 

Mean axial Jet velocity (In/sec) 

Jet deflection angle (deg) 
2 

Kinematic viscosity (In /sec) 

Density (Ibf 8ec2/ln4) 

Absolute viscosity 

Subscripts 

c 

o 

r 

■ control 

■ output 

■ receiver 

■ supply 

u 

(. 
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Fig. I    CONVENTIONAL MOMENTUM 
FLUX  INTERCHANGE 
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Fig. 2   APPARENT  MOMENTUM 
FLUX  INTERCHANGE 
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Figure 3    Interaction region of laminar Jets. 
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Fig. 9    DEFLECTION CURVES FOR LIQUID FLUIDIC DEVICE 
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Fig. 6      SCHEMATIC OF EXPERIMENTAL SET UP FOR DETERMINATION 
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Fig 7     CONTROL AND EMITTER FLOWS REQUIRED TO 
DEVELOP GIVEN DEFLECTION ANGLES IN 
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Fig. 8    INTERNAL SWITCHING TIMES FOR VARIOUS 
ANGULAR DEFLECTIONS USING WATER AS 
THE   FLUID. 
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Fig. 9   INTERNAL  SWITCHING TIMES FOR VARIOUS 
ANGULAR   DEFLECTIONS USING MIL-H-9606 
HYDRAULIC OIL AS THE  FLUID. 
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Fig. 10    ADMITTANCE CURVES FOR PRESSURE RECOVERY 
USING FREE JET LENGTH OF 9 JET DIAMETERS 
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0 
THE EFFECT OF GEOMETRIC AND FLUID PARAMETERS ON STATIC 

PERFORMANCE OF WALL-ATTACmENT-TYPE FLUID AMPLIFIERS 

H. L. MOM« 

Department of Mechanical Engineering 

Virginia Polytechnic Institute end Stete University 

o R. A.  Comparln 

Department of Mechanical Engineering 

Newark College of Engineering 

o 
The current state-of-the-art In relating the geometry end fluid 

parameters to the static performance characteristics of wall-attach- 
ment-type fluid amplifiers la reviewed. The besle concepts Involved 
in available analytical approaches ere outlined with some experimental 
results. The effect of these parameters on amplifier performance ie 
summarized, with reference to the analyses and experiments. 
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SYMBOLS 

An 

A eff 

sp 

c 

c 
F 

Cd 
d 

h 

J 

J 
r 

k 

N 

Pc' 

Nozzle area 

Effective area for flow 

Control nozzle width 

Receiver width 

Power nozzle width 

Splitter width 

Vent width 

Distance to virtual origin of jet 

Specific heat at constant pressure 

Discharge coefficient 

Attachment wall offset 

Amplifier depth 

let momentum flux per unit depth 

Momentum returned upstream at attachment 

Ratio of specific heats for a gas 

Reynolds number based on nozzle width 

Mach numbev 

Overall  nozzle length 

Mass flow rate 

Pressure outside of attached Jet 

Pressure in separation bubble 

Control pressure 

Pressure at control nozzle exit 

Sipply pressure 

Pressure at nozzle exit 

Volume flow rate 

Control flow 

Flow entrained by Jet from separation bubble 

Flow returned to separation bubble at attachment 

Supply flow 

Volume flow at nozzle exit 

AOA 

■ - ——— 



o 

o 

o 

^2 Volume flow «C attachaent 

R Radius of Jet centerllne 

8 Distance along Jet centerllne 

82 Distance along Jet to attachaent 

T 
• 

Supply teaperature 

u Velocity at any point in Jet 

U» Maximum velocity in Jet 

Vl Jet exit velocity 

X Distance parallel to power nozsle centerllne 

X2 Attachment distance 

"L Attachment wall length 

*. Splitter distance 

y Distance normal to Jet 

a Attachaent wall angle 

B Initial angle of Jet 

n Similarity parameter 

o Attachment angle 

V Fluid kinematic viscosity 

P Fluid density 

0 Aspect ratio, h/b 

0E Jet spread parameter 

♦ Diffuser angle 

r. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The fluid amplifier Is usually described as a relatively slaple 
device with no moving parts. From a fluid dynamics point of view, how- 
ever, the relation between the geometry of the device and Its performance 
is not at all simple. Many of the basic fluid mechanics problems, such 
as turbulent, three-dimensional, and separated flow, art involved. Since 
the performance of the device is affected by these phenomena, a complete 
analysis of the flow, starting from the fundamental equations of motion, 
is practically impossible. On the other hand, because there are a large 
number of variables involved, many of which are not independent, a com- 
pletely experimental approach is also extremely difficult. 

The relation between gate geometry and performance is important in 
design, manufacture, and, to some extent, in intelligent use of fluidics. 
Although there are a number of quite satisfactory fluidic cooponents 
available, further design work will always be needed for new and improved 
devices. For example, existing designs can be improved for manufactur- 
abllity and resistance to envircnmental conditions, such as contamination. 
Even with established designs, a knowledge of the effect of dimensional 
variations is important to the manufacturer. Furthermore, the basic 
problems associated with fluidics are not completely unique, and a better 
understanding of these problems is Important in the design of any device 
that involves fluid flow. 

(   > 

In the early development of fluidics, like most new devices, the design 
approach vas prinarlly trial and error with, at best, a qualitative under- 
standing of the phenomena Involved. During this development, however, a 
large amount of research has been devoted to fluidics, making use of years 
of research in related areas of fluid mechanics. As a result, a much better 
understanding of the relation between geometry and performance has been 
developed, and effective designs can be achieved with a small amount of 
trial and error. However, experience is still an important factor in 
design, and further research is definitely of value. 

The purpose of this paper is to review the present understanding of 
the relation between the geometry, fluid parameters, and static charac- 
teristics of the wall-attachment type, digital fluid amplifier. It is 
not intended as a complete bibliography of all of the past work in this 
area, but rather as a suostsry of the current state-of-the-art. With this 
objective in mind, the basic ideas involved in the analytical approaches 
are reviewed along with some experimental results, and finally the effects 
of fluid and geometric variables on static performance are summarised. 

o 

o 
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ANALYSIS 

I 

A nuaber of «nalys«t h«v« b«CQ d«v«lop«d for various «apect* of th« 
flow In fluid «apllflors, including approxlBat* «odola for tha cooplota 
davlca. Thaaa analyaaa involva aoaa aaplrlclaa, but ara baaad on funda- 
aantal concapta and do corralata axparlaantal data. Tha extant to which 
thay ara uaad directly In daalgn dapanda on tha Individual daaignar, but 
In any caaa thay ara uaaful In undaratandlng tha flow and In interpreting 
tha expariiaental results. 

Since several analytical aodala have bear, devsloped that differ nalnly 
In tha approximations used, only tha baalc concapta ara outlined hare. 
Specific details ara Intended aa exaaplas, not recoaaendec ->rocaduraa. 
Furthernorc, the discussion la Halted to tha atatlc eharactarlatlca of 
typical wall-attachaant-type devices auch aa those shown In Fig. 1. 

c. Noarrle Characteristics 

Tha nozzle la an essential alaaant In many fluldlc devicea. It feraa 
the main jet aa wall aa determining tha power conauaptlon and control 
Impedance. 

Tha flow in usually assumed ona-dlmanalonal and inviscid except along 
the walla, or boundary layers. Than, for incompressible flow, tha exit 
velocity la given by 

c vV^ . - 3 (1) 

For compressible, isentroplc flow 

The flow rate is 
-.^^pi^n (2) 

and 

Cd An Vl' 

(3) 

( 

A - pQ. 

Equations 1 and 2 give approximately tha same reault for a gaa, auch 
aa air, at low pressures. For tha results shown In Fig. 2a, tha danalty 
In aquation 1 is baaed on downstream conditlona. 

I 
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For the power nozzle in a wall-attachment device, the exit pressure 
is usually assumed atmospheric, but it is slightly less with no control       V 
flow and increases with control flow to approximately five percent of 
the supply pressure at switch. Control nozzles are usually vented, as 
shown i.i Fig. 1, and the assumption of atmosp'ierlc exit pressure is valid 
in thlfi case. (For choked compressible flow the exit pressure is fixed 
by the sonic condition.) 

The discharge coefficient C. can be estimated na  a function of the 
Reynolds number N- and aspect ratio a as described in reference 1. How- 
ever an approximate value of 0.85-0.90 is usually sufficient. 

The Reynolds number is usually based on the nozzle width b. 

Vlbs NR- -¥ (4> 

r 

i 

Some authors hsve chosen other lengths, such ss nozzle height h, as being 
more significant. However, Reynolds similarity only holds for geometrically    , - 
similar devices with similar boundary conditions and incompressible flow.      ( ) 

Although some devices operate at lower Reynolds numbers, s lower limit 
for typical wall-attachment gates is approximately 1500. The upper limit 
in the nozzle is set by choking (approximately 7000 for a 0.25 mm nozzle 
with air) but higher values are achieved in the jet with further expansion. 

*,\i 

o 
Power consumption is usually calculated at the nozzle. For low 

pressures (incompressible flow), 

Power - A V. p «A V. 3. 
n 1 rs   n 1 

This result leads to the conclusion that for similar devices with a 
minimum Reynolds number, power consumption decreases with increasing 
size (references 2 and 3). However, power required by the system is 
determined by the compressor output pressure, which is usually much 
higher than the fluidic supply pressure. With a fixed compressor 
output, the power is proportional to «-he flow rate and increases with 
size, and it is actually flow consumption that is most important. 

Because the above simple snalysis gives satisfactory results for the 
exit velocity and flow rate, the nozzle is often assumed unimportant in 
design. However, it is known that three-dimensional flows exist in 
plsnar nozzles that can affect performance, particularly with short 
nozzles (see reference 4, for example). Otherwise good designs have 
failed because of this effect. The main difficulty is that unsymetrical 
flow into the nozzle can cause a slightly unsymnetrical .let, which can 
appreciably affect the switch pressure. Although shorter devices can be      /  \ 
side with symmetrical inlets, to insure that the entrance conditions do        \_ 
not sffect the Jet and switch pressure, the total length L (Fig. 2b) 

n 
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0 should be approximately 40b    for a 10 to 1 contraction ratio  (reference 5). 

Jet Flow 

a)    Free Jet 

The analysis of fully developed,  two-dimensional, free Jet flow is 
well established (see reference 6, for example).    For turbulent flow, e 
number of analyses have been developed which agree mil with the experi- 
mental data.    The approach outlined below is that of Görtier  (as pre- 
sented in reference 7). 

G 

With a suitable approximation for the turbulent shear stress and the 
introduction of a similarity variable n,  the equation of motion reduces 
to an ordinary differential equation which can be solved for the velocity 
distribution 

-    1-tanh n (5) 

where 

n - E s+c 

O 
The spread parameter o£ is related to the turbulent shear stress and 

determines the rate at which fluid is entrained by the Jet.    For a free 
Jet, a value of 7.67 for o. gives good agreement with experiments.    In 
most wall attachment analyses,  the spread parameter is used as an empirical 
constant to correlate experimental data. 

The maximum velocity is determined from the conservation of momentum 
in the Jet. 

where J ■ pb V      for a uniform velocity profile et the nozzle exit. 

The volume flow rate, which increases in the downstream direction, 
is found by integration of equation 5. 

r 
'lbsV 

3(8^C) 

"Ebs 
(7) 

The distance c from the virtual origin of the Jet to the nozzle 
exit (Fig. 3a) is usually found by assuming that the flow in the hypo- 

1 
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thctlcal, fully developed Jet at s - 0 Is the actual nozzle flow. o 
(8) 

Other analyses of Jet flow consider the developing section in more 
detail (reference 6).    In fact, if an approximation is made for the 
turbulent viscosity in this region, the resulting equation, which is 
parabolic in nature, cau be solved In a stepwise procedure as accurately 
as desired.     In the Reynolds number range of most interest, however, the 
Jet is laminar for 3-3 nozzle widths downstream of the exit and any 
analysis Is likely to be somewhat approximate. 

Although the free Jet forms the basis of most wall attachment 
analyses, it is realized that the Jet Is affected by confining walls 
and curvature  deference 8, for example).    The effect of confining walls 
has been investigated experimentally (references 9 and 10), but the three- 
dimensional flow offers a fundamental difficulty in the usual analytical 
approach.    The pressure is usually assumed known and the two velocity (     ) 
components are determined from the streamwlse momentum equation and con- 
tinuity. The three-dimensional, or secondary flow, effects Introduce an 
additional unknown velocity component. 

b)    Wall Jet 

When the Jet attaches to the wall In a fluidlc device,  a wall Jet 
is formed as indicated In Fig. 3b.    In the two-dimensional case with no 
pressure gradients,  the wall Jet reaches a fully developed state, but 
the velocity near the wall depends on the Reynolds number (reference 11). ( 
A number of analyses have been developed for the two-dimensional case, — 
including the effects of varying outer velocity and pressure gradient 
(reference 12,  for example). 

In a typical fluidlc device,  the wall Jet is not fully developed 
and Is affected to some extent by confining walls and corners.    Experi- 
mental studies related to fluldlcs have been conducted  (reference 4 and 
13), but the analysis Is, at best, difficult.    Problems of this type can 
be treated with three-dimensional methods such as reference 14, but 
depend on an approximation for the turbulent shear stress. 

Jet Attachment 

The Jet attachment phenomena is basic to the operation of the fluid 
amplifiers considered here and is a fundamental problem related to sepa- 
rated flow in general. 

The difficulty in the analysis of this kind of problem stems from 
the different methods of treating shear layers and the outer flow.    The 

C 
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t equation of motion for the sheer layer (Jet, In this case) is parabolic 
In nature and can be eolved In a stepwlee procedure. Independent of down- 
stream conditions. The pressure field Is determlmtd by en elliptic equation 
(for subsonic flow) and Is usually Assumed Independent of the shear leyer. 
With separated flow there le a strong interaction between the two, end the 
solutions cennot be carried out Independently. 

A lerge number of analyses have been developed for the jet attachment 
problem, most of which rtfer to the bssic spproech of Borqut end Newman 
(reference IS). The above difficulty is avoided by assuming the jet 
development in parametric form and solving simultaneously with the pressure 
field. Since this spproech has become reasonably stsndard. It will be out- 
lined in its simplest form here. 

r. 
The jet is assumed to develop es e free jet (except that the spreed 

parameter oE is left as an empirical constant) with s curved centerllne. 
For simplicity, the jet centerllne is usually assumed to follow e circular 
arc of radius R, tad  the bubble pressure p. is thus assumed constant. Then 
the complete jet geometry can be described as a function of device geometry, 
the attachment angle 6, and the jet exit engle 6 which is sero for no control 
flow. (Refer to Fig. 4a for notation). 

B _ /J . »\   cos a  
R  (d + T^ cos (a + B) -  cos 6 (9) 

f. 
d + ^ 

b 
l 

2 
cos (a + ß) 

.Q + o + ßv cos a cos (   |  P ) + sln a 

sin ( = -) 

(10) 

s2 - R(Q + a + ß) . (11) 

The total jet flow, and thus the flow entrained from the separation 
bubble can be determined from equations 7, 9 end 11. 

i(Q2 - W • (12) 

The momentum returned into the separation bubble et attachment is 
determined by a momentum balance at that point (Fig. 3c). 

r   1 - cos 0 r" —i— 
The flow returned is related to the momentum by integrating the 

velocity profile, equation 5. A simple approximation was found in 

(13) 
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reference 16 for this result. 

rr- - 0.302 O 1+    -^3 
3/2      1/3 

a       NR      • 

(14) 

The lest term In equation 14 is en empirical fector to account for 
three-dimensional effects with snail aspect ratio.    These effects are 
usually neglected, but experiments (reference 16) indicete that they 
are definitely Important et low Reynolds numbers end small aspect retios 
of interest in fluidics. 

With no control flow the jet angle 6 is zero.    The solution is then 
completed by equating the flow entrained from the separation bubble to 
thet returned st attachment and solving for the attachment angle 3. 

With the addition of control flow, the Jet forms an angle 6 near the 
nozzle exit.    (Assuming an angle 6 on the circular arc centerline et the 
nozzle exit is en approximation for the actual case when control flow 
causes a change In curvature.)    This angle can be estimated by equating 
the pressure forces to the change in momentum (Fig.  4b).    For small ß, 

2 2 
Ql Qr 

p r^ tan ß - p -S-   + (p  ,  - p ) b,. (15) 
D a c a      c s 

and _ 

V  ' Pc " p ^2 (i6) 

c 

The pressure outside of the attached jet is usually assumed atmospheric, 
but it is determined In reference 17 by conservation of mass in the 
complete Interaction area.    The control flow is related to the control 
pressure and the bubble pressure by an effective area between the jet 
and the attachment wall. 

A .    * D + b    (tan a + ten ß) (17) eft c 

end 2 

Pc - Pb * I   X~ ' (18> 
eff 

For large offset the effective area is limited by the control nozzle area. 
(      > 
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o Th* bubble prMaur« la related to the Jet curvature R by the radial 
momentum equation. 

pa-pb 
J 
R (19) 

Equations 15-19 determine the exit engle 6 aa a function of the 
control pressure end attachment angle 6.    Thus by equating the control 
flow plus the flow returned at attachasnt to that entrained by the Jet, 
u.e solution can be completed by solving for the angle 6 

Low Frequency Switchln« 

G 

Low frequency switching considered here refera to the caae where the 
control pressure la slowly increased until the gate switches. This control 
pressure la the minimum switch pressure. It is assumed that In the bistable 
devices discussed here the Jet reeches a point of Inatablllty and switches 
to the opposite output in a digital manner, as oppoaed to a proportional 
switch. 

o 

Tn reference 18 the switching procese was classified Into three types: 
1)  termlneted-well or bleed,  2) contacting-both-walla, end 3)  splitter 
switching  (Fig. 5).    In an actual fluidlc device, the proceaa Is probably 
affected by all three factora, and la not complete until the Jet raachea 
the oppoalte output.    Furthermore, If the flow la completely and correctly 
modeled including the effect of the oppoalte well, splitter, vents, and 
loads, a classification of this type is not necessary—an inatablllty will 
be determined by the analysis.    However, It appears that different factora 
are predominant with different geometries, end It le helpful when considering 
the analysis or the experimental results to discuss the switching process in 
theee terms. 

e)    Temlnated-Wall Switching 

With relatively abort attachment walla and large offsets, the control 
pressure drives the Jet off the end of the wall, where it reaches an un- 
stable position and switches.    The above analysis can be uaed to estimate 
thle condition by relating the attachment point to the end of the wall. 
However,  the attachment point model es given above la not valid as the 
point approaches the end of the wall.    In fact, this model predicts e 
latching effect  (reference 19) which doea occur under some conditions. 
An empiilcai relation between the wall length end the theoretical attach- 
ment point et switch was developed in reference 20.    This spproach correlated 
the data, but might be limited in generality. 

A continuous calculation was carried out In reference 17 until the 
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jet reached the opposite output.    When the Jet passed the end of the 
vail, vent flow was allowed  into the separation bubble.    The effective 
ana for this flow was assumed to be that between the attaching streas- 
line and the upstream edge of the vent. 

b)    Contacting-Both-Walls Switching 

With relatively long walls and small offsets,  the Jet contacts 
the opposite well before it reaches the end of the attachment wall. 
Just what condition causes an instability is r.rt dear, however.    With 
a short pulse duration,  the Jet can return to the attached wall 
(reference 21).    At some point the Jet does appear to reach an in- 
stability with a sustained control pressure.    This conclusion is based 
on experiments  (reference 20, discussed later in this peper) which 
show that above a certain length the switch pressure is independent 
of well length.    An empirical relation was developed in reference 20 
for this type of switching, but it wss not considered as a sepsrate 
mode in reference 17. 

c) Splitter Switching 

In most fluid amplifiers of the type considered here,  the Jet 
reaches the end of the wall or contacts both walls before it crosses 
the splitter.    In some devices, however, it crosses the splitter first 
(Fig.  5c) and can switch in this manner, but the switching is usually 
not completely digital.    Even when this is not the primary cause of 
switching, the flow is affected to some degree by the splitter, 
particularly at low output flow.    The above analytical approach can 
be uaed to predict the Jet position relative to the splitter, but should 
be modified for a wide or cusped splitter that causes a stabilizing 
vortex to be established. 

Flow and Pressure Recovery 

The output characteristics of a bistable fluid amplifier (Fig. 
6) are similar to those of a pump.    In fact, the operation of the device 
is very similar to a Jet pump, but the geometry la more difficult to 
analyze with a simple flow model.    The difficulty stems from spillover 
of the Jet before it enters the receiver, which is a complex flow inter- 
action with the vent and splittet. 

Some approximate analyses of this problem have been presented, which 
give the correct trends and agree with some experiments.    Reference 22, 
for example, describes a simple, inviscid approach.    In reference 17 the 
analysis is based on a dynamic pressure at the receiver entrance deter- 
mined by averaging the momentum over the area.    The momentum is assumed 
to be that in the downstream direction from the attachment point.    Two 
approximations are discussed in reference 23, but both require a know- 
ledge of the wall Jet velocity profile. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Sine« it la not feasible to coapleCely analyze th« flow In fluid 
•■pllfler« starting from tha baalc equation« of notion, axperiaantation 
has played an loportant role in their developaant.    (This 1«, In fact, 
the case with most devices thst involve fluid flow.)    Although son« 
ex, eriaenta are aainly trial and error, productive experiaental research 
ia no leaa of a science than a purely analytical approach.    Analyssa, 
however, are tapertanc in guiding and interpreting aa wall aa applying 
the experlaental work.    Thus it ia the conblnadon of approxiaata 
analyses and careful experlnentatlon, along with a good phyaical under- 
standing of the flow,  that ia aainly raaponaible for advancaaenta in 
the state-of-the-art. 

There has bean a large amount of experimental work in tha f luidics 
area,  conducted for a number of purposes end on s variety of devices. 
Objectives of this work have varied froa basic studies on certain 
aspects of the flow, such as wsll attachment,  to the deteralnation of 
performance characteristics of new devlcef.    Several different fluidic 
devices with different operating principles (wsll attachaant, baaa 
deflection, vortex, turbulence, etc.) have been proposed, and experiments 
have been conducted on a number of basically different daalgna of each 
of these.    Much of this work hss been published, but auch aore slnply 
makes up the experience of the individual investigator. 

c 
The purpose of this paper is, again, to review the relation between 

geometry and static performance of wall-attachment-type devices. Only 
a limited aet of experiments, which were conducted for this specific 
purpose, will be considered in detail here. Furthermore, only one basic 
configuration (Fig. 7), which is typical in a fundamental sense, st leaat, 
to many devices of this type, IK conaidered. It should ba emphaalzed 
that a nuober of variations of "hia baalc configuration have bean developed 
(curved walls, cusped splitters, etc.) which result in interesting 
devices. However, with the number of variables involved, it is perhaps 
best to limit this discussion to the basic configuration. 

r. 

The objective of the first experiments considered here wss to 
determine the relation between the wall angle, length, and offset and 
the switch pressure (reference 20).    These experiments ware conducted 
on a large-scale device with a control nozsle width equal to tha power 
nozzle width and an aapect ratio of two.    The device waa similar to that 
shown in Fig.  7 except that the downstream sections  (splitter and out- 
put channels) were removed for most of the tests.    Air at low pressures 
was used as a working fluid, except for some visual studies with wster, 
and tests were conducted at Reynolds numbers of 8000 and 12000.    The 
results of these experiments are shown in Fig.  8.    As the wall length 
waa increaaed, the switch pressure Increased until s certain length waa 
reached.    Above that value, wall length had little effect on tha mini- 
mum switch pressure.    This result, along with the fact that tha addition 
of a splitter had little effect under these conditions,  lad to the con- 
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elusion that the Jtt reached an unstable position due to the presence 
of the opposite vail before It reached the end of the attachment vail. 
For the two values considered,  the Reynolds nuaber had no effect on 
•wltchlnt. 

The next experlaents  (not previously published) were conducted on 
e cooplete, large-scale device with the basic dimensions given In Fig.  7. 
Air, again, was used as a working fluid, but with Reynolds nuabers 
■ore typical of actual fluid amplifiers.    Test* were run with three 
values of each of several geometric variables, keeping the other more 
significant variables constant whenever possible.    The results of these 
tests are given in Table 1.    For most loading conditions,  the control 
nozzle else had the most significant effect on the switch pressure. 
With blocked outputs the device was quite sensitive to the receiver 
configuration, particularly the position of the vent relative to the 
splitter.    In the range tested, all other variables had a surprisingly 
small effect on performance. 

The final experiments Included here were conducted to determine the 
effect of aspect ratio on performance.    The experimental devices had a 
power nozzle width of 0.51 nn and the basic configuration given in Fig.  7. 
They were cut in plastic with a milling machine to different depths and 
all were nade from the same master.    Results from these tests are given 
in Table 2.    It was concluded that aspect ratio definitely had an 
appreciable effect.    In feet, this configuration was not bistable with 
an aapect ratio of one. 

L 
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0 SUMMARY OP EFFECTS OF GEOMETRIC AMD FLUID 

PARAMETERS ON STATIC PERFORMANCE 

o 

o 

(. 

At a result of Che experlaencal and analytical efforts of many 
investIgators, the effect of geometric changes on gate performance 
can be understood and, to some extent, predicted.    Although the 
quantitative results given here refer to one basic configuration,  the 
sumnary is as gsneral as possible, qualitatively at least, for the 
wall-attachment-type fluid amplifier. 

a) Amplifier Sise and Reynolda Number 

It is usually assumed, by similarity arguments,  that the non-dim- 
ensional gate characteristics (p /p • p /p ) are not affected by a 
change in the device size or fluSd properties if the Reynold* number 
is held constant.    When compressibility is not important, this simi- 
larity holds very well for a change of fluid properties in the same 
device.    When the else is changed, however, it is difficult to main- 
tain identical inlet conditions and exact geometric similarity, 
because of such factors as wall roughness and rounded corners.    (This 
is true for different manufacturing processes.)    Large device«, par- 
ticularly experimental models, can have different performance charact- 
eristics, even with the seme Reynolds Number.    In the experiments 
considered here, a size increase by a factor of 12.5 resulted in 
approximately thj same switch pressure but higher recovery pressure. 
Above some minimum value,  an increase in the Reynolds number usually 
results in lower switch pressure and higher recovery.    This minimum 
value and the effect on switch pressure depend on the geometry. 

b) Supply Pressure end Compressibility 

When the supply pressure to e fluid amplifier la increased, both 
the Reynolds number and the Mach number increese.    Fluldic devices 
often operete under conditions where there is an appreciable change 
in fluid density  (M > 0.20), and some operate with supersonic flow. 
However, most wall-attachment-type devices operate with subsonic 
flow, and the compressibility effect is small.    For the geometry 
considered here with a small (0.25 nm) device, an increese In supply 
preesure results in a alight decrease in the switch and output 
preeeure. 

c) Nozzle Geometry 

Nozzle size determines the power consumption end the control impe- 
dance, and other dimensions are releted to the power nossle width. 
With a reesonable contour, the exact shape is not critical. However, 
an overall length of approximately 40b is needed to ensure that flow 
conditions at the inlet to the power nozzle do not affect the switch- 
ing characteristics. 
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d) Attachment Wall Len£th. Angle,  mnd Offset 

The length, angle, and offset of the attachment «alls are 
Important design parameters and are all related.    For the configura- 
tion considered here the switch pressure increases sharply with wall 
length up to a value of approximately 9-10b  ,  depending on th« angle 
and offset.    The output pressure decreases with an increase in wall 
length,  particularly at low output flow where recovery depends more 
on maximum wall Jet velocity  than on total momentum.    The effect of 
angle and offset on switch pressure depends on the wall length, or 
switching mode.    An increase in either angle or offset decreases the 
recovery, but  this effect is small in typical devices. 

e) Control Nozile Size 

The size of the control nozzle relative to the power nozzle is 
one of the mott Important design parameters.  Since the effect of this 
size on the switch pressure is reasonably consistent and predictable, 
it is often used to make final adjustments in new designs. An 
estimate of the effect of a change in control nozzle size can be 
obtained from Table 1 or by assuming that the control flow required 
to switch is approximately constant. An increase in control nozzle 
size decreases the output pressure, but this effect is usually 
secondary. 

( 

f) Aspect Ratio 

For the low values  (o <^ 4)  of Interest in most fluid amplifiers, 
the aspect rat.'o has a significant effect on switch pressure,  particu- 
larly at  low Reynolds numbers   (N    <^ 3000).    It also affects the 
recovery, but  to a lesser degree.    An estimate of the magnitude of 
this effect can be obtained from Table 2. 

g) Receiver Geometry 

The size and location of  the vents relative to the splitter can 
have an important influence on the stability of the device,  depending 
on the load.    This geometry is related to the switch pressure in a 
complex manner,  probably through recirculating flow, and is not 
accounted for in the analyses.    Although tnere are many others    some 
satisfactory  (and unsatisfactory) designs can be determined from 
Table 1. 
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TABU 1    EXPERIMWTAL RESULTS IDS LABGI-SCALB FLIP-FLOP 

(o - 4.0, N   > 6000 «xcapt M noted) 

C«o—try 

Basic gcoMtry 

o 

BMIC gcoaetry 
aiE - 4250) 

Control nozzle 
bc - 1.25 bt 

Control nozzle 
Jr. - 1.50 b 
c       • 

Well length 

«L • 10 b. 

Hell length 

«L * " b. 

Well offeet 
d - 0.25 b 

Well offeet 
d - 0.50 b 

Splitter dletence 

Splitter dletence 

«. - 12 be 

Splitter width 
b. - 1.0 b 
■P      • 

Loed 
(not; lS£l 

Switch 
Fc*. v. 

.09 

.10 

.11 

.17 

.17 

.16 

.12 

.12 

.13 

.19 

.18 

.18 

.05 

.07 

.07 

.19 

.18 

.18 

.03 

.04 

.06 

.21 

.19 

.19 

.12 

.13 

.13 

.19 

.18 

.18 

.11 

.11 

.12 

.17 

.17 

.18 

.11 

.15 

.14 

.22 

.23 

.22 

.07 

.15 

.14 

.24 

.27 

.26 

.10 

.10 

.10 

.17 

.17 

.17 

0 
.10 
.10 

.14 

.17 

.16 

.10 

.09 

.11 

.18 

.16 

.16 

Output 

.62 

.55 

.38 

0 
.68 

1.33 

.64 

.55 

.36 

0 
.68 

1.35 

.58 

.53 

.37 

0 
.66 

1.34 

.58 

.52 

.38 

0 
.66 

1.36 

.56 

.53 

.37 

0 
.66 

1.32 

.51 

.50 

.36 

0 
.65 

1.32 

.58 

.52 

.38 

0 
.65 

1.33 

.54 

.49 

.37 

0 
.63 

1.33 

.52 

.52 

.38 

0 
.64 

1.35 

.58 

.60 

.37 

0 
.70 

1.30 

.61 

.55 

.36 

0 
.67 

1.30 
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TABU 1 (contlnu«d) 

&«o—try 

Splitter width 

V«nt width 

Vent width 
bv - 4.0 b 

Load 
inoula«) 

0 
1 
3 

0 
1 
3 

0 
1 
3 

V. 
.10 
.10 
.10 

0 
.10 
.10 

.11 

.11 

.12 

Switch 
Qc/Q. 

.19 

.17 

.17 

.17 

.16 

.17 

.17 

.18 

Output 

V», V^. 
.64 
.58 
.38 

0 
.71 

1.34 

.60 

.38 
.71 

1.34 

.51 

.50 

.36 

0 
.65 

1.32 

. 
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rrr m 

i. TABLE 2 ASPECT RATIO EXPERIMENTS 
(b - 0.51 wm) 

4000 

6000 

4000 

6000 

4000 

6000 

Load 
(nozzles) 

n 

Sw 
P /P c    ■ 

Itch 
Qc/Q. 

.185 

.173 

.173 

Oi 
P /P o    ■ 

.413 

.295 

.115 

ttput 

.089 

.083 

.082 

.715 
1.203 
1.515 

.061 

.055 

.052 

.178 

.167 

.163 

.404 

.289 

.111 

.728 
1.235 
1.531 

.105 

.102 

.098 

.202 

.190 

.184 

.451 

.338 

.126 

.748 
1.273 
1.663 

.065 

.058 

.054 

.195 

.185 

.182 

.424 

.329 

.128 

.745 
1.306 
1.651 

.111 

.103 

.098 

.198 

.189 

.188 

.452 

.343 

.157 

.737 
1.311 
1.778 

.078 

.071 

.066 

.190 

.183 

.177 

.432 

.337 

.150 

.756 
1.334 
1.783 

:: 
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(a) FLOW-PRESSURE CHARACTERISTICS (AIR AT 
STANDARD CONDITIONS) 

H 
/sss/s/s///ysyc 

(b) TYPICAL NOZZLE GEOMETRY 

FIG. 2 NOZZLE CHARACTERISTICS 
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(a) FREE JET 

TYPICAL BISTABLE 
DEVICE (x>IOb) 

FULLY DEVELOPED, 
pTWO-DIMENSIONAL WALL JET 

///////// //r}y7///m7// /////// 

u m 
(b) WALL JET 

U 

O 

C) 

FIG. 3   JET FLOW 
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i. 
(a) GEOMETRY AND NOTATION 

i. 'A- 
" ' ' ' ^^—j 

\ Pc' r 
(b) JET DEFLECTION 

FIG. 4   JET ATTACHMENT MODEL 

(c) ATTACHMENT POINT 
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(a) TERMINATED WALL 

(b) C0NTACTIN6-B0TH-WALLS 

^ccl 

ST7T\ 

/ 

(c) SPLITTER 

FIG. 5   SWITCHING MOOES (REFERENCE 18) 
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(a) RECEIVER GEOMETRY 

I-NOZZLE 
LOAD 

2-NOZZLE 
LOAD 

3-NOZZLE 
LOAD 

/ 

0.5 1.0 

FLOW, Q/Qg 
(b) OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS 

FIG. 6   FLOW AND PRESSURE RECOVERY 
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PARAMETER BASIC GEOMETRY 

b. POWER NOZZLE WIDTH b 
be CONTROL NOZZLE WIDTH b 
d OFFSET 01 b 
a WALL ANGLE I2# 

«L WALL LENGTH 9b 
«• SPLITTER DISTANCE lib 
btp SPLITTER WIDTH I.Sb 
by VENT WIDTH 3b 
bo RECEIVER WIDTH 2.Sb 
B DIFFUSER ANGLE 7 
a ASPECT RATIO 4 

u 

O 

FIG. 7   EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION o 
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(b) WALL LENGTH AND ANGLE 

FIG. 8  EFFECT OF WALL LENGTH, OFFSET, AND ANGLE ON 
SWITCH PRESSURE 
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ABSTRACT 

This  report  is a guide for the design of turbulent, wall  attach- 
ment flip-flops with straight walls and sharp splitters.    The analysis 
provides the steady state and transient characteristics, and Is 
presented graphically  in this  report to facilitate design.    Fabrication 
techniques are discussed where they may compromise design criteria.     In 
addition to presenting the material necessary to design flip-flops  in 
general, a specific design for minimum response time is followed from 
conception  to final  component status and then a typical  design example 
is considered. 

:; 
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FOREWORD 

This  report  is a culmination of four years   intensive work, and 
many years of basic research,  into the operation of wall-attachment 
devices.    The name "flip-flop" is used here to differentiate this from 
an analog device called the amplifier.    Although amplification occurs 
In the sense that a greater power  is  recovered or switched than that 
impressed on the controls,  the primary function  is  that of switching. 
The report  is  intended to be used by the fluidic designer who has to 
satisfy specific system requirements.    All  the basic theoretical work 
is embodied  in the references, so that this should be a "cook-book" 
for the designer.     Sone knowledge and understanding of the basic 
operation of bistable wail attachment devices and fluid transmission 
lines   is   required. 

u 

Except  for certain angular units  the system of units  used  is 
the Systems   International,  SI.    This   is basically the MKS system for 
those unfamiliar with  it and  is   in accordance with  the military standards 
set  for  reporting of fluidic-  data and with  the ASME guidelines 
(Mechanical  Engineering Vol. 95, No.   11, Nov.   1973).    The unit of 
pressure  is  the pascal. Pa, and has  the basic units of kg/(ms2).    One 
kilopascal   (kPa -  103 Pa)   is equal  to roughly 6.89 psi, and one atmo- 
sphere   is  roughly  101  kPa.    Where convenient  for ready understanding, 
the  units of angles  are given  in degrees,  such  as wall  angles and 
spli tter angles. 

o 

! 
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ce 

h 
I 
L 
m 
NR 
P 
Q 
R 
t 
T 
V 
W 
X 
a 
C 
v 
P 
a 
T 

'!' 

speed of sound,  (m/s) 
cross-sectional area,   (m2) 
nozzle width, (m) 
discharge coefficient, (dimensionless) 

capacitance, (m3/Pa) 
offset, (m) 
frequency, (Hz) 
force, N 
fanout, (dimensionless) 

pressure gain, (dimensionless) 

fluid height, (m) 
length,   (m) 
Inductance,  (kg/m*) 
mass, kg b      11?   ' 
Reynolds number,   (dimensionless), — V"D" 

pressure.   (Pa) 
flow,  (mVs) 
fluid resistance,  (Pa/mVs, kg/m^s) 
time (s) 
switch time, (s) 
volume, (m3) 
power, (Pa • mVs) 
attachment point location, (m) 
attachment wall angle, (degrees, rsdians) 
damping coefficient, (dimensionless) 
kinematic viscosity, (m2/s) 
density, (kg/m1) 
aspect  ratio, h/b ,   (dimensionless) 
time, (s)      s 

splitter angle, (rad) 
angular frequency, (rad/s) 

Subscripts 

a - acous t i c 
A - amplifier 
abs - absolute 
c - control 
FET - fully established turbulence 
t - line 
LR - Inductive-resistive 
max - maximum 
n - natural 
o - output 
p - pressure 
per - period 
r - rise time 
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s 
sp 
sw 
t 
th 
V 

supply or  reference condition 
splitter 
switch point 
transport 
throat 
vent 
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1.     INTRODUCTION 

Since fluidics was  first conceived in 19591  the design of fluidic 
digital  components has been almost entirely relegated to trial-and- 
error procedures, with some design guides   in the form of experimental 
curves of attachment point, pressure recovery versus,  say,  offset or 
some other geometrical  variable.    No dynamic design   information other 
than transport time existed for the switching of actual  devices.     It 
is true  that some theoretical switching   information existed [1  - 4]^ 
for some very simplified geometries, or  input signals, but none for 
actual   devices with outlet channels, splitters and so forth or for 
realistic input signals.    Work on steady-state wall  attachment, starting 
with Bourque and Newman [5] up through the present  [6 -  14] ending with 
the work of Brown and Belen   [15],  has been similarly   limited to very 
simple  configurations.     In  1972,  however.  Goto and Drzewiecki   [16],  [17] 
published their papers on  the model  for  the response of wall  attachment 
flip-flops.    By combining the existing theoretical   treatments of  the 
wall-attachment problem and adding the effects of  time-varying-control 
nozzle  discharge coefficients,  the  resistive-inductive effects of all 
the channels,   the effect of  lowered opposite wall  pressure and the 
"peeling off" of momentum by  a sharp splitter,   the  authors  arrived at 
a  fairly accurate composite picture of  the dynamics of  the wall attach- 
ment  "lip-flop.     Further work,   recently  reported by  Drzewiecki   [18], 
showed  that very  long   rise  time signals  could be applied to the numerical 
model  [16] and  that the static characteristics of any geometrically- 
shaped bistable device,   under the  restrictions of straight walls and 
sharp splitter,  could be a priori   predicted to within engineering 
accuracy.    These characteristics   include such standard specified 
quantities as,   pressure  recovery,  pressure gain,  fan-out,  flow recovery 
and power consumption   [18,   19], 

When one has an analytical model, one specifies a geometry and 
obtains  the response; whereas,   in designing one specifies a desired 
response or set of characteristics and the solution desired  is a geometry. 
In order,  then,  to provide such a design scheme the  responses  to many 
geometries are obtained,  parameterized and are presented, so that a 
choice of geometry may  be made on  the basis of an a priori   knowledge of 
the desired characteristics or response.    The static information  is 
presented in parameterized graphical  form for ease  in visualization. 
The dynamic information   is  presented  in part graphically, but  for  the 
most part on a phenomenological  basis as a result of knowledge and 
insight gained from the dynamic model.    Other design   information obtained 
from experience and experimental work as  presented by Drzewiecki   [20] 
will be used where necessary for clarification or the definition of 
impossibilities, etc.    Where possible, fabrication  limitations are also 
discussed. 

The optimization of  the  response  time of a  flip-flop  is  also 

*Numbers   in brackets   refer to similarly numbered references   listed  in 
section   11. 
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G 
presented. The design of a "fast" flip-flop [21] Is followed from Its 
Inception to the presentation of an actual final component along with 
many of Its characteristics. A sample design problem is presented and 
solved. i 

2.    GEOMETRY OF A FLUERIC WALL ATTACHMENT FLIP-FLOP 

^ 

n 

:: 

The general geometry and operating principles of flueric bistable 
switches  is adequately  described by Kirshner [22],     In figure 1 a 
general geometry of a flip-flop is shown defining the terms  in this 
report.     It should be noted this design pertains  to output decoupled 
devices  in particular,  and in some cases to input and output decoupled 
devices.    Flueric devices can effectively be output decoupled by 
exhausting the output «cross a vent and catching this "output Jet" with 
a receiver wider than the outlet.    This results  in a Jet-pumping action 
increasing the output flow.    The inputs may also be decoupled in this 
manner; however, space restrictions usually allow only a one-sided vent, 
shown  in   (fig.   1). 

Without going into any great detail on the merits of decoupling, 
suffice it to say that   if the output  is not decoupled,  then loading the 
output changes  the interaction region flow field, often quit« drastically. 
Orzewiecki's [20] measurements have shown this quite graphically.    As a 
consequence of output or input loading the switch point may change as 
much as 1001, although more realistically about 501.    Therefore to make 
an analysis of a non-decoupled device requires the analysis of an 
infinite number of flow fields, one for each possible load.    Decoupling 
obviates the necessity of such numerous analyses of flow-fields because 
for all   loads on  the catcher output the flow field is  th« same in th« 
interaction region since all  the flow field "sees" is ground (the 
decoupler vent).    A graphic example of the effects of both output and 
secondary input  loading on a non-decoupled element is shown In figure 2. 
As shown the switch pressure varies 401 while the switch flow varies up 
to 351; depending on the blockage of the outputs.     In addition the slopes 
change drastically with secondary input loading.    This particular data 
is representative of non-decoupled, commercial, off-the-shelf flip-flops, 
it is estimated that to adequately describe the static operation of a 
two-input, two-output, non-decoupled,  flip-flop, would require 85 curves 
at Just one operating supply pressure. 

Decoupling prevents spurious signals from entering the interaction 
region,  and hence allows one to design a device to operate on  the edge 
of stability, resulting  in a very sensitive (high gain)  device. 

3.    FLIP-FLOP STATIC DESIGN 

In order to design a fluid flip-flop, one must be «ware of its 
characteristics.    A flip-flop is a device that has two stable states, 
with a signal at either of the  two outlets and if there  is a signal «t 
one there  isn't at  the other.    The signal may be pressure, flow, or power 
(a combination of the two).    The signal  required to initiate the output 
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change is  less than the change In signal  at the output.     MIL-STO 1306A 
and  1361  [23], [24] are available,  but 1361   is being rewritten,   and  In 
accordance with the new proposed standards,  the five characteristics 
describing a rlueric flip-flop are as follows:     (1) power consunptlon, 
(2)   pressure recovery,   (3)  output,   (4) block-pressure static transfer 
and  (5)  input. 

3.1     Standard Characteristics 

3.1.1 Power Consumption, W 

The power consuned by a flueric device, W,   is defined as  the pro- 
duct of the supply stagnation pressure P  ,  and the associated volume 

flow through the supply nozzle Q .    A power curve, or supply character- 

istic,   is plotted with the supply volumetric flow as the ordinate and 
the supply stagnation pressure as the abscissa.    A typical  curve  Is 
shown   in figure 3a. 

3.1.2 Pressure Recovery 

The pressure recovery of a flueric device is the ratio of the 
pressure at the end of a blocked output P to the supply stagnation 
pressure,  P  .    To determine this  ratio, a curve  is generated with the 

blocked-output pressure as  the ordinate and the supply stagnation 
pressure as  the abscissa.     The slope of a line extending  from the origin 
to a point on  the curve  is  the pressure recovery  for the supply pressure 
and  Indicates  losses sustained in the unit.    A typical  curve is  shown 
in figure 3b. 

3.1.3 Output Characteristics 

The operating point of a flueric device is determined by the 
pressure-flow relation at  the output,  and the input characteristic of a 
succeeding unit which represents a toad on  the output.     For a loadline 
having a flow-pressure relation starting at  the origin and  Increasing, 
there  Is a unique point  in pressure and flow that   is matched by  the out- 
put.     To this end,   the output volumetric flow Q .   is plotted against  the 

output pressure P  . when  the supply stagnation pressure P    Is at some 

nominal preset value.     Data  is obtained by  loading down  the output until 
it  Is completely blocked, while measuring  the pressure and flow   (fig.   3c). 

3.1.4 Blocked-Pressure Static Transfer Characteristic 

A static transfer characteristic Is the steady-state plot of the 
output pressure P .with the active outlet blocked versus  the control 

OA 
stagnation pressure P..     The plot then  represents  the DC  function of 

output against  input and gives  the switching pressure for the blocked- 
output.    A typical   transfer curve  is shown   in figure 3d. 
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3.1.5    Input Characteristics 

It  Is not only   Important  to know what  load can be driven by a 
device (obtainable from the output characteristic), but how much control 
It takes to drive  it must also be known.    This  Is the  input character- 
istic where the input  (or control)  volumetric flow Q    is shown as a 

function of the control  stagnation pressure P .    This also determines c 
the input or control  power required to initiate operation.    An  input 
characteristic with hysteresis  (non-decoupled inputs)   is shown  in 
figure 3e. 

3.2    Computed Parameters 

Several  parameters can be computed from the information  in the 
standard characteristics  in addition to the ones mentioned. 

3.2.1 Olmensionless Switching Pressure, P    /P. 
sw s 

Olmensionless switching pressure is the minimum control stagnation 
pressure required to change the state of the outputs of a digital 
flueric device divided by the supply stagnation pressure P /P . The 

switching pressure may be obtained from the input characteristic at the 
point of an abrupt change in the upward-going curve.  In some devices, 
the switching pressure point is not defined and the state of the out- 
puts must be monitored simultaneously. The switching pressure is the 
control pressure that produces a positive constant signal in the 
initially off output. 

3.2.2 Pressure Gain, G 

The pressure gain of a digital flueric device is defined [23] 
as the blocked static pressure P at the active outlet port of a flueric 

device at the point of incipient switching, divided by the control stag- 
nation pressure required to initiate switching P . The latter pressure 

is the switching pressure for a blocked output and should be different- 
iated from the dimensionless switching pressure above. 

3.2.3 Flow Gain 

The flow gain  is  the ratio of active output volumefic flow, 0  , 

at ambient output pressure to control  volumetric flow at   the point of 
switching Q sw This latter value must be obtained from the Input 

characteristic operated with ambient pressure at the outputs (no external 
load). 
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3.2.<»    Fanout 
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Fanout is one of the most important parameters  related to digital 
circuitry and is  defined as  the number of   like units operating at  the 
same supply pressure that can be simultaneously switched by the output 
of one unit.    The measurement of fanout  is complicated when many units 
operate from the output of one, since the closest units may be switched 
on a pressure wave (from the output)  and the input  impedance of the 
switched units  then increases, allowing the excess flow from the driving 
output  to switch additional elements.    Another occurrence is a "slaving" 
effect where a wave from the controls of a Just-switched amplifier causes 
another element to switch.    Thus,  determining the elements that switch 
simultaneously  is complicated by the dynamic matching characteristics 
of  the  transmission  lines  used and  the terminations on  the ends,   in a 
basically quasi-static test,  and the measurement   requires   identifying 
the elements switched by  the original  output wave.     In principle  this 
can be done, but a practical  alternative  is  to define Ideal  fanout as 
the  integer number ratio of the volumetric flow from a unit  (at an 
output pressure equal   to the switching pressure)   to the  input  volumetric 
flow required to  initiate switching.     The  flow out of a unit  is deter- 
mined from the output characteristic and  is  the output  flow at  the 
switching pressure.    The control   flow at switching pressure is obtained 
from the switching point on  the  input characteristic.    The value 
obtained  for ideal  fanout  should be  a  reasonably  conservative approxi- 
mation  to actual   fanout.     Steady-state  losses caused by  interconnections 
act as additional   loads and tend to decrease the actual  fanout. 

3.2.5    Flow Recovery 

The  flow recovery  is defined as  the  ratio of the output volumetric 
flow at ambient pressure Q    to the supply volumetric flow Q    indicating 

losses and venting in a unit.     If  the flow recovery  is   less than unity 
and the unit  is  smal',   there should be no danger of contamination  from 
the ambient atmosphere since no flow enters,  but  is expirated through 
auxiliary  ports.     However,   units  hoving a  flow  recovery greater than 
unity entrain flow through  the vents  and aspirate ambient  fluid and 
there may be a higher fanout.     If contamination   is of no concern,   this 
:ype may  be advantageous. 

3.3    Some Approximations 

Several   rules of  thumb can be  applied  to some of the character- 
istics. 

If the controls are not vented so that there  is a hysteresis   loop 
in  the  input characteristic,   the characteristic can be approximated, 
knowing three points on the curve;   the blocked-control  pressure,   the 
nozzle dimensions and the switching pressure or flow.     In general   the 
characteristic prior to switching   is   relatively   linear  in  the direction 
of  increasing control  pressure as  seen  in  figure 3e.    The off portion 
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of the curve after switching follows the known nozzle pressure-flow 
characteristics  [19].    The off-value of flow immediately after switch- 
ing  is  roughly 2/3 of the  flow required to Initiate a switch.     If the 
zero-pressure-control flow  is known, this gives yet another point.     If 
the control   is vented, then the characteristic is Just the orifice 
relation for the nozzle [19].    The portion of the input characteristic, 
for  increasing pressure and flow prior to switch,   is  referred to as 
the "switch-on".    Switchback results from a suction on  ehe control when 
the jet  is on the other side.    Figure 4 shows the construction of a 
switch-on  input characteristic.     (The switchback point and curve can 
only be obtained from the complete analysis [18]). 

The blocked-pressure-transfer characteristic may be approximated 
by knowing  the pressure recovery and the switch pressure,     if a unit 
is output-decoupled,  the switch pressure will not depend on  the state 
of the output loading; hence,  there  is only one value of switch pressure. 
The construction of the on  portion of the transfer curve  Is shown  in 
figure 5.     If the switchback pressure is known,  the off portion can 
also be constructed.     Input decoupled (vented)  units generally do not 
have switchback points, since suction will  Just draw flow from ambient 
and not the  interaction  region. 

The supply,  pressure  recovery,  and output characteristics are 
determined from the analysis, although the output can be approximated 
if the flow and pressure recoveries are known.    Then a quadratic may 
be fitted between  the two points, whose equation  is simply 

oA 
1  - m (i) 

Equation  1 may not be a good fit   if  the outlets are very  long, and  in 
this case  (e.g. when i /b    > 50 where t    is the output   length and b     is os o s 
the supply nozzle width)  a straight-line fit  is probably better, as   in 
equation 2. 

oA P o 
F" s 

QoA^s (2) 

3.A    Analytical Static Design Curves 

The static design of a flueric flip-flop results from a set of 
specifications.    Static specifications are generally  in the form of 
minimum pressure or flow to  initiate a switch, minimum fanout   (number 
of elements to be driven),  and/or a minimum,   (or maximum)  pressure,  or 
flow available at  the output,  in the case of an actuator device which 
must drive,  a piston or some other mechanical device. 

The trends of  important variables that should be noted are as  follows: 
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1. Attachment point location,  X increases with  increase  in: 

a. Wall angle, a 
b. Splitter distance, t SP 
c. Offset,  D for values  larger than one-half nozzle width, 

(see fig.  1) 

2. Pressure recovery decreases with  increases  in: 

u 

a. Wall angle, a 
b. Splitter distance, t 
c. Offset,   0 sp 

3.    Pressure and flow to switch decreases with: 

a. Increase  in wall  angle,  a 
b. Increase  in offset  for D/b    > .fj 

c. Decrease in offset for D/b    < .5 

d. Decrease  in splitter distance, I 

Figures  6 to 9 graphically present  the computed values of various 
parameters from the general  analytic theory presented by Drzewiecki  [18]. 
The myriad combination of geometries precludes the presentation of 
sufficient curves to cover every possible case.    Curves are presented, 
however,  from which design  is possible for those configurations which 
fall   into the general  area of conventional  devices.    The curves  given 
cover wall angles, a,  from 10°  to 30°,  splitter locations, i      from 

6 to 15 nozzle widths, vent  locations I    from 8 to 20 nozzle widths, 

and wall offsets D from 0 to 1.0 nozzle widths.    Figures 6 to 9 present 
the attachment  location, pressure recovery, blocked-control pressure, 
and open-port control  flow,  as a function of offset for four different 
wall  angles and two different control nozzle widths. 

When considering the static design of a flip-flop, one of the 
first  design considerations   is  the point cf attachment.    The walls must 
be long enough so that when the control  ports are both open to ambient 
pressure,  the attachment point of the jet should be on the upstream 
side of the sidewall  vent.    Experience has shown that at  least one-to- 
two nozzle widths should be allowed for a margin of stability.    Therefore, 

o . 

I. ■ 

wail   length - attachment   location ♦ 2b 

X + 2b (3) 

The attachment-point  locations,  shown   in figures 6 to 9 for the open 
controls, have to be used with care.    The attachment  location is a 
function of the flow entering through  the controls and therefore of the 

c 
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control   impedance.     If there  is a highly restrictive control   (i.e.   long 
channel),  then the flow is  less and so the attachment point  is closer 
to the blocked case, and if there ir. control-area modulation by the 
Jet  (0/b    < 0.5),  the effective Input  Impedance is higher and the attach' 

ment  distance  is shorter.    This phenomenon  (area modulation) occurs 
when  the cntrol   Impedance  is determined by the area between the edge 
of the Jet   ind the downstream edge of  the control  port.     For small  off- 
sets   (D usually  less than half a supply nozzle width),  the distance 
from the Jet edge to the control edge  is  less than the control nozzle 
width, hence  is the limiting restriction.    The control nozzle used for 
the analytical determination of the attachment location  Is shown  in 
figure 10. 

While  it may be instructive to provide curves of attachment point 
against control  flow, as   in Brown and Belen  [15],  the designer does 
not a pfiioKi know what that  flow will  be and will  not know until  he 
has designed the geometry.    The attachment curves presented are repre- 
sentative and the safety factor used will generally cover most control 
geometries that will be des'gned.    Since the zero control  pressure 
(open  control)  flow is given with the attachment point, a  linear inter- 
polation (or even extrapolate en; between the blocked (zero flow)  case 
can be made.    The curves  for dttachment point versus control   flow are 
fairly  linear (for example see Brown and Belen [15])  therefore a linear 
interpolation  is valid.    Thus, a choice of a different nozzle with a 
different  impedance can be made and the resulting attachment point can 
be checked to see if the device will  be bistable (e.g. the attachment 
point  is upstream of the sidewall  vent). 

Certainly, there may be occasions when the device is  to operate 
from zero flow rather than zero pressure, and in this case the blocked- 
control attachment-point  location may be used. 

The pressure  recovery shown  in  figures 6 to 9  is the total head 
at the output which thens exits across the decoupler vent and is captured. 
In general,   there is a slight  loss of head across the vent and a marked 
increase in the flow due to entrainment.    For example, a commonly used 
decoupler configuration as shown  in  figure 11 has  recovery characteristics 
so that the blocked-pressure recovery   is 75% and the flow recovery at 
zero-back pressure  is 210%.    The pressure recovery from figures 6 to 9 
is determined from the output  flow so that 

(4) 

Hence, for a known performance decoupler geometry, the amplifier 
pressure, and flow recovery can readily be deteniined.    For example. 
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2.1      ^ (6) 

for  the decoupler   in  figure  11. 

Figure  12 shows static-switching pressures v/hile figure  13 shows 
static-switching  flows.    The valm    obtained from the theory satisfy 
Keto's   [25]  "bubble-venting condit on" which specifies  that  the necessary 
condition  for a self-sustaining  switch   is   that the attachment bubble 
be vented or ruptured.    While  it   is not always necessary to "vent" the 
bubble  to  initiate  switching,  as   in  the case when  the attachment angle 
Is   large enough to  cause bubble   instability,   in the geometries  chosen 
here,  venting occurs before  the bubble  instability. 

Figure   1 ^ shows  the  computed parameters of pressure gain  G 

and fanout,   F  .     It must be noted that the values presented are only o 
representative since amplifier  fanout and pressure  recovery depend on 
a choice of tplltter   '■  catloni and decoupler design,   to name but a few 
of the possibilities.      blues are  for a splitter  location of 6b  ,  and 

the decoupler of  fig.   II.    M ving  the splitter downstream will   decrease 
the gain.     The gain  and fanout  for other geometries may be obtained 
from  the switching  flows and pressures and  the  respective  flow and 
pressure  recoveries. 

Figures  6 to 9,  and 12  to \k present  a set of curves  that are 
sufficient  tor the engineering design of a  turbulent wall-attachment 
flip-flop with a sharp splitter and specific decoupled output,  but with- 
out  consideration of any dynamic effects. 

k.     FLIP-FLOP  DYNAMIC DESIGN 

The design specifications  for bistable devices,   in general, 
may   include either  frequency-response or  response-time requirements. 
The HDL analytical  model   [18] allows  the determination of many   internal 
flow phenomena,   in  that  it gives  the complete temporal  history of all 
the pressures  and  flows  in  response  to a given applied signal.     In  this 
manner one can make a judicious  choice of  the geometric parameters other 
than  those which have been statically determined.    The good agreement 
of experiment with   the analysis of  references  [16] and [18]  indicates 
that a valid assunption is  that all  channels   leading to or away from 
interaction   region of the device are resistive and  inductive.    The 
capacitance of a flip-flop  is  therefore attributed  to the predominance 
of  the attachment  bubble. 

u 
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k.}    Response Time 

Seme dynamic features were noted In reference [16] and [18]. 
One of the more Important effects of  Inductance of the channels  is the 
increasing of response time of a switching jet.     In figure 15 the motion 
of the attachment point is shown,  in time,   in response to a sudden control 
pressure.    The attachment  initially moves slowly due to the lag of control 
flow behind the control pressure, caused by the control  line inductance. 
Then  the point starts to move quickly.    During this time the flow enter- 
ing the interaction region  through the "inactive" outlet approaches 
zero.    As the splitter diverts flow to that outlet the inductance of 
that channel   is felt, and the pressure on the opposite side of the Jet 
increases until  the flow  in the outlet starts to move.    This  increase 
In pressure on the opposite side is evidenced bv the slowdown of the 
attachment point motion as  the flow  In the "Insctive" outlet becomes 
positive.    Eventually, of course,  the bubble  is ruptured by the splitter 
and the Jet switches to the other side.    A reduction of the inductance 

-4 (7) 

where 

G 

r 

L - Inductance 
p - fluid density 
I - channel   length 
A - minimum channel   cross-section area 

in both the control  and the outlet will speedup the switching.    Although 
not shown, a similar  inductive effect occurs as the  flow enters the 
bubble through the sidewall  vent.    However,   the vent does not have as 
dominant an effect as  the other two channels.    Thus,  the first rule, 
when  response time  Is at a premium,   is  to minimize  the quantity £/A for 
any channel. 

The response time of a  flip-flop  is strongly dependent on the 
strength of the input signal  and on   its shape.    The  response to a "step" 
of a finite rise time  is  Illustrated  in figure 15.     In general,  the 
response time diminishes with  increased amplitude of a signal for the 
same  rise time.    References   1  to k,  and 16 to 17 show this effect.     Ozgu 
and Stenning [26] s:.ow some  response  times  for cusped splitter devices. 
In figure 16  response times  for various geometries are given  in response 
to finite rise-time  input pressure signals. 

As demonstrated,   the response time of the flip-flop Is made up 
of the responses of the control   lines and the jet and the output lines; 
hence,   the fastest response can only be attained when the  line dynamics 
are negligible and when the Jet does not have to move far before the 
bubble becomes unstable.    This can be achieved by making the attachment 
wall,  control ports and outputs short and by the placing of the splitter 
in such a  location that It Just starts   to intercept  the Jet when iha Jet 
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is  Initially attached to one wall.     Clearly this arrangement  is just 
barely stable,  so care must be exercised  in  the use of such a device. 

k.2    Maximum Frequency Response 

The  response curves  shown  in  figure  16  are based on non-dimensional 
times.    Frequency response certainly can be normalized; however,   it  is 
much clearer to the user/designer to speak of hertz frequency.    The 
minimum time  for the switching of a jet,  from attachment to reattachment, 
is  the time  it takes  the jei  to swing past the splitter,  reattach to 
the opposite side and then  reach equilibrium  in a newly reattached 
state.    On an output-pressure versus  time plot,  this  time would be the 
rise-time of the  inactive pressure as shown   in figure  17.     The maximum 
frequency then will  be the  reciprocal of twice this  time.     This frequency 
represents  the maximum number of  times  in one second  that  the output 
pressure of a device can  reach 63* of the pressure recovery.     It  is 
clear that, while a higher frequency may be obtained wltli  the jet still 
attaching  to each wall   in   its  turn,   the output channel  cannot  respond 
fast enough;  hence,  the output pressure will  be degraded.     On a Dode 
plot one would see a dropoff  in amplitude.     Maximum  frequency  response 
is  a function of  input amplitude so that when  choosing  the  fre cency 
response,  care must be  taken  that  the  required  input-pressure amplitude 
does not exceed the amplifier-pressure  recovery or  the pressure gain 
will  be  less  than one and there no  longer will  be any amplification. 

Frequency  response increases when the element size is made smaller 
since the  transport  time through the device   is  decreased. 

In general,  the jet cannot be expected to switch at a speed faster 
than the transport time between the splitter and the control.    For 
turbulent devices the theory predicts and experiment  verifies  (see 
section 6)   that about 3*0  transport  times   is   the shortest  response  time 
for reasonable control signals.    Katz, et al.,  [271  found experimentally 
that, even with huge signals,  the switch time only approached the trans- 
port  time  to the splitter. 

k.l    Other Dynamics 

When the dynamic output of a flueric flip-flop  is measured,  the 
circuitry used  to make the measurement often   imposes   its own dynamics 
so that the response picture  is not exactly as predicted.    The experi- 
mental blocked-pressure response usually exhibits "ringing".    References 
16 and 17 show  this.    The  ringing  is  directly  due to  the response of 
the additional   lines and fittings  required to mount   transducers.    Here 
the compressibility of a gas, or the compliance of a transducer In any 
fluid, acts as a capacitor.    The cutlet channel of the flip-flop  (In 
a decoupled device,  the ectcher)  and the associated transmission  lines, 
to the transduce«-,  get as  a series  resistance and inductance.    Their 
volume and the  volume ot   the  transducer,  or  the transducer compliance, 
act as a capacitance to ground.    The equivalent circuit is shown in 
figure  18.     The  response  then has  a natural   frequency, u 

o 

u 

o 
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and a damping factor,  £, 

where 

n   vir 

5 - R/ZCTC" 

(8) 

(9) 

L    -    Inductance 
C    -    capacitance 
R    -    resistance 

The capacitance of a fixed volume such  as the volume of the channels 
or the  internal  volume of a transducer,  may be approximated by 
C - V/(n  • P .   ) where V is the volume and n is the polytroplc constant. 

For high frequencies n - l.A,  the process  is adiabatlc,  for low frequencies 
n ■ 1,   isothermal process. 

Further loading may be added with a consequent change  in the 
response.    The case of  long  lines with a high  impedance on the end,  as 
In a feedback line in an oscillator, may be treated as an LR circuit 
with a time constant, T,  characterized by the rise time, T - L/R.    The 
circuit  response Is shown in figure 18c also, which shows the difference 
between adiabatlc and  Isothermal   response. 

The flip-flop model's theoretical   response [16] does not consider 
the external dynamics hence the response  Is always flat.    When consider- 
ing a circuit with interconnections,  the  resonant frequency and damping 
factor must be determined as  it  Is conceivable that the overshoot could 
switch an upstream device when not desired, as might be visualized from 
the response shown  in figure 18. 

k.k    Dynamic Design Conclusions 

In general,  any response of a digital  device  Is  limited by the 
response of the channels within  it and the transmission  lines,  fittings 
and coupling, without.    Optimizing the response of a particular component 
may often be wasted effort, especially  If the response of the associated 
circuitry  Is below that desired.     Furthermore,   if the optimization of 
the response time of a device  is at the expense of some desired static 
characteristics then It  is undesirable.    To give an example,  If It 
desired to activate a circuit  In a hazardous environment, where the 
fluidic signal  from the flip-flop must be  transmitted a distance I -  1 
meter,  using standard plastic tubing to transmit the signal.   Immediately 
It  Is apparent there will be an acoustic delay 

T   ■ s 1m 
525 m/s 3 x 10"3s 
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where 
u 

a    ■    speed of sound  (in air a ■> 325 m/s) 

In addition,   there will   be an L/R  rise  time.     If  the  load at  the end 
of the  tubing   is  a  typical  0.5 x  i.C mm nozzle  then  the  resistance, 
in air,   for a maximum signal  of 5 '>Pa will be approximately  108 P /m3/s, 
and  if  the  tubing   ID  is  3-12j mm then  the  inductance  is 

P £/A 
1.2059 ^ x 1 m x '  m  

(3.125 x 10_3)2m2 
- 1.57 x 10 

kg 
m" 

and so the  rise time T - L/R  13  1.57 x  10"3s.     Hence  the total  time for 
a signal  to propagate,  one-way  is A.57 ms.    Considering  twice that time 
for two-way operation,  or any  function that  requires a  feedback from 
the output  to  initiate  the next cycle,   results   In  the maximum frequency 
of  this  simple circuit  being  less  than  110 Hz.     The optimization of a 
flip-flop to switch  from say   10"',s  for a switch  to 10"5s   is obviously 
immaterial.     If  the  device were very   large,  such  that  the switch  time 
were  in the order of milliseconds  then  it might  pay  to optimize to at 
least hold a  100 Hz   frequency system  response. 

o 
Any presentation of response data must be inadequate for many 

reasons. The multitude of geonetries is one reason; however, the most 
important is that the response is s function of the shape of and 
amplitude of the input so that an additional infinity of possible signals 
adds to the problem.  However, in fluidic circuits, transmission lines 
and other passive components, often are the limiting factors so that 
if estimates of the frequency response of these other parts can be made, 
this can often suffice. Where integrated circuits, stacking or staging, 
is used, the connections can be very short and the device's response 
can play a significant part.  For this reason the results presented 
become important. 

u 

OTHER DESIGN  CONSIDERATIONS 

5.1    Supply Pressure 

The application of the design criteria presen 
previous sections applies when fully established t 
in the flueric device. From experimental evidence 
under certain conditions all devices exhibit Reyno 
When the flow reaches a high enough Reynolds numbe 
as attachment length, gain and fanout reach a cons 
because at high values of Reynolds number, the ent 
constant. From the experimental work of McPee and 
and Edwards [l4] on jet attachment, the attachment 
be constant when the modified Reynolds number, N-' 
value for all  aspect  ratios, a. 

ted in the 
urbulent flow exists 
it is known that 

Ids number dependence. 
r, such parameters 
tant value. This is 
rainment becomes 
Moses [10] and McRee 
point is found to 
is a given constant 
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where 

** NRs^^th/bs + 1)(1 ♦ 1/a)2] 1000 (10) 

L 

Rs 

'th 
a 
D 
V 

- b     /2P /p/v 

- length of supply nozzle throat 

- aspect   ratio 
- fluid density 
- fluid kinematic viscosity 

I, 

This  form of modified  Reynolds number comes  from  the  derivation of 
the discharge coefficient,  [191, where  it can  be shown  that  the dis- 
charge coefficient   is  only dependent on  the modified number;  hence, 
at one value of N   '   the properties  of  the supply  flow are probably 
constant. 

Measurements performed at HDL on gain and fanout on several 
flip-flops verifies   this  value of modified Reynolds  number.     For example 
for an aspect  ratio of 2,  and a nozzle width b    of 0.5 mm,   the gain 

and  fanout are within  3% of  the  final  value at  a supply  pressure of 
6 kPa,  or N. 996. 

i. 

From measurements  performed on other digital   logic elements, both 
commercial  and  in-house,  of various  geometries,   including   latching 
vortex  type devices,   values  for the modified Reynolds  number,  above 
which constant normalized operation occurs,   range  from a   low of 807 to 
a high of  1090.     Considering  the uncertainties   i.e.   exact  values of 
0. ^i./b,.  this   is  felt  to be sufficiently dose  to 1000. tn    s 

Muller's  [28] data on switching control   flow,  Q     ,  shows  that 

Q      becomes  constant  at  N0    ■ 8000  for 0 •  1.     For his  nozzle geometry 
sw Rs " 

£,,/b    -  1  and a 
tn    s 

1.     This  gives • N.1 1000.     The operating pressure 

(or nozzle width,  or aspect  ratio)  can be obtained from Eq.   10 or 11, 
which expands  Eq.   10   into  its  basic parts. 

(1 ♦ l/o)2 i- f x 106 
(ID 

Furthermore,   if  the device  is expected to operate   in  the  incom- 
pressible  flow  range,   the supply gage pressure should  not  exceed half 
an atmosphere. 

It should be noted,  however,  that many characteristics are 
considerably  improved  (pressure gain G  ,   fanout  F )   if  the  flow  is not 

fully turbulent.     Advantage may be taken of this   if care   is  taken not 
to operate  in an  unstable  region.     If a device   is  designed  to be 

* 
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marginally stable from the curves presented here  (based on  fully- 
established turbulence)   then  there  is not margin for  reducing  the mini- 
mum operating pressure.     Since only a few scattered experimental   results 
for a limited number of geometries exist for the change of  the various 
parameters with Reynolds number, no design curves can be specifically 
generated,  and all   that  can be stated is  that gain and 'anout can be 
substantially  improved.     However,   if the problem  is  th  t    f varying 
environments,   insensitivity  to Reynolds number is desirable  to achieve 
constancy of operation,  so the gain or fanout presented here must be 
settled for. 

: 

5.2 Nozzle Dimensions 

In general,  the narrowest channels   in a flip-flop will   be either 
the supp.y or control  nozzles.     Fabrication  technology at  present  can 
probably make a channel   to about 0.025 mm wide;  however,  such  regions 
as  corners  can  usually be held  to only 0.050 mm radii   in rsta]  etch 
or fine blanking pro-esses.     These  radii   can adversely affect  the flow 
field.     In a supply n.zzle  the effect would be to add a diffuser at 
the end  (e.g.  with an expansion   ratio of 5,  for a 0.025 mm nozzle).    A 
general   rule of  thumb  for nozzles   is  that  the exit  corner  radius  should 
be kept to  less  than one-half  the nozzle width.     In  that  case,   the 
minimum-width nozzle  that  can be made  Is 0.1  mm.    This   is  a practicable 
size and metal  etching of 0.1  mm thickness   laminates   is  an  easy matter. 
The tolerance held by  the manufacturing process becomes  very crucial 
when   it   is observed  that gain   (and fanout)  changes  very  rapidly as  a 
function of offset at   low values  of offset  (see fig.   14).     Inadvertently 
making the nozzle too  large decre'Ses offset and vice versa so that 
such devices may not   function  properly. 

5.3 Aspect  Ratio 

Although the theoretical model   [16]  incorporates aspect  ratio and 
its effects,   it  is  a good  rule of thumb,   in order  to preserve pressure 
and flow  recovery and strong attachment,   to use an  aspect   ratio of at 
least  two.    The model   allows   for any aspect  ratio  in  the nozzles;  however, 
it  does not consider  the  retarding effect of  the proximity of  the down- 
stream bounding surfaces which begin  to have some significant  influence 
when a < 1.0.    When c <  1   the effect  is deletorious   in that   recovery 
decreases  as does gain  for bistable  turbulent devices.    Actual  devices 
usually a e designed  to have 0 >  1.0. 

5.A    Nozzle Design 

In accordance with  the specifications  [19],  nozzles  should be 
smooth, have a contraction   ratio and  length  in excess of 5,  and should 
have as short a throat as  possible commensurate with the rest of  the 
design specifications.     This   is  to ensure minimum  losses   in  the nozzle 
so that  the  recovery,   and hence gain, will  not be adversely  affected. 

U 

u 
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6.    THE FAST FLIP-FLOP 

During the time that  the analytical model  for the  response of 
bistable devices was being  completed,  the problem was posed as  to how 
one would design a flip-flop with acceptable static characteristics  for 
a minimum  response  time. 

Such a device has to be designed with extremely short inlet and 
outlet channels since the motion of the attachment point is retarded 
by the  inertance  (inductance)  of these channels. 

In addition, when   the  response of  the  inlet  line  to a step  in 
control  pressure,  P  ,   is analyzed as a series L-R circuit,  the flow 

response Q(t)  can be approximated by 

QU) Pe/Rc(l exp(-Rct/Lc)) (12) 

where t ■ time 

The dynamic model  has  shown  that  the total  volume of  flow supplied to 
the control  V      is   roughly  constant when switching occurs,   independent 

of  the amplitude of  the  control  pressure P  .     Integrating  the control 

flow to some switch  time,  T,   results   in Eq.   (13) 

Vsw " PcT/Rc + Lc/Rc (exp (-RcT/Lc)-l) (13) 

It can be s.een  that  for constant switch volume V      and control sw 
pressure amplitude P  ,   to minimize the switch  time T one must also 

minimize  input  impedance  P.  .     Physically,   this means   that  if  the  input 

resistance   is higher   it will   take  longer  to push   in  a given total   volume 
of fluid.    Hence,   in  addition  to decreasing  the  inertance,  one must 
also decrease the  resistance. 

Looking at conventional   devices,   it  is not  immediately obvious 
how this  can be achieved.     Of course,  the nozzle  itself should be of an 
optimum efficiency design,  but  in close-wall devices   (where high gain, 
fanout and recovery exist,  see section 3-'*)   the limiting  impedance  is 
the spacing between  the  attaching Jet ana the attachment wall   at  the 
downstream corner of the control nozzle.    This corner,  however, may be 
cut away,   leaving only  the nozzle as  the  limiting   impedance.     Therefore, 
in designing  th? device,  a  rounded corner was  used.    The width of  the 
nozzle was  chosen  so  that  the device would have a stable attachment 
with the control  ports open   (or decoupled)  and with  the splitter as 
close-in as  allowable.     The marginal  safe-splitter distance  is about 6 
supply-nozzle widths,   so 8 was  chosen  to be completely stable.     Note 
that  if  the splitter  is   too close  in,   it will   intercept  the  attaching 
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jet and make  it oscillate.     For a wall  angle of 12°   (see design  curve 
of fig.   7) >  an offset of zero,   the attachment  length  for open  ports 
Is Just under 6 nozzle widths   if the control width  is 0.75 of a supply 
nozzle.    This means that the attachment point  is about 2b    from the 

splitter.    Using the vent  location criterion,  Eq.   3,  a side-wall   vent 
should be located at about 8b   .     The value of wall  angle,  12°, was 

chosen as a compromise between weaker attachment  (for faster switching) 
and higher recovery characteristics   (for good steady-state operation). 

The consideration of short  lines now becomes a fabrication problem. 
Ideally,  the design would have output  channels only  1  or 2b     long,  so 

that  the decoupler-vent area becomes  a wide gap  right across   the device. 
To  illustrate  the  fabrication  problem,   figure  19 shows  the planview of 
a flip-flop that had very short channels by  the splitter and had been 
pant j-mi lied  into a block of plexiglas.     It can be seen  that a problem 
would arise  if  the planview were  to be fabricated by some process  using 
laminates, where  the  interior  is  cut  completely  through  the material, 
in  that  the splitter could not  be  fixed  relative  to the geometry since 
il   is  an  island.    Many years  of experience  in  the fabrication of  fluidic 
elements has shown  that  to avoid asymmetry,  devices must be made  in 
laminates,  alternate elements  of which can be  inverted.     Up  to  this 
time, metal  etching,  hi",  proven  the most  acceptable fabrication  process 
with  respect  to,  cost, quality,  and availability for  Icw-and-high volume 
production.     In spite of  this,  however,   the device was made,   as  stated, 
by  panto-milling because   it was  the only way  to make  the   island splitter, 
with  the  result, which was   foreseen,   that  the characteristics were 
asymmetrical  and the characteristics  could not be adequately  duplicated 
from one device  to another.     A  further compromise was  then made -   in 
order to obtain  reproducibitity and symmetry  -  the  island was  eliminated, 
the splitter was  lengthened and the outputs flared out, so that  the 
decoupler vents were no  longer common   (see  fig.  20). 

L' 

It was desired  that  the  device be both  input and output  decoupled. 
The output decoupler chosen had a pressure  recovery of 70% and a  flow 
recovery of 1251 and the  input decoupling vent had a 90% pressure  re- 
covery and a 100%  flow  recovery. 

The steady   ,tate characteristic can now be computed.     For a 
normalized switch pressure P^/P    of 0.075  (estimated from fig.   11, 

P    /P    - 0.0^2 x  (1/.75)2 ■  .07'»7, where the switch pressure at b    - b 

is multiplied by the square of the  ratio of the control  areas)  and a 
normalized pressure recovery P /P    of ^M  (from fig.  7)   the gain,  G  , 
is 0    s p 

P /P o    s 
F-TT" sw    s 

p./p A    o 
7P~ c«    c 

.36^ 
x (.7)(.9) - 3-071 
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For a normalized switch flow of 0.266  (from fig.   11, switch  flow  Is 
relatively independent of control width) ana a normalized output flow 
Q^/Q   of 0.905 the fanout F    Is 

«OA 

%      "oA 

0.905 x 1.25 
.ill  A. 25 

These values compare exceptionally well  to the measu'ed values where 
G    «• 3.5 and F   > A.    The final  device  is shown  in  its planview  In p o 
figure 20 and a photograph   in figure 21.    Table  I shows a comparison 
of some of the parameters   including others not calcul   ted above. 

G 
Table I.    Comparison of Compnted and Measured 

Steady State Parameters 

Computed Measured 

(' 

Pressure Recovery 0.26 
Flow Recovery 1.26 
Gain 3.07 
Fanout 4 
Switch Pressure 0.07 
Switch Flow 0.265 

0.28 
1.25 
3.5 - 

.065 - 
0.303 

M 

.078 

The computed data  Is sufficient to approximately construct all 
the steady-state characteristic curves  in the manner described in 
section 3.    Figure 22 shows  these constructions,  the theory,  and the 
comparison with actual x-y recorder data for the output and the transfer 
characteristics.    The equation  for  the discharge coefficients  c.  for 

the supply and control  nozzles  are given by equation   (l'-*)  which  can be 
obtained from reference  [19] and  is 

cd = 1   -  3.5MlJT (1*) 

where 

( 

V modified Reynolds  number,  equation  10. 

The validity of  the  theory  for  the discharge coefficient was  established 
by  its good agreement with  the data [19].    The theoretically predicted 
values of the flip-flop characteristics are well within any experimental 
spread with which workers   in  turbulent  fluidics are  familiar. 

Experimental measurement of the actual jet switch-time  is difficult. 
The switch time, defined as  the time  it takes the Jet to move across the 
device after separating  from the  initial wall,  can be estimated from a 
fairly simple experiment.     If the unit is connected as a feedback 
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oscillatoi  of a  low enough frequency  to Insure stable attachment each 
half period, and the output pressure  is monitored,   Che  following  calcu- 
lations  can be made.    The output  signal, generally, will   look  like c>n 
underdamped second order RLC  response.     This   is  the  result of  the out- 
put jet  impinging on the decoupler catcher which acts as a second order 
system resonator.    The second order  response to an  input whose rise 
time  is   less  than one quarter of  the output  rise  time  is essentially 
the same as  for a step,  so  that   the   input signal   to the catcher  is 
about a quarter of the output  rise  t'me.    This   Is then the  rise time 
for the flow out of the receiver  fiom the moment the jet starts  to move 
across  the amplifier  to  the  time   it   is  completely  reattached.    Measure- 
ments made at  three different  frequencies   (61,  2131  and 320 Hz)   for  two 
supply pressures  (10 kPa and 20 kPa)   indicated an average switch time 
of 2.911.2  transport times  to  the splitter.     Transport  time T    to the 

splitter  is  defined as  the average jet-exit  velocity c. /2P /p divided 
Into the splitter distance,  t 

Tt ■ £sp/cd ^7P (15) 

Computations made with  the numerical  model with an   input  pressure 
signal  equal   to the pressure  recovery  for various  rise-time signals 
show that  the time for  the jet  to move across the device  is  relatively 
constant  at  an average of 4.5  transport times.     Considering  the approxi- 
mation  assumed,  and  the experimental  scatter,  this  is a good verification. 

Lowering the supply pressure,  as   Indicated before,   tends   to make 
the attachment weaker.    Goto and Orzewiecki   [16] have show theoretically 
that  the  laminar jet switches   faster  (in normalized time).     This   is 
further verified here  in that at supply pressures of 5 and 2.5 kPa,  the 
experimental  switch  times were  found to be  1.5 end 1.1   transport  times 
to  the splitter.     Below 2.5 kPa,   the  unit was proportional.     The  response 
of  the entire unit was estimated at  1.15  transport  times  through  the 
device at  5 kPa.    The  response  time   is  estimated by assuming  that  the 
period of oscillation   is  twice  the  response  time,   twice    he   input   rise 
time  to switch pressure,  Tid  the acoustic delay.    The  first   Is  the 
quantity  in question,   the    econd can  be measured but  is simply estimated 
by  the  L/R  rise  time T  D of  the output  feedback   line  Inductance  L    and 

LK O 

the average control   resistance  R    as   in section  A.4 so that 

1 

c 

\ 
(Lo/Rc)/Gp (16) 

P    = P 
c        sw 

If one assumes  that  the pressure   recovery  is   reached  in  time L /R  ,   then 

the switch pressure P      is   reached  in  the  fraction of  time P    /P     (which 
sw sw    o 

Is  the  reciprocal  of  the gain,)   hence eq.   16.    The acoustic delay   Is 
merely  twice  the distance around  the  feedback  lines  through  the  flip- 

( 
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flop divided by  the speed of sound.     The period  is simply measured,   thus 
the  response time t     is 

T -    I 
per a 

2i 
LR 

(17) 

where 

per 

LR 

period 

acoustic delay 

inductive-resistive  delay 

In simple  terms,  this   is  the  time   it  takes  the device  to respond with 
an ouii.ut signal  after enough  pressure has been  imposed on   i t  to  initiate 
switching.     Since  flow  lags  the pressure,  and not only switch pressure 
but switch  flow must be satisfi-jd,   then eq.   17 should generally be a 
conservative estimate  for the  flip-flop  response time.     For  the device 
operating with fully established  turbulent flow, a  response  time T    of 
about  three  (3)   transport  times  has  been observed. 

Trie maximum operating  frequency  response  f        of  this  unit,   for no 

degra'Jition of output signal   can   then be estimated as 

max      2i 
mi n 

1 

max 0.1 7cd   V^/unit (18) 

where 

um t 
length of  the device 

Using  the criteria for minimum supply pressure and eq.   18 results 
in a chart  for maximum frequency  response as a function of element size 
and supply pressure, shown  in  figure 23,  and a resultant zone of operation, 
for this particular supply nozzle shape.     Decreasing c. shifts  the N    line 
to the  right,  further decreasing  the operation zone. 

The  corner frequency  f  is  a  function of  control  amplitude  in  a 
bistable  device.     In general,   it has been  found that  the corner frequency 
as  a function of  input amplitude   is  a straight  line passing  through  the 
minimum switch pressure  (no  response below minimum switch pressure)   up  to 
the maximum operating  frequency  resoonse at a control  amplitude equal   to 
the pressure  recovery.     This   results   in eq.   19. 
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f/f max (Pc/Ps " 'sv/'s^V's 
p /p ) sw s (19) 

Figure 2k  shows a comparison of some data with eq. 19, and the agree- 
ment is good. The rationale for using the frequency in response to a 
control pressure amplitude equal to the pressure recovery as the maxi- 
mum frequency pom*, is simple,  in figure 16, at the value shown, the 
flip-flop switching time is within 5%  of the minimum, or in other words, 
amplitudes greater than the pressure recovery, do little to speed it 
up.  The data of figure 24 shows the frequency response of both the 
first design (fig. 19) and of the final design (fig. 20). For a device 
with b ■ .1 mm (iun-.t  -  *♦ "*") operating at about 70 kPa, a maximum 

attainable frequency response (in air) is about lO1* Hz. 

The flip-flop designed here is probably not the optimum design. 
The static characteristics, for example, could probably be enhanced 
somewhat, but that was not the object.  The maximum frequency response 
at 20 kPa for b - 0.5 mm is about 1300 Hz. This exceeds by a factor 

of five the quoted specifications of similar sized commercial off-the- 
shelf devices. The static characteristics compare favorably with the 
commercial elements in that they fall within the large range of quoted 
characteristics. 

L; 

7.     SUMMARY OF DESIGN EQUATIONS 

The equations which are felt  to be  important  to the designer are 
briefly summarized  in  this  section. 

Eq.   1       -    Output  Characteristic based on known pressure and flow 
recovery -  short outputs  < b  . 

' 

P/Ps - P0/Ps [1 - ((Q/Qs)/(ao/Qs))
2] 

Eq. 2  - Output Characteristic based on known pressure and flow 
recovery - long output > 50 b. 

P/Ps - Po/Ps [1 - (Q/(ls)/(Qo/(ls)] 

Eq.  3      -    Attachment wall   length criterion 
Wall   length ■ Attachment point with open ports + 2 b 

e X + 2 b 

Eq. k      -    Relationship between no loss blocked pressure recovery 
and flow recovery before decoupling 

Po/Ps - W2 (bs/bo)2 
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Eq. 7  " Inductance of a channel 

L - p£/A 

tq.   11     -    Minimum pressure for supply pressure  independent 
operation  (e.g.   fully established turbulent flow) 

P - 0.5 [Uth/bf + Dd + I/o)2 v/bs]
2 p x 106 

Eq.   15    -    Definition of  transport  time  to the splitter 

Tt - V(cd ^7^ 
Eq.   16 Inductive delay time due to signal transmission 

through an inductive - resistive line 

lLR (L/R)/G. 

sw 

Eq.   17    -    üefinition of flip-flop  response time from an 
osci1lator 

Tr -  <Tp "  \ " 2TLR)/2 

Eq.   18    -    Maximum frequency  response of a fast  flip-flop 

f       S 0.17 c. /2P /p /£    ., max d        s um t 

Eq.   19    -    Frequency  response of a  fast  flip-flop 

f/f        - [(P /P  )  -   (P    /P  )]/[(P /P  )  -   (P    /P )] max      Lc    s sw    so    s sw    s 

r: 

8.     DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 

There   is  a practical   limit  to  the number of specifications which 
can be  required of a flip-flop design,  a pliofii.     Assuninq  that any 
quantity or parameter specified by   itself can be met,  then  it  follows 
that there are only a finite number of other specifications which can 
(also)   be arbitrarily set.     In other words,  one can over-specify 
requirements so that  it  is  impossible to arrive at a design meeting all 
requi rements. 

In general   there are nine possible specifications.    They are 
listed below showing  the parameters  upon which  they depend. 

1.    Output pressure 

P    • P    (Ü, a, I    , Q ,  b ) o       o '    sp*  ^o'    o 
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2. Output flow 

%-%(*.  a. lip) 

3. Switch flow 

Q m d    (0, a, I , I   ) ^sw  ^swv '  ' v*    sp' 

4. Switch pressure 

Psw ■ Psw(D' a' ^sp' ^ bc' ***' V 

5. Pressure gain 

G
P - 

Gp(D' a' £sp' V bc'  PsW Qsw- ^o' V 

6. Fanout 

Fo " F
0 

(D' *' ^  %' bo-  ***' lJ 

7. Maximum frequency response 

f
max " fm.x  <%•  bs'  h' lo' lc' V V 

8. Power Consumption 

W - W  (Ps. Qs.  bs,  h) 

9-     Switching  time 

Tsw " T.w (fmax'  Pc'  V1 

Of these nine,  only  four do not depend strongly on any other; hence, 
it   is  reasonable to say that three conditions may be specified at will, 
and under exceptional  conditions sometimes  four.    Common sets of 
specifications are power consumption, gain and fanout; or gain, 
frequency response,  and pressure recovery. 

9.     DESIGN EXAMPLE 

In section 6 the design of a "fast" flip-flop was considered. 
In  the following section a set of typical   flip-flop specifications ai 
jiven and a flip-flop design  is determined  in a step-by-step fashion. 

Ir 
given and a flio-floD 0**1«* t.^'S-TZ:.'IL'':"?' sP«'"c«'ons are 

step fashion. 

9-'    Statement of the Prob lern 

A fluidic flip-flop  is  required to activate a reject actuator at 

I 
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the end of a fluidic-logic sequence that determines acceptance of a 
product.    The fluidic-logic gates are standard commercial  devices with 
a nominal   final  gate output power of 100 mW  ((J   - 3 x 10"5 m3/s at 

P    ■ 3*3 kPa),  a kS% pressure recovery and a 1251 flow recovery at a 

nominal  power flow of 5.5 x 10 -5 /s at 10 kPa.    The mechanical  actuator 
is an air cylinder with a 25.0 mm diameter bore  that must push a 5 kg 
box off a conveyor belt whose coefficient of friction   is 0.1.    The 
length of the box  is 20 cm and the conveyor moves at 50 cm/s. 

9.2    Flip-Flop Specifications 

The problem stated above made  three  requirements of a fluidic 
flip-flop:     (1)  nominal   input (control)   power in terms of the available 
output  from the gates;   (2)  pressure recovery,   in terms of the force 
requirements on  the air cylinder;  and  (3)   response time,   in terms of 
the allowable time the air cylinder can be  in contact with the product. 

The specifications are examined separately. 

Starting with  the minimum control   signal   to switch,   It can be 
determined that   if the most rapid operation   is desired, or a safety 
factor  is added to the minimun control   signal, about 621 of the nominal 
signal,  should be  used,  hence,   the minimum control  signal  for the  flip- 
flop,  or  the switching power, must be 62 mW. 

The second specification  is the pressure recovery.    To slide a 
5 kg mass off a 0.1  coefficient of friction belt  requires 0.5 kg, or 
5N.    Assuming a "stiction" force  in the cylinder of 1.0 N then the 
minimum pressure  required to oppose 6N,   the  flip-flop blocked output 
pressure  is: 

P      -  Force/Area 
OA 

6N/((25 x  lO"3 m)2  TTA)  -  12.2 kPa 

: r: 

The  last  specification  is  the minimum  response  time.    Assuming 
that  the  logic sequence or function   is  done  far enough  down  the  line 
so  that  the  reject  signal   comes  to  the actuator flip-flop Just as  the 
box  is   lined up with the air cylinder,   then  the cylinder must be  fully 
extended  in O.As,   the du-stion of  the passing of a 20 cm box on a 50 cm/s 
conveyor.    The time constant of the air-cylinder volume in series with 
the  flip-flop outlet   is: 

T - RC 

and the compressibility capacitance of the air cylinder, with a retracted 
length of 25 mm  is: 

C - V/nP -  (25 x  10"3 m)2   (TT//») (25 x  10'3 m)/1  x  (12.2 + 101)  x 103 

-  1.08 x lO-10 m3/Pa 
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The resistance will not be known until a geometry  is chosen but the 
final  design must meet the requirement that the switch time, plus the 
cylinder pressure rise time, plus the cylinder extension time,  is less 
than 0.4 seconds.    The extension time can be estimated simply by 
applying Newton's Second Law to the piston-mass system.    The governing 
equation  is 

x ■ EF/m 

where IF  is the net force acting on  the piston and mass, e.g.  the sliding 
friction,  the cylinder "stiction", and the pressure force on the piston 
end.    The mass, m,   is composed of the piston and the box but since the 
box  is fairly   large, m can be considered to be the box mass alone.    Noting 
that the  initial x~displacement and x-velocity are zero,  the time 
required to extend the cylinder is simply 

( 

V m 
"TT" L ■ 

To get an   idea of the order of magnitude of this extension 
time for a 10 cm extension, assume an excess  force of 1.0N.    Then: 

V10 x 10-z m 

1.0 kg ffl/i 

x 5 kg 

m/s2 
/T .7 seconds 

It  is clear then that 1.0 N excess force  is not sufficient  co meet the 
requirement that the total  time be less than O.^ts.    An excess force of 
'♦N will bring  the extension time down to 0.35s.    This corresponds now 
to increasing  the required amplifier output pressure to about 20 kPa. 
Experience dictates that switching times can be kept low to the order 
of milliseconds hence the outlet  resistance must be low enough to allow 
a cylinder pressure-rise time of  less  than 0.05s,   (50 ms), or 

R    - T/C - 0.05 s/1.08 x lO-10 m3/Pa o 

R    < 5 x 10*    kg/mS o 

The flip-flop specifications  therefore are: 

1. W     < 62 mW (P      < 3-3 kPa) sw — ' sw — ^ ^        ' 

2. P A > 20 kPa (G   - P  ./P      > 6.6) oA — * p        oA    sw — 

3. R0    < 5 x 10* kg/mS   (TSW - 0  (1 ms)) 

In addition,  the energy  required to move the piston  is roughly 1 watt 

(V - —); hence,  the output power recovery should be in excess of this 

value. 
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9.3    Step-by-*,tep Design 

Since the primary concern is output pressure  level,  a high pressure 
recovery device with  fairly high gain  is  required.     I f we assume that 
the final  device  is  to be  in the conventional  design area with outlets 
decoupled by the device shown  in figure  11,  then we can use figure 1A 
to start with.    Assuming a design specification for G    at 7.0, we pick 

three combinations, of  the figure, of attachment angle and wall offset: 

a, - 10°,  D, - 0; a2 - 12°,  Dj - 0.1; a, - 15 , 0, - 0.275 

c 
Upon exsiiination of figures 6  to 8 one sees  that  for high-pressure 
recovery,  the splitter location should be at 6 b..    Noting the 251 

decoupler pressure  loss, we find now that  for each combination with 
I     -6b sp s 

PoA/Psl - 0.405 (fig. 6) 

PoA/Ps2 " 
0-33 (fi9- 7) 

POA/PS3-0-255 (fig- R) 

C 

:: 

Since high  recovery  is  a desirable characteristic  let  us examine the 
first choice. 

o, - 10°,  D, - 0.0. £sp - 6 bs 

From figure 6  the open  port   (b    •= b  )  attachment  point   location  is about c        s 
5-2 b  .     Applying  the wall   length criterion,  Eq.   3.   the wall   length 

must be at   least  7.2 b    so 8 b    is used complying with the gain from 

figure 11.    This puts  the vent downstream of the  leading edge of the 
splitter.     The switching pressure is obtained from  figure  12 and  is 

Psw/Ps - 0.058 

or from the gain, G    - PoA/P      " 7» and the pressure  recovery 

P    /P    - P A/P /G sw    s        oA    s    p ,405/7 - 0.058 

The supply  pressure   is now obtained from the pressure  recovery 

Ps - 
P
0A/^0A/^0A/%) " 20 kPa/0-'»0? - 49.4 kPa 

or rounding off P    - 50 kPa and the switch pressure   is  P     - 0.058 (50) 
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2.9 kPa, which   is within the specifications.     The input-power specification 
is 62 mW so that the  flow to switch can be estimated as, 

^w " Wsw/Psw " 0'062 w«tts/3 x 103 Pa 

- 2.0 x ID"5 mVs 

Using a conservative estimate of the control nozzle-discharge coefficient 
as 0.6,  the nozzle area can be determined from  the Bernoulli  equation: 

'■I 
where p is the density of air so that 

i 

v d      v 2 x 3 x  103 kg/ms: 

2 x lO"5 mVs 
• 6 

^.7 x lO-7 m* 

Using an aspect  ratio of 2, as  recommended,  the area is simply twice 
the nozzlewidth squared,  so that 

bs   m - 0.00048 - 0.5 

Assuming a short supply nozzle  (again  to minimize  losses) t .   - uo 

using the above values of nozzle width and aspect  ratio the minimum 
supply pressure   is obtained from Eq.   11 

0.5 bs. 

Ps"0-5 [Vbs + ,)(l *l/a)2v/bs^px ,0' 

Ps-0.5  [(1.5) (1.5)^   1.486 x 10- 2i/.0005mP  1.2059^x10* 

min 
12.139 kPa < 50 kPa  (spec) 

m0 

».t.1, 35
Co l ,„ rMl tJ  V   '* ' "om",Md ^^ "" °f ^-'- 

. ■ T/(^7p/bi) . „0/,  ■2|*i&\];>^- /.5 x :o- „, 

t - 0.0006 s - 0.6 ms 

L > 

i  • 
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An estiiate of the decoupler outlet impedance can be obtained 
from Eqs. k,  5 and 6 

oA ,75 P0/Ps oA s 
0 ^ ^ 2-1 V^s ^ 2.1 (^7r/(b/b )) 

o s  s o 

Assuming c.    ■ 0.9,   and applying Bernoulli's  equation,  again one can 

find the supply flow 

^s d V    P      s 1.3 x  lO''* mVs 

The output  leg width   is b    " 1.53 b  ,   from geometry 

The outlet   impedance   is  therefore, 

R    . 50 x 103 kg/msz 

o " 1.3 x lO-^Vs 

R    - 6.5 x  107  kg/m's 

.^05 
2.i OT78R 

This value  is  an order of magnitude   less  than  the maximum allowed 
Ly the specifications;  hence,  the  total   of the  flip-flop  response  time 
and the cylinder rise time  is about 5.6 ms.    This,  coupled with a 0.35s 
extension time,   is   less  than  the maximum O.'JS  allowed  for  the  reject 
mechanism to operate. 

S.k    Flip-Flop Geometry and Characteristics 

The problem stated  in  section 9-1   can be satisfies by a  flip-flop 
with the following  dimensions,  characteristics,  and operating conditions: 

bs 
■ 0.5 mm          ' 

D/bs = 0 

a 

Vbs 
■ 10° 

8.0 Dimensions 

Vbs m 1.53              J 
PoA/Ps 

= O.kOS            ) 

P    /P sw    s = 0.058 Characteristics 
G      - 

P 
7 

i > 
6.5 watts  (W A ~ 1.3w) 

50 kPa 

1.3 x lO"" m3/s 
I   Operating Conditions 
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u 
It   is worth noting  that  this  design   is not  unique.     Other  less 

efficient designs could have been arrived at using   the other two 
geometric choices.    There are no commercially available devices that 
could do the job alone. 

10.     SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This  report has  presented graphically,  and  in simple closed form, 
the results of a theoretical model   for the operation of a turbulent 
wall  attachment  flip-flop with straight walls,  a sharp splitter and 
decoupled outputs,  so that a  rational  design of such a device can be 
made  to satisfy both static and dynamic specifications.     These results 
are  in  the form of parametric graphs of pressure recovery,  attachment 
point  location,  blocked control  pressure,  switch pressure,  switch  flow, 
pressure gain,   fanout and  response  time.     They are also  in  the form 
of simple closed form relations  for output characteristics,  frequency 
response,  and maximum  frequency  response.     In addition,   rules of  thumb 
for the construction of the steady state characteristics,   insut and 
transfer,  are given  and  illustrated, and  intuitive  insight   int? the 
transient  response   Is given  by  identifying  the  transient prcces es. 

The optimization of  response  time of a flip-flop was  followed 
through  from  initial   to final  design,  compromised by  fabrication problems. 
A frequency response  in  the order of 1000 Hz for a devi   ^ with a nozzle 
width of 0.5 mm  is obtained and experimentally verified.     From the 
analytic model  a maximum attainable frequency  response  (with present 
fabrication  technology)   is  estimated to be about  104  Hz.     Higher 
frequencies  can be achieved;  however,  there would be an attenuation of 
the output greater  than -jdb.    For  instance,   if an  ultra-high  frequency 
oscill'to-  is desired with  the jet moving  from attachment  t'     ttachment, 
with nc c ncern about the attenuation due  to the outputs,  then a 
frequency  could be expected of the order of 105 Hz. 

A brief  recapitulation of the  design  curves   indicates  that,   from 
a static view-point,  pressure gains  and  fanouts of the order of ten 
are not  unreasonable along with pressure  recoveries   in excess of S0%. 
Compromises of  these  figures  occur when  decoupling or when  fabricating 
by a specified process. 

A design example  is given for what   is  hoped might  be a  typical 
case.    The design   is   followed through step-by-step  resulting   in a 
geometric configuration. 

In  conclusion,   then,   this  report can be used as  a comprehensive 
design guide for a  flueric wall-attachment  flip-flop  to meet both 
static and dynamic  requirements. 

c 
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F.ffects  of a Splitter and   Vents 

on  a Reattaching Jet   and  Its   Switching 

in  Nail   Reattachment   Fluidic   Devices 

T. Wada, A.  Strnizu,  and M.  Takagi 

(Okayama University, Okayama, Japan) 

o 

o 

c 

I.  Introduction 
When one tries to design a wall reattachment fluidic device by 

using results that have been obtained from models without an end to 
the reattaching wall or without a splitter, or a vent, careful recon- 
sideration may be required.      When a device has a splitter, for out- 
puts, and vents, for decoupling cascaded devices, the splitter and 
vents may have considerable effects on the behavior of jet.     Such a 
jet, affected by the splitter and the vents, may be called an 
Affeeted Jet. 

If the splitter distance is less than some critical value, the 
jet is affected by the splitter.      In such an event, the pressure in 
reattaching bubble decreases and the reattachment point of jet mo/es 
upstream,  as compared to the case where the splitter is faraway[l]. 
That is, the bubble    shrinks.      In addition,  when the reattachment 
point is near the vent or the side wall end and i part of the jet 
flows out through the vent or the jet flows away at an angle to the 
wall plane, the jet is then affected by the vent or the wall end. 
Bourque-Newman have shown that the reattachment point of a jet on a 
short wall is less than that on a long wall[2].     We also have investi- 
gated such phenomena, in more detail [3].     These facts indicate that 
the movement of the reattachment point, due to the application of 
control  flow, will be suppressed by the presence of a splitter or vent. 

Furthermore, the presence of a vent causes a discontinuous ex- 
pansion of the bubble at some control flow rate. This occurs when 
the jet jumps over the vent to attach to the wall downstream of the 
vent and vent flow enters the bubble. 

The above behavior of the jet may have an effect on the character- 
istics of a device.      The existing literature does not discuss to any 
great extent the effects of the splitter on the characteristics of a 
device, and ii\ light of the above discussion the published models may 
not necessarily be applicable to the jet affected by the vent.      For 
example, the end wall type models(4,5,6]. where the jet switching is 
directly related with inflow to the bubble through the vent, must be 
used with care in some cases[3]. 

In the above discussion, the jet is separately affected by the 
splitter and the vent.    However, when the jet is affected siaul- 
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taneously by both thn splitter and the vt,nt, the phenomena may be very 
compex.      It is these phenomena that must be understood in order to 
get a general model for the wall reattachment device. 

It is the intent of this paper, therefore, to phenomenologically 
clarify the behavior; the switching, and the pressure recovery of an 
affected jet.      At the same time, a discussion is presented of appli- 
cability of existing results to the design of devices and some con- 
ceptual  suggestions are made for any analytical model of the affected 
jet. 

2.  Experimental  Setup and Procedure 
The experiments are carried out on the large scale model shown in 

Fig.l.       The model is made of transparent plastic,  and the blocks 
making up the side walls, the control nozzle, the splitter, and the 
vent are movable in order to obtain the various desired geometric con- 
figurations.      These bio., AS are sandwiched between two flat plates, 
sealed completely by whit«, vaseline,  and fixed by C-clamps. 

The main nozzle width and the control nozzle width of the model 
are boti: 8.0 mm,  and the aspect ratios are 6 and 5 for the operating 
fluids of air and water, respectively.      In water,  the flow is visual- 
ized by means of fine polystyrene grain tracers, and only the behavior 
of the jet and the switching mechanism is investigated.      Quantitative 
investigations of the jet flow are performed using the air model. 
The jet Reynolds number is equal to 1.4 x lO^in air and 8.3 x lO'in 
water, where the characteristic dimension is the main nozzle width. 
It is thus believed that the effects of Reynolds number and secondary 
flow are negligible[2,7].     Further,  since the turbulence intensity of 
the main nozzle in the plenum chamber may affect the jet character- 
istics[8], the turbulence in this chamber is suppressed by a honey- 
comb core flow straightener. 

In the experiments, the flow rate from the main nozzle Qso is 
evaluated by the following equation: 

i 

iso Cdbs /JIPT PJTP (1) 

p : 

P : 
Cd: 
6*; 

where Ps:  main nozzle total pressure 
ambient pressure (nozzle exit static pressure in free jet) 
fluid dencity 
discharge coefficient defined by    1  -  26*/bs 
displacement thickness at nozzle exit. 

The control  flow rate (^ is measured by a float type flow meter. 
In this investigation, switching of the jet is effectej by apply- 

ing a step-wise incremental control flow rate to the jet in critical 
static equilibrium due to the control flow.      This tvpe of switching 
is described as static switching in a later section. 

3.  Results and Discussion 
One purpose of the investigation is to get an understanding of 

the effects of the splitter and the vent on jet behavior, hence to 
isolate these effects from the other the experimental model in some (  - 
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cases does not use an opposite side wall. 

3.1. Effects of Splitter 
3.1.1. Behavior of the Reattached Jet 

In this part of the study the vent width bv is equal to zero. 
Fig.2 shows an example of the effects of the splitter distance Ls on 
the reattaching wall pressure distributions.  For values of Ls less 
than a critical distance Lsc the pressure in the bubble decreases. 
That is, the jet is affected by the splitter : the radius of jet curva- 
ture R decreases, and the bubble volume shrinks and the reattachnent 
point moves upstream in comparison to an unaffected jet( L > Lsc ]. 
The decrease in bubble pressure may be explained in the following way: 
the pressure drop in a flow passage or a duct, consisting of the 
splitter and the side wall, affects the upstream bubble pressure by 
effectively increasing the pressure difference.  However, it seems 
that no theoretical explanations for this phenomenon have yet been 
presented. 

Experimental data for the above-mentioned critical splitter 
distance Lsc without control flow is shown in Fig.3(a).  For offset 
D/bs= 1 and inclined wall angle a ■ 15°, this distance Lsc/bs is equal 
to 8.6.  Fig.3(b) shows the distance from the nozzle exit to the 
outer edge of jet on the nozzle axis and the critical splitter distance 
for some offsets with a constant wall angle a = 15°.  As can be seen, 
even when the jet outer edge is located for upstream from the tip of 
splitter, the jet can still be affected by the splitter.  Some flow 
patterns showing the splitter effects are shown in Photo.1.  As the 
splitter distance decreases, the bubble shrinks considerably for Qc= 0. 

For the jet with control flow, as a matter of course, the critical 
splitter distance increases over the no control flow case. 

For D/bs= 1.0 and a ■ 15*, some wall pressure distributions show- 
ing the critical distances Lsc/bs are given in Fig.4 and 5.  Lsc/bs 
for control flow rate Qc/Qso ■ 0-1 an<1 0-2 is about 1.25 and 1.5 times 
that of Qc/Qso ■ 0, respectively. 

For the same splitter distance, therefore, the degree to which 
the splitter effects the jet is very dependent on control flow rats. 
The more the flow rate becomes, the more the effect, generally. As 
the splitter distance decreases and becomes less than critical, the 
bubble shrinks and the jet is suppressed by the splitter.  Such a 
shrinkage has a certain limit for the geometry and the control flow 
rate.  As this limit is approached, the jet begins to run out along 
the opposite surface of splitter.  This run-out is also closely re- 
lated to switching, and will be discussed later on. 

In order to evaluate the run-out, a concept of run-out intensity 
is introduced.  The Run-Out Intensity  is defined as the ratio of 
the total pressure of the flow over the opposite surface of splitter, 
PR to the main jet supply total pressure P .  If the jet flow is 
incompressible and has a sufficiently high Reynolds number, the charac- 
teristics of jet may not c'epend on Reynolds number.  In that case 
then, PR/

p
s can be considered as a nondimensional quantity independent 

of P.. 
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Fig. 6 shows the relationship of control flow rate Qc/Qso to 
splitter distance Ls/bs for constant run-out intensity and D/b. ■ 1.0 
and a = IS0.    Thij particular relation is called the Run-Out dharac- 
teriatio.      In this figure, it can be seen that for Ls/bs = 10 the 
jet cannot run-out at a control flow rate Qc^/Qso where the run-out 
intensity is zero.      As the flow rate increases, the jet run-out 
increases.      When the control flow rate reaches Qc2/Qso' t*ie i"16115^/ 
increases to 0.2. 

Fig.7 shows jet velocity profiles in the model without a splitter 
for Qc/Qso "0.2.      If it is assumed that the splitter does not affect 
the jet,  the jet for Ls/bs ■ 10 must begin to run-out, when Qc/Qso 
attains to about 0.2.      In fact, however, due to the suppressive ef- 
fects of the splitter on the attachment point the control flow rate 
necessary for run-out to start (critical run-out control flow rate) is 
about 0.4.      Since ".he critical splitter distance depends strongly on 
the control flow rate, the effects of splitter distance on the charac- 
teristic of device may depend on the control flow rate level, Qcs/Qso 
necessary for switching.      For example, as the switching level Qcs/Qso 
becomes larger, the splitter distance must increase if the character- 
istic is to be unaffected. 

3.1.2. Switching 
Fig.8 shows the relationship between switching control flow rate 

Q_-/Qso and splitter distance Ls/bs for various opposite side wall 
offsets DN/bs.       In the figure, the dashed line indicates the above- 
mentioned run-out characteristics.      Considering,  for an example, the 
results of DN/bs = 1.0 , as Ls/bs is decreased fron about 20 Qcs/Qso 
increases grasually due to the suppressive effects of splitter.      This 
is because for the sane control flow rate,  the jet with smaller Ls/bs 
shrinks more than thai  with a large Ls/bs, and when the splitter 
distance Ls/bs is  larger than 10, the jet does not run-out.      Thus the 
switching pattern is a so-called Contacting Both Valla Suitehing,  since 
the switching flow is always less than the amount of flow required to 
cause run-out, and so the jet switches before any jet-split'.er inter- 
action.      The degree of approach of the jet to the opposite side wall 
also becomes an important factor.      If the same degree of the jet 
approach is required for swirch'.ng, the more the jet suppressed, and 
so the more the control flow Is required. 

Decreasing,  further, the distance Ls/bs, the switching control 
flow rate corresponds to the flow rate of constant run-out intensity 
for very short splitter distance..  (Ls/bs< 6).      Tn this region, the 
degree of jet approach to the opposite side wall does not apparently 
have an important effect or the switching, but the run-out intensify 
is an important factor. 

As a matter of course, there is a region of splitter distance 
where both the run-out intensity and the degree of jet approach to the 
opposite wall have comparable effects on the switching.      In the 
present example, this region is 6< L /bs <10.      A simple illus- 
tration of this characteristic is given in Fig.9.       In the region AB 
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the node of switching is contacting both walls,  though the jet   is af- 
fected by the splitter,  and the region ED results  in switching that 
requires a constant run-out  intensity.       In practice, an intermediate 
area, shown by EB.  also exists. 

For the case of I)/bs = 1.0, nN/bs = 2.0 and a « »N 15°, the 
switching patterns are shown in Photo.2, 2(a) shows the patterns in 
area ED and 2(b) the patterns in area AB. 

Although, as mentioned above, the switching patterns depend on 
the splitter distance, the substance of switching may be discusseu by 
the pressure condition in the space bounded by the jet and the opposite 
side wall.  Nc can assume that switching occurs, if and only if the 
pressure equilibrium in the space is broken down.  This equilibrium 
is broken down by the jet approach in the area AB, and by the run-out 
flow of jet in the area ED.  The run-out intensity necessary to break 
down the pressure equilibrium may increase, as the opposite space ex- 
pands.  In Fig.9, this state exists in the area BC. 

As seen before in Fig.6, the control flow rate necessary to in- 
crease the run-out intensity from 0 to 0.2 changes by large extend in 
the area BD of Fig.9.   It must be noted then that the switching flow 
rate is greatly affected by the opposite wall offset Djg/bs.   If the 
control flow change to the run-out intensity is small, the switching 
flow rate may not be affected by the opposite wall offset. 

3.2. Effects of the Side Wall Vent 
3.2.1- Behavior o^ the Jet 

In this case the splitter is not installed in the experimental 
model.  The distance Ls/bs is infinite.  The discussion begins with 
the results from the model with infinite vent width bv/bs » ■, that is, 
the rmdcl has a fixed length of reattachment side wall, I,u, that 
terminates at that point. 

In Fig.10, the pressi.re distributions on the wall for various 
control flows are show.-, tor D/bs = 0.5, a = 15°. and L^/b,, = 12.0, in 
comparison with that for Lw/bs = <*>  (long compared with the reattachment 
distance).  For the control flow rate Qc/QSo ■ 0.27, the reattachment 
point is located slightly ups*reaii of the wall end.  The pressure dis- 
tribution in bubble is not affected by the presence of the terminated 
wall.  Increasing the control flow rate, however, to Qc/Qso ■ 0.33, 
where the reattachment distance LR/bs = 12.0 for L /b » <*>,  the L /b 
- 12  reattachment point may locate in the vicinity of the wall end. 
The pressure distribution in bubble is then affected by the end and 
consequently the pressure drops.  That is, the radius of jet curvature 
decreases.  In the affected jet, the reattached state is maintained 
for Qc/Qso up to 0.4, due to the bubble shrinkage.  Bourque-Newman[2) 
have given one explanation for thif phenomenon, wherein the jet mo- 
mentum direction downstream of the reattachment point is considered. 
The above phenomenon can be explained in a similar way. 

Let the radius of jet curvature for the very long wall length be 
R^ and for the finite length short wall, R  ,.  From the momentum 
equation along the wall for the control volume EFGHE in Fig.11(a) and 
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the relation J/R ■ -pg for R >> bs, the next two equations are 
obtained: 

a..     ^Sosa  (2) 

cos(a ♦ ß)  - Jd/J 

B        .  D*cosa m 
Rend " • &> 

cos(a ♦ ß)  - Jjcos fJ 

These equations show that the radius of jet R decreases if the 
flow downstrean from the reattachment point cannot  flow along the wall. 
Hence the bubble pressure drops and the bubble shrinks, coapared with 
the jet for l^/b^ » ». 

Fig.12 shows data for some jet centerlines  (locus of maximm 
velocity point measured by hot wire anemometer)  for 1^/bg ■ 12 an.   '5 
in comparison with that  for L^/bj. = «.      For the control  flow rates 
Qr/QSo given,  the reattachment distance is  Lg/bs =  12 and IS for Lw/bs 
■ ", respectively.      Effects of the wall  end on the jet can be 
easily recognized by the change in radius of curvature.      The flow 
patterns  in Photo.3 clearly show the effec.s of the wall  end on the 
flow direction of the jet.      In Photo.3(a),  the flow is in the di- 
rection of the wall, so that the effects of the wall end say be negli- 
gible.       In Photo.3(b) and  (c), however,  the flow direction makes a 
certain angle to the wall, and so the effects of wall end are Marked. 

For the case of small wall offset D/bs and wall length I^/bg, the 
control  flow rate necessary to detach the jet from the wall is coopara- 
tively small.       In that case the attachment angle 6 becomes small, and 
the jet  is practically unaffected by the wall end  (Fig.13). 

Next, the results from the model with a wall vent width bv/bs of 
order about  1 are discussed.      Here, the wall  length downstream from 
the vent  is very  long. 

Fig.14 shows the pressure distributions for the wall  length 
upstream from the vent  Ly/b,. = 12, D/bs = 0.5, and a ■ IS*.      When the 
control  flow rate Qc/Qso applied  is 0.33,  the reattachment point is 
located just upstream from the wall end.      The upstream pressure dis- 
tribution from the vent  is not affected.       By ii;>:reasing Qr/Q-Q to 
0.40, the wall end effect can be seen; the bubbles  for bv/Ds > 1.5 and 
3.0 shrink in comparison with that  fo- Lv/bs ■ <».      However, for the 
vent width bv/bs • 0.5, the wall end effect  is not as predominant in 
comparison with the jet with large vent width because the reittachment 
point jump"; over the vent and attaches to the downstream pr.rt of the 
wall.      At the same time,  the bubble is expanded with the pressure 
increase in bubble, d<je to inflow through the vent to the bubble. 

As mentioned above,  the vent has two effects on the jot: one is 
the shrinkage of bubble,  the other is the lar^e expansion o5 the bubble 
due to the jump of the reattachment point over the vent.      These ef- 
fects can be explained as follows:  for the upst-earn section, the flow 
agrees with a model as in Fig.11(a), but in the lownstream section the 
flow must be modified as in Fig.11(c), then the radius of je: curvature 
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R is given by the sane procedure for b /b ■ « : 

D*cosa 

cos(a ♦ ß)  - {Jd - J (1  - cos6)}/J 
(4) 

r> 

r> 

u 

and considering Jj - Jv ♦ .Ij, 

_ D*coso 

cos(a * 6)  - (Jvcose ♦ Jd)/J 
(5) 

Thus, as tne vent width bv/bs decreases, and Jv becomes snail, it means 
that the decrease of R^ becomes snail with bv/bs or the wall end effect 
on jet becomes weak.  Further, this means that the control flow rate 
necessary to make the reattachment point jump is affected by bv/bs and 
decreases with bv/bs. Photo.4 shows this phenomenon. 

In this case, the shrinkage effect due to the wall end or vent is 
negligible when compared to the small angle 6 case. Then, the control 
flow rate necessary to jump is practically unaffected by the vent width 
bv/bs.  Fig.15 demonstrates this phenomena. However, after the jet 
has jumped, the attachment point depends strongly on the vent width due 
to the i'iflow through the vent. The larger the vent width, the more 
the bubMe expands. 

3.2.2 Switching 
Consider first the caso of switching for a terminated wall, or an 

infinite vent width bv/bs = », that is,  finite wall  length Ix/bg. 
The switching control  flow rate is that necessary to detach the jet 
from the reattachment wall.    For a reattached side offset D/bs =1.0 
and U.S.  and an inclined wall angle a ■ IS",  the opposite side inclined 
wall angle a»> 15°,  the relationship of switching control  flow rate 
Qcs/Qso to the opposite side offset D»j/bs are shown in Fig.   16.  for 
several wall  length L^/bj.    The switching characteristic for l^/bg« ^ 
is described by a solid line.    In that case,  the switching pattern 
shows a typical Contacting Both Walle Suitehing(Refer to Photo.S). 

As an example,  the switching mechanism for the case of D/bs = 1.0. 
is discussed.    When the wall  length Lw/bs  is very short,  Lw/bs « 8.0, 
then the switching mechanism is the so-called End Wall Snitching. 
That is,  after the jet detaches from the initial wall the jet is then 
reattaches to the opposite wall.     By increasing the wall  length,  two 
switching mechanisms appear depending on the offset DN/bs.    The 
contacting both walls switching oc urs for snaK DN/bs, and the end 
wall switching for large D^/bj.    For a wall  length Ly/bs ■ 10,  it 
seens that the end wall effect is negligible.    For the I^/bs = 12, 
however,  the end wall effect is marked    Then,  the switching control 
flow rate Qcs^Qso ^or small D|g/bs increases due to the wall end effect, 
that is,  there is bubble shrinkage in comparison with that of the 
Lw/bs » oo case. 

A schematic representation of such a switching characteristics is 
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shown in Fig. 17.  In this figure, the switching mechanism in the area, 
described by the dashed line, is the end wall switching. Up to this        I ) 
point, the effect of the opposite wall on the jet behavior has not 
been considered.  In actual fact, the opposite wall can affect the 
pressure in the flow field in a manner such that the pressure drops 
uniformly in the whole flow field. For small offsets Djg/bj, the 
decrease may become quite large. Thus the pressure in the vicinity 
of the wall erd tends to drop, so the jet tends to detach from the in- 
itial wall with a smaller control flow rate in comparison with that of 
large offset D>j/b_.  It seens that this tendency is more prominant 
due to the following condition, also. When the flow downstrean from 
the reatta^hment point enters a free space, the jet whose reattachment 
point is near the end of the wall, undergoes large fluctuations. 

TOT Lw/bs ■ 15, the switching mechanism for all values of DN/bs 
is the contacting both walls switching, while the effect of wall end 
becomes marked for large DN/bs. 

Photo.6 shows the switching patterns for D/b = 1.0, o « o^,-  15° 
and lWbs ■ 1.5. The end wall switching can be observed for lvl/hs - 
10 and 12, while for Lw/bs ■ 15 the contacting both walls switching 
like that of l^/b = oo is recognized. As mentioned above, if the / ] 
offset D/bs and the wall length l^/bg are smaller than 1 and 10, re-        V—' 
spectively, the jet is almost unaffected by the wall end. The exist- 
ing formulations of sw'tching[4,5.6], therefore, may be reasonable. 
For the vent width bv, DS of the order about unity, however, the direct 
application of existing formulations may not be reasonable.  It is 
noted that the jet attaches on the downstream wall, even if the bubble 
is released to ambient through the vent, for sufficiently long wall 
downstream of the vent. 

Since vent width is an important parameter,switching for definite 
vent width is discussed next. Fig.18 shows the switching character- 
istics for several vent width bv/bs; 18(a) shows the characteristics 
for the small control flow rate necessary to jump the vent (low jump 
level); and 18(b) large control flow rate to initiate a jump(high 
jump level). 

For the low jump level, the jet behabior after jump is greatly 
affecfed by the inflow through the vent. Thus, the switching in such a 
condition is very much a function of the vent width. The switching 

mechanism is contacting both walls. On the other hand, as the vent 
width increases, the jump control flow is almost the same as the 
switching flow.  For example, the switching in the area n^/bs<l for 
bv/bs = 1 and t^j/bs < 2 for bv/bs = 2 shows such a characteristic. 
Even under such conditions, however, the switching is substantially 
contacting both walls.  In the case when the jump flow corresponds to 
the switching flow, the analytical formulation of end wall switching 
wav be approximately applied. 

For the high jump level, the switching mechanism for small D^/bg 
is contacting both walls switching before the jump, although the end 
wall effect is fairly dominant. Here the characteristic that the 
jump agrees with the switching is observed even in the area of large 
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D^/bs due to the large expansion of the bubble because of the jump in 
comparison with that of the low jump level.  In this case the jump 
level is very dependent on the vent width bv/bs as mentioned in the 
previous section, and this level increases with the vent width in the 
region bv/bs < 5. However, for large vent width the condition agrees 
with the case of b /bs ■ <».  In such a condition, the jump level drops 
due to the fluctuation of the jet(Refer to Fig,J9). 

Furthermore, for high jump level, since the jet, before the jump, 
can come sufficiently close to the opposite wall, the pressure in flow 
field decreases in comparison with the low jump level case. Also, 
since the vent is open to ambient, when the reattachment point is near 
the upstream wall end, this pressure decrease may aid in the switching. 
The schematic representation of this characteristic is shown in Fig.17, 
provided End Wall SurCtahing  is replaced by the Jump Level.    The vari- 
ous flow patterns of this switching are shown in Photo.7; 7(a) shows 
switching before jump, 7(b) shows the switching just after jump, and 
7(c) shows the switching after jump.  In case 7(c), the switching 
flow rate is equal to the jump level plus an additional flow rate. 
From these patterns, one can see that the switching mechanism for the 
configuration with a vent is essencially the contacting both walls 
switching. 

3.3 Effects of Vent and Splitter 
In the two previous sections, the effects of splitter and vent 

have been dealt with separately. Here, the case where the jet is af- 
fected by both splitter and vent is discussed. 

3.3.1 Behavior of the Reattached Jet 
Using the previous results, the present problems are considered, 

qualitatively. Fig.20 and Fig.21 show (haracteristic effects of the 
splitter and vent, respectively.  In each of these figures, the top 
figure shows the jet centerline and the bottom one shows the pressure 
distribution on the reattachment wall. 

When these effects are superimposed, the following conditions can 
be guessed at: if the splitter is located near the vent or upstream of 
it, the pressure near the vent will drop.  In addition to this, since 
the vent is open to ambient, the decreased pressure near the vent may 
help push the jump of the jet. This means that the shrinkage effect 
of splitter will be reduced by the presence of the vent. Here, the 
meaning of the words push and reduce  is that the control flow rate 
necessary to cause a jump becomes smaller.  In order to discuss such 
a tendency in a less abstract forri, the results shown in Fig.22, are 
analyzed as an example. This figure shows the relationship between 
the pressure distributions on the wall and the relative position be- 
tween vent and splitter.  The upper figure indicates the existence of 
a certain splitter distance L|/bs in relation to the upstream wall 
length Lv/bs, where the splitter and the vent have the same effect on 
the pressure distribution in bubble. The lower figure shows that the 
splitter effect is marked when the splitter distance Ls/bs is smaller 
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than the boundary distance L*/bs and for I^/b larger than Lg/b, the 
vent effect is predoainant. 

Thus, in the case of Ls < Lg the jump may be pushed alnost certain- 
ly due to the pressure drop near the vent.  This indicates that the 
splitter has the sane effect as an opposite wall for the jump.  On 
the other ^.and, for the case of Ls > L, the relation of the splitter 
effect to the vent effect to jump becomes important.  When splitter 
effects dominate, the control flow rate necessary to jump (jump level) 
increases by some degree.  It has been experimentally determined that 
the limiting splitter distance L£ can be given as in Fig.23 for many 
conligurations. 

After the jet jumps across the vent it is affected by the splitter 
and the vent.  The vent effect is determined by the inflow rate to 
the bubble through the vent.  This inflow rate increases and the 
bubble expands in proportion to the vent width bv to some degree. 
Therefore, for a configuration with the same splitter distance L., the 
jet with a larger vent width is affected more by the splitter, then 
the jet may begin to run-out along the opposite surface of splitter 
with a smaller control flow rate, as we can guess from the data of 
Fig.6.  For a configuration with a constant vent width, the qualita- 
tive effect of splitter agrees with the results in Fig.5, as shown in 
FJg.24. 

In order to understand more quantitatively the above discussion, 
the above phenomena are discussed by making use of the concept of the 
run-out intensity which was introduced in section 3.1. 

Fig.25 and Fig.26 show the run-out characteristics as defined in 
previous section.  For large vent width, as in this example, the 
characteristics differ quite a bit from that of the no vent case bv/bs 
= 0.  In Fig.25, the jump level is low due to small vent distance 
Ly/bs, while in Fig.26 this level is high due to a long vent distance. 
In the area of Ls/bs < L*/bs, the jump level however drops due to the 
splitter effects. 

The difference here, in comparison with that of bv/bs * 0 case, 
is that the jump has a large effect on the run-out characteristics. 
When the venr width is narrow, however, the jump may be suppressed by 
the splitter if the splitter distance is short, and the bubble, even 
just after jump, is not allowed to expand.  Thus, for this case the 
run-out characteristics become similar to that of the zero vent width 
case. 

Now, in the case of large vent width bv/bs = 2, the dominant 
tendency that may be observed in relation to the splitter distance, as 
shown in two figures, is that in the region of small splitter distance, 
the control flow rate of the limiting run-out (PD/PS = 0) agrees with 
the jump level.  This means that the jet just after jump is beyond 
the state of the run-out limit.  In the region of splitter distance, 
where the jet just after jump is not beyond this limit, additional, 
control flow is necessary to produce run-out. 

For example, keeping a constant control flow rate smaller than 
that at this limit and decreasing the splitter distance Ls/bs from the 
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area of large L /b     the jot gets to the Unit at a smallci   Ls/bs than 
that when bv = 0, due to the large expanded bubble after the jump. 
By further, decreasing Ls/bs,  the run-out intensity increases even at 
fairly low control  flow levcls^iuce the jet which has jumped cannot 
return to the before-jump state.      Unlike the case when bv ■ 0, the 
range of control flow rate necessary to increase the run-out intensity, 
for example,  from 0 to 0.2 becomes remarkably narrow with the decrease 
of Ls/bs.      Such a range does not appear in practice,  so then the run- 
out is markedly increased with the jump. 

As mentioned in previous section, the jet just after jump is very 
much affected by the vent width, therefore for large bv/bs,  the range 
of Ls/bs, wnere the jump  level  agrees with the control  flow rate of 
run-öut limit, extends to even large Ls/bs.      By comparing these run- 
out characteristics to that of the bv/bs » 0 case, the reduction of 
the splitter effect due to the presence of the vent can be quantita- 
tively understood. 

As a matter of course,  the strong reduction of the splitter effect 
may be obtained for smaller Lv/bs and larger bv/bs.      In practice, 
however, we can get Lv/hs as small as possible and bv/bs as  large as 
possible.      These quantities also have a direct bearing on the recovery 
pressure of a device.      Thus, an optimal values of these parameters 
must exist for optimal performance. 

Now, the run-out characteristics relate directly to the switching 
as shown later. One method, therefore by which the switching charac- 
teristics may be roughly approximated,  is presented here. 

Fig.27 is a schematic representation of the run-out character- 
istics.      A difference exists between two jets:one where the inflow to 
the bubble is the sum of control  flow and flow through the vent, and 
the other where the inflow is the control  flow only.      Ignoring this 
difference, however, the effects of the vent and splitter on the run- 
out characteristics can be roughly approximated.      If the run-out char- 
acteristics for bv/bs =  0.  the jump level  for sufficient   large Ls/bs, 
and the about inflow rate through the vent are known,  the rough char- 
acteristic can be presented as  shown  in Fig.27. 

3.3.2 Switching 
Typical examples for the relationship of switching control  flow 

rate Qcs/Qso to the splitter distance Ls/bs are shown in Fig.28 and 
Fig.29, with low jump level  and high jump level, respectively.       In 
each figure,  the run-out characteristic is superimposed with dashed 
lines.      In the following paragraphs the switching in relation to the 
run-out characteristics  is discussed. 

First,  the results presented in Fig.28 are discussed.       In the 
region of Ls/bs, where the range of control flow rate necessary to 
increase PR/PS from 0 to 0.2 is sufficientl    narrow,  the effects of 
the opposite offset Dfj/bs are negligible on the switching flow rate 
Qcs/Q    .      This means that the run-out,  sufficient to break down the 
pressure equilibrium on opposite side,  is applied by the jump.      By 
increasing Ls/bs beyond this region, Qcs/Qso ^s affecte<l by Dw/bs due 
to the above range for control  flow rate.      Then, the wider the 
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opposite space becaaes, the higher the run-out intensity necessary to 
switch the jet. The opposite space becoaes wide, when the opposite 
offset is large and the splitter distance is short, due to the splitter 
effect. 

For a low juap level, for large values of D^/b, even just after 
juap the jet «ay still reoain attached.  Then, the jet is very such 
affected by the splitter.  As Ls/bs becoaes larger, however, the 
splitter effects reduce, the jet can coae closer to the opposite wall, 
and the run-out intensity necessary to switch decreases.  In the 
region of splitter distance longer than a certain distance, run-out 
cannot be observed and the switching aechanisa in this area is alaost 
the saae as that when only a vent is present as shown in section 3.2. 

Further, when the juap level is fairly low, the jet even just 
before juap has considerable space on the opposite side, even for D^/bg 
■ 0.5.  Then, the pressure drop due to the opposite wall is not large, 
so the juap level is practically unaffected by Du/b . 

Next, the results presented in Fig.29 for higher juap level are 
discussed.  In the area of Ls/bs, wher« the switching characteristics 
alaost agree with the run-out, the discussion is quite siailar to that 
of the low juap level.  An important difference is that the jet just 
after juap detaches and switches even for D^/b, ■ 6, so that the switch- 
ing when the run-out intensity becoaes iaportant can be observed for 
large ^/b ,  unlike that for the low juap level. 

By considering the difference between juap levels, one can aake 
the following explanation: the bubble of the attached jet with high 
juap level can expand so auch just before the juap in coaparison with 
that of jet with low juap level that the jet can coae sufficiently 
close to the opposite wall to be switched.  In that case run-out is 
not necessary to switch the jet.  At the saae tiae, however, the juap 
level is affected very auch by the opposite offset DN/bs.  The switch- 
ing flow level for I^/b ■ 2.0 is 0.1 less than the DJo/b. > 6.0 case. 
For saall D^/hs,  switching can occur before the juap.  Except for 
saall Dfl/b., switching occurs just after juap, but, while the switching 
for large Ls/b. is independent of the run-out, for saall Ls/bs switch- 
ing depends substantially on the run-out intensity. 

Photo.8 shows flow patterns of switching: 8(a) switching where the 
run-out intensity is substantial, and 8(b) switching just after juap. 

As mentioned above, by introducing the run-out intensity, it has 
been shown that the effects of the splitter and vent on the behavior 
and switching of a reattached jet can be explained more clearly. 

3.4 Effects of vent and Splitter on Recovery Pressure 
The previous three sections have concerned themselves with the 

input characteristics of device.  However, as stated in the intro- 
duction the configurations of the vent and splitter are to be cosider- 
ed not only from the standpoint of the input characteristics but also 
output pressure recovery. 

Here, the effects of the configurations of the vent and splitter 
on the pressure recovery for a completely blocked output duct(maxiaum 
recovery pressure) are discussed.  Fig.30 shows the relationship of 

c 

o 

o 

o 
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the maxmum recovery pressure P  /Ps to the splitter distance Ls/bs. 
In the case of small vent width the'load cannot be decoupled for a 
splitter distance Ls/bs smaller than about L|/bs.  This means that 
the pressure on the wall upstream of the vent increases due to the 
blockage, so the jet detaches from the initial wall.  For the large 
vent width, even though the losi at small splitter distances Ls/bs 
can be decoupled to some degree, the recovery pressure drops somewhat. 

When the splitter distance is fairly large compared to L|/bs, the 
pressure recovery does not depend much on the distance Ls/bs.  Now, 
since this pressure depends somewhat on the output duct width, it 
seems that the momentum into the duct rather than the pressure is the 
proper variable with which to discuss the effects of splitter and vent 
on the jet.  The net momentum into the duct J. is described by PrecB, 
where Prec. is the recovery pressure and B is the duct width.  Non- 
dimensionalizing this by means of the main jet momentum Js = 2CjPsbs, 
the expression for the momentum .Jj is : 

Jd = PrccB/2 (6) 

r: 

c 

r: 

where P,    ■ P..    /P.,  B = B/b  . 'ec      rcc    s s 

Pig.31 and 32 show the relationship of this momentum PrecB/2 
to the splitter distance Ls/bs.  From these results, it should be 
noted that the vent width does not affect the recovered momemtun much 
for a considerably large range of Ls/bs greater than L|/b5. but the 
minimum distance of splitter to be able to decouple depends ve/y much 
on the width bv/bs.  The minimum splitter distance decreases, as the 
vent width bv/bs becomes large.  This means that the pressure near the 
upstream side of vent is not affected even by the blocked load, for 
large vent widths.  When the distance Ls/bs becomes small, the mo- 
mentum decreases significantly.  This means that outflow through the 
vent to ambient exists and the effective momentum into the duct is 
decreased. 

Fig.33 shows the relationship of this momentum to the splitter 
distance L,/bs for a constant vent width bv/bs ■ 2.5, and for various 
vent distances Iv/bs.  In these configurations, the maxmum momentum 
is obtained at the splitter distance Ls/bs - Lv/bs ♦ 5.  For splitter 
distances smaller than this, the momentum decreases so much that 
the pressure recovery may drop, even if the outlet width B/bs decreases. 
For the larger distances L /bs, the momentum does not depend much on 
the distance Ls/bs so that the pressure recovery does drop due to the 
effect of the increasing width B. 

Photo.9 shows flow patterns for a completely blocked duct.  The 
configurations are D/bs = Dfj/b = 1.0, a =aN = 15°, Lv/bs =10, and 
bv/bs = 2.0, and the distance Ls/bs changes from 18 to 10.  In order 
to relate these patterns to the momentum into the duct, consider the 
approximate model shown in Fig.34.   In the case where the splitter is 
located slightly downstream from the vent, the flow does not separate, 
but rather the flow separation is suppressed by the vent.  Then, 
refering Fig.34(a) the momentum into the duct is approximated by the next 
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equation: 

Prec>/2 - 3 (1 ♦ cos*). (7) 

On the other hand, when the splitter is located near the vent, the 
pressure rises near the vent, so the flow may separate upstreaa of the 
vent.  Refering to Fig.34(b). the momentu« into the duct is given by 
next equation: 

P ecB/2 s 3(1 *  cos0) - Jv(cos^ ♦ cosO) (8) 

This equation shows that for such a vent and splitter configu- 
ration the outflow through the vent decreases the aoaentua into the 
output duct. 

Ignoring the differences between the vent widths in Fig.33 and 
Photo.9. one may conclude from the above discussions that the momemtum 
change for Ly/b. ■ 10 in relation to the splitter distance can be 
directly related to the flow patterns shown in Photo.9. 

4. Conclusion 
The effects of a vent and splitter on the behavior of a reattached 

jet and its switching to an opposite wall were experimentally investi- 
gated.  In order to explain these effects, the concept of run-out 
intensity was introduced and was found to describe the ensuring phe- 
nomena quite well. 

The results obtained are as follows: 
(1) The effects of a vent and splitter on a reattached jet were clear- 

ly related to the run-out intensity. 
(2) When the effects of a vent were superimposed on the effects of a 

splitter, the splitter effects were greatly reduced.  Phenomenolog- 
ical explanations for this have been presented in the paper. 

(3) The applicability of the present results to a reattached jet was 
made clear, and the basic concepts have been tied into an ana- 
lytical model that includes the effects of vent and splitter. 
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c SPLITTER SWITCHING IN BISTABLE FLUIDIC AMPLIFIERS 

by C.J. WILLIAMS1 and W.G. COLBORNE2 

r. 

c 

ABSTRACT: 

A brief history of the investigations into switching 

in bistable fluid amplifiers is presented.  This includes a 

description of all important switching mechanisms as well as 

the two switching theories currently available. 

In the new research described in this paper, hot 

wire measurements were made of the velocity profiles of attach- 

ed jets similar to those found in bistable fluidic amplifiers, 

using the Simson velocity profiles, and the experimentally 

determined jet centre line, a universal description of the 

flow from three scaled nozzles was found for a variation in 

nozzle velocity and offset of the attachment wall. A new 

probe was developed to measure the size of the separation 

bubble. 

From these results an original theory was formulated 

to describe the splitter switching mechanism.  Also the 

optimum position of the splitter, for maximum gain and 

minimum switching time, can be predicted. 

f 
1 Graduate Student,   Department of Mechanical Engineering, 

University of Windsor,  Ontario,  Canada. 

2 Head,   Dept.   of Mechanical  Engineering,  University of Windsor, 
Ontario,  Canada. 
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A 

NOMHNCl.ATURE 

- control channel ;irca 

- area of the  main Jet leaving the control volume 

used in the main jet/control jet momentum study 

- supply nozzle area 

- supply nozile width 

- control channel width 

- setback or offset distance 

- setback or offset ratio 

- distance between nozzle exit and attachment point 

- momentum per unit depth of the main jet 

- momentum per unit depth of the main jet passing 

downstream of the attachment point 

- momentum per unit depth of the supply jet 

returned upstream from the attachment point 

- a constant in the Simson velocity profile, where 

Y = KS c 

- attachment   length measured  along  the  attachment 

wall   (including   the  control   channel  width) 

- atmospheric pressure 

- control  channel   static pressure 

- control  flowrate per   unit   depth 

0   /Q -   non-dimensional   control   flowrate -c   "o 
Qp -   flow   entrained   from  the  separation bubble 

per  unit  depth 

(\r. -  Qj/Q  '   non-dimensional   entrained flowrate 
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b c 
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«N 

:; 

R 

S 

V 

V 

w 
X 

Y 

Y, 

'K 

- net flowrate into the separation bubble (ncn- 

dimensionali:ed) 

- main flow rate per unit depth 

- flow returned upstream from the attachment point 

per unit depth 

Qn/Q - non-dimensional returned flowrate 

- separation bubble radius 

- distarce measured along jet centreline from nozzle 

exit 

- potential core length 

- local velocity 

- control channel velocity 

- velocity of the main jet leaving the control 

volume used in the main jet/control jet momentum 

study 

- main jet velocity at the nozzle exit 

- separation bubble volume per unit depth 

- distance measured along the nozzle centreline 

from the nozzle exit plane 

- distance measured normal to the jet centreline 

- perpendicular distance measured from the edge of 

the potential core 

- distance measured normal to the nozzle centreline 

- value of Y terminating at attachment point 

4^ 
4> 

u    - attachment wall angle 

Y    - reattachment angle 

9     - see Fig. 11 
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^ -  deflection of main  jet by control jet 

r, -  Y/KS 

T -   tine 

I 

SUBSCRIPTS 

1 - initial conditions for phase T of switching 

theory 

2 -   final  conditions of phase  I  and  initial conditions 
of phase II 

3 -  conditions after moving jet a small distance along 
the attachment wall 

max      - maximum value 

o 
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INTRODUCTION 

Fluid amplifiers are devices in which a high energy 

power iet is controlled by a low energy control signal.  There 

are various tvpes of fluidic amplifiers one of which is the 

bistable type. This amplifier is a digital device with two 

stable operating conditions.  It is called a digital device 

because the two output conditions are, full flow of the power 

jet at an outlet of the amplifier, or zero flow at the outlet. 

A control signal is used to switch the amplifier from one stable 

condition to the other. 

A typical bistable amplifier showing the standard nota- 

tion used to describe its components is presented in Fig. (1). 

The main stream of fluid, which is to be controlled, enters 

the main nozzle where the main jet is formed.  Entrainment of 

the surrounding fluid into the main jet results in the main 

jet being attracted to, and subsequently attaching to one of 

the adjacent attachment walls.  These walls are symmetrically 

offset from the edges of the main nozzle, and are inclined to 

form a diverging channel as shown in Fig. (1).  The splitter 

divides this diverging channel into two output legs.  The 

output channel in which the jet is flowing is referred to as 

the active output leg, whereas the other output channel is 

called the passive output leg.  After attachment the main flow 

will therefore flow along one of the attachment walls and 

through the corresponding output leg.  Output leg vents may 
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be included to ensure that the main jet remains attached to 

the wall in the event of the output leg being blocked. Control 

ports are positioned at the mrin nozzle exit, perpendicular 

to the main nozzle axis. The main jet can be switched from 

one output leg to the other by supplying a pulse of fluid into 

the control port on the same side as that to which the main 

jet  is attached. 

The switching of bistable  fluid amplifiers has  been 

experimentally  studied by many workers,  while  the analysis of 

switching has  received a relatively small  amount of attention. 

The analyses which do exist enable one  to predict the switch- 

ing  times  of large scale bistable  fluid amplifiers. 

This paper reviews  the various ways  in which an ampli- 

fier switches  and also reviews  the existing theories which 

describe certain switching mechanisms.     The paper also presents 

a theory which  describes  splitter switching.     Switching time 

is predicted by  the use of this  theory and compared  to experi- 

mental  results. 

LITERATURE  SURVEY 

This  section provides a brief history of the analysis 

of switching  in bistable  fluid amplifiers.    Only those papers 

which  give  information directly applicable to  the understand- 

ing  of the operation of bistable  fluid amplifiers will be 

described.     Literature containing refinements which would tend 

to detract  from the  central theme of the  survey, will be only 

briefly mentioned.     All switching mechanisms of practical 
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importance are described and, in addition, material is 

presented which will assist with the understanding of the 

two switching theories currently available. 

I  STEAÜY STATE OPERATION OF BISTABLE FLUID AMPLIFIERS 

The phenomenon whicn causes a jet to attach to a nearby 

surface has been called the Coanda effect, after Dr. Henry 

Coanda [1].  Figure (2) shows how the Coanda effect causes 

attachment in a bistable amplifier.  The main jet, issuing 

from the main nozzle, entrains the stationary fluid existing 

on both sides of the jet.  This entrainment results from the 

turbulent interaction between the main jet and the surrounding 

fluid.  The entrainment causes an acceleration of the surround- 

ing fluid and therefore a reduction in pressure on both sides 

of the jet.  As the turbulent ertrainment is a random process 

the entrainment,and hence the pressure reduction on both sides 

of the jet will not be exactly equal.  If the entrainment is 

slightly higher on, say, the lower side of the jet, then the 

acceleration of surrounding fluid and reduction in pressure 

will be greater on this side of the jot.  The pressure differ- 

ential across the jet will then bend the jet towards the lower 

attachment wall. Fig. 2(b).  This will have the effect of in- 

creasing the velocity of the entrained fluid and hence further 

reducing the pressure on this side of the jet.  If the attach- 

ment wall is long enough ind close enough to the main nozzle, 

then the main jet will eventually attach to it, as shown in 
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Fig. Zfc). A low pressure region, called the separation 

bubble, is formed between the main jet and the attachment 

wall. At the point where the jet strikes the wall, called 

the attachment point, a quantity of fluid from the main jet 

is returned into the separation bubble. The main jet also 

entrains fluid from the separation bubble. At the time when 

the jet first attaches to the wall the entrained flow is 

greater than the returned flow. This causes the bubble volume 

to decreasr.  This decrease cavscs the attachment point to 

move upstream thereby increasing the attachment angle.  With 

a greater attachment angle, the return flow becomes larger 

while the entrained flow becomes smaller due to the shorter 

bubble. A steady state condition is attained when the re- 

turned flow equals the entrained flow. Fig. 2(d). 

Bourque and Newman [2] were among the first to provide 

a theoretical analysis of a reattached two-dimensional jet. 

They presented two theories to analyse the Coanda effect, 

with the most important of these being, as far as this paper 

is concerned, the attachment point model. Thi.s theory demon- 

strates how a momentum balance at the attachment point can be 

used to determine a relationship between the attachment angle 

and the momentum of ehe flow returned into the sepax^ation 

bubble.  It is then possible, if the velocity profile of the 

main jet is known, to determine the actual value of the re- 

turned flow.  This is discussed in further detail in the 
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next section. 

This initial theory has been improved by many workers. 

Sawyer [S] allowed for the different rates of entrainment on 

either side of the curved jet.  Levin 5 Manion [4] proposed 

a modification of the attachment point model which would re- 

move the necessity of assuming that the attachment angle is 

equal to the wall angle, as assumed by Bourque and Newman. 

Bourque [5] showed that a better agreement between theory and 

experiment is obtained, if a nonconstant separation bubble 

pressure assumption is used in Shea's [6] modification of 

the Bourque 5 Newman theory. A fairly comprehensive list of 

the many other modifications of the Bourque § Newman attach- 

ment theory can be found in the introduction to McRee § Edwards 

paper [7]. 

The power jet in all of the above theories is described 

by the Goertler free jet profile [8).  Simson [9J suggested 

the use of a modified form of the Albertson profile [10] to 

describe the jet formed at the exit of a nozzle similar to the 

main nozzle of a bistable fluid amplifier. 

II  SWITCHING MF.CHANISMS OF BISTABLE FLUID AMPLIFIERS [11] - [15] 

The switching mechanism in bistable fluid amplifiers can 

be divided into two main categories:- slow switching and rapid 

switching. 

i)  Slow Switching:  This occurs when a low control 

flow to main flow ratio is used.  Longer switching 

i 
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times will result, but less control flow has to be 

used than in rnpid switching.  All of the slow 

switching mechanisms are characterized by a bubble 

filling process.  When a control flow is applied 

to the amplifier, fluid enters the separation bubble 

through the control channel.  This upsets the equi- 

librium between the returned flow and entrained 

flow which existed during steady state attachment, 

as shown in Fig. 3(a).  The separation bubble will 

now expand because the net flow into the bubble is 

positive due to the addition of control flow as 

shown in Fig. 3(h).  As the bubble expands the 

power jet will be forced towards the passive out- 

put leg.  Switching will then continue in one of 

the three modes of slow switching described below. 

It is necessary to identify these three modes be- 

cause the method of analysis is different in each 

case. 

a)     End Wall  Switching:     This  type  of  switching 

results when small   control  jet  to main jet 

momentum ratios   are  used in amplifiers with 

short  attachment  walls.     The position  of  the 

vents  in  the  output   legs, sliown  in Fig.   4, 

determine  the  length  of the  attachment wall. 

The  jet  remains   attached to  the  initial \>rall 

while  the bubble  grows  and moves  the  attach- 
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ment point downstream. When the attachment point 

passes over the output leg vent, the jet begins 

to separate from the wall, and the bubble filling 

process is augmented by a flow of ambient air 

through the vent into the bubble.  This is shown 

in Fig. 4. 

b) Opposite Wall Switching:  One of the require- 

ments for opposite wall switching is that an ampli- 

fier has its attachment walls positioned to give a 

small offset.  Also a large splitter distance and a 

slightly larger control jet to main jet momentum 

ratio are required.  The main jet attaches to the 

opposite wall, following the application of control 

flow, but also remains attached to the initial wall 

as shown in Fig. 5.  The separation point on the 

opposite wall and the attachment point on the initial 

wall both move downstream as the bubble expands by 

the bubble filling process. 

c) Splitter Switching:  Correct positioning of 

the splitter and selection of a large enough 

offset, will result in splitter switching.  The 

bubble filling process causes the bubble to ex- 

pand forcing the main jet over the splitter into 

the new output leg.  This is illustrated in Fig. 6. 
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iij  RapiJ Switching:  Rapid switching, sorotimes called 

momentum switching, can occur with any of the above 

amplifier geometries if a high enough value of control 

jet momentum ratio is used.  The main jet is forced 

across the splitter almost instantaneously. This 

mechanism produces the s'iortest switching time since 

there is no extended bubble filling process. 

The switching process in any of the above mechanisms can 

be aided by critical attachment angle switching.  If the angle 

between the power jet and the attachment wall exceeds a certain 

value then the returnee' flow into the bubble will be greater 

than the entrained flow from the bubble. At this point the 

control flow may be discontinued, whereas in all of the above 

mechanises the control flow is applied during the complete 

switching process. 

Switching may also occur by load switching which arises 

in unvented amplifiers by blocking the active output leg.  Under 

certain conditions, if the passive control port is restricted 

sufficiently while the active control port is open then the 

amplifier will switch.  This is called vacuum switching and 

occurs because the entrninment to the passive side of the jet 

is reduced, forming a low pressure region on that side of the 

jet. 

Ill  SWITCHING MECHANISM ANALYSES 

When the present work was started only two of the above 
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switching mechanisms had been analysed in detail.  The first 

was end wall switching which has been theoretically described 

by Epstein [16].  The steady state condition of the main jet 

in his analysis was described by Bourque's theory [5], which 

used a Goertler free jet profile to give the velocity profiles 

in the main jet.  Epstein divided the switching process into 

three phases, which were similar to those used by Lush [17], 

Phase I began when the control flow was started.  A combined 

jet, of main flow and control flow, was assumed to be formed. 

The momentum interaction between these two jets rapidly deflect- 

ed the main jet away from the initial attachment wall.  While 

this occurred the reattachment point of the main jet on the 

initial wall was assumed to remain at iis initial steady 

state position.  Phase I ended when the combined jet had de- 

flected to its maximum angle, which was calculated from the 

momentum ratio of the main jet to control jet.  Phase II then 

began and consisted of a bubble filling process which expanded 

the bubble and moved the reattachment point downstream.  This 

phase ended when the reattachment point reached the edge cf 

the vent in the initial wall.  The deflection angle of the 

combined jet in this phase and phase III remained constant at 

the maximum as found at the end of phase I.  The beginning of 

phase III was defined as the point when it was possible for 

flow to enter the separation bubble through the vent.  Phase III 

ended when a specified portion of the main jet had passed over 

■ 
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the splitter. This was a convenient vv'ay of stating that the 

flow had reached a certain value in the passive leg.  Ex- 

pressions were derived which permitted calculations of the 

bubble volume and the net flow rate into the bubble to be 

made at any time during the switching process. Hence the 

time taken for switching to occur could be calculated. 

To compare his theory with Lush's experimental re- 

sults Opstein assumed the following:  1) a value for the out- 

put leg vent discharge coefficient, which enabled the flow 

in the vent during phase III to be calculated; 2) the portion 

of the main jet which had passed over the splitter at the end 

of phase III and 3) a value for the jet spread narameter which 

was used in the Goertler free jet profile. Good agreement on 

switching times was found between his theory and the experi- 

mental results of Lush.  By plotting the bubble volume, with 

respect to time,Epstein showed that the bubble did not grow 

at a constant rate.  In fact the bubble volume was found to 

remain almost constant in tne middle of the switching process. 

The only other switching mechanism which had been exam- 

ined was opposite wall switching, which was analysed by Ozgu 

and Stenning fl8],  One of the important contributions of this 

work was the discussion of the merits of the Goertler and the 

Simson profile representations to describe the main jet.  They 

found that the Simson profile gave a better description of the 

flow immediately downstream of the nozzle exit, since it in- 
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eluded the potential core.  The profile developed by Simson 

[9] showed good agreement with the experimental profiles, 

provided by Albertson (10], for a two dimensional submerged 

jet.  Ozgu 5 Stenning therefore decided to use this profile 

to describe the main jet of a bistable fluid amplifier.  They 

also divided the complete switching process into three phases. 

The first phase began with the application of control floiv. 

This phase ended when the main jet touched the opposite wall. 

In order to calculate the time required for this phase, 

two assumptions had to be made.  The first was that the flow 

entrained from the bubble was equal to the flow returned into 

the bubble at the attachment point.  The second was that the 

steady-state bubble volume was negligible. 

Phase II started when the main jet touched the wall 

of the passive leg.  An empirical relationship was formed 

which allowed the bubble volume to be calculated at any time 

during this phase.  Phase II was continued by increasing the 

attachment distance by small increments, and finding the bubble 

volume after each increment.  This phase concluded when the 

inside edge of the jet reached the edge of the vent in the 

wall of the active leg. 

The net rate of flow into the bubble at any instant 

in time during this phase was expressed as, the control flow 

plus the returned flow, minus the entrained flow.  The return- 

ed flow was found by integrating the Simson profile at the re- 
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attachment point. The entrained flow was found using the 

fact that the increase in the i. idth of a jet, at a given down- 

stryam location, is a measure of the surrounding fluid that it 

lias entrained up to that point. 

As the attachment point was moved along the wall in 

small increments, the volume of the bubble was increased also 

in small increments. The time required for each change in 

volume could be calculated knowing the rates of flow into the 

bubble.  The total time to complete this phase was then found. 

Estimates of the time taken to complete phases I and 

II was made based on flow visualization studies. A correction 

to allow for a variation of some of the quantities they had 

assumed constant during this phase gave a good agreement with 

their experimental values. 

The total switching time was measured by recording the 

time interval between pressure signals transmitted from 

pressure transducers placed in the control channel and passive 

output leg. The time for the third phase was calculated by 

subtracting the time for phases I and II from the total switch- 

ing time.  The analytical expression to predict the time for 

this phase was derived from a relationship, based on the dynam- 

ics of a fluid in a channel, fitted to the experimental values. 

Ozgu 5 Stenning were therefore able to predict the total 

switching time of a bistable fluid amplifier, which had switch- 

ed by the opposite wall switching mechanism. 
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IV SWITCHING TIME MEASUREMGNTS 

Experimental measurements of the switching time of 

bistable fluid amplifiers have received a relatively small 

amount of attention. Savkar et al. [13], Müller [19], Ozgu 

and Stenning [18] made measurements of the switching times 

of a bistable amplifier using water for the supply and control 

jets.  Lush [17], Williams and Colborne [20],and Foster and 

Carley [21] made similar measurements using air. The results 

of all of these experiments agree qualitatively, but exact 

comparisons are difficult to make as the amplifier geometries 

were different in each case.  There are also discrepancies 

in the  definitions of switching times. 

SPLITTER SWITCHING STUDY 

A major objective was to'experimentally determine the 

characteristics of the main jet in a bistable fluidic ampli- 

fier.  This included the measurement of the velocity profiles 

at various distances downstream of the nozzle and the determin- 

ation of the location of the centre line of the jet.  Based 

on this information a theory was formulated to describe 

splitter switching which permitted the response time for this 

type of device to be estimated.  In order to determine the 

effects of size on the velocity profile and splitter location, 

tests were also run on three different sized, geometrically 

similar amplifiers. 

I  EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 

The experimental apparatus consisted of three 

geometrically similar nozzles and attachment walls similar 
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to those found in bistable lluidic amplifiers.  Similar 

entrance sections v.ere also provided.  Hot wire ancmor.entcr 

traversing means was provided to allow velocity profiles 

to be measured at any location in the f'ow field. 

Conprcsscd air was fed through a line containing a 

5 micron filter and two pressure regulators.  This line 

could be connected to one of three scaled settling chambers 

and power jet nozzles.  Each settling chamber contained a 

baffle and screens,and was connected to the nozzle by a 

bellmouth contraction to assure smooth and uniform flow 

conditions at the poAv-er jet nozzle entrance. 

A typical power jet nozzle, shown schematically in 

Fig. 7, was constructed by positioning the various components 

between plexiglass sidcwalls.  The three models hud nozzle 

widths of 0.2S, 0.125 and 0.50 inches with the aspect ratio 

being 4 to 1 in all cases.  The set-back ratio defined as 

D/b as shown in Fig. 7 was set  at one of two values 0.06 or 

0.50.  In each nozzle, three flow rates were investigated. 

These flow rates resulted in Reynolds numbers of 4.0 x 10 , 

3 3 
13.3 x 10 , and 26.5 x 10 based on nozzle width. The split- 

ter and opposite wall normally found in bistable fluid ampli- 

fiers were removed to produce an undisturbed attached bounded 

jet. 

It was found by Sher [6] for setback ratios from 0 to 

1.2 and Perry [22] for setback ratios greater than 1.0 that 
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removal of" these components had little or no effect on the 

distance of the reattachment point from the noznlc exit. 

Wada and Shinizu [23] in their paper showed the values for 

critical splitter distance for setback ratios greater than 

0.5.  This was defined as the distance between the splitter 

and the nozzle exit which resuitcd in a 5* red^-tion in the 

attachment distance measured without the splitter.  It was 

also found that moving the splitter from infinity toward the 

nozzle exit did not affect the pressure within the separation 

bubble until the critical splitter distance was reached. Ms 

assumed that there would be no change in the velocity profiles 

within the bubble when the splitter was located at any point 

beyond the critical. 

We therefore have confidence that velocity profiles 

measured without the splitter or the opposite wall will be 

representative of those found in a bistable fluid amplifier 

with the splitter located beyond the critical position. 

Velocities were measured using a Pisa 55 A 53 hot wire 

with a 55 P 05 constant temperature anemometer.  Velocity 

traverses were made In the X-Y,. plane at various values of 

X^from zero to 20b downstream.  In order to reduce the effects 

of the hot wire supports, the standard hot wire was modified 

by bending the supports 90 degrees as shown in Fig. 7.  The 

voltage output from the anemometer was recorded  for 5 seconds 

at each location on a paper chart recorder.  A mean voltage 

was obtained from this 5 second trace.  The calibration curve 
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of velocity versus voltage was produced by placing a pitot 

tube and the hot wire in the same horizontal plane at the 

nozzle exit.  The calibration curve was checked at the 

beginning and end of each series of traverses. 

Within a separation bubble there is a circulating flow. 

A boundary region exists in the centre of the bubble with 

fluid on one side flowing upstream and the fluid oa the other 

side flowing downstream.  Because of the turbulence in this 

region, the precise location of a line of zero velocity is 

impossible to determine with a single hot wire. 

An opposite facing double total pressure probe was 

developed which permitted a fairly accurate measure of the 

location of the line of zero velocity.  This probe consisted 

of two 0.056" diameter tubes soldered along side each other. 

The lower ends were plugged and two 0.010" diameter holes 

were drilled one on each side. The upper unblocked ends were 

connected to an inclined 'U' tube manometer.  A null position 

occurred when the total pressures on either side of the tubes 

were equal.  Traversing this probe through the separation 

bubble at various downstream positions located the line of 

flow reversal. 

II  EXI'FRIMENTAL RESULTS 

One of the initial requirements was to determine whether 

the measured velocity profiles could be adequately described 

in all three nozzle sizes by an analytical expression.  It 

was found that the expression developed by Simsor. [9] agreed 
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G very closely with the experimentally determined velocity pro- 

files.  The expressions developed by Simson to provide the 

velocity distributions in a jet,identify two regions.  The 

first region is that containing a potential core with veloci- 

ties Riven by 

v      - y- 7/4 2 
r- - (1 - i-f ) ^1 
o 7e  max 

The second region downstream of the potential core has veloci- 

ties given by 

V 
77 

rs 
' [1 - (^ 

7'*  2 
-)  1 

max 

:; 

z 

The Sim:.on profile was developed for a straight jet with 

the velocities given along lines perpendicular to the centre- 

line of the jet at various locations downstream.  To compare 

these profiles with those of a curved jet, the centreline of 

the curved jet must be found.  The centreline is considered 

to be the locus of the points at the centre of the potential 

core, and the points of maximum velocity in the flow region 

downstream of the potential core. 

Centreline points were found for all three nozzle widths 

with Reynolds numbers of 26.5 x 10  and 13.3 x 10 , setback 

ratios of 0.5 and 0.06 and non dimensional distances downstream 

XR/bequal to 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0.  All of these 

points fell close to a single line and a least squares analysis 
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gave the equation of this line in rectangular coordinates as L 
YD/.   -   0.06 7  ♦  0.097   (X,,/,) 1.56 

R'b R'bJ 

Points  in the flow field have been located,  either on 

rectangular  coordinates by   (^R»YR)  see  Fig.   7,  or from the 

curved centreline of the jet by coordinates   (S, Y).     S  is 

the distance measured along  the curve of the  centreline  from 

the nozzle exit and Y is  the distance measured perpendicular 

from the curved centreline. 

The Simson profile  also requir?s  that  the end point 

of the  potential core be specified.    For the  above  range of 

variables  the  average length  of the potential  core was  found 

to be Xn/.»  6.58. 

The next step was  to compare  the measured velocity pro- 

files with the profiles  as  calculated from the Simson expression. 

Since  the measured profiles were on a curved  centreline,   the 

Simson velocity at  each point  had  to be  calculated using the 

S  and Y   coordinates. 

A  typical plot of the experimental   and theoretical 

results   for the variables  stated above is given in Fig.   8. 

The velocity profile on  the side of the  centreline closest 

to  the wall was  accurately described by  the Simson profile. 

The  agreement  on the side away  from  the wall was not  as  good 

as   seen  in Fig.   8.     However this  lack of agreement is  of 
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little concern since  only  the approximate  location of  the 

outer  edge   is required in  the splitter  switching  theory. 

In future work it would be possible to modify the expression 

for the outer edge shape to provide a better descriptioii of 

the jet if  this was  justified.    The non dimensional velocity 

in the potential core  is seen to vary  from 1.05  to 1.00.    The 

local   increase in velocity,   above  the nozzle exit  value,  is 

caused by  the low static pressure  in the separation bubble. 

Again  the expression  for the profile could be modified  to 

account for  this  increased velocity, however the  additional 

complication was not justified.     The wall side of the  jet is 

described well by the  Simson expression until the point of 

flow reversal in the separation bubble  is reached.    Beyond 

this  point  an assumption concerning the shape of the velocity 

profile is  made  as described below. 

Figure 9 shows  a typical comparison of the Simson pro- 

file with experimental profiles  for a  setback ratio of  0.06. 

The principal difference between   this  and Fig.  8  is the apparent 

lack  of a flow reversal close to  the wall.     For  this setback 

the separation bubble  is very small.     It is   interesting  to note 

that  changing the offset does not  change the  location of the 

jet  centreline or the  shape  of the jet, but  only  the size of 

the separation bubble. 

The remaining portions  of the flow field to be des- 

cribed are   the  separation bubble   and the attachment point. 

The centre  of the separation bubble was  located  during 
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each hot wire traverse hy noting the position of the point 

of mini mum velocity.  These points arc plotted for D/. ■ 0.50 

in Pig. 10 together with the values obtained from the double 

probe.  Since there is a circulation within the separation 

bubble, the mass flow on each side of the centre will be equal 

and opposite.  Two assumptions were made concerning the separa- 

tion bubble.  The first specified that the velocity profiles 

on each side of the centre were identical and secondly that the 

static pressure along any line perpendicular to the wall is 

constant.  The distance from the wall to the centre is therefore 

half the total width of the bubble. 

The steady state flow field in the separation bubble 

region of a bistable fluidic amplifier can now be confidently 

predicted for the range of variables used using the derived 

expression for the centreline of the jet and the Simson velocity 

profile. 

In order to develop a theory on splitter switching it is 

necessary to locate the splitter in a specified position.  Wada 

and Shimizu [23] working with a similar amplifier with a setback 

ratio of 0.5 found the critical splitter distance from the nozzle 

exit to be 6.0b. Velocity profiles were measured for tne nozzles 

used in this study for values of XRA of 3.5, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 10.C 

and 20.0, in order to confirm the conclusion of Iv'ada and Shimizu. 

It was fourd with the splitter located at a distance 6.0b, that 

there was a very low flow in the passive leg of the amplifier as 

inidcated by flow visualization using smoke. The small amount of 

1 

o 

(J 

o 

o 
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flow separated from the main jet by the splitter was mostly 

returned to satisfy the entrainment requirements of the main 

jet.  This indicates that this splitter position was very 

close to the optimum. 

Ill  SPLITTER SWITCHING THEORY 

The splitter switching mechanism is considered to take 

place in two phases.  In phase I the main jet is assumed to 

remain attached at the same point on the attachment wall, while 

being deflected through an angle, ip.  The value of this angle is 

obtained by solving the momentum equations in the XD and YD direc- K       K 

tions.  This process is not one of bubble filling but involves 

an expansion of the separation bubble to satisfy the new geometry 

caused by main jet deflection.  It has been shown that, that 

attachment point remains at the same location during the time 

taken for this bubble expansion [24], [18].  This portion of 

the switching process corresponds to our Phase I.  Our own cal- 

culations have shown that Phase I occurs in a time that could 

be considered negligible.  We have therefore used Phase I only 

as a means to calculate the initial conditions for Phase II and 

not as a part of the total switching time.  In Phase II the bubble 

volume increases by a bubble filling process.  The net flowrate 

into the bubble is the control flowrate plus the flow returned 

from the attachment point, minus the flow entrained from the 

top of the bubble.  With this net flow rate, the times required 

to produce incremental changes in the bubble volume can be 

found.  By defining the end point of Phase II the time required 
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for 1'ha.se II is the sum of the times for the incremental changes. 

PHASE I ANALYSIS 

Frow experimental observations, at a setback ratio of 0.5, 

the points indicating the boundary between the separation bubble 

and the main jet are shown in Fig. 10.  In order to determine a 

bubble boundary a uniform static pressure in the bubble was 

assumed.  This resulted in a constant curvature arc which was 

drawn tangent to the edge of the nozzle.  The points outside of 

the region of interference caused by the control channel were con- 

siaered more significant in fitting the curve.  The intersection 

of this curve with the attachment wall gave a location for the 

attachment point of Lw/. ■ 2.56 as shown in Fig. 10. 

To find the geometry of the bubble at the end of Phase I 

the main jet is deflected through an angle i/; as shown in Fig. 11. 

This angle will be dependent on the ratio of control jet to main jet 

momentum and on the pressure differential existing across the jet. 

Writing the momentum equation in the X direction, with reference 
K 

to Fig.   12,   gives: 

U 

o 

o 

p\vi -   pA.vj  cos2;/.  ♦   (P  -PJ   A,. t«ni|) =  0 oo dd ace 

Similarly in the Y direction: 
K 

pA vl  -  PA .Vj  sinip cos^  +   (P  -P.) A     = 0 Kcc dd r       vcac 

The two equations can be solved for i// by substituting the values 

of control channel static pressure, area and velocity, as well 

o 
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as supply nozzle area and velocity. 

The new value of 0 resulting from a change of main jet 

direction by ty is: 

e2 - 91 - ^ 

The  attachment  angle,  y» becomes 

z 
Y2 = Yi * *• 

The radius of curvature for the separation bubble boundary is 

given by: 

t 
R2 = 2  cos(e2T 

The volume per unit depth of the separation bubble is given by: 

180 - 28,  ,  F,R,          (D - b tanoOF, sin(e,+*) 
W2 -   360   ^ - -f-2- sin(e2) ♦  S 2 2_ 

S 

PHASIi  II ANALYSIS 

The  values  of 0,  y,  R and V  found at  the end of phase  I  are 

used  as   initial   conditions   for phase   II.     See Fig.   11   and  13. 

Moving   the jet down the attachment wall  increases  F- by 6F 

giving: 

F3 -  F2  ♦  6F 
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-1     ''2 

Y,   =  180       2! 3  ■  a  *  * 

F,  sin(87) 

and 

3       sin( 

(180-26.)       ,      F,R, 

iq) 

IV,  = ■      -JIl   .»2  .   r3K5  .,_a    +   CD   -  bctana)  F3  «lii(e.^) 
■3^r wR 3       T sane. 

is W3.W2 

The change  in  bubble  volume  for this   first  step of phase II 

-v 
The net  flow into the separation bubble  is given by: 

u 

u 

qN  =  ^c  +  'IR  -  <1E 

The value  of QE>   the  flov.  entrained  into a jet which h 

Simson profile,   is  given by  the expressi 
as  a 

J-. 

ion 

Vo  b 

d  Y   -     -^__ 

where V  is the distance along the Y axis from the jet centre- 

line to the edge of the profile at the attachment point. 

Williams [25] outlines the details of this integration and 

calculation and finds 

QE ■ 0.182 |. 

o 

o 
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i; The returned flow is that flow between the theoretical 

outside edge of the jet and the attachment wall at the attach- 

ment point.  This is given by 

^ret 3   J  V d Y - 

i W 

V d Y 

which results in: 

4P 

qo - 7 [0.49S - fn - I 
11/ 9/, 

I*  -IT^ 4*f(n) 2]] 
where 

KS 
5- and n YR/KS 

Now the numentum equation at the attachment point gi point gives 

J  cosy " JL - JR 

and assuming no loss of momentum at attachment 

JL + JR = J 

J cosy = J - 2J 
R 

cos-, = 1 
2Jr 

Now 

rR =  JY  P V2 d Y and J P V2 b 
o 
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which  results  in 

- — 16     '4       12   '2 
cony   -  1   -   0.7276  Y +   2Yln   -   ^-n y fa 

- ^n   ♦ yn] 

n can therefore be found for any value of Y« 

o 

The attachment point was moved downstream in steps by 

incrcfsing F by increments indicated by 6F.  The time for one of 

these steps from F- to F_ is given by 

2-3 

20W 
Vq»3 

c 

A computer program was written  to calculate the time inter- 

vals  required to  increment F by 6F.     The position and geometry 

of the jet can  therefore b^  determined at any  instant in time. 

The program was  run for control   flow ratios of q    ■  0.06 

to q    =0.1  and setback ratios of 0.5 and 0,20.     The  results show ^c 

that the switching time does not alter appreciably with varying 

setback, even though a much larger separation bubble exists with 

a setback ratio of 0.50. One would expect that the larger sep- 

aration bubble would lead to a longer switching time. However, 

the larger bubble volume resulted in a larger reattachment angle 

in all cases and as a result the returned flow into the bubble 

was greater.  This assisted in the bubble filling process and 

gave a total switching time nearly the same as that for a 

o 

v 
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omaller volume bubble. 

IV DETERiMINATION OF THE END POINT OF PHASE II 

The response times of a model bistable fluid amplifier 

were experimentally measured to assist in the determination of 

the end point of phase II.  These values of response time were 

measured by recording the time interval between a change in out- 

put of a hot wire placed in the control channel and the change 

in output of a hot wire placed in the output leg of the ampli- 

fier.  In both cases the change in output of the hot wire indi- 

cated the initiation of flow over the hot wire.  Complete details 

of the experimental method of measuring the response time can be 

found in reference [20].  The points plotted in Fig. 14 show the 

experimental values of response time, for various values of the 

non-dimensional control flow ratio, for a bistable amplifier 

having a nozzle width of 0.25 inches, a splitter distance of 6b 

and a setback ratio of 0.2. 

The upper portion of the response time curve (Q_/Q_ > 0.13) 

is a straight line and represents the region of momentum switching. 

The response time in this region is assumed to be the time taken 

for the deflection of tne jet plus the transport time in the con- 

trol and outlet channels.  It was further assumed that by extra- 

polation of this straight line into the region Qc/Q0 < 0.13, a 

close estimate of the time of momentum interaction and transport 

time could be obtained.  It was concluded that the difference in 

time between the straight line and the experimental curve could be 

attributed to the bubble filling process.  Therefore at values of 

Q /Q < 0.13 the bubble filling process is required to complete 

switching since the initial main jet deflection is not sufficient 
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to achieve switching. 

This paper directs its attention to tlir bubble filling / 

process.  The theory which is proposed permits the calculation 

of the time required for this bubble filling to take place. 

This portion of the switching process is referred to as Phase 

II. 

The times required, expressed as Strouhal numvers, for the 

bubble filling process have been extracted from Fig. 14 and are 

replotted on Fig. 15.  These values are considered as experimental, 

based on the assumption that the momentum switching line can be 

extrapolated as mentioned above.  The values of the time for 

bubble filling,calculated from the switching theory are shown 

on Fig. 15. The calculated results are shown for two end condi- 

tions, one when 22t of the jet has passed over the splitter, and 

the second, when 24» of the jet has passed over the splitter. 

This method of defining when switching has occurred is consistent 

with the definition of switching as used in the experimental 

determination of response time. 

As can be seen from Fig. 15 the agreement between experiment 

and theory is very good for values of Q /Q < 0.85.  It is there- 

fore concluded that this region represents splitter switching 

caused by the bubble filling process.  In the region immediately 

above Q(./Q0 ■ 0.85 the switching time is less than that predicted 

by the bubble filling theory.  It is assumed that in this region 

the interaction between the main jet and the opposite wall begins. 

In using this splitter switching theory to predict the switch- 

ing time for a bistable amplifier it is recommended that the end 

C 

I 
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point of Phase II be selected as that point when 22% to 24* of the 

width of the jet has passed over the splitter tip. 

CONCLUSION'S 

1. The Simson profile was found to give a good description 

of the curved main jet. This was found to be true for 

a range of Reynolds numbers from 26.S x 10 to 13.3 x 10 , 

a setback ratio from 0.5 to 0.06 and for non-dimensional 

downstream distances from 0 tu 3.5. 

2. An equation defining the centreline of the main jet was 

found for the range of variables given above. This 

equation was 

r X 1.56 
£  = 0.067 ♦ 0.097 (gi) 

c 

r: 

3. A theory describing splitter switching has been developed 

and switching time calculations have been made for a 

range of variables. 

4. Comparisons between the calculated switching time and 

the measured response time in an actual amplifier allowed 

a rational determination of the end point of Phase II. 

This end point has been defined as that point when 22 - 24 

percent of the width of the main jet has passed over the 

splitter. 
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a)  ENTRAINMENT PATTERN WHEN THE MAIN 
JET STARTS TO FLOW. 

ENTRAINED FLUID 
O 

ENTRAINED FLUID O 

b)  BENDING OF THE MAIN JET DUE TO 
UNEVEN ENTRAPMENT. 

THE COANDA EFFECT. 

FIG.2 
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C 
c)   INITIAL ATTACHMENT. 

C 
d) STEADY STATE ATTACHMENT. 

f. 
THE COANDA rf-FFECT. 

FIG. 2 
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a)  STEADY STATE ATTACHMENT. 

ENTRAINED FLOW » RETURNED FLOW. u 

ENTRAINED FLOW- 

RETURNED FLOW 

b)   BUBBLE FILLING 

CONTROL4-RETURNED > ENTRAINED I ) 

CONTROL 
FLOW — 

ENTRAINED FLOW- 
RETURNED 
FLOW  x 

THE BUBBLE FILLING PROCESS. 

FIG.3 
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MAIN JET LOCATION' 
 IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE CONTROL 
FLOW IS APPLIED. 

— -DURING THE BUBBLE FILLING 
PROCESS. 

CONTROL\ 
FLOW * 

OPPOSITE WALL SWITCHING. 

; 

FI6.5 

MAIN JET LOCATION: 

 STEADY STATE ATTACHMENT WITH 
NO CONTROL FLOW. 

 JET LOCATION FOLLOWING       _ 
APPLICATION OF CONTROL 
FLOW. 

CONTROL \ 
FLOW ^ 

SPLITTER SWITCHING. 

FIG.6 
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CONTROL VOLUME USED IN MOMENTUM STUDY. 
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